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FOREWORD
Little further advance can be made in our interpretation of the 
Qur'an or of the life of Muhammad until an exhaustive study has been made 
of the vocabulary of the Q,ur»an. The Qur'an is tne first Arabic book, for 
though there was earlier poetry, this was not written down till much later 
and some scholars have raised serious doubts as to its genuineness. The 
Classical Commentaries on the Qur'an interpret it in the light of the Ara- 
bic lanaua^e of their own day, i.e. of several centuries later, and the 
student soon finds that in almost every case he must neglect their solu- 
tions and commence his work afresh, endeavouring to discover the meaning 
of the Qur'anic terms in their original environment using the resources of 
Semitic philology and utilizing such light as can be thrown by the in- 
scriptions of North and South Arabia and what has survived of the old po- 
etry.
The present Thesis attempts to make a contribution to this ques- 
tion by studying a number of the non-Arabic elements in the Q,ur'anic va- 
cabulary. Emphasis has been placed in recent years on the too lon% forgot 
ten fact that Arabia at the time of kuhemiuad was not isolated from the 
rest of the world, as kuslim authors would nave us believe. There was 
full and constant contact with the surrounding peoples of f^yria, Persia 
and Abyssinia, and naturally there was interchange of vocabulary. This 
was fully recognized by the earliest circle of Lusliiu Exegetes, but under 
the later influence of the great Divines, particularly of asn-Shafi»I 
this was pushed into the background and an orthodox doctrine th&t the 
Qur'an was a unique production of the Arabic language was elaborated. The 
present Thesis gives some account of this controversy among the early au- 
thorities, and the value of tneir researches, discusses tiie possible sour-
(ii)
ces of foreign material coining into the Q,ur'an, ana then takes up in al- 
phabetical order some a98 words of foreign origin in the q,ur»an which 
have been recognized by modern ncholarship,and attempts to discover their 
origin and illustrate their meaning from the contemporary literature of 
the lan^ua^es from which they were derived.
As originally written tne discussion of each word was as lull as 
the material at the writer's disposal could make it. Quotations were 
<&iven from the Q,ur»an to illustrate the use of the word thece, and from 
the early poetry when possible to illustrate how it was used outside the 
Qur'an. Frequent illustrations were $iven from the Commentotorn and Lex- 
icographers where relevant, and. where \vordn occurred in tne IT. or S. ^ra- 
bian inscriptions, tue use there was discussed in retail. Al^o numerous 
quotation? were $iven from Syriac, Aramaic, pahlavi, H'thiopic and other 
sources to show the use of the woras which as tecnnicol terms were bor- 
rowed into Arabic, and all quotations were translated. This, hovvever, 
when typed, would have run to soi^e 1200 to 1300 pa%es, which the Super- 
visors declared was six times too long for a Thesis. Consequently the 
discussion has been rigidly cut down to little more than bare statements, 




Only works of major importance have been mentioned in this list, 
titles of others are *iven in full as they occur in the body of the Thesia 
Addai Shir - Al-Alfaz al-farisiya al-iLu'arraba. Beirut 1908. 
Afchani - Kitab al-Afchani of Abu'l-Fara^; al-lsbahani 20 vols. Cairo 1868. 
Ahlwardt. W. - The Divans of the six ancient Arabic poets. London 1870. 
Andrae, Tor - Der Ursprun^ des I slams und das Christenturu. Uppsala 1926.
iiaidawi - Anwar at-Tanzil wa Asran at-Ta*w!l. Cairo, 1330.
1332. 
Baghawi - lia'Blim at-TanzIl 4 vols. on margin of Tafsir al-Khazin. Cairo
Earth, J - Sprachwissenschaftliche Untersuehun^en zum Seiuitischen. Leip- 
zig, 1907-H.
±5arth, J - Etymolo^ische Studien zum Sernitischen. Leipzig. l893» 
Bartholomae, C. - Altiranisches V/orterbuch (AIW) Strassbur$, 1904. 
Bell, R. - The Origin of Islaru in its Christian Environment. London, 1926. 
Be^rl - Mu*jam raa'sta«j8,m, ed. Wustenfeld. 2 vols. Cottinj^en l8?6-77. 
Brockelmann - Grundriss der vergleichende Grann.iatik der seiuitischen Sprach 
en. 2 vols. Berlin, 1908.
.Buhl, J?1 . - Art. "Koran" in Encyclopaedia of Islam. Vol. ii. 
Burhan-i-Qati« (BQ) Persian Lexicon, Calcutta, I8l8. 
Caetani. L. - Annali dell» Islam, vols. I and II. Milano 1905, 1907. 
Cheikho, L. - An-Nasraniya wa Adabiha bain 'Arab al-jahiliyya. Beirut, 
1912-23.
Uheikho, L. - Christian Arab Poets (CAP). Beirut 1920-26, 
Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum. Paris 1881 ff. (CIS). 
Cook, S.A. - A Glossary of the Aramaic Inscriptions. Cambridge, 1898. 
Cooke, G.A. - North Semitic Inscriptions (NSI) Oxfod. 1903. 
Delitzsch, F. . Wo la^ Paradies? Leipzig, 1881.
w - Assyrisches Handworterbuch. Leipzig. 1896.
(iv)
De Vo^ue, M. - La Syrie centrale: Inscriptions semitiques. Paris, 1868. 
Dhahabi - Tabaqat al-Huffaz. (ed. "tfustenfeld) , Gbttin^en, 1833- 
Dillmann, A - Lexicon Linguae AEthiopicae, Lipsiae, 1865. 
Dinkard - Pahlavi Text and translation of the Dinkard by Peshotun JJ.B. 
Sunjana vols. i-iv. Bombay, 1880.
Dozy, R - Supplement aux Dietionnaires arafces. 2 vols. Leyde, 1881. 
Dussaud, R. - Mission dans les regions desertiques de la Syrie moi^enne
Paris, 1903.
Dvorak, R. - liber die Premdworter im Koran. v/ien, 188;?'.
" _ Ein Beitra$ zur Pra^e iiber die Fremdworter im Koran, kun- 
chen, 1884.
jsickiuann, W. - Die An^elolo^ie und Damonolo^ ie des Korans. Leipzig, 1908. 
Jincyclopaedia of Islam, ed. Houtsiaa etc. Leiden 1913 ff* 
Exiting, J. - Nabataische Inschriften aus Arabian, Berlin, 1888.
" - Sinaitische Inschriften. Berlin, 1891. 
Fihrist - Ibn an-lTadini»s ffihrist. ed. jj'lugel. Leipzig, 1871. 
Jj'raenkel, S. - De vocabulis in antiquis Arabum carminibus et in Corano 
pere^rinis. Leiden, i860. 
Fraenkel, S. - Die araiuaischen Premdworter im Arabischen. Leiden, 1886.
11 - "Miscellen zum Koran 11 in ZDHG. Ivi. 71 ff.
i'leischer, H. - Kleinere Schriften ^essimuelt. 3 vols. Leipzig, 1885-88. 
j?-reyta%,G. - Lexicon Arabico-Latinum. 4 vols. Halle, 1837. 
Gei^er, A. - Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthuiae auf^enomiaen? Bonn, 1833. 
Gesenius-Buhl - Hebraisches und aramaisches Handworterbuch 'iiber das A.T. 
Leipzig, 1899.
G-eyer, R. - Zwei Cedichte von Al-A«sha, in SBAV/, wien, 1903. 
Glaser, E. - Die Abessinier im Arabien und Afriica. Ixuncheri, 1895.
11 - Altjemenische Nachrichten. kuncnen, 1908.
" - Skizze der Ceschichte und G-eo^raphie Arabiens. ^erlin, 1890.
Goldziher, I. - Die Richtun^en der islaruischen Koranausle<jun$. Leiden
1920.
M - Muharmnedanische Studien, 2 vols. Halle, 188901890.
  - "Linguist isches aus der Literatur der MUhaimueduriischen 
Llystik" in ZDkC. xxvi. (1872).
G-oldziher, I. - Abhandlun^en zur arabischen philolo^ie. Leiden, 1896. 
£rimme, H. - "Uber eini$e Klasnen sudarabischer Lehnworter im Qoran" in 
ZA. xxvi (1912).
Grimrue, Ji. - kohaimned. 2 vols. ^iinster, 1892-1895.
G-runbaum, M. - "ijber Schejn hanuuephorasch und u'ber sprachliche Hachbildun- 
%en" in ZDIuG. xxxix (1885).
Guidi , I - Delia f^ede primitiva dei popoli Geiuitici. 1879* 
Jiajl Khalfa - Lexicon Bablio^raphicum, ed. jj'lu^el, Leipzig, I835"l837. 
Mamasa - The Kama.sa of Abu Tarmaaxii ed. Freyte.^. Eonn, 1828. 
Hassan To. Thabit. - Di<qan ed. Kirschfeld. Leiden, 1Q10.
Hau%, iu.. - "Essay on Pahlavi" in Hoshan^ji Jaiuaspji Asa's Pahlavi-Pazend 
Glossary, 1870.
fiau%, LL. - Essays on the Sacred Lan^ua^e, Writings and Religion of the 
Parsis. London, 18?8.
hirschfeld, H. - ITew Researches into Coiaposition and Exegesis of the Qorar, 
London, 1QQ2.
Hirscnfeld, H. - Leitra^e zur Erklarun^ des Koran. Leipzig. 1886.
" - Jiidische Elemente im Koran. Berlin, 1878.
w - "Essai sur 1'histoire des Juifs de Liedine" in ipjj. vii & 
ix. 1883-1885.
Hommel, p. -Die Namen der ^au«d ethiere bei den siidsemitischen Volkern,. Leip-
zil, 1879.
Hommel, F. - Sudarabische Chrestoiuathie. ^unchen, 1893.
Horn, P. - Grundriss der neupersiscnen Etymolo^ie. -trarsourg,, 1893.
Horovitz, J. - Das Koranische Paradies. Jerusalem, 1923.
(Vi)
Horovitz, J. Koranische Untersuchun^en. Berlin, 1926.
Hubschmann, H. - "Die seiuitischen Lehnworter iw jfcLtariaenisciien" in ZPkCxlvi 
. " - Armenische Graiuiuatik, Theil I. Arimmische Etymologie.
Leipzig, 1897.
Hubschmann, K. - persische Studien. Strs.ssbur& , 1895.
Hudhailiten - Die Lieder der Hudhailiten, ed. Kose&arten und Wellhausen,
1854 ff.
Hur^ronje, C. Snouck - Review of Fr;,enkel's "Aramaische Jj'remdworter" in
WZKM i. 188?.
Ibn Hajar - Biographical Dictionary of Persons who knew ^ohamiued. 4 vols.
Calcutta, 1856-88.
Ibn Kisham - ^ira^t an-lTabi. ed. V/ustenfeld. Gottin&en, l8i?8-6o.
Ibn Qutaiba - Adab al-Katib. ed. k. Grunert. Leiden, 1901.
" - JCitab ashA c5hi f r wal-Shu lara» , ed. de Goeje. Leiden, 1904. 
Ibn Sa«d - Tabaqat. ed. Sachau et aliis. Leiden, 1904 ff. 
Ibn al-Athir. - An-Fihaya. u-uct,. -4>oJv^ 0 liaa..
Jacob, G. - Das Leben der voriElaiuischen Beduinen, nach den (^uellen jeccliil 
dert. Berlin, 1395.
Jawallql - Al*Mu*arrab. ed. Sachau. Leipzig, 18^7. 
Jawharl - As-Sihan. 2 vols. ±Julaq. 12^6.
K.ainil - The Ka^uil of Al-^ubarrad. ed. W. wri^ht. Leipzig, 1864-92. 
Khafaji - Shifa al-frhalil fi ma fl Kalaiu al-^Arab ^in ad-Daknil. Cairo 132^ 
al-Kindi - Risala, ed. i^uir. London, 1880.
von Kremer - Geschichte der herrschenuen Ideen des islaius. Leipzig 1868. 
Lagarde, Paul de . - Gesa^elte Abhandlun^en. Leipzig. 1866. Persische 
fctudien, Gottin^en, 1884.
La^agrde, paulde - Armenisciie Studien, tattingen, l8?7. i-ittneilungen III 
Gottin^en, 1889/
Lagarde, Paul de - Ubersicht uber die Bildung der ^oiiin^. &6ttingen, 1889.
(Yii)
Lane, E.W. - Arabic English Lexicon, 8 vols. London, 1863-93.
Leszynsky, R. - Die Juden in Arabien zur Zeit j^ohaLiiueds , merlin, 1910.
Levy, J. - Chaldaisches \vorterbuch uber die TargumiLi, 2 vols. Leipzig
1867. (TW).
Levy, J..- Neuhebraisches und Chaldaisches Worterbuch uber die Taliuudim und
Midraschim. 4 vols. 1876.
Lewy, H. - Aramaische Freudworter im G-riechischen. merlin, 1895.
1902 f:
Lidzbarski, k. - Eplalameris fur semitische Epi^raphik. 3 vols. ciessen 
» - Handbuch der nordsemitischen Epi$raphik. 'wei^ar, 1908. 
n - Las Johannes ouch der kandaer. 2 vols. Giessen, iyQ5»
LisSn al 'Arab - Arabic Lexicon of Ion L.anzur. 20 vols. Cairo, 1300.
Littiuann, E. - Semitic Inscriptions. New York. 1904.
" - Zur Entzifferuno^ der Thaiuudenischen Inschriften. kVAG Ber- 
lin, 1904.
Low, I. - Aramaische Pflanzennamen. Leipzig. 1881.
Kar^oliouth, U.S. - Art. "Qur f an" in ERE, vol. vi.
" - Hchweich Lectures <fcn Relations between Jev/s and Arabs,
London, 1924.
karraccio, L. - Prodroinus et Refutatio Alcorani. 2 vols. padua, IboB
kas f udi - kuruj ad-Dhahab - Texte et traduction par Barbier de kaynard.
9 vols. Paris, 1861-77.
Minjana, A. - "Syriac Influence on the Style of the Kur'an" in Rylands
Bulletin, 1927.
kordtiiiann and kiiller - Sudarabische Denk^aler. ^'ien, 1883.
kordtnann, J.H. - Beitra^e zur iuina'ischen Epigaaphik. V/eiiuer, 1897. liiiu-
yarische Inschriften, Berlin, 1893.
kufaddaliyat - Editions by Thorbecke, Leipzig, 188^ and Lyall, Oxford,l921
kuhit al-kuhit - Arabic Lexicon of Bustani. 2 vols. Beirut, 1867-70.
kiiller, D.H. - Epi^rapniscne Denkiualer aus Arabien, ,/ien, 1889.
(viii) 
Muller, D.H. - "AraMsch-aramaische Gloss en" in WZKk i. (188?).
« - Sudarabische Studien in SBAW. Wien, 1877: Sudarabische
Denkmaler. Wien, 1899»
* - Epi^raphische Denkmaler aus Abessinien. Wien, 1894. 
Nawawl - Tahdhlb al-Asma'. ed. Wiistenfeld. G-ottin^en. 1842-47. 
Nicholson - Literary History of the Arabs. London. 190?. 
Foldeke, Th. - Ceschichte des qorans. Gottin^en, i860: iviandaische Gram-
matik, Halle, 1875. 
" - Feue Beitra^e zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft. Strass-
bur&, 1910. 
"   - Sketches from Eantern History. London, 1892. Pernische
Studien. 2 vols. 1888-92. 
M - Geschichte der Perser und Araber zur Zeit des Gasaniden.
Leiden, 1879.
M - Die Ghassanischen Fursten aus des Kause Gafnas. Berlin,1887. 
w - "Hatte Lxuhamiuad christliche Lehrer?" in ZD^G- xii (1858). 
Noldeke-Schwally - Geschichte des Qorans. 2 ed. vol. I. Leipzig. 1909. 
Opitz, K. - Die Ledizin im Koran. Stuttgart, 1906.
Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, by Brown, Driver and .^ri^s. Oxford, 1907 (BDB). 
pahlavi-pazand Glossary, by Hoshangji Jamaspj i &sa, revised by i(i . Haug,
Bombay, 1870.
Payne-Smith, R. - Thesaurus Syriacus. 2 vols. 1879-1901. 
Pautz, 0. - kohamruedjs Lehre von der Offenbarun^, quelleniiiassi^ untersucht.
Leipzig, 1898.
Qamus - The Qarnus of al-Fairuzabadi. Cairo, 1298.
Ra^hib - Al-kufradat fi Gharib al-Qur'an of Ra^hib al-isfahani. Cairo 1324 
Reichelt, H. - Awestisches Eleiuentarbuch. Heidelberg, 1909.
H - Avestan Reader, with Glossary. Strassbur^. 1911. 
Reckendorf, H. - Die syntaktischen Verhaltnisse des Arabischen. Leiien98 *
(ix)
Rhodakanakis, F. - "Zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft" , in WZKl/i, xxv.
Rothstein.G. - Die Dynastie des Lakhmiden in al-Hira. Berlin, 1899. 
Rudolph, W. - Die Ahhan&i^keit des Qorans von Judenthum und Christenthum.
Stuttgart, 1922.
Sacco,G. - Le Credenze religiose di iviaonietto. Roma, 1922. 
aachau, 6. - Gawaliqi's Almu'arrab mit erlauterungen herausge^eben. Leip- 
zig, 186?. 
Salemann, C. - "tflittelpersisch" in Gei^er und Kuhn's G-rundriss der iran-
ischen Philolo^ie I. Strassburg. 1895. 
Schulthess, Fr. - Lexicon Syropalastinum. Berlin, 1903. 
Schwally, Fr. - Idioticon des christlich-palastinischen Aramaisch. Gies-
sen, 1893.
11 - "Lexicalische Studien" in ZDMG. liii. 
Siddiqi, A.   Studien uber die persischen Preiudworter im Klassischen Ara-
bisch. Gottin^en, 1919.
Sijistani - l^Tuzhat al-Qulub fl Gharib al-Q,ur'an. Cairo, 1924. 
Spie^el, i'r. - Eranische Alterthumskunde. 3 vols. Leipzig, 1871-78.
H - Die altpersische Keilinschriften. Leipzig , 1881. 
Spitta, W. - "Lucken in Gawaliqi's al-Mu*arrab" in ZDMGr. xxxiii. 
Spren^er, A. - Das Leben und die Lehre des kohaimued. 3 vols. Berlin,
1861-65.
Suyuti - Al-Itqan fl »Ulum al-Qur'an. ed. Spren^er. Calcutta, 1852-54. 
M - Al-Muzhir fl 'Ulurn al-Lu^ha. 2 vols. Cairo, 1282. 
M - Liber Interpretibus al-qorani, ed. keursin^e, Lu^d. Batav. 1839. 
" - Al-kutawakkill, ed. Wm. Y. Bell. Cairo, 1926. 
Sycz, S. - Ursprun^ und Wieder^abe der biblischen Eigennaiaen im Koran.
Frankfurt, 1903. 
Tabarl - Annales ed. de Goeje et aliis. 15 vols. Leiden, 1879-1901.
* - Tafsir al-Qur'an, 30 vols. Cairo, 1321. 
Taj al-'Arus - Arabic Lexicon of as-Sayyid ^urtada. 10 vols. Cairo, 1307
Tha'alibi - Kitab Fiqh al-Lu^ha wa* Sirr al-'Arabiya. Cairo, 1923.
Tha*labt - Qisas al-Anbiya'. Cairo, 1339.
Tisdall, W. St.C. - The Original Sources of the Qur'an. London. 1911.
Torrey, C.C. - The Commercial-Theological Terms in the Koran. Leiden, 1892
Usd al-Ghaba - Biographical Dictionary of Ion Athir. 5 vols. Cairo, 1280.
Ullmann, L. - Der Koran, aus dem Arabischen neu ubersetzt. 6 ed. Biele- 
feld, 1872.
<Ukbari - Kitab al-Imla' fi Qira'at al-Qur'an. Cairo, 1303.
Vollers, K. - "Beitra^e zur Kenntniss der lebenden arabischen Sprache" in
ZDMGr. 1 8c li. 1896-1897.
Vullers, J".A. - Lexicon Persico-Latimum Etyiuolo^icuin. 2 vols. Bonn, l855»
Weil, G. - Mohammed der Prophet, sein Leben und seine Lehre. ytutt^art, 
1843.
Wellhausen, J. - Reste arabischen Heidenthums. 2 ed. Berlin, 1897.
Wensinck, A.J. - Mohammed en de Joden te Medina. Leiden, 1908.
West, E.W. - Glossary and Index of panlavi Texts. Boiubay, 1874.
Vvri^ht, T. - Early Christianity in Arabia. London, 1855.
Yaqut - ku f jam al-Buldan. ed. Vustenfeld. 6 vols. Leipzig, 1866-70.
Zamakhshari - Al-Kashshaf 'an Haqa'iq at-TanzIl. ed. j^assau Lees. 2 vols.
Calcutta., 1856. 
" - Asas al-Bala^ha. 2 vols. Cairo, 1923.
ABBREVIATIONS
AIW - Altiranisches Worterbuch. (Bartholomew).
BA - Lexicon Syriacum of Bar fAH.
JbB - Lexicon Syriacum of jbar Bahlul.
BDE - Brown Driver & Bri'^s. Oxford Heb. Lex.
Beit.Ass.- Beitra^e fur Assyriolo^ie.
(xi)
EQ. - Lexicon Per si cum. nurhan i-Qati».
CIS - Corpus Inscriptionum nemiticarum.
El - Encyclopaedia of I slain.
ERE - Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics.
JA - Journal Asiatique.
JRAS - journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
LA - Lisan a 1-'Arab.
MVAG - Mittheilun^en der Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft.
PPCl.- pahlavi Pazend Glossary.
P.Sm.- Payne Smith's Thesaurus Syriacus.
REJ - Revue des Etudes Juives.
5BAW - Sitzun^sberichte der Kbni^. Akadeinie d. Wissenschaft. (Berlin or
Wien) 
TA - Taj al- fArus.
TW - Tarfcuinisches Worterbuch. ed. Levy.
WZKM - Wiener Zeitschrift fur Kunde des Mor^enlandes.
ZA - Zeitschrift fur Assyriolo^ie.
ZDM& - Zeitschrift der deutschen ivior^enlandischen Gesellschaft.
ZS - Zeitschrift fur aemitistik.
INTRQDUCTIQH
One of the few distinct impressions gleaned from a first perusal of 
the bewildering confusion of the Qur'an, is that of the amount of material 
therein which is borrowed from the great religions that were active in Ara- 
bia at the time when the Qur'an was in process of formation. From the fact
that Muhammad was an Arab, brought up in the midst of Arabian paganism and
1) 
practising its rites himself until well on into manhood, one would naturally
have expected to find that the Qur'an had its roots deep down in this old Ara- 
bian paganism, it comes, therefore, as no little surprise, to find how lit- 
tle of the religious life of this Arabian paganism is reflected in the pa-
2) 
ges of the Q,ur»an. The names of a few old deities; odd details of certain
pagan ceremonies connected with rites of sacrifice and pilgrimage: a few
deep-rooted superstitions connected with jinn etc, and some fragments of old
*)
folk-tales, form practically all the traces one can discover therein of this
ancient religion in the midst of whose devotees Muhammad was born and bred.
5)
It may be true, as Rudolph insists, that in many passages of the Qur»an, the 
Islamic varnish only thinly covers a heathen substratum, but even a cursory 
reading of the book makes it plain that Muhammad drew his inspiration not 
from the religious life and experiences of his own land and his own people,
but from the great monotheistic religions which were pressing down into Ara*.
6)
bia in his day. Most of the personages who move through the pages of the
1) Margoliouth ERE. VI, 249: Mohammad. pp 69, 70. Absolute proof of this 
is found in the statement of the Prophet quoted in Yaqut Mu r jam, III, 664 
to the effect that on a certain occasion he sacrificed a ewe to Ytpza| which 
he excuses on the ground that at that time he was following the religion of 
his people. 2) Sura liii, 19, 20; Ixxi,22,23. 3) ii,153:*xii,28-30: 
T, 1-4: xxii, 37. 4) Such as those of 'Ad and Thamud. J) Abhangigkeit 
26, n 9. His reference here is to Suras cxiii, cxiv in particular, but the 
statement is true of many passages elsewhere. 6) Noldeke-Schwally n 121 
Buhl jn, ii, 1066.
-2-
$ur»Sn, viz. ^^\ -, ^^ , .^a., ouj-;^ .<_r^» are well known Biblical char- 
acters. So also the place names - jA, ., ^ , ^^ , *u^, and many of the 
commonest religious terms- o1^    *'»" . <J^   a^- ; tr^v* - rM^ etc 
are equally familiar to all who know the Jewish and Christian Scriptures, 
so that one is not surprised at the judgment of some of the earlier in- 
vestigators, such as Marraccio Prodromus I. 41 - M lta ut Alcoranus sit 
mixtura trium legum, seu religionum, Hebraicae, Christianae, et Israeli-i
\ 
ticae, additis paucis quisquil^is, quae e cerebro suo Mahumetus extraxit".
Closer examination of the question reveals even further and more 
detailed correspondences than these which appear on the surface, and for- 
ces on one the conviction that not only the greater part of the religious 
vocabulary, but also most of the cultural vocabulary of the Qur»an is of 
non-Arabic origin. The investigation of the "Fremdworter" of the Qur»an 
thus becomes a question of primary importance for the study of the ori- 
gins of Islam, for as Hirschfeld says - "One of the principal difficul- 
ties before us is ... to ascertain whether an idea or expression was Mu- 
hammad »s spiritual property or borrowed from elsewhere, how he learnt it
1) and to what extent it was altered to suit his purposes". By tracing these
words back to their sources we are able to estimate to some extent the in- 
fluences which were working upon Muhammad at various periods in his Miss- 
ion, and by studying these religious terms in their native literature con- 
temporary with Muhammad, we can sometimes understand more exactly what he 
himself means by the terms he uses in the Qur»an.
*
* *
Quite early in the history of Islam, Muslims themselves were 
confronted with the perplexing problem of these foreign words, for it
1) New Researches. p 4.
; -3-
presented itself immediately they were called upon to face the task of inter 
preting their Scripture. With the dlath of the prophet and the cutting off
of the fountain of revelation, came the necessity of collecting the scat-
tVm X ) 
tered fragments of tirtW Revelation and issuing them in book form. Then as
the Qur»an thus collected became recognized as the ultimate source of both
2) 
religion and law there came the necessity of interpretation. The primary
source of such interpretation was the immediate circle of the Prophet's Com- 
panions, who were naturally supposed to know best what the Prophet meant in
3) 
many of his revelations: so the tendency grew in later days to trace back
all explanations to this circle, with the result that we frequently find vai-
ious conflicting opinions traced back through different chains of authori-
*) 
ties to the same person.
Now it is conceivable that there may have been correct tradition 
from the Prophet himself in many cases as to the interpretation of some of 
the strange words that meet us in the Qur'an, but if so, it is evident that
5)
this tradition was soon lost, for by the time the classical Exegetjs came to
compile their works there was a bewildering entanglement of elaborate lines 
of conflicting tradition on the meaning of these words, all emanating from 
the same small circle of the Prophet's immediate Companions. Numerous exampts
1) The popular Muslim account of the collection is given in Suyutl ItQ.133 :
and in many other well known works, eg. Fihrist 24: Ya'qubi Historia II 
154-: Ibn Athlr Chronicon (ed. Tornberg) II 2?9, III, 86. See also Noldeke- 
Schwally II, 11 ff, and the criticism in Caetani Annali&jpp 407-418. 
2) Goldziher Richtungen 55ff » 3) Quite early we find popular opinion 
claiming that only the Companions, or followers of Companions, were capable 
of giving correct interpretations of the difficulties of the 4urt *n.
4) Eg. in commenting on ^)\ in xviii, 8 Tab. gives us lines of tradition 
all going back to Ibn 'Abbas to prove that Raqlm means a village, a valley. 
a ^iting. °r * mountain. Thus we are forced to conclude either that Ibn 
'Abbas is a very unsafe authority whose opinion on the meaning of important 
words varied considerably at different times, or that the lines of tradition 
are worthless.
5) Lists of interpretations coming from the Prophet himself are given by 
somecfciters, eg. Suyutl itq, 918 ff (and see Goldziher Richtungen 64), but 
such have little value.
of this can be foundx on almost every page of the £eat Commentaries of Ta- 
barl, Baghawl or ar-Ragl, "but a typical case may be cited here in illustra- 
tion.
1) 
Thrice in the Qur»an we find mention of a people called Sabians -
n.
0^,UJ\, who with the Jews, Christians and Magians (ie the c^V^M <>A ) re-
A
eeive special recognition and favour. Yet as to the identity of these £a- 
bians we find among the authorities the widest divergences. Thus Tab. in 
commenting on ii, 59 tells us that some held that they were a community with 
out a religion, others said they were a monotheistic sect but without a Book 
or a Prophet: others said they worshipped angels, and others that they were 
a community of the People of the Book who followed the Zabur - >»*; , as the 
Jews followed the Taurah and the Christians the Injll. Later writers have 
a still greater variety of opinions about them, that they were star-worship- 
pers, descendants of the people of Noah, or some sect midway between Jews 
and Christians, or between jews and Magians,- and in all these cases the 
chains of Tradition go back of course to the immediate circle of the Prophet. 
It would seem almost incredible that when the Q,ur»an grants special privi- 
lege and protection to four communities as people of the Book, no exact tra- 
dition as to the identity of one of these communities should have survived 
till the time when the Traditionists and Exegetes began their work of com- 
pilation. The facts, however, are plain, and if so much uncertainty exist- 
ed on so important a matter as the identity of a protected community, one 
can imagine how the case stands with regard to unimportant little details 
which are of profound interest to the philologist today, but which, in the 
early days of Islam, had no doctrinal or political significance to bring
them prominently before the attention of the Muslim savants.
2) The traditional account of the development of Qur»anic exegesis
il " .??   v » 73:^xxii, 17.




of which this problem of the Foreign Words forms a part, makes it begin with
Ibn 'Abbas, a cousin of the Prophet, whom later writers consider to have
1)
been the greatest of all authorities on this subject. He is called the
, the *. or sea of Qur»anic science, the ̂ _^ Rabbi of the
Community and many Traditions give wonderful accounts of his vast erudition
2) 
and infallible scholarship. Modern scholarship, however, IBS not been able tb
3) 
endorse this judgment, and looks with considerable suspicion on most Tradi-
tions going back to Ibn r Abbas. It would seem, however, that he had access
to stores of information supplied by Jewish converts such as Ka fb b. Mali f
6)
and Wahb b. Munabbih, so that frequently, although his own interpretation of
a word or verse may be of little value, the material he produces from these 
authorities with the phrase <-**£ etc, may be of the first importance.
Tradition also credits Ibn 'Abbas with founding a School of Qur f anic Exegesis,
7) 8and gives him several famous pupils, notable among whom were Mujahid, 'IKri
9) _ 10) _ 11) 
Ibn Jubair, fAta"J , and rAta* b. Abu Rabah. it is probable that all these
men had more or less contact with Ibn ''Abbas, but it is hardly correct to 
think of them as pupils of his in this science or as carrying on his Tra- 
dition as a School in the way we speak of the pupils of the great Jewish 
Doctors. Any student of the Tafsir will have noticed how much of the tra-
I) "Er gilt als ubermensch des tafsir", as Goldziher neatly expresses it - 
Richtungen, 65. 2) See Nawawi 351-3^4: Ibn Hajar's isaba, ii. 802-813: 
Qand KSmil, 560-569 f°r examples of his authoritative explanation). 
3) Siddiqi 12, 13 treats him with more deference than is merited. As il- 
lustrating the opinion of modern scholarship we may note the judgment of 
three very different savants; Bufcl El. i, 20, Noldeke, Sketches, p. 108, 
Sacco, eredenze. p viii. 
5) See Fawawl 523. 6) See Fawawl 619.
' 7) Mujahid b. Jabr, died in 719 A, ]>,.- at the age of 83. See Nawawl 540: 
DhahabI I, 14. 8) He was aBerber slave of Ibn 'Abbas and died about 723 
A.D. at the age of 80. He is said to have travelled widely in Iraq, Khora- 
san, Egypt and S. Arabia. See Nawawl 431: Yaqut Irshad v. 62 f f: DhahabI 1.1
10 \) fAta^ b. yasar, died in 712 A.P. See ffawawi 424: DhahabI I, 13.
<\^fe) Sa'Id Ibn Jubair, died in 713 A.D. at the age of 49. See DhahabI I u 
Nawawl 278.
II) Died in 733 A.D. See Nawawl 422: Dhahabi 1,16.
.6- 
ditional exegesis is traced back to this group, much of it possibly
quite correctly, and this is particularly true of the statements as to
1) 
the Foreign Words in the Qur'an, so that Jawallql at the commencement
2) 
of his Mu'anab can ehield himself behind their authority from any accu-
sation of unorthodoxy.
It is thus clear that in the earliest circle of Exegetes it 
was fully recognised and frankly admitted that there were numerous for- 
eign words in the tyir»fin. Only a little later, however, when the dogma 
of the eternal nature of the tyir'an was being elaborated, this was as
strenuously denied, so that Jawallql can quote on the other side the 
statement of Abu fUbaida as given by al-Hasan - M I heard Abu fUbaida say 
that whoever pretends that there is in the Qur'an anything other than
the Arabic tongue has made a serious charge against God, and he quoted
4) 
the verse -   Verily we have made it an Arabic Qur»an»? The question
is discussed by many Muslim writers and is excellently summarized by Su- 
yutiin the Introduction to his treatise Al-Muhadhefoab . and further in 
cap. xxxviii of his itqan (Calcutta ed. pp. 314 -26), and the discussion 
is of sufficient interest to engage our attention here.
It appears that in the Schools a majority of authorities were 
against the existence of foreign words in\the Qur'an. H The imams dif f er" f
says Suyuti (Itq. 314) Mas to the occurrence of foreign words in the
5) 6)
an, but the majority, among whom are the imam ash-Shaf i*"I, and ibn Jarlr
1) A glance at Suyuti »s Mutawakkill will serve to show how large a pro- 
portion of the foreign words he treats are traced back to the authority 
of one or other of the members of this circle. 2) ed. Sachau, p 4, quO- 
ted also by Khaf aj 1 , 3» «-rv*JI ^^ ** w ̂  o^^i o <***> «->*» -^^ o-Ut 0,\ ^ ̂,Jy v***^ Jb
3) Abu fUbaida Ma fmar b. al-Muthanna, the great Humanist of the reign oT 
Harun ar-Rashld, who was of Judaeo-persian origin and a student of the . 
rare words in Arabic. See Fihrist. 53, 54; Ibn Khallikan, ii, 105: Anba- 
rl Tabaqat al-Udaba* , 137: Uawawl 748: Biddiqi Studien 29.
4) Suyuti Itq. 315 gives the tradition a little differently. 5) This is 
the great Jurist who died 820 A.D. He seems to have been particularly ve- hement in his denial of the existence of non-Arabic elements in the Q,ur»- 
an, for Suyuti says - iP^.. ^vjj» ^ ̂j» ̂ uji .>^ ^ (Itq. 315) 
6) This is Tabari the well known Commentator whose full name was Abu Ja'« far Muhammad b Jarlr aJ-Tabarl 838-923 AD), whom Suyuti frequently 
quotes under the name Ibn Jarlr. The reference here is to his great com* 
mentary in the Introduction to which he treats of this question of "
-7-
1) 2)
and Abu 'Ubaida, and the QadI Aba Bakr and Ibn Faris are against their oc- 
currence therein". The fundamental argument of these authorities is that 
the Qur»an in many passages refers to itself as an Arabic Qur»an, and they
lay particular stress on the passage xli, 44 -
> ' s
- "Now had we sent it down a foreign Q,ur»an they would have said - Why
4) 
are its signs not made plain? Is it foreign and Arabic?" The Qur'an thus
lays stress on the fact that this revelation has been sent down in a form
5)
which the Arabs will easily understand - ojA^ ^^ - and how, they
ask, could the Arabs have been expected to understand it, were it sent
6) 
down in a non-Arabic tongue?
Others took a different line of argument and claimed that the 
existence of foreign words in the Qur»an would be a reflection on the suf- 
ficiency of Arabic as a medium for the divine revelation. The Qur»an, said 
the Theologians, is the final and most perfect of divine revelations, and
1) This is in all probability the Qadi Abu Bakr al-Baqilani whose book
Oi^i ; \^.\ Suyuti mentions among his sources for the compilation of the 
Itqan.cf Itq. 14. 2) Abu'l-Husain Ahmad b. Faris of Qazvtn, also very 
frequently quoted by Suyuti both in the ItqSn and in the Muzhir as well 
as in his smaller works. See Ibn Khali ikan I, 62: Irshad. ii, 6. of ya- 
qut, and for his works Fihrist 80: Hajl Khalfa 770: and Flxigel, Die gram- 
mat is chen Schuler der Araber (Leipzig 1862) p. »46. 3) eg. uL^ tfp 
xii, 2: xxvi 195.- xxxix 29: xli 2,44: xlii 5: xliii 2 : u^ uu> xvi 105: 
xlvi 11: U^ u$^ xlti Jt| , 4) Some points in this translation need a 
note. First, the vy is usually rendered as "unless" and the sentence left 
an unfinished one. In Qur'anic Arabic, however, >) seems to be used fre- 
quently as a simple interrogative (cf Reckendorff Syntax, p 35: Noldeke 
geue Beitrage. p 21) and Tab, on this verse expressly takes it as meaning
j* . As euLT properly means "signs" that rendering has been left here 
though this is one of the passages where it approaches very near its later 
sense of verses. The concluding words are capable of (gfifriy interpretations 
the usual being to contrast the clauses as -"is it a foreign Qur»an and 
they to whom it is sent Arabs?" or "Is it a foreign Qur'an and he who 
speaks an Arab?". 5) xliii 2; xii 2 etc.
6) Dvorak reminds us (Fremdworter 5) that Muhammed himself used these 
words L^ lAy to reply to the charge of his contemporaries that a for- 
eigner instructed him (xvi 105: xxv 5: xliv 13), his argument being - what 
he hears from this foreigner is a^foreign tongue, whereas he himself under- 
stands only Arabic. Yet the Qur'an is Arabic which they understand per- 
fectly, so their charge is false, for how could they understand the Qur'an 
if it were composed of what he learned from this foreigner? This argument 
does not seem to have had much effect in convincing the Meccans to whom it 
was addressed (see Osborn, Islam under the Arabs. 20,21) though later Mus- 
lim theologians regarded it as conclusive.
-8- 
Allah naturally chose to reveal the final revelation in the most perfect
of all languages, so how can one pretend that Arabic was lacking in the 
necessary religious vocabulary, so that Allah had to borrow Nabataean or 
Persian or Syriac words to express His purpose? Suyuti (Itq. 315) quotes 
Ibn Paris as representative of this attitude. H Ibn Paris said that if 
there is therein anything from a language other than Arabic that would 
raise a suspicion that Arabic was imperfect as compared with other tongues, 
so that it had to come in a language they did not know11 . If asked to ao- 
count for the fact that the early authorities had great difficulty in ex- 
plaining certain words which they were forced to conclude must be of for- 
eign origin, a thing which would hardly have been likely were they ordina-
OuvoJUx-
ryA words, the advocates of this view reply that the Arabid language is so
rich and copious that it is practically beyond the powers of any ordinary
1) 
mortal to encompass all its variety, so it is no wonder if certain wfcrds
were ttrange to the interpreters, in illustration of tits they refer to a 
Tradition that Ibn f Abbas was uncertain about the meaning of the word 
until one day he overheard two desert Arabs quarrelling over a well, when
suddenly one of them said LvA* U t and immediately its meaning became
2) 
clear. If further asked how the Prophet could have known all these words,
they quote the dictum of Ash-Shafi'I - * ' * l *^JJt J«^: :* . "None but a
3) 
Prophet thoroughly comprehends a language".
The authority of the great philologers, however, carried much 
weight, and many were fain to admit that Ibn f Abbas and his successors 
must have been right in stating that certain words were Abyssinian, or Per- 
sian, or Fabataean, and yet they were very unwilling to grant that Arabic
_ 
1} So Suyuti Itq. 315 - *U* W5^ e^ ^ ̂  ***. ^ «-«- i*~o- A oU
2) Vide Baid. on vi. 14. 3) The reference is to ash-Shaf i'i»s Risala 
(Cairo 1312) p 13. See further on this point Dvorak Fremdw. 10 with his 
references to Goldziher ZDMG xxvi,768. There are several Traditions as 
to Muhammad's great linguistic attainments and he is said to have 
particularly skilled in Ethiopic, cf. Goldziher op. cit 770.
was thus confessedly imperfect. To meet the difficulty they came for- 
ward with the suggestion that these were odd cases of coincidence where 
Arabic and these other tongues happened to use the same word for the 
same thing, but which in the case of Arabic happened to be used for the
first time in the Qur»an. This, curiously enough is the position taken
2)
by Tabarl in his Tafslr. and is even seriously defended at the present
day by the ultra orthodox in spite of the overwhelming weight of the pro- 
babilities against such a series of coincidences, not to speak of the 
definite linguistic evidence of borrowing on the part of Arabic,
This line of argument was not one which was likely to commend 
itself to many of the more instructed Muslim savants, so we are not sur- 
prised to find others taking up a more likely-looking position and claim- 
ing that in cases where the two languages agree, it is the Abyssinian or 
Nabataean, or Syriac, or Persian which has borrowed from Arabic. Since 
Arabic is the most perfect and richest of all languages, they argued, it 
is much more likely that the surrounding peoples would have borrowed vo- 
cabulary from the Arabs than that the Arabs took over words from them.
This, Suyuti tells us, was the opinion of Shaidhala. "Said Abu»l-Ma falI
3) 
fAz!zi b. rAbd al-Malik, these words are found in the Arabic language
for it is the widest of languages and the most copious in vocabulary, so 
it is possible that it was the first to use these words which others then*)
adopted",
1) This jealousy for the perfection of their language is characteristi- 
cally Oriental. An interesting example of it from a Syriac writer will 
be found in Budge»s Cave of Treasures, 1928, p.132. 2) Cairo ed. of 
1323, vol I pp 6-9, on which see Loth in ZDMG xxxv. 595. Suyuti Itq.315 summarized his view - «J*^a*Mb» a^uiu^ ol/^o- JM.»*~« v '^(j^^o*^^.^ 015, .xJj Jia.'e£jAcy>«* ̂ ^-Jilv.^-Kii^baji ^i^ i^^iuiv &***>i "Said Ibn Jarir - What is 
handed down from Ibn rAbbas and others on the interpretation of words of 
the Qur'an to the efect that they are Persian or Abyssinian or Nabatae- 
an etc. only represent cases where there is coincidence among the languages 
so that the Arabs, Persians and Abyssinians happen to use the same word." 
There is an excellent example of this line of argument in SijistSnl 111. 
3) le. Shaidhala, whom Suyuti frequently quotes among his authorities 
vide Itq. 13: Mutaw.
. 315.
(10)
The swing of the pendulum in the opposite direction is repre-
sented at its furthest extreme by those who say that the very fact of the 
Qur»an being in Arabic is a proof that it is not a Divine Book, for had 
it been a heavenly revelation it would have come down in one of the Holy 
tongues, i.e. Hebrew or Syriac. Unfortunately we know little about the 
supporters of this opinion, but the fact that Tabari considers it neces- 
sary to refute them would seem to show that they exercised no inconsider- 
able influence in certain circles. Such an extreme position, however, 
was never likely to gain general acceptance, and the popular view among 
such as were constrained to admit the conclusions of the philologers as 
to the existence of foreign words in the Q,ur ! an, was that this was not 
strange in view of the fact that the Qur»an is the final revelation. The 
Qur f an itself states that when a Prophet was sent to. any people he 
preached in the language of that people so as to be understood by them. 
Thus e.g. we read in xiv. 4 - cSj +?£ o *i , ^>~vo-, U**-./ 1-7 "and we have
sent no Prophet save in the tongue of his own people that (his message) 
might be plain to them". So it is obvious that the Qur'an, being sent 
to the Arab people, must be in Arabic, but since it sums up and com- 
pletes all previous revelations, it is only to be expected that techni- 
cal terms of Hebrew and Syriac or other origin which were used in previ- 
ous revelations should be included in this fiaal revelation. Moreover, 
as the Qur»an is intended for all peoples, one should not be surprisedi)
to find in it something from all languages, a point which is sometimes 
emphasized by a reference to the claim that the Qur'an contains all pre-
1 ) Tab, quotes in favour of this idea the savant Abu Maisara at-Tabi f i 
al-jalll, whom Suyuti Itq, 316 also quotes adding that Sa'id b. Jubair 
and Wahb b. Munabbih were of the same opinion, and that Ibn an-Waqib 
claimed that one of the ^w^ of the Qur'an distinguishing it above'all 
other Scriptures, is that while it was revealed in the tongue of the 
people to whom it was first aent, it also contains much of the tongues 
of the three great Empires of Houm, Persia and Abyssinia. Dvorak Fremdw. 
11,12 points out that some Muslim writers have illustrated this point by 
taking the tradition of the seven «j^\ to refer to seven different lan- 
guages from whose vocabulary something is used in the Qur'an.
(11)
vious knowledge and information about everything, which would not be 
true if it did not contain all languages. Obviously all of all langu- 
ages was not contained, but what was sweetest, most pleasant, and most
2) 
suitable.
The most sensible statement on this whole question, however, 
that suggested by Suyutl Itq. 316 and expounded by Tha»alibi in his Ki- 
tab al-jawahir I.I? - "In my opinion the truth of the matter is this. 
The Qur'an is in plain Arabic containing no word which is not Arabic or 
which cannot be understood without the help of some other language. For 
these (so-called foreign) words belonged to the (language of the) ancient 
Arabs in whose tongue the Qur'an was revealed after they had had contact
with other languages through commercial affairs and travel in Syria and4)
Abyssinia, whereby the Arabs took over foreign words, altering some of
them by dropping letters or lightening what was fieavy in the foreign form. 
Then they used these words in their poetry and conversation so that they 
became like pure Arabic and were used in literature and thus occur in the 
Qur'an. So if any Arab is ignorant as to these words it is like his ig- 
norance of the genuine elements of some other language, just as Ibn r Abbas 
did not know the meaning of Patir etc. Thus the truth is that these words 
were foreign, but the Arabs made use of them and Arabieized them, so from 
this point of view they are Arabic. As for Tabari's opinion that in these 
cases the two languages agree word for word, it is far fetched, for one 
of them is the original and the other a derivative as a rule, though we 
do not absolutely rule out coincidence in a few exceptional cases."
1) Suyutl Itq. 316 - an opinion which is quoted also by Khaf aj i 3 and 4. See also Itq. 322. 2) As Suyutl says - ^>>^ Vu*i~A U>Si, i^jj W>* «*i J?o-«* _^^u 3) This is not the famous philoioger whose Eiqh al-Lugha we shall have occasion to quote frequently in the course of our work, but a 'M. African exegete fAbd ar-Rahman ath-Tha»alibi, whose Tafsir was published in four volumes at Algiers in 1905- 4) For Persian see also Jahiz Bay an. 5) So Jawaliql Mu'arrab. 5 says - i^^l ̂ *j\ v^ji*)^ j->i\o^\"0Lj_^, ̂ ^\ ̂  0\eWii iu^i jwi 8>*o v-^csv *^' L%*o*i*.Uy«-»'-i <zu*j , a sentiment which is echoed by KhafajI.
(12) 
If challenged as to how, on this view, the Qur'an could be
called o^oj-o- '<a Plain Arabic Qur'an- , -Afci, defenders reply with Su-
yutl/ that the presence of a few foreign words therein no more makes it 
non-Arabic than the presence of many Arabic words in a Persian ode makes* 
the ode non-Persian. In any case the reference of ^^ ̂y= is to the
our'an as a whole and not to individual words in it. SuyutI even finds2) one authority who considered that the presence in the Q,ur»an of such words
as o^ and ^.^~> for fine silk brocade, <J-^V and 5  for precious spices 
O^lr- and c-*^ etc » for otner articles of luxury and civilization, is a 
proof of the excellence of the Qur'an, for the Qur'an was to tell men of 
the best things and thus could not be bound down and limited by the rude 
civilization of the Arabs of the jahiliyya. Naturally the pre-islamic 
Arabs had not words for many things belonging to the higher stage of civ- 
ilization to which the Qur'an was to lead them, and it was only natural 
that the Qur'an should use the new words that were necessary to describe\ 
the new excellences, words which indeed were not unknown to many of the 
Arabs of the Jahiliyya who had come into contact with the civilization of
Persia and of Roum.
So Suyuti concludes with Jawallqi and Ibn al-jauzi that both 
parties to the quarrel are right. The great philologers were right in cl 
claiming that there are foreign words in the Qur»an, for in regard to ori- 
gin ( <>»*) these words are Persian or Syrian or Abyssinian. But the Imam 
ash-Shafi'I and his followers are also right, for since these words have 
been adopted into the Arabic language and polished by the tongues of the 
Arabs, they are indeed Arabic I So we can comfortably conclude -
»
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Turning now to the question of the languages from which these 
borrowed words came, we find that SuyutI, whose classification is the 
most complete that has come down to us, divides them in the Mutawakk.ilI 
into the following classes -
1. Words borrowed from Ethiopic - (ii~^o^) «$. 
ii. Words borrowed from Persian - ( <~-v^» •**&) *\ 
iii. Words borrowed from Greek - ( <~j/ <*^ ) «* 
iv. Words borrowed from Indian - ( ^^ idoN ) «, 
v. Words borrowed from Syriac - ( OL^~I\ **iJ\ )  * 
vi. Words borrowed from Hebrew - ( A^'^^^JJV) H 
vii. Words borrowed from Nabataean - ( ^^ && ) 
viii. Words borrowed from Coptic - ( ^^ uun ) ^. *^. y ^Uu (CfU-. 
ix. Words borrowed from Turkish - ( *>$>A van ) 
x* Words borrowed from Negro - ( ^J-^ *^JJV ) *\ 
xi. Words borrowed from Berber - ( *uXjrJt ajjiv ) e,.
It is obvious at the first glance that much of this is mere 
guess-work, and equally obvious that the philologers whom SuyutI quotes 
had frequently very little conception of the meaning of the linguistic 
terms they use. It is necessary, therefore, to enquire a little more 
closely into tiat may have been meant by these terms and what may have 
been the possibilities of Arabic hav^ing drarwn on any of these languages 
for religious and cultural vocabulary.
1) Abyssinian. Philologically, Ethiopic, the ancient language 
of Abyssinia, is the most closely related to Arabic of all the Semitic 
tongues; Ethiopic and Arabic, with the languages of the S. Arabian in- 
scriptions, being grouped together as South Semitic as opposed to the 
North Semitic gfoup. The modern Abyssinian language, and particularly
(14)
Amharic, have in some respects diverged very considerably from the an- 
cient Ge»ez, but it was this ancient language with which the Arabs were 
in contact in pre-islamic days and during Muhammad*s life time. These 
contacts, as a matter of fact were fairly close. For some time previous
to the birth of Muhammad the southern portion of Arabia had been under
1)
Abyssinian rule, and Tradition relates that Muhammad was born in the
Year of the Elephant, when Mecca was saved from the Abyssinian army 
which marched up under Abraha to destroy the city. It is practically
certain that there trade relations between Abyssinia and Arabia at a
2) 
much earlier period than the Axumite occupation of Yemen, and that friend-
ly relations continued in spite of the Year of the Elephant is clear 
from the fact that Muhammad is said to have sent his persecuted follow- 
ers to seek refuge in Abyssinia, and that the Meccan merchants employed
a body of mercenary Abyssinian troops.
That Muhammad himself had personal contact with people who spoke
OLJ seems to be indicated from the fact that Tradition tells us that
5) his first nurse was an Abyssinian woman Umm Aiman, that the man he chose
as first Muezzin in Islam was Bilal al-Habashi, and the Tradition al-
ready noted that the Prophet was particularly skilled in the Ethiopic
6) 
language.
Abyssinian slaves appear to have fceen not uncommon in Mecca af-
7)ter the rout of the famous army of the Elephant, and it would not have
been difficult for Muhammad in his boyhood to have learned many words
8) 
of religious significance from such sources, it must also be borne in
1) Tabarl Annales i. 926 ff: Ibn Hisham 25 ffj Mas^udl Muruj, III 157, and see particularly Noldeke's Sasaniden 186 ff.
2) El. i. 119 and Lammens La Mecque, 281 ff. 3) This was in 6l6 A.D. 
and is known as the First Hijra, c.f. Tabarl Annales,i.ll8l. Dvorak 
Fremdw. 25 would derive some of the Ethiopic elements in the Q,ur»an from the two Abyssinian migrations, but this is hardly likely. 
/ 4) Lammens "Lea Ahablsh" in JA. xi e ser. vol. viii, 1916. p. 425 ff. 
\ 5) Abu'1-Fida, Vita Mohammedis, p. 2. 6) infra p.v.$.. Khafaji 111 under fl\ S ives -, an example of the Prophet's use of Ethiopic. 7) Azrakl T> Q7 8) Margoliouth EftE viii,and Sprenger, Moh.und der Kor. p54 suggest f£at
(15)
mind that during the. Axumite occupation of S. Arabia many Ethiopia words 
of cultural significance may have come into current use in Arabia through 
commercial intercourse.
ii) Persian. The contacts between Arabia and the Sasanian Em- 
pire of Persia were very close in the period immediately preceding Islam. 
The Arab Kingdom cent^rin^, in al-HIra on the Euphrates had lon^ been un- 
der Persian influence and was a prime centre for tne diffusion of Iranian
2) 
culture arnonfc the Arabs, and in the titanic stru^le between the Sasanian
and Byzantine Empires, where al-HIra had been set against the Kingdom of
G-hassan, other Arab tribes became involved and naturally came under the
3)
cultural influence of Persia. The court of the Lakhmids at al-HIra was
in pre-Islamic times a famous centre of literary activity. The Christian
/
poet fAdi b. Zaid lived lon$ at this court, as did the almost-Christian
4)
al-A*sha, and their poems are full of Persian words. Other poets also,
such as Tarafa and his uncle kutalammis, Al-Harith b. Hilliza, *Amr b. 
Kulthum, etc. had more or less connection with al-Hlra, and in some ace 
counts we find 'Abid b. al-Abras and others there. Some authorities hold 
that it was from al-HIra that the art of writing spread to the rest of 
the Ars/bian peninsula. But not only alon^ the Liesopotaiuian 'ares, was Per- 
sian influence felt. It was a Persian general and Persian influence which 
overthrew the Abyssinian suzerainty in S. Arabia during kuhammad»s
.8) cont. from p 14). tne Mentor referred to in Sura xvi. 10J: xxv. 5,6 n^y have been an Abyssinian.
1) It has been noted by more than one scholar that the terms connected with seafaring and sea borne trade seem to be greatly influenced by Eth- iopia. Andrae Ursprung. 15 speaking of this Axumite occupation says - "kit den neuen Herrschern kamen aber sicher auch Geistliche heruber, and wir durfen annehmen, dass eine ^rosse Zahl der atiiiopischen Lehnworter als Be- zeichnun^ fur kultische und religiose Ding,e, die uns im Koran be^egnen, wahrend dieser Periods ihren We$ in den arabisclien Sprachschatz ^efunden haben". 2) Rothstein, Die Dynastie der Lakhraiden in al-iiira, passim, and Siddiqi 76. 3) We even near of Arabs in that region becoming Zoro- astrians, vide note on ^^ in Siddiqi 79. 4) Ilm ^utaiba Shi^r 136 fi Siddiqi 82 ff. ^ives examples from other poets showing how ^reat was the 
Persian influence on the poetry of that period. 5) lUcholson Literary 
History, p 107, and Shanqitl»s introduction to the :;.u*al la gat. Cairo 1 6) Rothstein Lakhmiden. 27.        
mad»s lifetime, and there is even a suspicion of Persian influence in 
Mecca itself. How far Persian cultural influences penetrated the penin- 
sula we have little means of telling, but it will be remembered that one
of Muhammad's rivals was An-TTadr b. al-Harith who frequently drew away
2) 
the Prophet's audiences by his tales of Rustain and Isfandiyar.
<_r~> the Muslim writers obviously mean the later Persian langu- 
age which was known to them when Persia had long been an important part
\
of the Islamic Empire, but the language which would have been known in
Arabia in pre-lslamic times, the language with which Muhammad himself
3)
may have come in contact, was pahlavi the official language of the Sa-
sanian Empire (266-640 A.D.) This pahlavi was a curious language whose 
written form was strangely compounded with Semitic elements, but which 
in its spoken form doubtless represented a more archaic form of the Per- 
sian we find in the later Muslim literature of Persia, though with a 5 
greater admixture of Semitic words.
The fact that the pre-lslamic and early Muslim contacts with 
Persia were with a people using Middle and not Modern Persian has fre- 
quently been forgotten by Oriental invest igatos into the foreign elements 
in Arabic. Thus Addai Shir on p 4 of the Introduction to his study
 i/J»u ^Ul joUiii ^bS f in detailing the changes which Persian words have 
undergone in passing into Arabic, complains that the Arabs frequently 
added a ̂ or a o at the end of words, e.g. they "wrote -x^^or o^>_>*. for the 
Persian s^;J> , and x\> or c>?> for the Persian ^ . In such cases of 
course the Arabic ^ or ^ represents the Pahlavi suffix^K, which in Mod-
1) Tabarl Annales i, 948 ff: Ibn Hisham 41-46; Harnza Annales 139 and 
see Spiegel Eranische Altertumskunde 111,454.
2) Ibn Hisham 235, 236, and see Blochet in RHR, xl, 19 ff. Nadr is sup- 
posed to be the person referred to in Sura xxxi. 5«
3) Or Middle Persian, as the philologists prefer to call it, see Sale- 
mann in Geiger and Kuhn's Grundriss I, and Nbldeke "Zum Mittelpersisch- 
en" in WZKM. xvi. 1-12.
4) Haug "Essay on the pahlavi language", p. 33 in PPG1.
(17) ern Persian becomes . after a short vowel but is dropped after a long
vowel^ A good example of this occurs in the Qur'an in the word ^^\ 
where the Persian word is v*-A and the Arabic 6 and Persian . represent 
a Pahlavi 5 which appears again very clearly in the Syriac Ufcp*^ and 
Armenian (^u^^ which are borrowed from the same pahlavi word.
It is unfortunate that the Middle Persian literature which has 
survived to our own time has survived only in late copies, but we have 
every reason to believe, as in the similar case of the Hebrew codices. 
of the O.T. , that the MSS. in our hands represent the genuine ancient to 
books very faithfully. What isjeven more unfortunate is that so little 
of the Pahlavi literature has come down to us. It will be noticed in 
any treatment of the Persian element in early Arabic that there are many 
cases where there can be little doubt that we are dealing with words bor- 
rowed from an Iranian source, but where the only form which can be quo- 
ted in comparison is from Modern Persian, the older form from which the
word would have been derived not having survived in the remnants of Pah-
2) lavi literature which have come down to our day.
Suyuti sometimes refers to Persian by the definite title
and sometimes by the more indefinite i~£l , which like ^ he also fre- 
quently uses as meaning nothing more than foreign. There is no ground, 
however, for thinking that any distinction of dialect is meant to be in- 
dicated by the varying use of these terms.
iii) Greek. Suyuti uses two terms for Greek in his discussion 
of the foreign words, viz. **-v and <x^l;>>. . Thus in discussing the word
r^V in Itq. 321, he tells us that Shaidhala said it was 4^,, whereas 
on the same page in connection with the word ^^ he quotes Shaidhala 
again as saying that the word was <^^±.. . Dvorak Premdw. 20 thinks that
1) Vide Haug Essay on pahlavi p 117, &nd Blochet in Revue Semitique iv 267. "Note sur l»arabisation des mots persans". 2) It is possible thaa fuller acquaintance with Pahlavi would enable us to explain a number of strange terms in the Qur'an for which at present we have no solution 3) See the discussion on the use of these terms in Dvorak Fremdw. 20,21.
(18) 
a distinction is being made here between ancient and mediaeval Greek, aid
that when the word ^i'* is used we are to understand the ancient Class- 
ical Greek, whereas in contradistinction to this **-.,, stands for Byzan- 
tine Greek. When, however, we come to examine the words which are said 
by Suyutl»s authorities to be fither **-.,, or <LJU>, we find that these 
authorities have no understanding whatever of the matter, and it seems 
in the last degree unlikely that any of them would have known the dis- 
tinction between the two forms of Greek.
Any direct contact with the Greek language at the time of Muham- 
mad or the period immediately preceding his birth, would necessarily 
have been with Byzantine Greek. At that time Byzantine influence was su- 
preme in Syria and Palestine, and the Arab confederacy of Ghassan which 
acted as a buffer state between the Byzantine Empire and the desertjtribes
and was used as an offset to the Persian influence at al-Hlra, was a chan-
2)
nel whereby Byzantine influence touched the Arabs at many points. Inter- 
course with Constantinople was constant, and both the pre-islamic poet
3) 4)Imru»ul-Qais and the Hanlf 'Uthman b. al-Hawairith are said to have vis- 
ited the Byzantine court. Contact with Christian communities in Syria 
which used the Greek language was &. channel for the introduction of Greek 
words, and some trade words may have come as a result of Greek commercial
5)ventures along the Red-Sea littoral, as we learn from the Perlplus Marie
6)
Erythraei that Arab captains and crews were employed in this trade.
1) But see Jahiz Three Essays ed. Finkel pp. 16,17.
2) Noldeke Ghassanischen Fursten, p.12 ff. Note also the Greek words 
occurring in the Fabataean inscription, e.g. onsts, -_ »-u$opy«>* : sin-to^ - «tp*vvin> ^?^'?po <rvy*o^Ti*o5,.'TrDn;DTt.uMp/^i*. etc, on all of which see Cook Glossary sub.TO
3) Ruckert, Amrilkais der Dichter und KQ'nig: Shanqiti,fi9;NichoIfion Ljt.Hist;
4) Ibn Hisham 144: and see Caetani Annali I p 190. (104.
5) Thus there is reason to believe tiiat the Ar. ^ is from I^WM* c.f." 
Vollers in ZDMG. li. 300, 325.
6) In Miiller Geogr. Graec. Min. I 271.
(19) Byzantine Greek as a spoken language was doubtless widely spread
in Palestine and Syria at the time, and the presumption is that it would 
be not unfamiliar to many Arabs connected more or less closely with the 
Ghassanid confederacy. Epigraphical remains collected by de Vogue show 
many bi-lingual inscriptions from N. Arabia in which one of the langua- 
ges is Greek, so we cannot absolutely rule out the possibility that Greek
words may have been borrowed directly into Arabic in the pre-lslainic pe-
2) riod, as they undoubtedly were later, but the Greek words in the Qur»an
seem nevertheless with few exceptions to have come into Arabic through
3) 
Syriac.
iv) Indian. It is somewhat difficult to decide what the phil- 
ologers meant by ^^1^ . West Syrian ecclesiastical writers both in 
the pre-lslamic and early Islamic period commonly use the word oj<^ for
South Arabia and Ethiopia, and V'r^ generally means Ethiopian even in
4) the oldest literature. Thus in the famous passage Jer, xiii. 23, "Can
the Ethiopian change his skin or the leopard change his spots" , we find
5)Jc* used to translate the Hebrew'^xo (IXX.'M^t ), and in the writings
6) 7) of Dionysius of Tell Mahre. and Michael the Syrian we find the S. Arabi-
8) an and Abyssinian area called India. It was not only the Syriac writers
however, who made this confusion. Epiphanius in the ivth Century details9) 10) the nine kingdoms of India, and his mention among them of the Homer it ae11) 
and Azumitae makes it obvious that he is referring to the Ethiopian King-       12) 13) 
dom. Sozomen and Socrates in their accounts of the mission of Frumenti-
> 3 tus to convert the people of this Kingdom, speak of them as wviy&£* iw v»sortp«*.
1) La Syrie centrale. l86*-l8?7.
2) E.g. j*~*J - AoyobiT^s the Chancellor of the Byzantine Court (c.f. de GoejeGlossary p 349): ^^^ , v^v^i^s from K*v%>Jw and *+v™ (Dozy, Supplement . ii.410) : t^ii^-l '• ^ri^pi-y , a sacerdotal robe (Dozy, Supplement . i 1 21 ) .3
5
7
Dvorak Fremdw. 25 agrees. 4) PSm. sub. voc.
Asseiaani Bibl.Or.ed. Chabot, ii. 183 ff. 8) Mingana Rylands Library Bulletin, x. 445 gives quotations from other less known writers. 9) Ed. Dindorf IV 179,18) in the tractate Libri de XII Gernmig. 10 ) I - e « the 'o^pi^ Of Haer lxvi,B3 11) I.e. the 'AW\T.* of Haer.ixvi.63. 12) Hist.Eccl.il 5 24. 13) Hist.EccL
(20)
and so the term passed to the Latin writers and from them to the geogya-
1) 
phers of the Middle Ages. It is thus probable that in early Arabic
referred to the language of S. Arabia.
This S. Arabian language or language group as revealed to us from 
the inscriptions of the Minaean, Sabaean, Himyaritic and other kingdoms, 
belongs to the S. Semitic group, and is closely related to Ethiopic, the 
classical language of Abyssinia. The latest inscriptions in the language
date from 550 A.D., and the language would seem to have been supplanted
2) 
by Arabic as a spoken language in those regions even before the time of
Muhammad, though the survival to the present day of the Mahri and Soqotri 
dialects would seem to indicate that in odd corners this old language 
might have survived until quite a late period. With the break up of the 
S. Arabian kingdom tribes of these peoples Migrated to other areas of Ara- 
bia, eo that at the commencement of the Islamic period we find them wide-
4) 
ly scattered over the peninsula. Though when we meet them there they are
using the TT. Arabian dialects of the tribes among whom they dwelt, there 
can be no doubt that words of S. Arabian origin could have found their
way into Arabic from these scattered communities^
6)
When we examine the words which the philologers class as Indian,
we find, however, that none of them are real S. Arabian words. They are 
merely words which the early authorities could not explain and had to re- 
fer to some remote origin, and so for them j^Ji might quite well have meant 
the distant land of India, with which the Muslim conquests in the East 
had made them vaguely familiar.
1) See Yule»s Marco polo (ed. Cordier) ii.431 ff. and Noldeke Sasaniden 
222 n. 2) Nicholson Literary History p 6. 3) C.f. Miiller, Die Meh- 
ri und Soqotri-Sprache.nffien, 1902-5. 4)Vide Blau "Die Wanderung der  
sabaischen Volkerstamme". ZDMG xxii, (1868) p 654 ff. 5) This fact has 
been forgotten by Taha Hussein in his essay on the Pre-islamic poetry, 
where he argues against the genuineness of some of the old poetry on the 
ground that while the poet was of a S. Arabian tribe his language is N 
Arabic and not one of the S. Arabian dialects. 
C.f. the list in Suyuti Mutaw.. 51,52.
(21)
Syriac. This is undoubtedly the most copious source of tor- 
rowings in the qur'an. Syriac, which still survives today as the litur- 
.gical language of a «w communites of Oriental Christians in Syria, Meso- 
potamia, Persia, and on the West coast of India, was at that time the 
spoken languageof those Christian communities best known to the Arabs. 
How widely Syriac was spoken at the time of Muhammad in the area now known 
as Syria, is difficult to determine, but it seems fairly certain that 
while Greek was the dominant literary language in the region at that pe- 
riod the common people of native origin generally spoke Syriac. South of 
Syria, however, we find that the so-called Christian-Palestinian dialect 
was more or less in literary use down to the XIth Century, while in the 
Vth and Vlth Centuries it was in such common use there and of such impor- 
tance as to warrant a special translation of the Scriptures and Church 
manuals into the dialect. It was in Mesopotamia, however, that the class- 
ical language was in widest use as a literary and as a colloquial langu- 
age. It was from this area that Aramaic made such a profound impress on
4) 
the Middle Persian language and literature, and there can be no doubt
that from the Syriac as used by the Christian portion of the community 
of al-Hlra and the surrounding districts came the major portion of Syri- 
ac influence upon Arabic.
It will be remembered that it was in this area that one of the
earliest forms of Arabic script, the Cufic, was invented, based apparent-
5) 
ly on a modification of the Syriac script and it was from the same area
1) For the purposes of this Thesis, Syriac *=» Christian Aramaic, and thus 
includes the Christian-Palestinian dialect and the Aramaic dialect of the
Christian population of N. Syria,as well as the Classical Syriac dialect of Edessa, which is the one pest known to us from tne literature and com- 
monly usurps to itself the title of Syriac. 2) The date when the scribe Abud copied the xLectionary published by Erizzo, Evangelarium Hierosolymi1& f'mum, Verona, l86l. 3) No'iaeke ZDMG. xxii,525 givea 1MB as the date of 
the version. Since about 700 A. 171 fSchulthess Grammatik p 7) the langu- 
age has been superseded as a colloquial by Arabic,and there are Arabi- 
cisms to be met with in the MSS which were written by Arabic speaking 
monks, c.f. Noldeke op.cit. p 523 n.
4) See Haug in PPGl, and Essays, p 8l: and Salemann in Geiger and Kuhn's 
Grundriss.l 2^0. 5) Rothstein Lakfe/miden.2?: Moritz in El,i. 383.
' '
(22)
that the system of vowel pointing in Arabic was developed from the old
1) 
Nestorian system. Here also in the court of the kings of al-Hira, the2)' 
Christian 'Ibadites laid the foundation of Arabic literature, and it
was in this area that Arab tribes such as Tamim and Taghlib and Quda'a
3) 
seem first to have come under Christian influence, and thus from here
along the trade routes streams of Christian culture spread throughout
*)
Arabia.
We are still in need of a critical discussion of the spread of
5)
Christianity in AraMa, but one fact seems certain, namely that such 
Christianity as was known among the Arabs in pre-lslamic times was large- 
ly of the Syrian type, whether Jacobite or Nestorian. In the kingdom of
Ghassan the dominant party seems to have been Monophysite, though some
7)
under Byzantine influence, became Melkite. In al-Hira also many import-
ant Christian families would seem to have been Monophysite, if we can
8) 
believe the accounts of the mission of Simeon of Beth Arsham, though
9) 
the predominant party there was Nestorian. The Christian community in
S. Ar*bia at Najran, which was perhaps the oldest Christian community in
10) 
Arabia, and whose persecution by the Jewish king Dhu Nawwas is mentioned
_in the tyir'an, appears to have been a mixed community. There is no doubt
12) 
that many of them were Nestorians, while others as clearly were Monophy-
13) 
sites more or less related with the Monophysite Church of Abyssinia.
1) Moritz in EI,i f 384. 2) Nicholson Literary History, 138. 
3) Cheikho Nasraniya, see Index under these names. 4) Nicholson t op.cit39 
5) The discussion was begun by Wtight , Early Christianity in Arabia. 38 55. 
and continued, though in an uncritical way by Cheikho in his Nasraniya. 
The latest and best discussion, though by no means complete, is in Andrae's 
Ursprung. 1926. 6) Noldeke, Ghassanischen Furs ten p 20,21. 7) Andrae, 
Ursprung. 31. 8) See Lives of the Eastern Saints by John of Ephesus in 
Patr. Orient, xvii p 140. These converts of Simeon are said to have been 
Drought back to the orthodox faith by the preaching of Maraba (Labourt, 
Le Christ ianisine dans 1 'Empire perse t p 191). Assemani B ibl . Or. 1 1 1 . 2 . 60 6 
mentions Monophysite Bishops of al-Hira. 9) Andrae, Ursprung . 25. 
10) See the long account of them in Andrae Ursprung. 7-24. 11) Sura IXKV 
4 ff. It is only fair, however, to state that Western Scholars are not
of Najr«n
12) c.f. the Histoire Nestorienne in patr. Orient. V.330 ff.
13) Littmann, Deutsche Aksum,-Expedition, I,>0.
(23)
Vocabulary of Syriac origin was already coming into use in Ara- 
bia in pre-lslamic times. The court of al-Hira was a rendezvous of the 
poets and litterateurs of the day, and many of the pre-lslamic poets, 
such as Imru»ul-Qais, Mutalammis and «AdI b. Zaid were Christians. The* 
poetry, naturally, was impregnated with Christian words and ideas, but 
even in the extant poetry of such non-Christians as an-Uabigha and al-
A f sha, who spent much time at al-HIra, we find the same strong influen-
2)
ces of Syrian Christianity. The trade routes again were channels where- 
by Syriac vocabulary entered Arabic. The wine trade, e.g. was largely
4) 
in the hands of these Christians, and so we find that most of the early
5) 
Arabic terms in connection with this trade are of Syriac origin.
There were slight differences in pronunciation between the Ja- 
cobites and the Festorians, and Mingana notes that the vowelling of the
proper names in the Q,ur»an seems to follow the Nestorian pronunciation
6) 
rather than the other, though in many cases, as we shall see, the Qur»an-
ic forms approximate most closely to those found in the Christian-Pales- 
tinian dialect.
There can be little doubt that certain of the Syriac words we 
find in the q,ur»an were introduced by Muhammad himself. That he had per- 
sonal contact with Christians of the Syrian Church is clear from the Tra- 
ditions. We read that he went in early life on trading journeys to Sy-
7) 
ria with the caravans of the Quraish, and there is an account of how on
1) There is a tradition that aa-Nabigha was a Christian, on the strength 
of which Cheikho includes him among the Christian Arab poets, but Fich- 
olson (Literary History 123) rightly rejects the tradition as without 
authority"!Al-A f sha also is frequently claimed as a Christian and is 
included by Cheikho in his collection, but see Nicholson, p 124.
2) Wellhausen Reste. 234; Lyall, Ancient Arabian Poetry pp 92 and 119; 
von Kremer in SBAW. Wien (l88l),vol. xcviii,555ff.3) Jacob. Altara- 
bisches Beduinenleben. 99,has an interesting note hereon, referring to 
AghanI, viii,79; c.f. Wellhausen Reste.231* 4) Though Jews also en- 
gaged in the trade, c.f. Goldziher ZDMG, xlvi,l85. 5) Rothstein Lakhmi- 
den. £26. 6) Syriac Influence. 83. Suyuti once (Itq. 325) quotes a 
word as being from the Hauranic dialect, by which he apparently means 
some dialect of Syriac. 7) Tabarl Annales.i.1123; Ibn Sa'ad I.i.75 ff ; 
Ibn Hisham 11J ff; Mas'udi Muruj,IV 132,152; Sprenger Mohammed und der 
Koran p £,sees in Sura xxxvii 137 a recollection of his naving passed:
(24) 1) 
one occasion he listened to a sermon by Quss, Bishop of Najran, at the
2) 
festival of *Ukaz near Mecca. Earlier Christian writers suggested that
3) nis Mentor was a monk named Sergius, and the legends of Nestor and Bahl-
ra at least show that there was an early recognition of the fact that
Muhammad was at one time in more or less close contact with Christian
5) teachers of the Syrian Church;'
It goes without saying that not all the words which Suyutl's au-
thorities class under the term tykr-U are of Syriac origin. Goldziher
6) 
has pointed out that oW- was frequently used by Muslim writers for any-
thing ancient, timehonoured.and consequently little understood, and he 
quotes a line from Ibn *Abd Rabbihi, who in his ^Iqd al-garld. speaking
of a notoriously bad copyist, says - U^.v -^ o^3- <^>^^\ ^ uv o^ -"if
, 7) he copied a book twice 'twould be Syriac'1 . Dvorak also refers to a com-
mon Turkish phrase quoted by Vambery - &> ^l > >/wk>~ >>. - "is it per- 
haps Syriac? We could not understand it," somewhat as we say "it was all 
Greek to me". It is thus clear that cj^o- in the writings of the Muslim 
Exegetes may frequently have meant nothing more than that a word was of 
the old learned tongues and so more or less unintelligible to the ordi- 
nary person.
n\ cont. from p 23) the Dead Sea on one of these journeys. 1) That he was Bishop of Najran we learn from LA,viii,58. From Baihaql* Mahasin 35^ ff« we would gather that he was ratEer an Arab soothsayer and fortune teller. 2) Jahiz Bayan. i.119. On $uss see Sprenger Leben I 102 ff. and Andrae Ursprung 202 TT. 3) Al-Kindi Risala. p 70, and the Sy-zantine writers. E.g. V 1* Tl* v i^<ftB«ii> ovt^Tt zVp>.oi , says George phrantzes (eel Fiebuhr.p 295). It is doubtful whether Sergius and Bahlra are different personages. 4) Tabarl, Annales .i.1124: Ibn Sa*ad I,i,?6: Mas 'udl Mu- ruj .IV. 153. ofl these legends see Hirschfeld New Researches 22 ff : GoTTt- heil ZA.xiii,ld9 f f : Sprenger Leben I,l?8 ff: II,3»1 ff: Caetani Annali 1,1367169: F61deke ZDMG.xii.699 ff.
5) Nestor is obviously connected with Nestorianism (c.f. >Q^S) and Bo- heira or Bahlra is the Syr. }l^p '* Uxt^ (Noldeke ZDMG,xii,704 n. ) com- monly used of monks, though Hirschfeld p 23 argues that it is a Jewish / word. Loth ZDMG, xxxv,620 ff. suggests that some of Muhammad »s material "^y have come from one Suhaib, a Greek from the region of Mosul.
6) ZDMG. xxvi, 774.
7) Fremdworter. 22 n.
(25) 
,,.,_ yi x Hebrew. We learn from the Muslim historians that Jews
were prominent in the community at Madlna, and that there were in fact
three considerable tribes of Jews in that area, the Banu Qainuqa' , Banu
2) 
Quraiza and Banu Nadir, who were proprietors of lands and plantations of
palm trees, and who exercised no little influence on the Arabs around
them There were also many Jewish tradesmen in the city, who are said to
4) 
have been particularly skilled as jewellers and armourers. We learn also
5) 6) 7) 8 
of communities at al-'Ala (the ancient Dedan), Taima, Khaibar and *adak
in North Arabia, and doubtless they were known in many other areas from 
which, however, no evidence of their presence has survived. We have no 
evidence as to when they arrived in N. Arabia, but it was possibly at an
early period. Arabian legend places their first settlements there in the
9) time of Moses and Aaron. Acts ii. 11 would 86su to indicate that there
were settlements of them there at the commencement of the Christian era,
10) 
and in the Mishna (Shab. vi. 6) we have fairly reliable evidence of early
11) 
settlements in that area. It has been frequently suggested that the des- '
truction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. drove many Jewish families to seek refige




There were Jewish settlements also in S. Arabia. Whether they
1) Ibn Hisham 351; Tabari Annales i, 1359 ff - ^°* a discussion of their 
position and influence there see Hirschfeld REJ.vii.l67 ff.: Leszynsky 
Die Juden in Arab i en, 1910; and Wensinck De JocTen te Madina, Leiden, 1908 
J)We learn also of atfribe Banu Hadal (or Handal or Bahdal), c.f. Yaqut 
Mu ( jam &\\to$, IV 4-62, and see Hirschfeld REJ, vii,l69 ff. The Aghani al* 
so mentions other smaller tribes or families". 3) Aghani. xix, 94. 
40 c.f. Hirschfeld, op. citj Wellhausen Reste. 230: Caetani.Anaali I 386 
5) Rudolph Abhangigkeit p 1. 6) Shammam, Divan, ed. Shanqili, p 26: 
Yaqut Mutjam. I 9077 77 Yaqut Mu*jam II 504 ff. : 8) Yaqut *Mu fjam III, 
°5o, QJT: Abu Da'ud Sunan xix. 15"! 9) Aghani.xix,94. 10) I.e. fol.65a
11) Notice also that there are numerous Arabic words and Arabisms in the 
Mishna, c.f. Margoliouth, Schweich Lectures, p 58.
12) Caetani Annali I 383: Leszynsky, Die Juden in Arabien. p 6.
13) C.f. Philostorgius (ed. Bidez, 1913) iii.5: Theodorus Lector ii. 58 
(in Migne Patr. Graec.lxxxv. 211): Aghani. xiii, 119.
(26) 1) were founded by Jews who had followed the spice road from N. Arabia, or
by traders who had crossed from Egypt or Abyssinia, it is impossible now 
to say. Perhaps there were communities there from both these centres of 
trade. That they exercised no little religious influence there is indi- 
cated both by the Jewish imprint on many of the S. Arabian religious in- 
scriptions^and by the fact that we have very consistent Tradition of 
the conversion of one of the Himyarite kings to Judaism. It was the per- 
secution of the Christian communities by this proselyte Dhu Nawwas or 
Masruq which was said to have led to the Axumite invasion and occupation
of S. Arabia.
The polemic of the Qur'an itself is sufficient evidence of the 
importance of the Jews as a religious body in the community to which Mu- 
hammad addressed his message. As, however, these Arabian Jews all bear 
Arab names, are organized in tribes on the Arab fashion, and, when we
meet them in the literature, act and talk like genuine Arabs, some have
5)thought that they were not real Jews but Arab proselytes. It is diffi- 
cult, however, in face of the polemic of the Q,ur»an, to think of them 
as other than Jews by race as well as religion, and their adoption of 
Arab customs may well be explained by the Jewish habit of assimilating 
themselves to the community in which they dwell.
Whether these Jews had any great familiarity with Hebrew, how- 
ever, is a different question. One would gather from the Q,ur»an that 
they were far better acquainted with the Rabbinic writings than they were 
with the Scriptures, and when we find Muhammad borrowing technical terms 
of Jewish origin they are generally of an Aramaic rather than a Hebrew
1) Rudolph, Abhangigkeit p 1: Wellhausen Reste. 230. 2) Caetani.Studi I, 261. 3) Margoliouth, op. cit. 67 ff. thinks there is some floubt about this, but see MW, xix,13. 4) Moberg, Book of the Himyarites.xlili ff. : Fell in ZDMG xxxv, 1-74: Ibn Hisham 20 ff: Tabari Annales. 1.918 ff.: Mas*udi Muruj. I, 129. 5) Winckler MVAG vi, 222 : Margoliouth, op.cit 6l. Hirschfeld New Researches, p 3, notes that the Arabs seem to have intermarried freely with them.
(27) 1)
form. It would seem from a passage in Ibn Hisham that they had a Beth 
ha-Midrash which Muhammad visited on at least one occasion2), though we
are left to conjecture what they studied there. Some accounts we have 
do not speak very highly of their intellectual acquirements. On the 
whole one would judge that much of Muhammad 1 s knowledge of Judaism was 
gained from the general stock of information about Jewish practice and 
versions of Jewish stories and legends that were current among the Arabs 
who had lived in contact with Jewish communities, for much of this ma- 
terial, as we shall see, can be found also in the old poetry. Certain- 
ly some of his knowledge of Judaism came through Christian channels, as
t
Vsf
•> is demonstrated by the Christian form of many Old Testament names that
4) 
occur in the Q,ur f an. It is probable that in the Q,ur»an there is evidence
that Muhammad attempted to purchase information about the Scriptures from
5)
certain Jews of the city only to find later that they had deceived him,
6)
and Geiger seems to suggest that perhaps Muhammad deliberately sought
for and incorporated Jewish terminology into his revelation in order to
7)
win over the Jews, before he made his final break with them.
1) p 383 and Bai4. on ii, 91. Abu Bakr also visited this Beth ha-Mid- 
rash, vide Ibn Hisham 388. Pautz Qffenbarung 39 translates the words
(^ 1,-KU c^ by Synagogue, but see Geiger 13. 2) There is also a Tradi- 
tion that Muhammad used to listen to Jabr and Yasar, two Jewish smiths 
at Mecca, as they read together out of their Scriptures. Vide kargoliaith 
Mohammed , 106. 3) This is indeed suggested by the Q,ur»an itself, Sura 
ii, 80, though we also gather from the Qur'an that they had copies of 
their Scriptures and could write (ii, 74, 169). Bukharl (ed. Krehl,IV, 
-> 221) has a tradition that the Madinan Jews read the Torah in Hebrew and 
' interpreted it in Arabic. (On their dialect c.f. Caetani Annali I 386: 
Leszynsky 22 ff). As to what Scriptures we may reasonably suppose them 
to have possessed, see Hirschfeld New Researches, 103.
4) See infra under <y*~»\ . c^.-, O^A- -. cr^1 etc » Mingana, Syriac Influ- 
ence. 82 goes so far as to say that there is not a single Biblical name 
in the Q,ur f an which is exclusively Heb. in form. 5) Sura ii,74, 169.
6) Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthume aufgenommen. p 36.
7) A break which was outwardly demonstrated by his change of the Qibla 
from Jerusalem to Mecca.
(28)
Suyutl sometimes uses *ss*~ or a^^ to denote Hebrew, and some­
times o>v^ -^ , and once, in discussing «J^ , he says that the word 
was <^>H ̂ ^_ Oux "in the tongue of the Madinan Jews". Dvorak Fremdw. 19
would draw a distinction from Suyutl»s use of these terms, taking i,
and vUc1- "to mean classical Hebrew, and *^ **J as the language of the
2) 
Jews of later times, perhaps the dialectal Hebrew used in Arabia. One
is inclined to doubt, however, whether the Arab pMlologers had Suffici­ 
ent knowledge to make such a distinction between the earlier and later
forms of Hebrew, and an «amination of the words which Suyuti's author i-
3) 
ties place in the two classes makes it perfectly clear that there is no­
thing more in this distinction than there is in his varying use of dAi>~JV 
and Jt*>N &xJu>.
vii) Nabataean. We find in Suyuti's lists quite a number of 
words which various authorities claim to be of Nabataean origin. The Na­ 
bataean kingdom, which from about the Vlth Century B.C. had stretched
over the territory from the old Edomite kingdom in the S.E. of Palestine
4)
as far north as Damascus, was pf Arab origin, and exercised no little in­
fluence on the Hauran and N. Arabia, even after it was absorbed in the
Roman Provincia Arabia. Its deities Allat , Manuthu and Hubalu were re-———————————— 5) 
verenced even in Mecca, and its period of power and prosperity was near
enough to the period when we first come in contact with the pre-islamic 
literature for the memory of it still to linger, much embellished with
legendary details, in the poetic lore of the desert Arabs. We have a
6) 
fair idea of the Nabataean language from numerous insctiptions collected
7) 
in N. Arabia, but the Nemara inscription from the Hauran, dated A.D.328?^
X ) !$£• 324. 2) Especially in view of the phrase - <->J^. ^>v ^
3) Vide Mutaw. pp 56-59- 4) ERE, ix. 121 : and Quatrentere in JMxv
P 5 ". 5) n«?\ and mm are the ^^)i and »L. of Sura liii 19 20" and i^^
is the£* who as we learn fromMas'udi Muruj. IV,46, was the chief god of
the Katba. 6) The Nabataean was a dialect of West Aramaic though full
of Arabic words and idioms. 7 ) Collections will be found in Cll vol U
de V°Sue Inscriptions semitiques; and Euting Nabatajsche InschrTften aus
Arabien. Berlin 1888. 8) Lidzbarski Epheineris. jj. \£ ~~————————"
(29) 
is in classical Arabic, though written in Nabataean characters, and shows
that by that date the old Nabataean language had been supplanted by Ara­ 
bic. When the philologers use the term <^~ , however, it does not necessa­ 
rily refer to these N«^*T«UOI of petra and the Hauran , for the Arabs used
the word for many communities in Syria and Iraq, and as Noldeke has shown
the Muslim philologers really mean Aramaic when they speak of
We have already discussed how Syriac words may have come into 
Arabic, and need say no more on the subject of the Christian Aramaic. If 
the Jews of Arabia were Jews by race, and not merely proselytes, we might
expect that Jewish Aramaic would have been more commonly known among them
2) 
than Hebrew, and this is confirmed by the fact that , as we have already
noticed, the Jewish words in the Q,ur'an are more generally Aramaic in 
form than Hebrew, it is not necessary to assume that many of these words 
were borrowings of the Prophet himself, for in a city like Madina, where 
Jewish influence was so strong and where there was apparently a keen in­ 
terest in religious matters, it is probable that many such words would
have been borrowed in pre-islamic times, and as a matter of fact many such
3) 
are to be found in the old poetry.
It is not impossible, of course, that Aramaic words may have en­ 
tered from sources which were neither Syriac nor Jewish, but it is doubt­
ful if any words of the genuine Nabataean dialect are to be found in the
4) 
Qur'an. A glance at Suyutl's list of so-called Nabataean words gives one
ZDMG, xxv. 122 ff. Mas'udi Muru^. Ill, 240 says that the country of 
Babel was occupied by the Nabataeans. 2) "The Jews in North Arabia ad 
Syria read the Bible in Synagogues in the Hebrew original, but for domes­ 
tic study they probably used Aramaic translations as did the Christians. 
Many Biblical words which occur in the Qur'an have evidently gone throu^i 
an Aramaic channel" - Hirschfeld, New Researches, 32.
3) The classical discussion of this element in Arabic vocabulary is 
Fraenkel»s Aramaische Fremdwo'rter im Arabischen. Leiden, 1886.
4) Mutaw. 59-62.
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the impression that the philologers used the term mainly as a cloak for 
their ignorance, ^^ being a good enough designation for any strange 
word whose origin they could not ascertain,
viii) Coptic. SuyutI finds some six words which his authori-—K—— ' 2) 
ties, Shaidhala, al-Wasiti and others classed as Coptic loan words. It
hardly needs saying that none of them are Coptic, and indeed in the case 
of some of them one wonders wfcy anyone ever thought of considering them 
other than Arabic. Coptic was the liturgical language of the Christian 
communities of Egypt at the time of Muhammad, as indeed it has remained 
to the present day. How much more than a liturgical language it was is 
doubtful, though we have reason to believe that the cultural language,
3)
if not the language of every day life in Egypt at that period was Greek. 
It is practically certain that Greek would have been the language of com­ 
merce, and we may well doubt whether any Coptic vocabulary would have
4) 
entered Arabic along the trade routes. It is remarkable fact that the
colloquial Arabic of Egypt which grew up after the Muslim Conquest of 
the ctuntry, while it is full of Greek loan words contains few or none 
from Coptic.
That Muhammad himself had at least one point of intimate con­ 
tact with Egyptian Christianity is evident from the fact that one of his 
concubines was Miriam, a Coptic slave girl, who was the mother of his 
beloved son Ibrahlm and the cause of no little scandal and flurry in 
the Prophet's domestic circle. It is possible that he learned a few 
Christian legends from Miriam, but if he learned along with them any new 
Christian terminology of Coptic origin, this has left no -trace in the
1) So Dvorak Fremdw. 21, 22. 2) Mutaw. pp. 62-64. 3) Burkitt
J.Th.S. xxvii, 148 ff. suggests that Coptic was perhaps never more than a
liturgical language. 4) Evidence of early contact with Mecca may be
in the reiding
(31)
As we might expect, the Muslim philologers show no real ac­ 
quaintance with the Coptic language, in spite of the fact that in die-
cussing the word ^L-i Suyuti (Itq. 323) refers to a dialect of Coptic,
1) 
viz. A,,V^ . Dvorak, arguing the fact that the philologers stated
that tJjJl meant ^^ in Coptic, and >^i\ meant J*^\ , suggests that the
Muslims simply made these statements in order to throw contempt on the
3)
Coptic community. In any case it is clear that there is no philologi­
cal justification whatever for their attribution of a Coptic origin to 
any Qur'anic words.
ix) Turkish. It goes without saying that no dialect of Turkish 
had any influence on Arabic until well on into the Islamic period. There
is one word, however, which we find given as Turkish by quite an array
4) 5) 
or authorities including even Jawallql and Ibn Qutaiba, yiz. <jUi which
occurs twice in the Q,ur'an (xxxviii,S]$$) , and is said to mean the corrup-
^
tion which oozes from the bodies of the damned. The word o 1 — ̂ certain­
ly can be found in the Turkish Lexicons, but is obviously a loan word
6) 
from Arabic. The only reason one can suggest for the common opinion
that it was Turkish is that the word may in later times have come to be 
commonly used by the Turkish soldiery at the Muslim courts, so that the 
scholars, at a loss how to explain so curious a word, jumped to the con­ 
clusion that it must be Turkish, and this opinion was then, as usual, 
attributed to the circle of Ibn 'Abbas.
x) Negro. Two words , ^^^ meaning fuel and «L^ a staff . Su-
1) V> is a district of Upper Egypt, c.f. Yaqut Mu*jam m. 916: Mush- 
tar ik 293. 2) It q. 3*9: Mutaw. 63. 3) Fremdw. 23, 24. Along 
with 3 5 *i must be classed <^\Ja> of iv. 54 which clearly means "inner 
linings", but which the same authorities , according to Suyuti, s,ay means 
"exteriors" ( yl^ ) in Coptic. It should be noted, however, that Suyu­ 
ti also quotes authorities as claiming that *^> was Nabataean for rUi 
see Itq. 325: Mutaw. 6l. 4) Mufarrab. 10$. c.f. Khafaji 142: Suyu­ 
ti itq[7 323:' Mutaw. 64. Others, however, as we have seen, said it was 
Coptic! 5) Adab al-Katib, 52?. 6) See Redhouse Turkish Lexi­ 
con. sub. voc.
1) (32)
yutl tells us were considered by some authorities to be borrowings from•^ » *
the language of the woolly haired blades -<^^ . This x^r, is the langu-
2 ) age of the *»>j , and the Lexicons inform us that £>N is O'->>~K tr O** • so
that ^ , or ^s^v from £} is like c^, from p, or ^ from or> . The on­ 
ly reason for the philologers classing Q,ur'e.nic words as a^><j-is that 
they were entirely at a loss to explain the words and so suggested an 
origin in some remote corner of the earth, which perh^as appealed to them 
as better than giving no origin at all.
xi) Berber. Sometimes we find Suyutl quoting authority for 
words being ^Ji *id> , and at other times for their being ^>iv <>v o^~J-> or
^.yi .v»i <ji-i>. , which mean the same thing. By Berber, the philologers mean" 5)
the Hamitic languages of N. Africa, known to us at the present day from 
the Tamashek, Kabyli, Touareg and kindred dialects. The spread of Islam 
along F. Africa brought the Arabs into contact with these Berber tribes, 
whose influence on Islam in that area was as profound as that of the Tuxks 
in Mesopotamia, but it is ridiculous to think that any elements of Ber­ 
ber vocabulary entered Arabic in the pre-lslamic or Qur»anic period. 
One may doubt whether any of the Muslim philologers had any acquaintance
1 ) IlS« 320: Mutaw. 64. Other authorities, however, said that *^^- was Ethiopic (Itq.325: Mutaw. 42). 2) LA. iii,114. The word is .familiar to us from Zanzibar. 3) MEs lasst sich nicht verkennen, dassA es hier mit willkurMcher Verhulling und Verschonerung der Unwissenheit zu thun ha- ben, die sich uberdies, indem sie eine weit abliegende Sprache als ur- 8prung eines Wortes hinstellt, moglicherweise auch den Schein der Gelehr- samkeit zu geben trachtet. Dies scheint mir der Fall bei den Wortern zu sein, die auf die Sprache der Berbern, Neger, Afrikabewohner u,a. zuriick- gefuhrt werden, Sprachen, die von unserem erweiterten Standpunkte der Wissenschaft wenig bekannt sind: umso weniger konnen wir rine Kenntniss derselben bei den Arabern voraussetzen, und noch weniger ihr Vorkommen im Koran erklaren". - Dvorak Fremdw. 21. 4) This is obvious from Suyutl»s discussion of ^H- , vide Itq. 325 5) See Mas<udi Murup. 111,242 for the home of the Berbers. 6) Once, in dealing with ;\±* Suyutl (itq, 323) refers to i>jL,>ji j*\ 0LJ , by which he probably means Berber.
i) (33)
with the Berber dialects, and certainly the words quoted as Berber by 
Suyuti's authorities have no connection with any Hamitic tongue. Again 
all we can say is that these words were puzzles to the scholars of the 




From the discussion thus far it has become obvious that we can­
not rate very highly the work of the Muslim authorities who have dealt-2) 
with this difficult and important subject. Goldziher has well said that
"to attempt to explain all that has been set forth (by these authorities) 
as Hebrew, Syriac, Habataean etc. from one's knowledge of these tongues, 
would be undertaking a fruitless task. These languages, like the people* 
who spoke them, belong to a grey antiquity, and are merely general terms f 
for anything mysterious, esoteric and ununderstandable, and to which be­
longs everything of whose origin there is no certainty but whose great age
3) 
is obvious". Occasionally one gets flashes of what looks lile philologi­
cal learning, as e.g. when we find Tabari in the Introduction to his Taf-
4)
sir (1.6) quoting Hammad b. Salma on v>~ » o-^t° the effect that the word
for lion in Arabic is >-.*! , in Persian ^ , in Nabataean ty and in Ethio­ 
pia v>~^ . An examination of the Lexicons, however, shows that there is 
nothing in Aramaic or Ethiopic even remotely resembling these words, though
>Li is somewhat like the Persian j~ = Pahlavi MO sher meaning tiger or5) " ——
lion. Indeed, as a general rule, the philologers are at their best when
1) Their theories as to the origin of the Berbers are interesting. Mas- 
f udl Muruj III, 241 makes a curious confusion between the Philistines and 
the Phoenicians, for he tells us that the Berbers came from Palestine and 
settled in N.Africa, and that their kings were known as c^JU •» dynastic 
name, the last bearer of which was the Jalut who was killed by David.
2) The philologers did much better in dealing with such foreign words out 
side the Qur'an, i.e. with later borrowings of Islamic times. Some ac­ 
count of them and their methods will be found in Siddiqi Studien . 14-64.
3) ZDMG. xxvi, 766. 4) Ixx iv. s i. Hammad »s line of Tradition as usual
goesTack to Ibn f Abbas.
5) C.f. PPG1. 214: Horn Grundriss % 803.
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dealing with Persian words, a fact which may perhaps be explained by the 
Persian origin of so many of these savants themselves.
All things considered, however, one is not surprised that they 
had so little success with the problems of the Foreign words in the Q,ur- 
»an or that they detected so few out of the relatively large number re­ 
cognized by modern scholarship, for they had but the most meager phil­ 
ological resources at their disposal. What is cause for surprise is 
that Suyuti is able to gather from the older authorities so many words
whose Arabic origin to us is obvious but which they regarded as foreign.
1) 
One group of these we may explain as Dvorak does, as cases where
2) 
the Arabic word is rare or occurs in a content where the usual meaning
perhaps does not lie immediately on the surface, but where the word can 
be easily explained from related words or from the sense of the passage, 
and so comes to be regarded as a foreign word with that meaning. As ex­ 
amples we may take two words that are said to be the one ITabataean and
the other Coptic.
3) 
(i). In xix. 24 we have the word ^ which Suyuti tells us
was considered by Abu'l-Q,asim in his Lughat al-Qur'an, and by Al-Kirma- 
nl in his Al- fAja»ib, to be a Nabataean word meaning ^ja* . The growth 
of this theory is fairly clear. The word occurs in a passage where 
Muhammad is giving an account of the birth of Jesus, an account whose 
main features he had derived from some oral reproduction of the fables 
of the Hist. Nativ. Mariae. Now in the first place we note that the Q,ur- 
ra» were not certain of the reading, for Baid. in loco tells us that some
read l^r ̂ lu^ui while others read l^J^uuU*' . Secondly there was some/• '
difference of opinion among the Exegetes as to whether the one who called 
was Gabriel, standing at the foot of the hill, or the babe Jesus. Now
Fremdw. 29. 2) In the list of words of this class it will be 
noted that most are hapax legomena in the Q,ur»an. 3) Itq. 320: Mutaw. 63.
(35)
it seems clear that when they felt some difficulty over this <^£ , some 
of the Exegetes who knew from Christian sources that the one who called 
was the babe, and who had -orobably heard of the legends of Jesus speak-i)
ing to his mother before his birth, assumed that «=-**• could not be taken 
here in its usual Arabic meaning of beneath, but must be a foreign word 
meaning ^ or womb. The guess of Nabataean, of course, has nothing to 
support it, for the Aramaic nnn like the Hebrew n-nn Syriac A~I and Ethi- 
opic jJvfct* has exactly the same meaning as the Arabic <^£ .
(ii). In xii. 23 we read that Joseph 1 s mistress says to him 
The word occurs only in this passage in the Qur'an, and is a
rare expression even outside the Q,ur»an, though as has been pointed out
2) 
by Earth, there can be no question that it is genuine Arabic. It was
so rare and unusual a word, however, that it was early taken by the Ex-
3) 4) 
egetes as foreign and explained as Coptic, doubtless on the ground that
the Egyptian lady would have spoken to her slave in the Egyptian tongue, 
and as the only Egyptian language known to the Muslim philologers was 
Coptic, this rare word was taken to be of Coptic origin.
Similarly v>4~ in xii, 25, which is explained as Coptic for
was doubtless a case of the same sort, and likewise two other Coptic sug­
gestions in the same Sura, viz. *W- and «_cW> of xii, 88, both of which
6)
are said to be Coptic for J^ t though of course there is nothing in the
Coptic vocabulary to justify this assertion, and the words are undoubt-
1) See ThaUabl ftisas al-Anbiya. p. 269.
2) Sprachwiss. Untersuch. i. 22 with reference to Ibn Ya'Ish i. 499 line 7 
c.f. also Reckendorf Die Syntaktischen Verhaltniase des Arabischen, Lei­ 
den 1898 p 325: Wright Arabic Grammar, i. 294 d. J] Siddiqi, Studienl3
) I* ft* 325. Others thought it Aramaic (Mutaw. 54) or Hauranic (Mughir
, ISO) or Hebrew (itg. 325) 5) It£. 322 from Al-Wasiti. 
. 324, and Mutaw, 63. There is apparently some confusion between 
the two_on the part of the Mutaw. for in the Muhadhdhab from which both 
the Itqan and the Mutaw. draw, only %> is given.
(36) 
edly genuine Arabic.
In this group we may also class the following words collected by
Suyutl from earlier authorities as foreign borrowings, but which are all
1) 
obviously Arabic. ^^ in xxvi, 21 which is said to be Nabataean for ->li*
also {M in xi. 46 which some took to be Indian or Ethiopia for «
and JL^I of vii, 175 which was said to be Hebrew for <jt~ : a^d c-—^ of xxi ,
4)
98, said to be Zinji f or *>^ : also >",' in iii, 36 said to be a Hebrew
word meaning <^iiJ\ ^> : and sj>) of xliv, 23 said to be of Fabataean or
6) " 7) 
Syriac origin: and >i of ii, 139-145 which is claimed as Ethiopia: and
xi, 46: xiii, 9 also said to be Ethiopia: also /# of xxxix, 7:
9) 
Ixxxi, 1 explained as the Persian for ^ : and ^ of lix, 5 said to be
10) 11) 
Hebrew: and ̂ U- of xxxviii, 2 said to be Nabataean or Coptic for V> :
12) 13) 
and «Ui- of xxxiv, 13 and «o^l; of Ixxiii, 6 both of which are said to be de-*-
rived from an Abyssinian source: also ^ of xxv. 64 claimed as Syriac or
14) 15) 
Hebrew: and ;)> of Ixxv, 11 said to be Nabataean for ^lA^ : also _,_>*?16) ' 
of Ixxxiv, 14 explained by some as Ethiopia for ̂ ^J^ and y^ of xxii, 21
17) 
said to be Berber for J^ : also ^^>\ in iii. 75 which is said to be Na-
„ 
bataean for oAV- : and b|^\ of ix, 115: xi, 77 which some took to be Abys-
19) 
sinian or Hebrew, and ,_j.,l in xvii, 27 etc. which was also claimed as of
20) 
Abyssinian origin: and oj>^> of xliii, 57 1 which some said meant o>^. in
21) 
Ethiopia.
1) Itq. 323 and see Dvorak *'remdw. 29. 2) Itq. 318: Mutaw. 39, 51. 
Ethiopia nno (Heb. 5*^3. : Syr. ^o : Aram.y^ ) will give a form M\*\o , but 
the Qur'anic <j&\ is doubtless a normal Arabic formation from ^ , c.f. 
Raghib Muf radat. 59. 3) Ha. 318: Mutaw. 56. 4) Itq. 320: kutaw. 
64: see also Fleischer Kl. Schr. ii, 132. 5) Itq, 321: Mutaw. 57———
It£. 321: Mutaw. J4, 61. 7) Itq. 322: Mutaw. J7. 8) Itq. 32^ :Mut 4?
It<^« 324: Mutaw, 46. 10) Itq. 324; Mutaw. 59: and see Dvorak FrerndwT20 
Itq. 325 Mutaw. 63: the Muhadhdhab agrees with Mutaw. 12) Itq—W-" 
Mutaw. 42. 64. ^TJJ rU. 325: MutawT^43. 14) ItqTTa?; MutawT^ \6 
T5) Ita. 325: Mutaw.Tl. 16) U^.325: Mutaw. 4478,/h.c froTVI is per-* 
haps in mind here, or may be $,*c. 17) Itq. 326: Mutaw. 65. 18) Itq 319- 
Mutaw. 62. 19) 112.319: Mutaw. 38, 57- 20) Itq, 319: Mutaw.~42 
2TJ lt£.326 : Mutaw. 44. — 7 ———— '
(37) 
Another group consists of rare words used in the Qur'an, which
may be Arabic or may not be. A word like v>~^ in Ixxiv, $1 is a puzzle 
at the present day, so that it is no wonder if it gave some trouble to
the early Exegetes. It is usually taken to mean lion, and Suyutl quotes1) ——— 
authorities for its being an Abyssinian word. There is no such word, how
ever, in Ethiopia or any of the later Abyssinian dialects, the common 
Ethiopic words for lion being fcft£ = Ar. J oro^n^ (sometimes V^M ) = Ar. 
^r~*-. Addai Shir 126, suggests that the word is of Persian origin, but 
there seems no basis for this. So far as one can see there is nothing 
in any of the other languages to help us out, and perhaps the simplest 
solution is to consider it as a formation from j-^> , though the great va­
riety of opinions on the word given by the early authorities makes its
2) 
Arabic origin very doubtful. Very similar is ov which is aaid to mean ei
3) either fused brass or the dregs of oil. Suyutl quotes early authorities—————— 4) —— ' 5)
for its being a Berber word, which of course is absurd. Hebrew ?T\A and
Aram. V-HA , meaning to spoil wine by mixing water with it, may have some
6) connection with the meaning ^^\ /*. or «^y>Ji ^^ given by the Lexicons,
but it is difficult to derive the Qur»anic jv from this, and equally dif-
7)ficult to explain it as an Arabic word.
Yet a third group consists of those few words where a little 
linguistic learning has led the Muslim philologers into sad error. Fora
*
instance the word <J^ which occurs only in ix. 8, apparently means consan-
8)guinity. relationship and is a good Arabic word, yet we find Suyutl tell-
9) 
ing us that Ibn Jinni said that many of the early authorities held that
1) Ha.323: Mutaw. 43. 2) Sura xviii, 28: xliv. 4£: Ixx. 8. 3j jawharl Safrafr. ii, 241: Raghib Mufradat 494. 4) Itq. Mutaw. 65. 5) Used only in is. i, 22. 6) LA. xiv. 155. 7) ^^ of xxxviii,57- Ixxviii, 25 (c.f. Suyutl It£.323: Mutaw. 64) and 0> of xx, 12: Ixxix, 16 (c.f. Suyutl Itq. 322; Mutaw. 57) are perhaps to be included along with these. 8) Ha. 319: Mutaw. 61. 9) The Mutaw. tells us that the refer- ene is to his grammatical work Al-Huhtasib.
(38) 
this <J^ was the name of God in Nabataean, the reference of course being
to the well known Semitic divine name El. Similarly je*~ of Ixxiii, 18, 
which there is no reason for taking as other than a regular formation
from J«j to rend or cleave (c.f. Heb.-iu>2> : Syr. -J^s> ) is said by some ——— ————
1) 
authorities to be Abyssinian, on the gound, apparently, of some hazy con­
nection in their minds between it and i^ . So also ^ of xxiv, 35» which
2) 
Shaidhala and Abu»l-Qasim said was of Abyssinian origin, cannot be other
than Arabic, the Eth. a,L£ providing a possibility of solution for philol- 
ogers who found some difficulty in deriving ^ from ** to flow abundantly.
With these we may perhaps class ^ of xvi, 69 which was said to be Abys-
3) 
sinian for <JL , though Eth. i^hC is fromfthlc to get drunk, (cognate with Heb
: Syr. v^~ and c.f. Ass. s ikaru . Gr. <s*^+ ), the difficulty apparent­ 
ly arising because the Ar. root £~> means to fill a vessel. Also r^ ,a 
very common word, cognate with Heb. an" ,but which some took to be Abyssin-4)
ian, doubtless because /hi.*0 was commonly used in the technical sense of
/ '»
to consecrate or dedicate to God. Perhaps also ^ from J^ to suffer pate —————————— —————— r ?) r, ————————
which some thought was a Zinji word, and some Heb. should come under this 
head.
Perhaps a fourth class may be formedof a few words like <& ~~^ <^> .
r
These partiuular signs occur among the mystic letters of the Q,ur»an, which
Goossens takes with some probability as contractions for older names of
6) 
the Suras, but which puzzled the Exegetes, and are taken by some as for-
7)
eign words. Similarly Q^— of xcv. 2 is obtiously only a variant of *U
used for purposes of ryhme, but we learn from Suyuti that some authorities
8) 
took it to be Abyssinian.
1) Itq. 325: Mutaw. 43. 2) it^.320: Mutaw, 45. 3) It^. 321: Mutaw. 40.
4) rtq. 320. 5) It£. 319: Mutaw. 58. 6) In his article in Her Islam,
xiii 11 ff. For J* see Suuti t 22 aw f o"r
^. -Il£. 325: Mutaw. 42. 8) Itq. 322: Mutaw. 44. As there authori­ 
ties say it means beautiful in Eth. and>U does mean to be beaut if ulgi we 
might perhaps class ej^- in group three as a blunder due to uncritical 




As was to be expected, modern scholarship has detected many 
more words of foreign origin in the vocabulary of the Qur»an, than were 
ever noted by Muslim investigators. In the sixth century Arabia was sur­ 
rounded on all sides by nations of a higher civilization, the Empires of 
Byzantium, Persia and Abyssinia possessed most of her fertile territory, 
and mighty religious influences, both Jewish and Christian, were at work 
in the peninsula at the time when Muhammad was born. In his young man­ 
hood Muhammad was greatly impressed by this higher civilization and par­ 
ticularly by the religion of the great Empire of Roum, and there can be 
no serious doubt that his conception of his mission, as he first clearly
outlined it for himself, was to provide for the Arabs the benefit of this
1) 
religion and in some measure this civilization. It was therefore natural
that the Q,ur f an should contain a large number of religious and cultural 
terms borrowed from these surrounding communities. This religion, as he 
insists over and over again in the Qur f an, is something new to the Arabs: 
it was not likely, therefore, that native Arabic vocabulary would be ad­
equate to express all its new ideas, so the obvious policy was to borrow
2)
and adapt the necessary technical terms. Many of these terms as a matter
of fact were there ready to his hand, having already come into use in Ara­ 
bic in pre-Islamic times, partly through Arab Tribes who had accepted 
Christianity, partly through commerce with Jews, Christians and Persians, 
and partly through earlier inquirers interested in these religions. In 
fact it is very probable that if we knew more about those elusive per­ 
sonalities - Umayya b. AbI»s-Salt, Musailama, and the Hanlf s , we should 
find that there was in Arabia at that time a little circle of seekers 
after monotheism who were using a fairly definite vocabulary of religious 
terms of Jewish and Christian origin and illustrating their preaching
so "Origin 98,99* 2) "Thus the
(40) 
by a little group of stories partly of Judaeo- Christian, and partly Ara­
bian origin. In the beginning Muhammad but followed in their footsteps, 
but he grasped the political arm and became a figure in the world, while 
of the others we can now discern but the hazy outlines, though they so 
largely prepared the way for him.
It is clear also that Muhammad set himself definitely to learn
1) 
about things Jewish and Christian, and thus undoubtedly himself imported
new technical terms from these sources. It has been remarked not infre­
quently that the Prophet had a penchant for strange and mysterious sound-
2) 3)
ing words, and seemed to love to puzzle his audiences with these new terns,
though frequently he himself had not grasped correctly their meaning, as 
one sees in such cases as UU> and x^-,. Sometimes he even invented words,
such as QU» i , .^j and
The foreign elements in the Qur'anic vocabulary are of three 
distinct kinds -
(i) Words which are entirely non-Arabic, such as <^j~~>\ , J..-Q ' 
TJ •»-»*» cj; 1" etc. which cannot by any linguistic juggling be reduced to devel­ 
opments from an Arabic root, or which though seemingly triliteral, e.g. 
<^_^x , have no verbal root in Arabic. Such words were taken over as such 
from some non-Arabic source.
(ii) Words which are Semitic and whose triliteral root may be 
found in Arabic, but which nevertheless in the Q,ur»an are used not in the 
Arabic sense of the root, but in a sense which developed in one of the 
other languages. Such words as d>. , o->^ •!>** >^ are illustrations. Woris
1) Hirschfeld, however, goes a little too far when he says, New Res. 13, 
"Before entering on his first ministry, Muhammed had undergone what Ifetould 
like^to call a course of Biblical training". 2) Hirschfeld,op.cit. 5: 
Dvorak Fremdw. 17 who says - M ln solchen Fallen haben wir dann nichts aiideres 
anzunehmen, als das Streben Muharnmed's, durch die seinen Landsleuten rnehr 
Oder weniger unverstandlichen Ausdrucke sich selbst den Schein der Gelehr- 
samkeit zu geben und zu imponiren, vielleicht auch die Absicht, mystisch 
und undeutlich zu sein" : Bell, Origin. 51. 3) c .f. Sura ci,l,2,6,7. 
lxxiv.27: lxxxvi.1,2: lxxxii.17,18 etc. 4) Noldeke Sketches. 38.
(41) 
of this class when once naturalized in Arabic may and do develop nominal
and verbal forms in a truly Arabic manner, and thus frequently disguise t 
the fact that originally they were borrowings from outside.
(iii) Words which are genuinely Arabic and commonly used in 
the Arabic language, but which as used in the Qur'an have been coloured 
in their meaning by the use of the cognate languages. For instance, ̂ > 
meaning 1 ight is a common enough Arabic word, but when used with the 
meaning of religion as in ix. 32 - "But God determineth to perfect His 
religion though the unbelievers abhor it", it is undoubtedly under the 
influence of the Syr. use of \j<na). So , used in a theological sense
has been influenced by V>o* and in particular v^rij is obviously the Syr.1 ) "J
» *U°9 So in the sense of metropolis in vi. 92 etc. was doubtless • *~ ———— ———
influenced by the Syr. \&] , and <j^> when used as a technical religious 
term may have come under the influence of the Christian use of
Sometimes there is no doubt of the Q,ur»anic word being a translation of 
some technical term in one of the cognate languages. A clear instance
is that of aJ£ used of Jesus in iv. 169 etc. where it is obviously of
4) 
the Syr. ]&&> of Jno. i, 1 etc. which like the Eth. &£\ and the Copt.^exxt
represents the Gk. Wyos . Similarly J^; is doubtless a translation of the
Syr. LJ^ = *Trfc<rro>vos and r>> and <uu, in eschatological passages translate
5) 6) the W* and «-* of the Christian eschatological writings. Casanova
• *
claims that J^ in such passages as ii, 140, 114: iii, 1^, 54-. $&, 59 
etc. has a technical meaning associated with ^.\£ and is opposed to the
1) Mingana Syriac Influence, 85: Pautz Offenbarung, 36: Praenkel Vocab. 24. 2] Mingana, op. cit. E8"i Horovitz , KU, 141. J] Mingana, op. cit. 85 4J Margoliouth gRE, x, f?0. £) Doubtless through the Syr. \k>o> and 
p) Mohammed et la fin du monde , 88 ff.
1) (42) 2) 
word ijjbb. , and is thus meant as a translation of rywCls , and so
of Christian or Gnostic origin. So one might go on enumerating words 
of undoubtedly Aralhic origin, but which as used in the Qur'an havebeen 
influenced more or less by the vocabulary of the religions which were 
so strongly influencing Arabia just before Muhammad's day and which made 
such a profound impress on his own teachings. As these, however, can 
hardly be called foreign words, only in the rarest instances are they 
included in the following lists.
1)^ Which Wellhausen Reste 71, n. 1 considered to be a translation of
«*yxoi«i as in Acts xvii, 30. See also Casanova 90: Gerock Christologie 
104; Noldeke-Schwally I, 242 n. 10. Lidzbarski ZS. i, 85 ff suggested 
Gnostic influence here.




It occurs only in an early Meccan passage describing the good 
things God has caused to grow on the earth by sending down rain. The 
early authorities in Islam were puzzled by the word as is evident from 
the discussion by Tab, on the verse, and the uncertainty evidenced by 
Jal. and Eaifl. in their comments, an uncertainty which is shared by the 
Lexicons (c.f. LA i, 199), and particularly by the instructive story giv­ 
en in Bagh. VII, 1?5» Suyuti itq. 318 quotes Shaidhala as authority for 
its being a foreign word meaning grass in the language of <-~>/*±\ j*\ , by 
which as we gather from the Mutaw. 6£, he means the Berber tongue.
There can be little doubt that it is the Aram. sa n x = s.n^s of 
Dan. iv, 9 where the Dagesh forte is resolved into Nun. The S:TN of the 
Targums is the equivalent of Heb. as from na* to be green (c.f. Cant.wi, 
11: Job viii, 12). Fraenkel Vocab. 24 thought that the Arabic word was 
a direct borrowing from the Targumic *3** , but the probabilities seem 
in favour of its coming rather from Syr. \z>] meaning quicquid terra pro- 
ducit. (Mingana gyriac Influence 88). It was probably an early borrow­ 
ing from the Mesopotamian area.
' cv^  , j.
In the description of the rout of the Army of the Elephant we
/"»»•/ »',''•'*, . * read - ^\>\ '^L, ^.u^,1 ., where J~U is said to mean flocks - <j^i^ Zam. .
or c^UU. Bagh. and to be the plu. of iJL^ which Khafaji Shifa 31 lists 
as a foreign word whether spelled Jtl « -jU ~-JU . The long account in 
LA. xiii, 5 makes it clear that the philologers knew not what to make of 
the word.
Burton Pilgrimage ii, 1?5 quotes a Major Price as suggesting
A. CVvwiL. tdUwvt \jrf i. fr
(44)
that the word has nothing to do with the birds but is another calamity 
in addition, the name being derived from «UM a vesicle. Sprengel in­ 
deed as early as 1794 (see Spitz Die Medizin im Koran. p.?6) had suggest­ 
ed a connection of the word with small pox, deriving it from vv = father 
and <j^' = lamentation and stating that the Persians use the word d+t\ 
for small pox. This theory has some support in the Tradition that iti)
was small-pox which destroyed Abraha»s army, but it is difficult to see 
how the word could be of Pers. origin for it only occurs in pers. as a 
borrowing from Arabic and doubtless from this passage.
Carra de Vaux Penseurs. iii, 398 has a suggestion that it is 
of Persian origin, and would take the «j^U ^ as a mistaken reading 
for (S^y^ = baby Ionian arrows which caused the destruction of the 
army. The suggestion is ingenious, but hardly convincing as we seem to 
know nothing elsewhere of these ^\>. ^.
Apparently the word occurs nowhere in the early literature out­ 
side the Qu^an, unless we admit the genuineness of Umayya»s line 
\jj~±*'£LL )^!xi o>~y * Oi-.M r&iUa^ J>=^ ( Tv *a- 4,1. 3 in Schulthess' ed. ), where 
it also means crowds. if it is to be taken as an Arabic word it may pos­ 
sibly be a case of ^^ *$*> especially in view of the expression quo­ 
ted from al-Akhfash J~>.^ 6M c^w . The probability, however, seems in 
favour of its being of foreign origin, as Cheikho Nasraniya 471 notes, 
though its origin is so far unknown.
Occurs some 69 times c. f. ii. 118: iii. 30: xlii. 11 etc. 
Abraham.
It is always used of the Biblical Patriarch and thus is ulti­ 
mately derived from Heb. Q^nn^ . (Df the name had come direct from the
1) See Sprenger Life 35.
(45)
2 t I J >
Heb. we should have expected the form ^W.v , and as a matter of fact the 
Muslim philologers themselves recognized that the Q,ur'anic form was not 
satisfactory, for we hear of attempts to alter the Qur'anic form, and 
Khafaji Shifa 10 gives variant forms ^U V. 1 ,^!^ , ?»^ and r*^ • moreover 
we learn from SuyutI Mughir, i. 138 and Jawallqi 8 that some early author­ 
ities recognized it as a foreign borrowing.
The form ^^ cannot be evidenced earlier than the Q,ur f an, for 
the verses of Umayya ( ed. Schulthess xxix. 9). Oamau'al (cd. Ghoikho 37) 
and those attributed to Waraqa in Ibn Ilioham 149, in which it occurs, are 
not genuine, and Horovitz K\l . 86, 8? rightly doubts the authenticity of 
the occurrences of the name in the Usd al-Ghaba and such works. The 
form would thus seem to be due to Muhammad himself, but the immediate
f> •> 4source is not easy to determine. The coinmon Syr. form is Socn^ol which is
*ti 2)obviously the source both the Eth. X-ftCVT* and the Arm. CpP u,<«J. A margi-/*
nal reading in Lk. i, 55 in the Palestinian Syriac Lectionary of the Gos­
pels reads s^cn^,] , but Schulthess Lex. 2 rightly takes this as due to—— 3)
a scribe who was familiar with the Arabic.
4) 
Lidzbarski, Johannesbuch 73. compares the Mandaean ernsrii , which
shortened form is also found &a ioei -.£>[.>] in the Christian Palestinian ver­ 
sion of Luke xiii. 16 (Schulthess Lex. 2) and may be compared with the
^s- mentioned in Ibn Hisham 352 1. 18 and the Braham b. Bunaj whom Hor­ 
ovitz KU 8? quotes from the Bafa inscriptions. The final vowel, however, 
is missing here. Brockelmann Grundriss I, 256, would derive ^a>W from 
as 01W^ from i^Vi , by assuming a dissimilation form in Aramaic i.e, 
s*. There is no trace of such a form, however, and Brockelmann^ Choice
1) Sprenger Leben . 1,66; Sycz Eigennamen.21 ; Margoliouth in Mos. World
2) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i, 290. 342.
3) The forms i^cnV^>) and !*ucn;_o1 found in Bar Hebraeus are also probably 
of Arabic origin.
4) See also Ephemeris „ ii, 44 n. 1.
(46)
of uik~i> as illustration is unfortunate as it appears to be a borrowed 
word and not original Arafcic. The safest solution is that proposed by 
Rhodokanakis in WZKM. xvii, 283 and supported by ^argoliouth, to the 
effect that it has been vocalized on the analogy of Isrna*il and Isra'll. 
The name was doubtless well enough known in Jewish circles in pre-lslamic 
Arabic, and when Muhammad got the form <J>^i>^ from Christian sources he 
formed on the same model.
Ivi, 18.
A ewer, or water jug.
Only in the plu. form ^»^ in an early Meccan description of/
Paradise. It was early recognized as a Persian loan word (Siddiqi 13),
and is given by Al-Kindl Risala 85, Tha'alibi Fiqh 317, Suyutl and Jawa- 
llqi in their lists of Persian borrowings, as well as by the Lexicons 
LA xi. 299.- TA vi. 286, though some Attempted to explain it as a genu- 
ine Arabic word derived from
7)In modern Persian the word is >^ 1 meaning urn or waterpot.
This would be derived from ^ water (=Phlv. o* av or \»ab, i.e. QPers.api 
Av. o» or ej^ : Skt.^n, aqua) and ^j^v to pour (= Phlv. »/ooi rikhtano
1) Schweich Lectures, p. 12: see also Lidzbarski Johannesbuch, 73«2) He says - "Die Form ^>^ diirfte am ehesten aus ihrer Anlehnung an0^*^.4 und der Ausgleichung mit demselben zu erklaren sein, nach dem be- kannten kur'anischen Prinzip, dass Personennamen, deren Trager in irgend- welchem zusammenhange stehn, lautlich auf eine Form zu bringen strebt".3) Horovitz Kg, 92.
4-) Itq. 318: Mutaw. :A6: Mughir. i. 136.5) The text of the Mu farrab (Sachau's ed. p. 17) is defective here, giv­ ing the first C^ but not the second. Correcting it by the Itq. we read -4~* cjsk »Ul ^jo Ul^'Ul ov^ oA O^ l^V.
6) Raghib Mufradat 43: and see Bagh. on the passage.7) Vullers Lex. iTH and for further meanings see B^.,4: Addai Shir 6: (y.^ also occurs in Pers. but only as a borrowing from Ar.8) In the Behistun inscription, see Spiegel Die altpersiechen Keilinsch. P 205.
< 47) 1) 2) 
from an old Iranian root *raek = linquere), as was suggested by Castle
and generally accepted since his time. It was from the phlv. form that 
the word was borrowed into Arabic the shortening of the I being regular. 
The word occurs in the early poetry in fAdi fc. Zaid, 'Alqama, and Al-A f sha, 
and so was doubtless an early borrowing among the Arabs in contact with the 
court at al-Hlra.
: xv,31,32 ; xvii,63: xviii,48: xx,115: xxvi,95: 
xxxviii,74,75.
. the Devil par excellence.
The tendency among the Muslim authorities is to derive the name 
from <j*k to despair, he being so called because God caused him to despair 
of all good: - so Raghib Mufradat 59 and Tab, on ii, 32. The more acute 
philologers, however, recognized the impossibility of this, and Zam. on 
xix,57 says - 0>*^.^cr^l o- u^^ u^- 1 • JawalioJ Mu'arrab 17 also just­ 
ly argues against an Arabic derivation.
That the word is a corruption of the Gk. SK'^OJ ^as been recog-4)
nized by the majority of Western scholars. In the LXX W(**v°s represents 
the Heb. }w in Zech. iii, but in the N.T. c, %«*(i^o* is more than "the advere 
ary" , and particularly in the Ecclesiastical writers he becomes the chief
1} West Glossary. 136: Bartholomae AIW, 1479, and see Horn Grundriss 141 2) Lexicon Heptaglotton, p 23. See Vullers op, cit. Lagarde GA 7: Horn GrunSHes 141: but note Vollers ZDMG 1, 627.
31 Siddiqi 69. On the ground of this change from a to j^, Grimme ZA xxvi, 164 looks for S. Arabian influence, but there is notihing~"in favour of this. 4) Geiger 100: von Kremer Ideen, 226 n; Fraenkel Vocab. 24: Sprenger Le- ben. II, 242: Wensinck El. II, 351: Rudolph Abh. 35: Vollers ZDMG 1.620: Sacco, Credenze. 6l. However, Pautz Qffenbarung 69, n 3 and Eickmann An-
felologie 26. hold to an Arabic origin, though Sprenger Leben II, 242, n I, 97, n 2, had pointed out that words of this form are as a rule foreign. Rodwell 341 thinks that though the origin of the word may be Greek, yet the Ar. ^ had some influence in deciding the form of the word iii Arabic.
(48)
of the hosts of evil. It is in this sense that o~M appears in the Qur- 
»an, so we are doubly justified in looking for a Christian origin for
the word.
One very subtle theory is that it came through the Syriac , the 
? being taken as the genitive particle, a phenomenon for which there are
perhaps other examples, e.g. ..tn\.^» f or &^«»^ (ZA. xxiv, 51) 
(ZDHG. 1.620), *,>>; f or 5«cwtt?^ (Geyer Zwei Gedichte . i,119 n). The diffi­ 
culty is that the normal translation of o 8»«(i.v.i is l^^l , the accuser 
or calumniator, both in the Peshitta (c.f. Matt, iv) and in the eccle­ 
siastical literature. There is a form ^^^5 a transliteration of
but P.Sm. 8?4 quotes this only as a Dictionary word from BE. There is 
apparently no occurrence of the word in the old literature, so it was 
doubtless a word introduced by Muhammad himself. If we could assume that 
some such form as j>k^.j was colloquially used among the Aramaic speaking 
Christians with whom Muhammad came in contact, the above explanation 
might hold, though one would have to assume that the 3 had been dropped 
by his informants.
Grimme ZA. xxvi, 164 suggested that it might have come from 
S. Arabia, perhaps influenced by the Eth. A^ft-ft. This, however, is ap­ 
parently a rare word in Eth. the usual translation for Sw^os being fiwh 
though sometimes Jtf is used (ja. iv,7: I Pet. v,8 etc.). Moreover, even 
if there were anything in Grimme's theory that this was the form that 
crossed over into Arabia, his further supposition that the ^& was taken 
to be the S. Arabian W = ^ is very far fetched.
1) So Horovitz KU, 8?. Mingana Syriac Influence 89, thinks rather that it was the fault of some early scribe or copyist who mistook the initial Pal for an Alif.
2) The verses in Ibn Hisham 318 and 516 noted by Horovitz, afcfc from tte period of the Higra and so doubtless influenced by Muhammad»s usage. They would seem fatal, however, to Mingana»s theory.
'J ' • (49)
v. 48, 68: ix. 31, 34.
Plu. of or ''_^ , - a Jewish Doctor of the Law.
The Commentators knew that it was a technical Jewish title and
1) 
quote as an example of its use xa<b al-Ahba*, the well known convert from
Judaism. It was generally taken, however, as a genuine Arabic word de­ 
rived from ^ to leave a scar (as of a wound), the vUU being so called
s
because of the deep impression their teaching makes on the lives of their 
students : so Raghib Mufradat 104.
Geiger 49, 53 claims that it is derived from nan teacher, com­ 
monly used in the Rabbinic writings as a title of honour, e.g. Mish. Sanh.
6or - tpnan vi3 *)* "^n pn.n. n* /'as Aaron was a Doctor so were his sons
2 >
Doctors". Geiger »s theory has been accepted by von Kremer Ideen 226 n,
and Fraenkel Vocab. 23, and is doubtless correct, though Grunbaum ZDMG, 
xxxix, 582 thinks that in coming into Arabic it was not uninfluenced by 
the Ar. ^ •, ,u=».\.. ^--i . Mingana Syriac Influence 87, suggests that the
word is of Syriac origin (see also Cheikho Nasganiya 19!) but this is
3)
unlikely. The word was evidently quite well known in pre-lslamic Arabia
and thus known to Muhammad from his contact with Jewish communities.
ii. 29-35; III. 30,52: v. 30: vii. I0,l8,25-33;171 : xvii. 63,72 
xviii. 48: xix. 59: xx. 114-119: xxxvi. 60.
Adam.
It is used always as an individual name and never like the Heb,
1) The plu. form ,u^i is explained by a verse in ibn Hisham 659 where 
we learn that his full name was Ka*b b. al-Ashraf sayyid al-Ahba*.
2) Hirschfeld Beitrage 51, translates by "Schriftgelehrte" (c.f. the N.T 
Ypdifx^TiGi s Syr. \i~zs* ) and takes it as opposed to the \f i^^ Q\).
3) It occurs in the old poetry, c.f. Horovitz KU 63, and ibn Hisham 
351,354- usas the word familiarly as well known, c.f. also Wensinck Joden 
te Madina. 65.
(50)
* for man in general, though the use of ^>\ ^ in Sura vii approaches 
this usage, (Foldeke TSchwally I, 242). It is one of the few Biblical 
names which the early philologers such as Jawallqi (Muarrab 8) claimed as 
of Aralbic origin. There are various theories as to the derivation of 
the name, which may be seen in Raghib Muf radat . 12, and in the Commenta­ 
ries, but all of them are quite hopeless. Some authorities recognized thie
v
and zam. and Baifl. on ii, 29 admit that it is a foreign word -
The origin of course is the Heb. D~T* , and there is no reason
1) 
why the name should not have come directly from the Jews, though there
2) 
was a tradition that the word came from Syriac. The name occurs in the
Safaite inscriptions (Horovitz KU. 85) and was known to the poet *Adi b 
Zaid, so it was doubtless familiar, along with the Creation story, to 
Muhammad »s contemporaries.
ix. 57: xxi. 85. 
Idris.
He is one of the Prophets casually mentioned in the Qur'an,
where all the information we have about him is (i) that he was a man of
£ " t , * ' " ' ' 
truth (xix. 57) i (ii) that God raised him to "a place on high" Ul^l»'*- *^*-v
(xix. 58), and that being steadfast and patient he entered God»s mercy
(xxi. 85).
> 
The Muslim authorities are agreed that he is ? ^\ , i.e. r>\ir\
3)
the Biblical Enoch, a theory derived not only from the facts enumerated 
above, but from the idea that his name <_^,^ is derived from J.',! to study
- both Jewish and Christian legend attributing to Enoch the mastery of
4) 
occult wisdom. The fallacy of this derivation was, however, pointed out
—— ————————————— -———-————————ii.. • ^H^V mi w^__ i •-VIPP^BH^H>^V. • • ._ -^^^mvi
1) Ibn Qutaiba Ma'arif 180 (Eg.ed.) notes a Variant Reading r\j^ which 
may represent a Jewish pronunciation. 2) Sycz Eigennamen 18 
3) Thaflabi £i?a9 34. 4) ~\w of course means to instruct, to initiate 
Qe.f. 6^ ) and may have suggested the connection with~T^—— ————————'
(51)
by some of the philologers , as Zam. on xix. 57 shows, and that the name 
was of foreign origin was recognized by Jawaliql jqu r arrab 8, which makes 
it the more strange that some Western scholars such as Sprenger Leben.II 
336 and Eickmann Angelologie 26 have considered it to be a pure Arabic
word.
Noldeke has pointed out, ZA. xvii. 83, that we have no evidence
that Jews or Christians ever called Enoch by any name derived from
or -.>» , and though Geiger 105, 106 thinks the equivalence of uu
of xix. 28 with the ^6^*v» --™ i en* Of Heb. xi.5, from the Midrash, suf­
ficient to justify the identification, we may well doubt it. Casanova
JA 1924, vol. ccv. p 358 suggested that the reference was to *£«•%?** which
through a form ^ £P*s became <j~.j*\ , and Allbright imagines that it refers 
to Hermes-Poemandres, the name being derived from the final element in 
the Greek name n"oir*vSns . Neither of these suggestions, however, comes as
near as that put forward by Nbldeke in ZA. xvii ,84, that it is the Ara-
/ *^
bic form of 'AvSpm filtered through a Syriac medium. In Syriac we find
various forms of the name ^l]»jl -. j»o'|» tj|,.s>V*T1l an<i -ou'^1 , this latter be­
ing irTxian-Palestinian, and from this by the coalescing of the n and d
A
we get the Ar. c^-^ . Grimme ZA. xxvi,l64 suggested a S. Arabian origin 
but there is no trace of the word in the inscriptions and the Eth. 
has nothing in its favour.
"*
,T
xviii, 30: xxxvi. 56: Ixxvi. 13: Ixxxiii. 23,35.
Couches. Plu. of
1) He seems to base this on the occurrence of the name Abu Idris, bjit 
see Horovitz KU. 88. (n.
2) journal of Palestine Oriental Society. 11,197-198 and in AJSL192? ,p235
3) Ndldeke»s earlier suggestion in ZDMG xii. 706, was that it might 
stand for ei«s0 pos , but in ZA xvii he refers it to the ir^m *AvV^«o and 
thinks the lifting him "to a place on high11 may refer to the saint»s cru­ 
cifixion. R. Hartmann in ZA xxiv.315, however, recognized this Andreas 
as the famous cook of Alexander the Great.
(52) 
We find the word only in passages descriptive of paradise. The
Muslim authorities as a rule take it as an Arabic word derived from &,\ 
but their theories of its derivation are not very helpful as may be seen 
from Raghib Imufradat 14 or the Lexicons LA. xii. 269: TA. vii, 100. Some 
early philologers concluded that it was foreign, and Suyuti Itq. 318 says 
that Ibn al-jawzi gave it as an Abyssinian loanword, and on p. 310 has 
the interesting statement - "Abu rUbaid related that Al-Hasan said - We 
used not to know the meaning of J^^ until we met a man from Yamen who
>
told us that among them an '&>j\ was a pavilion containing a bed'.'
Addai Shir 9 says that it is the Pers. &,,( , by which he pro­ 
bably means J^y throne the colloquial form for jo^l (Vullers Lex. i t !41) 
but there does not seem to be anything in this. There is nothing in Eth. 
with which we can relate it, and the probabilities are that it is of Ira­ 
nian origin, especially as we find it used in the verses of the old poets 
e.g. al-A f sha, who were in contact with Iranian culture (c.f. Horovitz Pa- 
radies. 15).
Ixxxix. 6.
Iram; the city of the people of fAd.
The number of Variant Beadings for this ^\ in ^u*i\ «>»*£/ suggests
of itself that the word was a foreign one of which the Exegetes could
1) make nothing. The o€der theory among scholars was that it was tnx but
the story is clearly S. Arabian as is clear from xlvi. 20, and as a matta-
of fact HamdanI (ed. kiiller, p. 126,129) mentions two other I rams in S
2) 
Arabia, so that the name is doubtless S. Arabian. The name is frequently
mentioned in the early literature.
1) Wetstein in his Appendix to Delitzsch's Hiob.1876: Pautz Qffenbarung 
273: Sycz Eigennamen. 54: 0. Loth ZDMG, xxxv. 628. ———————
2) Muller Sudarabische Studien 134 ff : Burgen und Schlosser. p 4183) See passages in Horovitz KU. 89, QO. ———————————"————'
(53) (
vi.
Azar - the father of Abraham.
The consensus of opinion among the Exegetes is that ^ is the 
name of Abraham'8 father, and is ;>^ r\ . It was also well known, how­ 
ever, that the real name of Abraham's father was ^ or ^ , e.g. Ta- 
barl Annales i, 252: Jawaliql Mu'arrab 21: TA, III, 12: etc. obviously 
reproducing the nn^ of Gen. xi, 26 etc. In order to escape the diffi­ 
culty some took ^ to be the name of the idol - ^ ̂ » or an abusive 
epithet applied by Abraham to his father. They also have various theo­ 
ries as to the origin of the word, some taking it to be Hebrew (SuyutI 
Itq. 318), some Syriac (Zam. on vi.74), and some Persian (Bagh. on vi.?4). 
Their suggestions, however, are obviously guesses and do not help us at 
all.
The solution generally found in European works is that which was 
first set forth by Marraccio in Prodromus iv. 90, that the Talmudic name
for Terah by a metathesis became Ae^p in Eusebius, and this gives the Ar.
2) Azar. This has been repeated over and over again from Ewald and Sale
down to the modern Ahmadiyya Commentators, and even Geiger 128, though 
he does not mention Marraccio, argues that TITH » e«tp* (LXX. ©«*fe <* ) ^y meta­ 
thesis gives yA»<p and thus ^7 , while Dvorak Fremdworter 38, goes even 
further in discussing the probability fcf Gk. 6 being pronounced like z.. 
The fact, however, is that Marraccio simply misread Eusebius, who uses3)
no such form as
1) Vide Suyuti 318 and the Commentators. it should be noted that Zam. gives a number of Variant Readings for the word, showing that the earli­ est authorities were puzzled by it.
2) Geschichte Israels i, 483.
The passage reads (Hist.Eccl. ed Schwartz I,iv.p 14) - ^T* %v *.u
Tov Nti iTiivov rvo cmo.vMv r* v\ T«> AA^x ( «y *>cn o->> ruu.
where the unusual It-r^ was apparently misread as 7\b«(p . c.f. Pautz off en- 
barung 242 n.
(54)
Hyde in his Hist or ia Religion is veterum Persarum. p 62, suggest­ 
ed that Azer was the heathen name of Abraham 1 s father, who only became
known as Terah after his conversion. This heathen name he would connect
1) t 2)
with the Av.3-^^atar (c.f. Skt.^MandMrct* ) phlv. atur and the Mod. Pers.——— * 3) 
^j\ used as the name of the fire -demon, and in the Persian histories giv­
en as the name of Abraham 1 s father. Hyde, however, has fallen into error :
>-~ 
in not noticing that the name ^ ;# given to Abraham in the Persian wri-
4) 
tings simply means "son of the Fire", and has no reference to his father,
but is derived from the Qur'anic account of his experiences in Sura xxi.
B. Fisher in Bib el und Talmud, Leipzig 1881 , p 85 n. suggested 
that Muhammad or his informants had misunderstood the epithet ^nnisrv (he 
who has sprund from the East) applied to Abraham in the Talmud (Baba Bath- 
ra 15 a), and taking it to mean "Son of rim* " gave his father's name as
The correct solution, however, would appear to be that given by 
Fraenkel in ZDMG Ivi p 72 and accepted by both Horovitz KU, 85 4 86 and 
Sycz Eigennamen 37. In WZKM, iv, 338 Fraenkel suggested that both yj*.
r-
and ,;i go back to the Heb. -nM 1?* , and in ZDMG Ivi, 72 he argues convinc­ 
ingly that the Qur»anic form is due to a confusion on Muhammad* s part of 
the details of the Abraham story as it came to him, so that instead of 
his father m.n he has given the name of Abraham* s faithful servant -nsr'ps. 
Sycz » s theory that it was a mistake between two passages Qtvra^ -xi>* -n«rV* and 
otnn.* 'a* inn ia a little too remote, but the confusion of names can be 
held as certain. The Vxwas probably taken as the article, and an the 
question of vowel change Fraenkel compares the series ^Vs-, ^D -, *±\» , 
As there is a genuine Arabic name ^^&. (Tab. Annales i, 3384: Ibn Sa^d 
vi. 214) Horovitz KU 86 thinks that Muhammad may have been influenced by 
this in his formation of the name.
1) Bartholomae AIW. 312. 2) Horn Grundriss 4. 3) in phlv.»yt>» 
Ataro is the Angel of Fire. See West Glossary.p 7. 4) Vullers Lex!i 73
(55)
vi. 25: viii. 31: xvi. 26: xxiii. 85: xxv. 6; xxvii. ?0: xlvi. 16: Ixviii. 15: Xxxxiii. 13.
Fables, idle tales.
We find the word only in the combination ^^^A-A "tales of the 
ancients", which was the Meccan characterization of the stories brought 
them by Muhammad. Sprenger Leben II, 39^ ff. thought that the reference 
was to a book of this title well fcnown to Muhammad's contemporaries, but 
this theory has been combated by Nbldeke-Schwally I, 16 ff , and its im­ 
possibility becomes clear from a passage in Ibn Hisham 235, where ttadr 
b. al-Harith says - MBy Allah, Muhammad is no better a raconteur than 
I am. His stories are naught but tales of the ancients which he writes
down just as I do".
The Muslim authorities take it as a form &s\s\ from }*^> to write. 
considering it as a plu. of *,_>~A or ^^v (Sij istani 1Q) or the plu. $f 
a plu. (LA. vi. 28). The verb '^ , however, as Fraenkel has shown 
(Fremdw. 250) is a denominative fttom S>L1 , and this itself is a borrowing 
from Aram.:o\3vj, |^*. (Noldeke florans., 13). It is possible but not proba­
ble that ^V->\ was formed from this borrowed
2) 
Sprenger Leben. it, 395 suggested that in ^>\^ we have the Gk.
itfropic. , a suggestion also put forward by Fleischer in his review of Gei-
ger (Kleinere Schriften. II, 119), and which has been accepted by manyJ) ————— 
later scholars. The objections to it raised by Horovitz KU 70, are, how­
ever, insuperable. The word can hardly have come into Arabic directly 
from the Greek, and the Sy. "^o^l occurs only as a learned word (PSm. 298) 
The derivation from Syr. 1^*1 suggested by Nbldeke-Schwally i, 16 n, is 
much more satisfactory. ]-^,|(c.f. Aram. s^^« ) is the equivalent of
1) See also Hirschfeld New Researches 22, 41 ff.
2) Vide also his remarks in JRA5. Bengal, xx.119, and see Freytag Lexi­ con, sub. voc.
Vollers ZDMG li. 312: **^+®W#&WW^ S&Hf.
the Gk. T^c^oyp^o-, , and is a word commonly used in a sense in which it
can have come into Arabic. It was doubtless borrowed in this sense in
2) 
the pre-lslamic period, for in a verse of the Meccan poet fAbdallah b.
az-Ziba f ra, quoted in fAinI IV. 140, we read _ ^_o>un ̂ W £<» ̂  "the 
stories have averted Q,usay from glory".
In S. Arabian, as Miiller points out (WZKM i, 29) we have >B1A& 
meaning an inscription, and it is not impossible that there was S. Ara­ 
bian influence on the form of the word.
. 130, 134: iii. ?8: iv. 161: vii. 160. 
The Tribes, plu. of JbL»
It occurs only in Madinan passages and always refers to the 
Children of Israel. In vii, 160 it is used normally of the Twelve Tribes, 
but in all the other passages the JoL^A are spoken of as recipients of 
Revelation and one suspects that here Muhammad is confusing the Jewish
use of "the Twelve" for the Minor Prophets as well as for the Twelve
3) 
Trifces.
The philologers derive it from ^a*~, a thistle, their explanation 
thereof being interesting i$ not convincing (LA. ix, 172). Some, however, 
felt the difficulty, and Abu'l-Laith was constrained to admit that it
was a Hebrew loan word (Suyuti Itqan 318: Mutaw. 58). The ultimate source
4] 
of course is the Heb. is>ivi and Geiger 141, followed by many later scholars
has argued for the direct borrowing from Hebrew. Praenkel, however, not-
1) C.f. l^ofi^* V-4**l cheirographum dubium as contrasted with
cheirographum validum.
5]So Mingana Syriac Influence, 89.
3) Vide Sprenger Leben II. 27*5 who thinks Muhammad took it to be a pro­ 
per name, which, however, is unlikely in view of vii. 160 (Hirschfeld Bei- 
trage 41).
4) Fraenkel Vocab.21; Pautz Qffenbarun^ 124 n: Hirschfeld Eeitrage 41: 
Horovitz KU 90.
(57)
ed the possibility of it* having been borrowed through the Syr.
and Mingana Syriac Influence 86 definitely claims it as a Syriac loan
word. It is impossible to decide.
There does not seem to be any well-attested pre-islamic example 
of the use of the word, for the case in Samau'al cannot be genuine, as 
Noldeke shows (ZA. xxvii 1?8), and that in Umayya Iv. 7 seems to depend 
on Sura Ixxxix. 23. This confirms our theory that it was a late intro­ 
duction by Muhammad himself.
xviii. 30: xliv. 53: Iv. 54: Ixxvi. 21.
Silk brocade.
Used only in early passages in description of the raiment of 
the faithful in Paradise. It is one of the few words that have been very 
generally recognized by the kuslim authorities as a Persian loan word, 
c.f. Ad-Dahhak in Suyuti Itq. 319: al-Asma«I in Suyuti Muzhir I. 13?: 
Sijistani 49; Jawharl S ihah ; al-Kindi Risala 85: I*>n al-Athir ITihaya 
I, 38. Some took it as an Arabic word, attempting to derive it f rom &s. 
(c.f. Baid. on Ixxvi. 21) but their argument depends on a Variant Reading 
given by Al-Muhaisin which cannot be defended (Dvorak Fremdw. 39 » 40).
The philologers, however, were in some confusion as to the ori-
(
ginal Persian form. LA xi. 285 quotes az-Zuj£aj as stating it was from 
Pers. t^iu^ and TA vi. 292 quotes ibn Duraid to the effect that it is
from Pers. >,>~.\ , neither of which forms exist. The Qamus s.v. ,3^ how-
2) 
rightly gives it as from *^-\ , which Jawharl gifrafr says is from ;.>~.
3) 
meaning j^xU . Pers. ^— i , sometimes written ^.k-v as Jawharl gives
1) Horovitz also notes this possibility. The Palestinian form 
quoted by Schwally Idiot icon 92, which agrees closely with the Talmudic 
siaaiMj , is not so close to the Arabic.
2) So TA op. cit. and Khafajl in his super commentary to Baid. c f also 
Addai Shir 10.
3) BQ.. 492 defines it as JiJii ; &., tP5
i) (58)
it, is a form of ^- meaning big, thick, gross, apparently from ...a
———2) 3) 4)root Jjz~A firm, stable, c.f. Skt.wfa* : Av. »W»r.» staura; Qss.sfur
and Arm. umn,_u. c . The PhlvAio stavar = thick is used of clothing in 
eschatological writings, e.g. Arda Viraf xiv. 14 >> \rfro v^o*; W» > srfr^) 
"and glorious and thick splendid clothing". Phlv. i)KD with the suffix 
3 gives the Mod. Pers. ^)>~~A which BQ.. 994 defines as ^> } *^ ̂ U^ and 
Vullers Lex. i. 94 as vestis serica crassipr.— y ———————— 6)
From Mid. Pers. the word was borrowed into Armenian as
, and into Syr. as V-^k**' or Y^j-^so| . Ibn Duraid according to TA vi.292
quoted (j^--1 as a borrowing from Syr. but P.Srn. 294 gives the Syr. forms 
only as Dictionary words from BA and BB . and there can be little doubt
that the word passed directly into Ar. also from the Middle Persian.
9)The Ar. <jj represents the Phlv. suffix $ , which in Syr. normally became
we see in such examples as Phlv. ̂ jo)e>> avistak = Pers. b-o\ or
which in Syr. is UA*^\ *nd in Ar. ^U-o) (Ibn al-Athir Hihaya I, 38)
ii. 127-134: iii. ?8: iv. l6l : vi. 84 : xi. 74-: xii. 6, 38: xiv. 41: xix. 50: xxi. 72: xxix. 26: xxxvii. 112, 113: xxxviii.
45. 
Isaac.
1) Vullers Lex. I, 97.
2) Lagarde GA. 13. ^Zjfen means fixed, firm, steady, c.f. Wilson San­ scrit Dictionary, 951.
31Bartholomae AIW. 159 2 : Horn Grundriss p 158: Hubschmann Persische Studien. 74. 
T)For this Ossetian form see Hubschmann ZDMG, xxxix. 93»
5) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i. 493« c.f. also Gk. <IT*OOOI.
6) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i. 153* T*ie form seems proof that the borrow­ ing was from Pers. and not from Ar. though the passage in Moses Kalan- katuaci which Hubschmann quotes refers to ^umu....^^ u ^u^a a gift from the Caliph Mu'awiya I. c.f. Stackelberg in ZDMG xlviii. 490.
7) Fraenkel Vocab. 25 quotes this as Y^^A^l which is copied by Dvorak Fremdw. 4£, and Horovitz Paradies. 16, but neither this form nor the quoted by Addai Shir, 10, is to be found in the Syriac Lexicons.
8) Mingana Syriac Influence 88, however, claims that the borrowing was from Syr. into Arabic.
9) The philologers had recognized, however, that Pers. <D did sometimes become p in Ar - c * f » Sibawaih in Siddiqi 21. 10) West Glossary, ij.
(59)
The Biblical patriarch, who is never mentioned save in connec­ 
tion with one or more of the other Patriarchs, and never in an early pas- 
age.
It was early recognized by the philologers that it was a for­ 
eign name, c.f. Sibawaih in Siddiqi 20 and LA. xii. 20: Jawaliqi Mu*ar- 
rab, 9: Suyuti Muzhir i, 138: though it was not uncommon in some quart­ 
ers to regard it as an Arabic word derived from ^^ , for Suyuti Muzhir 
I, 140 goes out of his way to refute this. It was even known that it 
was Heb. c.f. Tha f labi Q,isas 76, and indeed Sura xi. 74 seems to show 
acquaintance with the popular Hebrew derivation from
The Arabic form which lacks the initial ^ of the O.T. f orms
1) 
and ?TW would seem to -ooint to a Christian origin, c.f. Gk. I**** , Syr.
or ox^l , though it is true that in the Talmud we come across a
(Baba Mezi*a 39^) , showing a form with initial vowel among ——————— 3)
the Babylonian Jews of the IV Century A.D. The name c>=H must have
been known before the Q,ur'an but no pre-lslamic instances of it seem to 
occur, for those quoted by Cheikho Has ran iy a 229, 230 are rightly reject 
ed by Horovitz KU 91.
Occurs some 43 times. C.f. ii. 38.
Usually it stands for the Children of Israel, but in iii. 87 and 
xix. 59 > it i s the name of the patriarch otherwise called
Some of the Exegetes endeavoured to derive it from <^s» "to tra 
vel by night", because when Jacob fled from Ssau he travelled by night, 
c.f. Tabari Ann ales , i. 359 and Ibn al-Athir. It was very generally re 
cognized as a foreign name, however, (c.f. Jawaliqi 9: Khafaji 11) and
1) Sprenger Leben li.y 336: Fraenkel ZA xv. 394, and kingana»s note, 
Syriac Influence. 83.
2)This is the^Christian Palestinian form, c.f. Schulthess Lex. 14.
3) Derenbourg in HEJ, xviii, 127, suggests that pn^ may have been pro 
nounced among the Arabian Jews as
(6o)
is given as such by the Commentators Zam. and Baid. on ii, 38.
against 
Here also the absence of the initial •» stands/a direct deriva­
tion from the Heb. >s*V\iv and points to a Christian origin, c.f.
Syr. V-vm*l : Eth. Xhkkfc. The probabilities are in favour of a Syriac
1) 
origin, especially in view of the Christian Palestinian forms
(Schulthess Lex. 16). The name was doubtless well enough known to the





The verbal form ^^^ occurs in ix. 110. The verb is denomina­ 
tive from £J a foundation, which Fraenkel Fremdw. 11 noted was an Ara­ 
maic borrowing, c.f. Aram, *MJ\S foundation, and in the Christian Pales­ 
tinian dialect the verb ^+>\ = t6i^Cx'»o<rv ; ^^ , nbt^tVvo-ro and \*, 0] .fci^M.v. 
(Schwally Idioticon. 7) , so classical Syr. \*> 0 \ (and see Noldeke Mand. 
Gramm. 98 n 2. ).
Of frequent use, c.f. ii. 106, 125. 
To submit, to surrender.
With this must be taken r<yu.:A (iii. 1?,79 etc) and the partici­ 
pial form 5jJJ^ etc.
The verb 'j^ is genuine Arabic, corresponding with Heb. Q*?VJ 
to be complete, around; Aram. a-'W , Syr. k£^ to be complete, safe; Ass. 
shalamu. to be complete, unharmed. This primitive verb, however, does
/
not occur in the Q,ur»an. Form II, "Li is fairly common, but this is a de 
nominative from y~> , and >~ as we shall see is a borrowed word.
1) Mingana Syriac Influence 8l: Horovitz KU.91. The £amus_-as a matter of 
fact says that all forms ending in ^ are jL^- though Tab.on 11.38 claims 
that ^ is Heb. 2) All those given by Cheikho Nasr.23^"are doubtless 
influenced by Q,ur»anic usage. ———
(6o)
is given as such by the Commentators Zam. and Baid. on ii, 38.
against 
Here also the absence of the initial •» stands/a direct deriva­
tion from the Heb. >vY\jv and points to a Christian origin, c.f.
*•
Syr. V,va" : Eth. Xftkkix . The probabilities are in favour of a Syriac
1) 
origin, especially in view of the Christian Palestinian forms V/\
(Schulthess Lex. 16). The name was doubtless well enough known to the





The verbal form <j~»^ occurs in ix. 110. The verb is denomina-
5.'»
tive from ^\ a foundation, which Fraenkel ffremdw. 11 noted was an Ara­ 
maic borrowing, c.f. Aram. ^\u\s foundation, and in the Christian pales-
1
3 
= t&i^ixCuxrt ; i^Vc -^ Tibt(xe\iw-ro and v» 01 .fet^iMov
(Schwally Idioticon. 7)   so classical Syr. '^> 0 | (and see Holdeke Mand. 
Graiam, 98 n 2. ).
_£L
Of frequent use, c.f. ii. 106, 125. 
To submit, to surrender.
With this must be taken r ^u>i^(iii. 17*79 etc) and the partici-
»
pial form 5 Jull etc.
The verb '±^ is genuine Arabic, corresponding with Keb. Q"?yi 
jo be complet^. round; Aram, tr 1?^ , Syr. so^*. to be complete, safe; ASS. 
shalamu. t^o be complete, unharmed. This primitive verb, however, does
f
not occur in the tyur'an. i'orm II, "]L> is fairly common, but thin is a de 
nominative from iA~, , and >~ as we shall see is a borrowed word.
Mingana Syriac I n f 1 u e n c e 8l: Horovitz KU.91. The qauius -as a matter of
says that all forms ending in J^' are J^ though Tab, on ii.39 claims 
irf?i ^ is Het - 2) All those w given'by Cheikho Na.sr. 23TT"are doubtless 
mriuenced by Qur»anic usage.    
(61)
, fAs used in the Qur'an £»\ is a technical religious term, and
^ 2) 
there is even some development traceable in Muhammad »s use of it. Such
a phrase as -^fd^li^'^er in xxxi, 21 seems to give the word in its aim-
plest and original sense, and then <^jto\^ ̂ ui (xl. 63: vi.70 ii.125) and 
-u^l * j^i (xxvii. 45: ii. 127: iii. 77: xxxix. 55) are a development 
from this. Later, however, the word comes practically to mean "to pro-
^Jesi Islam", i.e. to accept the religion which Muhammad is preaching,
'">'r . c.f. xlviii. 16: xlix. 14, 17 etc. Now in pre-lslamic times ^uv is
used in the primitive sense of "hand over", noted above. For instance
in a verse of Abu fAzza in Ibn Hisham 556 we read - %^-^ 3^ y c» >JlLi-i "hand
4) _ ' 
me not over for such betrayal is not lawful" The Qur'anic use is an
intelligible development from this sense, but the question remains whetk 
*r this was a development within Arabic itself or an importation from 
without.
Margoliouth in JRAS 1903 p. 467 *"*"• would favour a development 
within Arabic itself, perhaps started by Musailama; but as Lyall point­ 
ed out in the same Journal (p 771 ff ) , there are historical difficulties 
in this. Lidzbarski ZS. i.86 would make it a denominative from ^.iu, 
which he takes as a translation of awr^ P{< t but Horovitz KU. 55 rightly 
objects.
The truth seems to be that it was borrowed as a technical reli­
gious term from the older religions. Already in the 0. Aram, inscrip-
» 
tions we find that D^UJ as used in Proper Names has acquired this tech-
5)
nical religious significance, as e.g. nV/jVvn etc. The same sense is
1) See Lyall JRAS, 1903 P 782.
2\ See Lidzbarski f s article "Salam and Islam", in ZS^. i, 85 ff.
3) C.f. also ii, 106: iii. 18: iv. 124. On the probable genesis of 
this see Margoliouth in JRAS 1903 p. 473,474.
4) Por other examples see Margoliouth's article, as above.
5) Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites. 79 ff.
(62)
found in the Rabbinic writings . (Horovitz KU 55). feut it is particularly
in Syriac that we find So^l used precisely as in the q,ur»an, e.g.
"he devoted himself to God and His Church" <* .
1)
, and one feels confident in looking here for the origin of the
Ar. word.
ll of course is a formation from this, and was in use in
2) 
pre-lslamic Arabia. ..vu,:*l however, would seem to have been formed by
Muhammad himself after he began to use the word.
ii. 119-134: iii. ?8: iv. l6l : vi. 86; xiv. 41: xix. 55: xxi 
85: xxxviii. 48.
Ishmael.
The Muslim philologers early recognized that it was non-Arabic 
as is clear from Zam» on xix. 55. anci from its being treated as non-Ara­ 
bic by Jawaliqi Mu farrab 9 Khafaji 10: Suyuti Muzhir i. 138. Various 
forms of the name are given - J*31-^ . o^4-"* •. G^1*^ an(* O^1*-^, the or in this 
last form, quoted from SIbawaih in Muzhir i. 132, being significant.
A Christian origin for the word is evident from a comparison 
of the Gk. 'ICT^VX : Syr. ^s^s^^^ • Eth. Kfc^KiN with the Keb. ^\ai*viir 
A form derived from Heb. occurs in the inscriptions of both the S. and
N, of the Peninsula. In R. Arabia we find in a Himyaritic i
= l?*y*o-' , c.f. Eth. &h°7kA, and in the Safaite inscription of
N. Arabia we find a form ?y*cr . it is thus clear that the form with
1) The example given by Horovitz, viz. ooi^vo U.^oi^kMis curiously like
j.
2) Sura li. 36: xxii. 77: and note Bagh. VII. 192 and Ya'qubl Hist. I.25Q
3) Hal. 193,1 c.f. CIS., IV, i. 55> with other references in Filter's "index of S. Arabian Proper Names" PSBA 1917 p 110 and Hartmann Arabische Frage 
182,226,252 ff. Derenbourg in his note on this inscription CIS IV,i,56 ""' 
takes it as a composite name in imitation of the Heb. but see duller 'wZKk iii, 225: ZDMG xxxvii, 13 ff. ——— 
4) Dussaud Mission 221: Littmann Remit ic_l_ns_cri^t ions .116.117 123- Bnt
zifferung. der Saia-lnschriften GQ. T^->, n ,,av,- - ^ * ' ' ' ' —— " ———— si ———————————————— , ?o. Liazbcirski s ,n ,44.
(63)
initial - was well enough known in Arabia before Muhammad's day, but on 
the other hand there seems to be no evidence that the form used in the 
Our 'an was in use as a personal name among the Arabs in pre-lslamic times.
The fact that in the Q,ur»an we find <3->» for «pv« and ^»**> f or a?*-1 but 
for ^Vui- and ^^ for 1?***^ , just as in Syr. we f ind
but *VA«ul and <5^o-\ makes it reasonably certain that the Qur'anic form
2) came from a Syr. source, and the form vV^s>1 in the Christian Palestin­
ian dialect removes any difficulty which might have been felt of ^ for cr .
vii. 44,46
Al-A«raf
It is usually taken to mean the wall which separates Paradise 
from Hell. The philologers were at a loss to explain the word, the two 
favourite theories being (i) that it is the plji. of ^^ used of the mane 
of a horse or the comb of a cock, and thus a metaphor for the highest 
part of anything (Zam. in loco: LA xi. 146) or (ii) that it is from j>^ 
to know, and so called beeause of the knowledge c_»Vj*^ **>^ 1 had of those 
in the Garden and those in the Fire.
Andrae Ursprung 78 and Lidzbarski ZS ii. 182, would agree that
the word is Arabic though translating an idea derived from one of the4) 
older religions. There is difficulty with"this, however, and perhaps a
1) The examples collected by Cheikho Nasraniya 230, cannot, as Horovitz KU 92 shows, be taken as evidence for the pre-lslamic use of the name. TlTe f orm *E«v*-nivoj quoted by Horovitz from Waddington, from an inscription of 341 A.D. may be only a rendering of >s»o».
2) Margoliouth Schwc.ich Lectures 13,: Mingana Syriac Influence 82, and c.f. Sprenger Leben, II. 336.
3) Schulthess Lex. 1$ , and c.f. Horovitz KU 92: Rhodokanakis WZKM.xvii 283. —— ~ ' ——— 4) Lidzbarski would take it as an attempt to translate the Mandaean = the watch towers.
(64)
better solution is that proposed long ago by Luuolf , viz. that it is the 
Eth. X&kk Horovitz paradiesjB objects to this on the ground that Muham­
mad does not use <j>^\ for the souls of the departed, but for the place
IVve'j
where or at least some of them, dwell, which would be 9°*t* . It is by
2) 
no means unlikely, however, that Muhammad understood the verb K6<L4* used
of the blessed departed, as a place name, for X6£^ and (j^S*^ seem much 
more commonly used in this sense than T^fcl.^. it is even possible that
^ijil is a corruption of VbL^r. The word would seera to be due to Muham­ 
mad himself, for the occunence in Umayya xlix. 14 is rightly suspected 
by Horovitz to be under Qur'anic influence.
Of very frequent occurrence.
God.
One gathers from ar-Razi Mafatlh I, 84, that certain early Mus­ 
lim authorities held that the word was of Syriac or Hebrew origin. Tlae 
majority., however, claimed that it was pure Arabic, though they set forth
3)
various theories as to its derivation. Some held that it has no deriva-
tion, being <J^^ : the Kufans in general derived it from *i^\ , while 
the Basrans derived it from 'ivuf, taking S6t as a verbal noun from <J
to be high or to be veiled. The suggested origins for »iv% were even more
/'<. '- 
varied, some taking it from *ll to worship, some from <A\ to be perplexed:
some from ^ '<Jl to turn to for projection, and others from 'Jj to be per­ 
plexed.
Western scholars are fairly unanimous that the source of the 
word must be found in one of the older religions. In the Semitic area
1) Ad Historian! jEthiopieam Commentarius, p 20£. He writes " c-i'^l : Mu- 
hammedis Limbus, medius inter Paradisum at Inftrnum locus, receptaculum 
mediis generis hominum, qui tantundem boni ac mail in hAc mundo fecerunt. 
Id autem aliunde justius derivari nequit, quam a rad-j^iiopiea X6<5,A« = re 
|uievit, quo verbo AEthiopea de pie defunct is utuntur". — 
?| m5aet ° riu9 £eit - A88 ' I. 2 3, however, takes Kb^i. as a denom. from .^ 
JJ They are discussed in detail by RazI on pp 8l-|4 of the first 
°i his Tafslr.
(65)
* was a widely used word for deity, c.f. Heb. ̂ 'H : Aram. nH* : Syr.
Sab.V'lfc , and so Ar. *<J^ is doubtless a genuine old Semitic form. 
The form <ii however, is different, and there can "be little doubt that
tt 9this, like the Mandaean *7t^s , goes back to the Syr. |<j&(c.f. Grunbaum 
ZDMG t xxxix. 571; rauta Qffenbarung 137; Rudolph Abhangigkeit 26: Bell 
Origin 54 : Cheikho Nasraniya 158: Mingana Syriac Influence, 86). The 
word, however*, came into use in Arabian heathenism long before kuhammad»s
time, (Wellhausen Reste. 217). It occurs frequently in the N. Arabian in-1) ———— 
scriptions, and also in those from S. Arabia, as e.g. *MMh ift W° "with all
2)
the Gods" , in Glaser Abtssinien 50 , as well as in the pre-islamic oath
forms, such as that of Qais b. Khatam given by Horovitz KU. 140, and many 
in Shanqiti's introduction to the M,u f allaqat.
. 25: v. 1J4: viii. 132: x. 10: xxxix. 47.
An invocatory name for God.
3The form of the word was a great puzzle to the early Grammarians ; 
the orthodox explanation being that it is a vocative form where the final 
^ takes the place of an initial 1. . The Kufans took it as a contraction 
of _^acL.i 4fll(Bai4. on iii. 25), but their theory is ridiculed by ibn Ya«l8h 
I, 181. As a vocative it is said to be of the same class as li* come a- 
long. Khaf a j I 20, however, recognizes it as a foreign word.
The probabilities are, as kargoliouth notes (ERE, vi. 248), that 
it is the Heb. o^n'zs which had become known to the Arabs through their con. 
tacts with Jewish tribes.
H) Derenbourg in JA, VIII 6 Ser. xx. 157 ff wants to find the word in the 
SYlls of a Minaean inscription, but this is usually taken as a reference
to a tribal god 0L^\ vide Halevy ibid, p 325, 326. 
* B) C.f. Littmann Entzifferung der thamudenischen Inschriften p 63 ff3) Margoliouth ERE. vi. 248. "—————————————*
(66)
vi. 85: xxxvii. 123, 130. 
Elijah
In xxxvii, 130, for the sake of rhyme, the form is
Prom Jawaliql Mu f arrab 8 we learn that the philologers early re
cognized it as foreign, and it is given as such by SuyutI Muzhir i. 138:
Sijistani 51: LA. vii. 303. The Heb. forms are iv^s and -iTv; 1?* , so it
is obvious that the Ar. form must have been derived from a Christian
2) 
source, as even Hirschfeld Beitrage 56, recognizes. The Gk. fU>u«s or
gives us the final s , but this also appears in Syr. u»A be-
Jf -mr
side the more usual "L^ (P. Sm.2Q3) . and in the Eth.
The name was no uncommon one among Oriental Christians before
, , 3) 
Islam, and (rUi« s occurs not unfrequently in the Inscriptions. We also
find an ^.Ul in the genealogy of the poet fAdi b. Zaid given in Aghani II„*>
18. The likelihood is thus that it entered Arabic through the Syriac.
vi. 86: xxxviii. 48. 
Elisha.
The word is usually treated as though it were x^o and the <J\ the5) ^
definite article, and then derived from x^o or ^-^ . Tab, on vi. 86 ar­
gues against this view, and in the Lexicons, e.g. Jawhari sub, voc. LA
1) Geiger 190: Mingana Syriac Influence 83. Grimme, however, ZA. xxvi. 
167, would see S. Arabian influence in the production of this longer form 
but it is difficult to see much point in his suggestion. 
2j So Sprenger Lebdn. II, 335: Rudolph Abhangigkeit, 47.
3) Lebas-Waddington Nos. 21 5§, 21 60,2299 etc.
4) Ibn Duraid 20, however, would take this as a genuine Arabic word from 
<^k , with which Horovitz KU 99 is inclined to agree. In LA. tii. 303, 
however, where we find this same genealogy we are expressly told- .^i
JI ' *
5) C.f. Goldziher ZDMG , xxiv. 208.
(67) 
x. 274, and in Jawallql 134 (c.f. Khafajl 215) it is given as a foreign
borrowing.
The Heb. sw" 1?* is near enough to the Ar. to make a direct bor­ 
rowing possible, but the probability is that it came from a Christian 
source (Horovitz KU. 152). The Gk. forms are "£w.i,1Ew*a and'EV*-'«« tfawm
c\nol
Utotato the Syr. ^_^ : Eth. kM& : the probabilities being in favour 
of a Syr. origin.
Of frequent occurrence, e.g. ii, 122, 128: iii. 106 etc.
People, race.
1) 
Apparently a borrowing from the Jews. Heb. nwx. is a tribe or
people, and the nw^ of the Rabbinic writings is widely used. As the 
word is apparently not a native Semitic word at all, but the Ass. ummatu;
Heb. vm's : Aram. **•**, vn>^* : and Syr. "lASoo"! seem all to have been borrowed
2) 
from the Sumerian, we cannot deny the possibility^ that the Ar. **\ is a
primitive borrowing from the same source. In any case it was an ancient
borrowing, and if we can depend upon a reading n*^ vuon , "at the people's
*; 
cost" in a Safaite inscription (Littmann Semitic Inscriptions p. 407)
have evidence of its early use in N. Arabia.
iii. 2, 43, 58: v. 50, 51, 70, 72, 110: vii. 156 : ix. 112; 
xlviii. 29: Ivii. 27.
Gospel.
It is used always of the Christian revelation, and is particular­ 
ly associated with Jesus, and occurs only in late Madinan passages.
1) Horovitz KU. 52
2) ZImmern Akkadjsche Fremdworter, 46: Pedersen Israel, 505 n 5.
3) vii. 156 is perhaps an exception, but though the Sura is given as late 
Meccan, this verse seems to be Madinan.
Set
(68) 
Some of the early authorities tried to find an Arabic origin
for it, making it a form '^^^ from <j^ but this theory is rejected with 
some contempt by the Commentators Zam. and Baid. both on general grounds,
*'*
and because of al-Hasan»s reading <^\ , which clearly is not an Arabic
V
form. So also the Lexicons LA, xiv. 1?1: TA. viii. 128, and Jawallqi -1? 
(Khafaji 11) give it as a foreign word derived from either the Heb. or 
Syr. (c.f. Ibn al-Athlr Nihaya. IV, 136).
Obviously it is the Gk. ui^i^oy , and both marraccio and Fraenkel
have thought that it came directly into Arabic from the Greek. The pro­ 
babilities, however, are that it came into Arabic through one of the oth­ 
er Semitic tongues. The Hebrew origin suggested by some is too remote. 
It is true that in the Talmud we f ind y^* )11VJ foriv^vn*. but this is mere­ 
ly a transcription of vaX^J«] t and the crvnn ̂ n^oi trivVvrt^the Gilyonim and 
books of the Minim", merely reproduces the Syr, V*^-^ • Tiie suggestion 
of a Syr. source is much more hopeful. It is true that 0^4°! is only a 
transliteration of the Gk. iva^c^uv , "but it was much more commonly used 
than the pure Syr. \l -T «^cn , and may be assumed to have been in common use 
among the Christians with whom Muhammad may have been in contact. Nol-
deke has pointed out, however, that the Manichaean forms ^^^ of per-
3) *) 
sian origin, and anglion of Turkish origin still have the Gk. -w ending,
and had the Ar. like these, been derived from the Syr. we might have ex­ 
pected it also to preserve the final o . The shortened form, he points 
out (Ueue Beitrage, 47) is to be found in the Eth. <D*iig\ , where the long 
vowel is almost conclusive evidence of the Ar. word having come from
1) Prodromus i. 5 "corrupta Graeca voce. M
2) Vocab. 24.
3) Vullers Lex. i. 136: B£. 88, which latter knows that it is the name of
the book of Jesus and the book of Mani -
It is curious that Bagh« on iii. 2 gives (^Jii* as an attempt to represent
the Syriac original.
4) in the phrase uluy anglion bit iff, c.f. LeCoq SBAW, Berlin 1909 p 1204.
(69) 
Abyssinia. Grimme ZA xxvi. 164 suggests that it may have entered Arabic
from the Sabaean, but we have no inscriptiosal evidence to support this. 
It is possible that the word was current in this form in pre-lslamic dsys
though as Horovitz KU 71 points out, there is some doubt of the authen-~" 1) 
ticity of the verses in which it is found.
Of very frequent occurrence. C.f. ii. 37: iii. 9: xxxvi, 33-
A sign.
Later it comes to mean a verse of the Qur'an, and then a verse 
of a book, but it is doubtful whether it ever means anything more than 
sign in the Qur f an, though as Muhammad comes to refer to his preaching as 
a sign the word tends to the later meaning, as e.g. in iii. 5 etc. It is
noteworthy that in spite of the frequency of its occurrence in the Qur'an
2) 
it occurs very seldom in the early Meccan passages.
The struggles of the early Muslim philologers to explain the
word are interestingly set' forth in LA xviii. 66 ff. The word has no root
~~ 3) 
in Arabic, and is obviously, as von Kremer noted, a borrowing from Syr.
or Aram. The Heb. rus (c.f. Phon.n* ) from a verb ru* to sign or mark . 
was used quite generally, for signs of the weather (Gen. i. 14; ix.12), for 
a military ensign (Numb.ii.2), for a memorial sign (Josh.iv.6), and also 
in a technical religious sense both for the miracles which attest the Di­ 
vine presence (Ex. viii.19: Deut.iv. 34: ps.lxxviii. 43) and for the signs 
or omens which accompany and testify to the work of the Prophets (I Sam. 
x. 7,9: Ex. iii. 12). In the Rabbinic writings m\ is similarly used,
1) C.f. Cheikho Nasraniya
2) Not more than nine times in Suras classed by Noldeke as early Meccan, 
though many passages in these are certainly to be placed much later, and* 
pae may doubt whether the word occurs at all in really early passages.
3) Ideen 226 n: see also Sprenger Leben. 11,419 n, Cheikho Nasraniya 181 and Margoliouth ERE x, 539. — ' ——— *—
(70)
though it there acquires the meaning of a letter of the alphabet, which 
meaning, indeed, is the only one the Lexicons know for the Aram. sr>^.
While it is not impossible that the Arabs may have got the word
from the Jews it is more probable that it came to themffrom the Syriac-
2) 
speaking Christians. The Syr. \i\ , while being used precisely as the Heb.
•ru* and translating cr^ov both in the LXX and N.T. , is also used in the 
sense of argumenturn, documentum (P.Sm. 413), and tilus approaches even 
more closely than rm the Qur'anic use of the word.
The word occurs in the old poetry, e.g. in Imru'ul-qais Ixv.i 
(Ahlwardt Divans.l6o) and so was in use before the time of Muhammad.
t_J»>M
iv. 161: vi. 84: xxi. 83: xxxviii. 40.
Job.
It is the Biblical Job, and the word was recognized as foreign, 
e.g. Jawaliqi Mu f arrab 8 followed by Suyutl Muzhir i.138. The Exegetes 
take him to be a Greek, e.g. Zam. on xxi. 83 - ^v and Tha'labl Q,isas 106
The name would seem to have come into Arabic through a Christian 
channel, as even Hirschfeld Beitrage $6 admits. The Heb. n'v^ appears in
>r iGk. (LXX) as l^p and Syr. as vO<y , which is obviously the origin of the 
origin of the Ar. form. The name appears to have been used in Arabia in
the pre-lslamic period. Hess would interpret the :r* of an inscription co
*)
pied by Huber (No. 521 1 48) as Aiyub, and there is an v>>\ in the geneal­ 
ogy of fAdl b. Zaid given in Aghanl II. 18, and another Christian of this
5) name is mentioned by an-Nabigha.
1) In Biblical Aramaic, however, ns means a sign wrought by God.c.f.Dan.
2) Mingana Syr. Infl. 86. Note also the Mand. *ror* - sign. (iii. 33.
3) Rudolph Abhangigkeit, 47.
4) Littmann Entzifferung 15: and see Halevy in JA ser. vii, vol.x p 332.
> 5) Ahlwardt Divans^ p 4, c.f. Horovitz KU 100.
(71)
Occurs some twenty seven times, e.g. ii. 55: iv. 153-
A door or gate,
Fraenkel Fremdw. 14 noted that it was an early loan word, and 
suggested that it came from the Aram. N-ra which is in very common use in 
the Rabbinic writings. Muller, however, (WZKM.i.23) on the ground that
occurs very rarely in Syr. and that the root is entirely lacking in 
Heb. Eth. and Sab. suggested that it was an early borrowing from Mesopo- 
tamia;.and may have come directly into Arabic. It occurs commonly in the 
old poetry, which confirms the theory of early borrowing.
ii-96. 
Babylon
This sole occurrence of the word is in connection with the sto 
ry of Harut and Marut who teach men magic. It is a diptote in the Qur 
but LA xiii.43 takes this to "be not because it is a foreign name, but a 
fern, name of more than three radicals, (c.f. TJaqut ku ( jam i,44-7).
It is of course the Ass. Bab-ilu (Detfitzsch Paradies 212), but 
through the Syr. ^i^o rather than the Heb. Vn^. The city was well known'•" T
in Arabia in the pre-Islamic period, and the name occurs in the old poety,
e.g. kufaddaliyat ( ed. Lyall) p. 1-33, !• 13* and al-A f sha (Geyer Zwei Gedich 
te i.58), and Halevy would find the name in a Safaite inscription. Horo- 
vitz KU 101, notes that Babylon was well known as a centre for the teach­
ing of magic, a fact which we would also gather from the use of the word
2)
Bavil in the Manichaean Uigur fragments from Idiqut-Schahri.
. 52,133: xvii. 1 : xxi. ?l,8l etc. 
To bless.
1) ffA. ser. vii. vol. x p 380.
2) **3fc*.Le Coq SBAW Berlin. 1908 pp 400,401.
(72) 
With this should be taken the forms <Ls>' (vii.94; xi. 50,
'' ' '3
and £)y L~ (in. 90; vi. $2,1;?' 6 etc.)
The primitive verb 6/-1. , which is not used in the Qur'an means
,' „'» 
to kneS., used specially of the camel, so that ^^ is the technical word
for making a camel kneel. In this primitive sense it is common Semitic, 
so we find Heb. rw ̂vo1? roi^i "let us kneel before Jehovah": Sy£««3>od^^v» 
"he knelt upon his knees": Eth. <nhtW<M.h- *><£*l U« "and they bowed the knee 
before him". It was in the N. Semitic area, however, that the root seems 
to have developed the sense of to bless. and from thence it passed to the 
S. Semitic area. Thus we have Heb. ̂ na to bless; Aram. T^TZ to bless or 
praise; Syr. ^.^ to bless or praise; and in Palm, such phrases as
*fc^jiV i»MJ~pa(de Vogue No 94) "blessed be his name for evermore", andTT*1 
(ibid No 144) "may he bless". From this N. Semitic sense we find derived 
the Eth. ni,n to bless. celebrate the praises of. and Ar. ^,l> as above, 
also the formations e.g. Heb. T\ona : Aram, -sona : Syr. ^^>>or> which 
were taken over as Eth. Cikh* : Ar. '«£'.
ii. 22. 
To create.
Note also *^L.' creator used of Allah in ii. 51 : !ix. 24: and 
''£j. creation in xcviii.5,6. It will be noticed that the word is only
*
used in very late Madinan passages.
The Ar. root f\^^ is to be freed from a defect, i.e. to be
/
sound or healthy ( c. f . Heb. via ), and in a moral sense to be pure. in 
this sense it is used not infrequently in the Qur'an c.f. vi 19. in the
sense of create, however, it is obviously borrowed from the older reli-
1) 
gions for it is a characteristic ^. Semitic development. Ass. baru
1) Schwally ZDMG liii. 201.
(73) 
to make or create; Heb. *-»•* to shape or create; Aram. *^o. » Syr «
to create, of which the Ar. equivalent is tsx used in the older language 
for fashioning an arrow or cutting a pen. Similarly ^^ is not an Ar-
a"bic development (as is evident from the difficulties the philologers 
had with it, c.f. LA i,22), but was also taken over from the older reli­ 
gions, c.f. Heb. nv-»a a thing created; Aram. x\vn ̂ and tr>-\:i. So v̂ ,l
is from the Aram, v-ra., Vila ; Syr. \ o-j&. V'-0 meaning Creator and used
2) 
particularly of God. (Lidzbarski SBAW Berlin 1916 p 1218 n).
Macdonald El i,303, writing of ^jJ suggests tfcat the borrowing 
was from the Heb. but the correspondences are much closer with the Aram. 
(Noldeke Neue Beitrage 49) , and especially with the Syriac (kingana Sy- 
riac Influence 88) , so that the probabilities are in favour of its hav­ 
ing been taken from the Christians of the North.
xxiii. 102; xxv. 55; Iv. 20.
A barrier or partition.
In xxv. 55 and- l v » 20 it is the barrier" between the two seas 
} where the reference is probably to some cosmological myth. In 
xxiii. 102 it is used in an eachatological passage, and the Exegetes do 
not know what the reference is , though as a glance at Tab, will show, 
they were fertile in guesses.
That the word is not Arabic seems clear from the Lexicons, which 
venture no suggestions as to its verbal root, are unable to quote any ex­ 
amples of the use of the word from the old poetry, and obviously seek to 
interpret it from the material of the Q,ur'an itself.
Addai Shir 19 sought to explain it from the Pers. "j;^ weeping
1) And c.f. the S. Arabian ft) n to found or build a temple, c.f. ZDMG xxxvii.413. ——————————————— —— ———
2) Massignon Lexique technique 52, however, considers it as an Arabic 
word specialized in this meaning under Aramaic influence.
(74) 
or crying, but this has little in its favour, and in any case suits only
xxiii. 102. VQllers ZDMG 1. 646 makes the much more plausible suggestion 
that r)s> is a fcy-forin of "-> parasang from the Phlv. *jo^o - farsang
Mod Pers. Jl-> , which preserves its form fairly well in Gk.
1) 
But becomes Aram. xo->3 or nons : Syr. y^vo whence the Ar. £->. The
Phlv. ro>o^o farsangan of PPG1. 11 6 means a measure of land and of roads
and could thus fit the sense barrier in all three passages.
ii. 105: iv. 174: xii. 24: xxi. 24: xxiii. 11?: xxvii. 65: 
xxviii. 32, 75.
An evident proof.
In all the passages save xii. 24, and xxviii. 32 it is used in 
the sense of a proof or demonstration of the truth of one's religious 
position. In these two cases, one from the story of Joseph and the oth­ 
er from that of Moses, the word refers to an evident miraculous sign from 
God for the demonstration of His presence and power to him who beheld it. 
It is thus clearly used in the Qur'an as a technical religious term.
It is generally taken as a form o>^i from ^, , Form IV of 
which is said to mean to prove, but the straits to which the philologers 
are put to explain the word (c.f. Raghib kufradat 44: LA,xvii.369) show 
us that we are dealing with a foreign word. Sprenger Leben 1,108 had
3) 
noted this, but he makes no attempt to discover its origin. Adaai Shir
21 suggested that it is from the Pers. O^JA meaning clearly manifest
or well known (c.f. Vullers Lex.i.352). but this is somewhat remote. The———————— —— 4)
origin clearly is, as Noldeke has shown (Neue Beitrage 58)1 in the Eth.
5)
a common Abyssinian word, being found also in Amharic, Tigre and
1) Levy Wdrterbuch, IV ,125.
2) See Horn Grundriss 182.
3) Also Massignon Lexique technique 52.
4) Also ibid p 25
5) It is in frequent use even in the oldest monuments of the language.
(75)
Tigrina, meaning light, illumination, from a root ocu cognate with Heb. 
"i^i : Ar. y^ it seems to have this original sense in iv. 174: xii.24 
and the sense of proof or demonstration is easily derived from this.
- 80 : xv. 16: xxv. 62: Ixxxc. 1. 
Towers.
The original meaning occurs in iv. 80, but in the other passages 
it means the signs of the Zodiac, according to the general consensus of 
the Commentators, c.f. SijistanI 63.
The philologers took the word to be from ^ to appear, (c.f. 
Baid. on iv. 80: LA. iii.33)» "but there can be little doubt that ^^' 
represents the Gk. -n-upyos (Lat. burgus) , used of the towers on a city wall
as e.g. in Homer Od. vi. 262 - TT 0*10.5 ^v mp\ -nvpyos, ^^>oS . ^he Lat. burgus~~ 1 
as Guidi Delia Sede 16 pointed out, is the source of the Syr. \-^>o^
turret . and the Rabbinic yma.pma a resting place or station for travel­ 
lers. From this sense of stations for travellers it is an easy transition 
to stations of the heavenly bodies, i.e. the Zodiac. Syr. Vsj'^ *s i*1- 
deed used for the Zodiac (P.Sm. 475) » but this is late and probably under 
the influence of Arabic usage.
It is possible that the word occurs in the meaning of tower in
a S. Arabian inscription (Miiller in ZDMG xxx,688) but the reading is not2) ———
certain. Ibn Duraid 229 also mentions it as occurring as a personal name
in the pre-Islamic period. The probabilities are that it was a military
3)word introduced by the Romans into Syria and N. Arabia, whence it passed 
into the Aramaic dialects and thence to Arabia.
,*. ,
Of frequent occurrence, c.f. ii, 23: iii. 20: iv. 137 etc. 
To announce good news.
« S S-!!ra5n£el Fremtfw. 235, against Freytag and Rodiger who claim that it ZDMG Il"l2 borrTrTOIS~fr0m ^fY"   2 ) MtiUer in WZKM 1.28. 3) Vollers in
(76) 
The primitive verb >L' to peel off bark, then to remove the
surface of a thing i.e. to smoothe is not found in the Qur'an though it
occurs in the old literature. From this we find ^ skin and thence
1) 
flesh as Syr. \-^> : Heb. n'^ : Ass. bjshru. blood-relation, whence
it is an easy transition to the meaning £ian t c. f . Heb.
(plu. ]•+*&£> -*^ = *v0£«Tn>4 ) , and ''J*Z in this sense occurs frequently in the
2)
Qur'an.
The wider use of the root in the Qur'an, however, is in the 
sense of to announce good tidings. Thus we have the verb ^/ as above, 
Jjul good news (ii. 91; iii. 122; viii. 10 etc.); ^. (v. 22; vii.188 
etc. ) and ^J (vii. 55: xxv. 50, etc) the Tapinger of good tidings; also
5^1J^ ( ii. 109 etc) with much the same meaning: '^!£ (liv. 24) to re­ 
ceive pleasure from good tidings; and yCLli (Ixxx.39) rejoicing. This 
use, however, seems not to be original in Arabic but derived from the 
older religions. Thus Ass. bussuru. is to bear a joyful message; Heb.
both to bear good tidings and to gladden with good tidings;
3) 
to receive good tidings.
The S. Semitic use of the word seems to be entirely under the 
influence of this Jewish usage. In Eth. the various forms Oft<L to bring 
a joyful message ; x-o ft t, to bring good tidings , ^ a h c to be announced , 
<\Mr^ good news . X<i>\6 one who announces good tidings, are all late and 
doubtless under the influence of the Bible. So the S. Arabian Hnx to 
bring tidings and h)*n tidings (c.f. ZDMG , xxx,6y2) are to be considered 
of the same origin, especially when we remember that the use of M*U is i 
in the Rahman inscription. The Syr. -^SD has suffered metathesis, but in 
the Christian Palestinian dialect we find v^o to preach, used just as
1) So Sab. )*n and Eth. ^C but these are apparently developed late un­ 
der Jewish or Christian influence. 2) And note yU, to go in unto 
a wife (ii.183 only) with Heb. -mn membrum virile; Syr. y.^o per eu- 
phemismum de pudendis viri et foeminae. ———— 
3) Also "n-iv^ tidings = Ar. ^^ and *>^ , which latter, however, is 
not Qur»anic.
(77)
in iii. 20: ix. 34 etc. and so \9<u£& = ™*n ,5s,.v , where again 
the influence is undoubtedly Jewish.
The probabilities are that the word was an early borrowing and
taken direct from the Jews, though in the sense of to preach the influ-
1) 
ence was probably Syriac.
xxxvii. 125. 
Baal
The word occurs in the Elijah story and as a proper name undoubt
edly came to Muhammad from the same source as his (vAJV . As this was from"2)
the Syr. we may conclude that ^ is from the Syr. %^ . On the qoaes-
tion of the word in general the authorities differ. Robertson Smith ar­ 
gued that the word was a loan word in Arabia, but Noldeke (ZDMG xl.174) 
and WellhausenfReste 146) claim that it is indigenous. it is worthy of 
note that Suyutl Itq. 310 states that ^ meant Zj in the dialects of 
Yemen and of Azd, and as such we find it in the S. Arabian inscriptions,
e.g. Glaser 1076,2 *°>x 'ion "Lord of Teri fat". In any case from the Na-
4) 
bataean inscriptions «E. learn that the word was known in this sense in
Arabia long before Muhammad »s time.
xii. 65,72.
A full grown camel.
It occurs only in the Joseph story, and Dvorak ffremdw. 18 is 
doubtless right in thinking that its use here is due to Muhammad»s sourc­ 
es, in the Joseph story of Gen. xlv. 17 the word used is VDa t and in 
the Syr. \-_A^ , which means originally cattle in general, and then any
1) As probably the Phlv. basaria. PPG1. 95.
2) So Horovitz KU, 101, and see Rudolph Abhangigkeit 47 n
1 »elig ion of the Semites (2 ed. ) IQQ ff> K in8hip7"21Q
4; See Cook Glossary. 32; Lidzbarski Handbuch, Z40. 241.
(78) 
beast of burden. It is easy to see how the word was specialized in Ar.
to mean camel. the usual beast of burden in that country, and as such it 
dccurs in the old poetry. There seems no reason to doubt the conclusion 
of Dvorak Fremdw. 46, that Muhammad's informant hearing the word in the 
story as he got it from a Jewish or Christian source, passed the word on 
as though it had its specialized Ar. meaning of camel.
xvi. 8.
Mules. Plural of vK«
KhafajI 44 shows that some of the Muslim philologers suspected 
that it was non-Arabic. The root is clearly not Arabic and Hommel J5au-
gethiere 113 noted it as a borrowing from Abyssinia, where the mule was
Fremdw. as characteristic an animal as the camel is in Arabia. Fraenkel/110 ac-
b"S
cepts this derivation, and ?T51deke Neue Beitrage has established it. The
A
word is common to all the Abyssinian dialects - c.f. 1th. and Tigre n^*N 
Amharic 03>A- and n<t*cv: Tigrifia ofcft,. The £ for <3 is not an isolated 
phenomenon as Hommel illustrates.
ii. 120: iii. 196: vii. 55»56 etc. Also *>^ - xxv. 51 : xxvii.93; xxxiv. 14 etc.
Country, region, territory.
j S
The verb jJb' in the sense of to dwell in a region is denomina­ 
tive, and Foldeke recognized that ji, in the sense of a "place where one 
dwells" was a Semitic borrowing from the Lat. palatiuin; Gk. ir^i-nov. 
This has been accepted by Fraenkel ffremdw. 28, and Vollers ZDMG, li, 31^ 




The verb ^f to build occurs in the Q,ur'an along with certain
formations therefrom, e.g. 6>Vx, ceiled roof, and '^^ , and it would
S s 
f *^seem on the surface that »U/ is another such formation. Noldeke Mand. 
Gramm. 120 n, however, has a suggestion that it is a borrowing from Aram 
Fraenkel Fremdw. 255 i s doubtful, but thinks that if it is a loan word 
it comes from the Jewish nxia rather than from the Syr.
ix. 110,111: xvi. 28; xviii. 20: xxxvii. 95: Ixi. 4.
A building or construction.
Again it would seem, on the surface, that this word also is 
from ^ to build. Sprenger Leben t I, 108 has noted that words of this 
form are un-Arabic, e.g. Q^r»> ok>; 0UiL«. etc. and lead us to look for 
an Aram, origin. Fraenkel Fremdw. 27 points out that we have in Aram. j 
I^L^ry*:! beside s?rj:i and ̂  TV-Ma , and in Syr. *h^ir> , meaning building. l 
In Heb. also we find ]^3!i , but as Lagarde Ubersicht 205. shows, this is
also a borrowing from Aram. We find OLJJ in the old poetry so it was
i
doubtless an early borrowing. '•
ii S '•>
'. 24, 112, 155: xxiv. 15; xxxiii, 58: Ix. 12. 
Slander, calumny.
It is usually taken from e^ to confound, which occurs twice
in the Qur»an, viz.ii. 260: xxi. 41 (LA. ii. 316: Raghib Mufradat 63),
* ,, though we learn from the Lexicons that some took it from Ljj . Sprenger
as we have mentioned above, pointed out the Aram, form of these words 
ending in ^\- and Fraenkel Vocab. 22 saw that o^-V. wa3 to ^e explained 
from the Aram. HT}3. , Syr. Zmo to be or become ashamed., whence TVaa 
and Zovo to make ashamed, a root connected with the Heb. <uia : Sab.. _i) —————
e»li . The borrowing was doubtless from the Syr. where we
1) C.f. rt-nv* evil doer. ZDMG, xxxvii, 375.
(80) 
have the parallel forms
v. 1: xxii. 29, 35.
Animal.
A very late word, occurring only toward the very end of the ka- 
dina period, and used only in connection with legislation about lawful
and unlawful meats. It is well known that these food regulations were
2) 
formed under Jewish influence, so that it is significant that the word
in the Jewish legislation (Lev. xi) is
The root of the word is probably a form o-a^ which we find in 
Eth. -OVo* to be dumb, connected with Ar. ^\ and ^v^ » both of 
which refer to incoherence or ambiguity of speech. The Lexicons, how­ 
ever. are troubled about the word, c.f. LA. xiv. 323, and there is little~~ 3) 
doubt that it was a direct borrowing from the Jewish rm^n.
xxv. 19: xlviii. 12. 
Ignorant.
The pl&se ;£ J*y in these two passages was a complete puzzle />
to the Commentators. As we find a verb ^l' to perish in xxxv. 11,16 and 
the noun \\^. in xiv. 33, most of the early authorities endeavoured to 
explain ^ from this and make it mean destruction, c.f. £ab.. .Zam. . Eaifl. 
and Bagh. on the verses. There was some philological difficulty over 
this, however, which Suyuti Itq. 311 endeavours to avoid ]?y claiming that 
it is a dialectal form, meaning ^)3U in the dialect of fUman, a theory 
which seems also to have been followed by Al-Akhfash (LA. v. 153).
1) p.Sm. 46l. "vvellhausen in ZDMG Ixvii. 633 also decides in favour of 
an Aram, origin for the word.
2) Rudolph Abhangigkeit, 6l.
3) Addai Shir 30 suggests that it is from the Pers. ^Uv which is absurd.
(81)
Hirschfeld Be it rage 40 suggests that it is the Aram, -ui and" —————— !) 
like ^l (vli. 156, 158 etc) is a translation of ^nsr\ QM . m the Rab-
l?inic writings "in means a boorish, ignorant and uncultured person, e.g. 
Yoma 37 a in TU '-in m -mo ̂ ^""he who walks ahead of his teacher is a 
boor", or Pirqe Aboth ii. 6 - *um w -m v* "No boorish fellow fears sin", 
and corresponds with the Aram. N-nn used e.g. in the Targums on Prov. xii 
1 or Lev. Rabba, % 18, where the uncultured are contrasted with the 
learned.
Precisely similar in meaning is the Syr. "(ioo , as when Paul 
in II Cor. xi , 6 says ^t£&z> VH'00 " > "uncultured am I in speech (but not 
in knowledge) - 'iSi^-r^ w Vy? , referring to his difficulties with the 
Greek tongue. So Ephraem uses U0.^0 !*^ , and Mingana Syriac Influence 
93, thinks that the Q,ur'anic ;_>> is of Syr. rather than Jewish origin. 
It is really impossible to decide. The word occurs in the old poetry 
e.g. Hassan (ed. Hirschfeld xcvi. 2) and a verse in LA. v, 153 > so it 
was apparently an early borrowing.
xxii. 41.
j
plu. of *-x^> a place of worship.
X
It was early recognized as a foreign word (SuyutI Itq. 320: Mu- 
taw. 46) and is said by Jawaliql Mu farrab 35, to be a borrowing from Per­
sian. One is at a loss to know why Jawaliql should think it was Persian,
* . 2 ) 
when it is so obviously the Syr. A«..o , unless perhaps we may suggest
1) "ImMunde der Juden war xnx^ n $ zweifellos ausserordentlich gelau- 
fig, nicht minder haufig wohl auch das aram. iv^. Die Seltenheit des ^. 
Ausdruck« im Koran trotz zahlreicher Gelegenheit ihn zu brauchen, zeigt 
aber, dass derselbe Muhanimed nicht sehr gelaufig geworden ist, er wendet 
bfter das dasselbe besagende 'ummij an, welches, wie Geiger bereits ge- 
funden hat, die eigentliche arauische Ubertragung wo.n ^Am ha*arez darstellt 
c.f. Geiger 28. 2) This has been generally recognized, c.f. "Sprenger 
Leben. Ill, 310 n 1: Fraenkel, Vocab. 24: Fremdw. 274; Rudolph, Ab- 
hangigkeit 7: Cheikho ITasraniya 201.
(82) 
that he knew of Syrian Churches in Persian territory called by this name
and jumped to the conclusion that it was a Persian word. Syr. \A^^ i s 
originally an egg (c.f. Ar. <>* : Heb. v*^ : Aram, ^a ) and then 
was used metaphorically for the top of a rounded arch - \a^i Q ~» <n^x>> \k~ 
and so for the domed buildings used for worship.
The word was well known in pre-lslamic times -a«d—<KUM*P« and oc­ 
curs not infrequently in the old poetry, e.g. Diwan of the Hu_dhailites 
ed. Kosegarten 35, and may be assumed to have entered Arabic from the 
Mesopotamian area. It is interesting that the Traditional Exegesis of 
the Qur'an seems to favour the word in xxii - 41 being referred to^uyv 
though some thought it meant Wl -*~#$ , c« f « Zam. , Baid. , Tab. in loco 
and TA v. 285, SijistanI 65.
Occurs very frequently. 
To repent towards God.
Besides the verb o>^ should be noted i& and al>' repentance 
and «!>£/ the relenting., used as a title of Allah.
The word is undoubtedly a borrowing from the Aramaic (c.f. Halevy 
in JA. Ser. vii. vol. x, p. 423), for the Semitic root which appears in 
Heb. as ai^ is in S. Semitic found as Sab. n»l ; Ar. <^> and only nor-
CYVA&JUL
mally appears with fcfcwwl r\ in Aram, mn : Syr. JD/ . The Ar. ^u par­ 
ticularly in the derived sense of recompense, is used not infrequently 
in the Qur'an, c.f. iii. 139: iv. 133: xviii. 42 etc.
Fraenkel Vocab. 22 noted that the word was Aram, but did not 
enquire further as to its Jewish or Christian origin. The balance of pro­
bability seems in favour of Hirschfeld»s suggestion, Be it rage 39, that
2)
it is of Jewish origin, though in face of Syr. ^>oZ and \^l penitent
1) So Fremdw. 83: P.Sm. 4399: Kassignon Lexique technique,
2) Also Pautz Qffenbarung 157 n 4.
(83) 
) t y nf^L penitence, one cannot absolutely rule out the possi­
bility of a Christian origin.
ii. 249: xx. 39. 
An ark, or chest.
In ii. 249 ^L>>Vi means the Ark of the Covenant of the time of 
Samuel and Saul, the Heb. ]n* , and in xx. 39 the Ark of papyrus, the 
SfclTVin, in which the infant Moses was committed to the water.
The Muslim authorities invariably treat it as an Arabic word, 
though they were hopelessly at sea as to its derivation, some deriving 
it from ^Vr (LA i. 22?: TA i. l6l) : Some from c^j (LA ii. 322-. Sahah) : 
others from o (ibn Sida in TA ix. 381), while 'Ukbari IMla* 69 frankly 
says - <3UiA»\ J c>y^.M.
The ultimate origin of course is the Heb. nin which is used for 
Noah's ark in Gen. vi. 14: ix. 18 (Gk. KOTO'S ), and the ark of papyrus 
in which Moses was hidden (Gk. fei(^ ). In the Mishna mrn is used for 
the Ark of the Covenant, especially in the phrase "coming before the Ark" 
for prayer, c.f. kishna Berak. v. 4 7va-n;\ ^VD1? ~*"*v » and on this ground 
Geiger 44 would derive to>»l? from the Aram. ̂ THTA which is consistently 
used in the Targurns and Rabbinic literature for nar» . Geiger has beeni)
followed by most later writers, but Fraenkel Vocab. 24 pointed out that 
the correspondence is even closer with the Eth. ̂ p-V , and Noldeke ITeue 
Beitrage 49, agrees, although he admits the possibility of a derivation 
from the Aram. A strong point in favour of the Abyssinian origin is the 
fact that not only is ^P'V used to translate ^\(i*--n>/i in Gen. vi. 14 etc. 
(c.f. Jub. v. 21), but is also the usual word for the Ark of the Covenant
1) Von Kremer Ideen 226 n: Sprenger Leben II, 257 n : Fleischer Kleinere 
Schriften.i.|76 n^ Hubschmann ZDMG xlvi. 260. The Arm. |?^nt.u, (Hubsch-" 
mann Ar».Gramm, i.153) is from the Pers. ^»>- but this is itself a direct 
borrowing from Ar. Geiger had been preceded in this suggestion by de Sa- 
cy in jA 1829 p 1?8.
(84) 
(c.f. Ex. xxv. 10), and is still used in the Abyssinian Church for the
boa cortaining the sacred books and vessels.
xliv. 36: 1. 13.
Title of the Kings of the nimyarites.
The philologers would derive the word from ^ to follow and 
explain the title as meaning that each king followed his predecessor, 
c.f. Bagh. on xliv. 36.
Fraenkel Vocab. 25 connected it with the Eth. *tf\o strong, man- 
lv_, and IToldeke in Lidzbarski's Ephemeris. II, 124 sipports the connection 
The word itself, however, is clearly S. Arabian, and occurs in the in­ 
scriptions in the compound names ^•^x^nxvifc.rohonx etc. Hartmann in
ZA, xiv. 331-337 would explain it f rom °xn - ^ni , but this seems very
~~ 2 )
unlikely, and everything is in favour of Noldeke's theory above. The
word was apparently well known in pre-islamic AraMa, for it occurs not
3)
infrequently in the old poetry.
xvii. 7: xxv. 41. 
Utter destruction.
It is the verbal noun from ^ an intensive of ^ to break or 
destroy, other forms from which are found in vii. 135. ^- and Ixxi/fl^' 
),L;' . Suyuti itq. 320 tells us that some early authorities thought that 
it was Nabataean. By Nabataean he means Aramaic, and we do find Aram.
ian : Syr. -J~>1 , to break, which are the equivalents of Heb. n^\»i : Ass.4)—"
sabaru: Sab. )nx : Ar. j : Eth. ^0^. This is fairly clear evi-
1) Dufton, Narrative of a Journey through Abyssinia, London 1867, p 88.
2) Lidzbarski Ephemeris, I, 224 says - "Ich halte diese Erklarung fur 
mdglich, nicht wie Hartmann und Mordtmann fur gesichert". See also Gla- 
ser Altjemenische Studien, I. 3.
3) See Horovitz KU. 102, 103.
4) See Mordtmann Himjar. Inschr. 74: Miiller Hof. kus. I. 1 26.
(85)
dence that Ar. ^ is a secondary formation and in all probability 
from the Aram, as Fraenkel Vocab. 25 noted.
ii. 15, 252: iv. 33: ix. 24: xxiv. 37: xxxv. 26: Ixi. 10: 
Ixii. 11.
Merchandise.
It will be noticed that the word occurs only in late passages. 
In three passages (ii. 15: iv. 33: xxiv. 37) it bears the sense of 
trafficking rather than merchandise or the substance of traffic, and this 
latter is perhaps a derived sense. The word ^.l- merchant does not oc­ 
cur in the Qur'an, nor any derived veA>al form.
There can be no doubt that the word is from the Aram. Fraenkel 
Fremdw. thinks that %,bc was formed from the verb ^/ which is a denom-
A
inative from ^ , the form which he thinks was originally borrowed from
Aram. In view, however, of the Aram. *-rsan : Syr. ^io^U • "both of 
which have the meaning mercatura, there would seem no reason for refusing 
to derive the Ar. *,i*f directly. In fact, as Fraenkel »s discussion shows 
(p l8l) there is some difficulty in deriving ^U , a participial form, 
from Aram, NT -an : Syr. li^U , and Noldeke had to suggest a dialectal 
form x-un to ease the difficulty. $f, however, the original form in 
Ar. were ^u" from V^AD , and the verb ^r a denominative from this, 
it is easy to see how ^.b- a merchant t i.e. "one who traffics", would be 
formed as a participle from this verb.
That the borrowing was from the Aram, is clear from the fact 
that the original word was the Ass. tamkaru or tamgaru. whence comes the1} ——
Armen. ^0^1^ or pu.'Lcj.u.p t go that in the Aram. \-UTI the doubled a rep­ 
resents an original 3 , which we find still unassimilated in the Mand. 
. That the word was well known in Arabia in pre-lslamic days is
1) Hubschmann, Arm. Gramm. i. 303.
(86) 
clear from the fact that we find both s-»vn meaning merchant and NT———
meaning commerce in the N» Arabian inscriptions, and _*!/ occurs commonly—————— 2)
enough in the old poetry, particularly in connection with the wine trade.
vii. 139: xcii. 2.
To appear in glory.
The simple verb ^ to make clear, is cognate with Heb. &* ta 
uncover; Aram, s 1? -> , Syr. fW to reveal; and Eth. Ift^ to manifest, ex­ 
plain; and Form II, [j^ to reveal, to manifest occurs in vii. 186; xdi.
r* f *
3. The form ^^ , however, which is used once of God revealing Himself 
to Moses at lit. Sinai, and once of the brightness of oncoming day, seems 
to have been formed under the influence of Syr. ^-^M » wllicil i as Min- 
gana Syriac Influence 86, points out, had become specialized in this 
sense, and may have been known in religious circles at Mecca and Madina 
in this technical sense. It is at least suggestive that LA xviii. 163 
uses only Hadith in explanation of the word.
Ixxxiii. 27.
Taatim - name of a fountain in paradise.
The Exegetes derive the word from 'Z^» to raise. Form II of 'jJl 
to be high, and. the fountain is said to be called A-X> because the water 
is carried from it to the highest ajjpartment of the Pavilion, c.f. Zam. 
on the passage, and Tab, quoting Mujahid and Al-KalV>r^ also LA. xv. 199. 
It is obvious, however, that this is merely an attempt to explain a word 
that was strange to the Exegetes and which lent itself to explanation as 
a form ^>*ju from Jo*.. There is no occurrence of the word Earlier that
Ij de Vogvie Syrie Central^)No. 4; Cook Glossary 119.
2) Praenkel Precidw. 158, 182; Miiller in WZKM. i. 2?, and note LA. v. 156
with a verse from Al-A f sha.   *
(87) 
the Q,ur»an, and apparently nothing in the literature of the surrounding
peoples from which we can derive it, so Noldeke is doubtless right when 
in his Sketches 38, he takes the word to "be an invention of Muhammad 
himself.
xxv.
An explanation or interpretation.
The Exegetes naturally take it as the verbal noun from ^L>' to 
explain, Form II of ^S to discover something hidden. Fraenkel ffremdw. 
286, however, thinks that in this technical sense ^ is a borrowingw f '
from the Syr. .^55 to expound, make clear, which is very commonly used in 
early Syriac texts in the sense of interpretation of Scripture. This 
sense of to solve, to interpret from the Aram, -»ws : Syr. J^ to dissolve 
seems a peculiar development of meaning in Aram. 9 and Heb. "^B is a loan 
word from Aram. ^nv5?> , so taat Ar. ^ is doubtless of the same origin,
and lli/ and .^~i/ were formed from this borrowed verb.j j^ •• f
Halevy JA. vii e Ser. vol. x, p 412 thinks that he finds the word
-IODS interpreter in the Safaite inscriptions, which, if correct, would
point to the pre-Islamic use of the root in this sense in IT. Arabia.
xi. 42: xxiii. 27.
Oven.
It was early recognized by the philologers as a word of foreign 
origin. Al-Asma f I according to SuyutI Muzhir i. 135 classed it as a Per­ 
sian loan word, which was also the opinion of Ibn Duraid as we learn fromi)
Jawallqi Mu f arrab 36. Tha f alibi Fic[h 3^7 gives it in his list of words 
that are common to both Persian and Arabic, and Ibn Q,utaiba Adab al-Ka-
1) Jawallqi is the source of SuyutI it q. 320; Mutaw. 46: and Khafaji 52.
(88)
tib 528 quotes ibn *fcbbas as saying that it was one of those words which—— 1)
are common to all languages. Some, however, argued for its being an Ar­
abic word from ^ or ^ , as the Muhifr sub. voce. explains it - "It 
is said to be Aralic from ^ or ^ and that its original form was »v^' 
on the measure J^ , then the > was given Hamza because of the weight
of the (jamma on it, and then the Hamza was suppressed and replaced by
-*• '. 
another u so that it became ^^ ". This was not looked on with favour
by the philologers, however, for we read in TA iii. 69. "As for the state
** , 
ments about />*> being from ^ or jy and that the ^ is an augment, it is
all wrong, and Ibn 'usfur pointed this out clearly in his book Al-Mumatti*
as others have done." This judgment of the philologers is vindicated
2 )
by the fact that 0>«-i is not a genuine Arabic form at all.
The Commentators differ among themselves as to the meaning of 
the word, some taking it to mean the "surface of the earth", or "the 
highest part of the earth", or "morning light" or "oven" (c.f. Tab .on 
xi. 42). That the word does mean oven is evident from its use in the
old poetry e.g. Hamasa 793- -
•. ", , ' ' ' - " -" '' c '
«J .
"Is it a loaf which a Nabataean woman bakes in her oven
till the crust rises"
or a verse in Aghani III, 16, 1, 7, and the Lexicons agree that this is
the original meaning c.f. Jawharl sub. voc« and LA. V, 162.
Fraenkel Fremdw. 26 suggested that the word came into Aralbic3) ———
from the Aram. In the O.T. ~H-jn occurs frequently for furnace or oven. 
i.e. the Gk. tt^|U-»o* , and the form in the Aram. Targums is vmri corres*
1) So al-Laith in LA. v. 163, and see the comment of Abu Mansur therein.
2) Roncevalles in Al-Machriq xv. 9^9 and see LA. v. 163.
3) The Muhlt sub. voc. says that some authorities considered it as of 
Hebrew or Syriac origin, but he does not mention these, and as he ex­ 
plains it as due to the combination of ^' and ^> or jL= t one may suspect 
that he is merely copying from the old American translation of Gesenius» 
Hebrew Lexicon.
(89) 
ponding with the Syr. \>**L of the Peshitta and ecclesiastical writings.
(P.Sm.) 4473). It also occurs as ti-nu-ri in Assyrian, a form which Dvo­ 
rak ta.kes to be a borrowing from the Heb. ~iur\ , but without much likeli-
1) 
hood. Closely connected with this is another set of words, Aram. *JITI^.,
Syr. V°^l • Eth. Kf* : Ar. <^>V , with which group Miiller would associ- 
ate the Ass. u- dun -turn. With it again is to be connected yet another set 
of words - Aram, s^n : Syr. \u£ smoke ; Eth. 1-V- iv>As vapour t and Mand. 
M x n furnace.
As the root ~i:>n is not original in any Semitic language, we 
may turn to the theory of Persian origin suggested by the Muslim philolo-
gers. Fraenkel, indeed, though he claims that the Ar. ^ is a borrowing
2) 
from the Aram, yet thinks that the Aram, is of fersian origin. In Avestic
we find the word »J^^^ tanura, c.f. Vendidad VIII, 2^4, and in Phi*, it
3)
is J»r meaning baking oven. The word, however, is no more Iranian than
it is Semitic,and as Dvorak and Hurgronje point out, the Iranian scholars 
treat it as a loan word from Semitic. Now the word occurs also in Arme-
nian, c.f. bnLhf oven and knLnu,«miA a bakery, where Hiibschmann takes it1 —— L 5) 6)
as a borrowing from Iranian, and Lagarde as a borrowing from Semitic.
The truth would seem to be that it is a word belonging to the 
pre-Semitic and pre-Indo-European population of the area and has been ta­ 
ken over into both groups in its original form and with its original mean­ 
ing. If this is so then there is no reason why the Arabs might not have 
obtained the word from this primitive source, and not through the Aram.
1) Zeitschrift fur Keiischriftforschung I, 119 ff. D. H. Muller WZKM i, 
23 is nearer the mark, however, in suggesting that T»m is a borrowing from 
Mesopotamia from an older form tannura.
2) Fremdw. 26 c.f. also Foldeke Sasaniden 165.
3) West Glossary 121.
4) Dvorak op. cit.; Hurgronje WZKM. i. 73. C.f. Bartholomae AIW 638: 
Eaug Pars is 5: Justi Handbuch der Zend-Sprache 1864 p 132: Spiegel ZDMG,
5) Arm. Gramm. i, 155« (ix,191
6) Zur Urgeschichte der Armenier. 1854- P 813, and Armenische Studien —————— —————————— —————————————— 18777^7
(90)
ii. 35, 51, 122, 155: i*« 20. 67: i*. 105, 119: *xiv. 
xlix. 12: ex. 3^
The Relenting one.
Bne of the names of God, used only of Him in the Qur'an and only
in Madinan passages.
The Muslim authorities take it as a formation from v^ . We 
have already seen, however, that v b i s a borrowed religious term used by 
Muhammad in a technical sense, and Lidzbarski in SBAW, Berlin 1916 p 1218, 
argues that ^^ instead of being a regular Ar. formation from the al­
ready borrowed ^ . is itself a distinct borrowing from the Aram. The"1)
Ass, taiaru he says, was borrowed into Palm., and the kand. *i^*n is but
ea rendering of the same word. Halevy JA. viie ser. vol. x p 423 would 
recognize the word in niTi of a Safaite inscription, and if this is cor­ 
rect there would be clear evidence of its use thus in N. Arabia in pre- 
Islamic times.
ill. 2, 43, 44, 58, 87: v. 47.-50, 70,72, HO: vii, 156: ix. 112: 
xlviii. 29: Ixi. 6: Ixii. 5.
The Torah.
2) 
It is used as a general term for the Jewish Scriptures, but par­
ticularly as associated with Moses, and in a few passages (iii. 44,8?: 
Ixi. 6 etc. ) it seems to have the definite aense of & yo^.«« . with the 
feasible exception of vii. 156. it occurs only in Madinan passages.
Clearly it represents the Heb. n~nn , and was recognized by some 
of the early authorities to be a Hebrew word, as we learn from Az-Zajjaj
1) Lidzbarski admits that Delitzsch Assyrisches Handworterbuch 703 a, and 
Zimmern, Akkadisches Fremdworter 66, had earlier shown the connection be­ 
tween taiaru and C_>LV
2) Hire chf eld Be it rage 65 would go further. He says - "Der Begriff Tora
iiSi.V«imcvvKoran t)ekanntlicil m&glichst weit zu fassen, so dass auch Mischnah 
und^ebetbuch darunterzu verstehen sind". Geiger 46, on the other hand 
would limit the meaning of the word to the pentatuch.
(91) 
in TA x. 389 and Bagh. on iii, 2. Some, however, desired to make it an
Arabic word derived from ^j) , a view which Zam. on iii. 2 scouts though 
it is argued at length in LA. xx. 268 and accepted without question by 
Raghib Mufradat 542. Western scholars from the time of Marraccio Prodro- 
mus I. 5 have recognized it is a borrowing direct from the Heb. , and there 
is no need to discuss the possible Aram, origin mentioned by Fraenkel 
yocab. 23. The word was doubtless well known in Arabia before Muhammad »s 
time, c.f. Ibn Hisharn 659.
xcv. 1.
Fig.
That the word has no verbal root and was a primitive borrowing 
was noted by Guidi Delia Sede 36, and Fraenkel Fremdw. 148 agrees. The
borrowing was probably from the Aram. In Heb. we nave rn\is\ and
2) 
which appears to have been vo welled ]: R , but the Aram, svn Syr.
which occurs beside the forms *-nrn and Syr. \fa\l (usually contracted to
\l\L , then }ll c.f. Ass. tittu) give us the form we need, and which also 
are the origin of the Iranian form found in Phlv. »>;f which Haug PPG1 21? 
rightly takes to be a mispronunciation of )V<r tin = f icus. The word oc­ 
curs in the old poetry, e.g. in a ver^e of an-Nabigha in LA. xvi. 224, 





It occurs in the Qur f an in the Solomon story in the plu. form
1) So de Sacy JA. 1829 p 175: Geiger 45: von Kremer Ideen 226 n: Pautz 
Qffenbarung 120 n 1: Hirschfeld Beitrage 65: Horovitz KU 71: Margoli- 
outh ERE x. 540.
2) Muller WZKM i. 26, and see Lagarde's discussion in GGA for 1881.
(92)
I:*, which is modified from ^1^4- used of the "deep dishes like cisterns"
x
which the Jinn made for Solomon. 
Fraenkel in Beit. Ass, iii. 74,75 points out that it is from
the Syr. \k*m> a cistern or any collection of water. The ^ f or o is not 
without parallels, as Framkel shows, c.f. <>kW- for
That the word was known in pre-lslamic Arabia is clear from a verse of al 
A f sha in Kamil 4: 14.
U 250, -252 
Goliath.
There was «ery general agreement among the Muslim authorities 
that the name was not Arabic, even Raghib Mufradat 94 agreeing that ̂ ?\ 51!> 
a*/<H<j *icH^ , c.f . also Jawaliqi Mu farrab 46: LA ii. 32 5: TA i. 535*
Obviously «^>>l<ol is an attempt to reproduce the Heb. "^^^ of the 
O.T. narrative of which the Qur'anic story is obviously a garbled version. 
Hirschfeld Hew Researches 13 suggested that the qur'anic form is due to 
Muhammad's informant hav^ing misread the iv 1?* of his MS. as r\V?7i , which 
of course it was very easy to do, and vowelling it m1?* gave Muhammad his 
<^W . This is very ingenious, and has in its favour the fact tfcat the 
Goliath story occurs only in the late 3/Iadina period when Muhammad was be­ 
ginning to pick up more and more detailed information from the Sews. it 
is difficult, however, to think that any Jewish informant skilled enough 
to read the Heb. would not have known the Biblical story well eoough to 
have avoided such a mistake, unless indead he deliberately misled Muhammad.
Like the Aram. *^\S* (Syr. y^^. ) , the word nV?> means an exile . 
and in the Talmud, e.g. Pukkah 31 a , the Exilarch is called ^ru1*^ v> so
1) Fraenkel Fremdw. 275: Noldeke Mand. Gramm. 38 n 2: Hoffmann in ZDMG 
xxxii. 748 and c.f. Hamas a 244. ———
2) Geiger 144: Sycz Eigennamen 44.
(93)
Horovitz KU 106 suggests that this fti 1?} which must have been commonly 
used among the Jews of Arabia, may have become confused in kuhammad's mine 
with the ^TI of the Biblical story, and so have given rise to e^iU . In
any case we are aafe in attributing the introduction of the name to Muham-
1) 
mad himself, for no trace of the name can be found in pre-Islamic days.
xii. 10,
A well, or cistern.
s j 
The word is usually taken as a derivation from J.> to cut offcf.
though exactly how it is to be derived from this root is not clear. Ra- 
ghib Euf radat 82 gives an alternative explanation, that it is so called 
because dug out of the s^-^ i.e. rough ground.
It is used only in the Joseph story, where in the O.T. we have
, "but the Targums read *a* or *:m and the Peshitta nas l^a^. The
2)
origin would thus be Aramaic and probably an early borrowing.
iv. 54.
Jibt.
It occurs only along with the Ethiopia word c^iii* in the sentence 
"they believe in Jibt and Taghut". The Exegetes knew not what to make of 
it and from their works we can gather a score of theories as to its meanii 
ing, whether, idol - ^ , or priest - <_>*£ , or sorceror - j^^ , or 
sorcery ^*« , or Satan or what not. It was generally agreed .that it
was an Arabic word, Baid. e.g. claiming that it was a dialectal form of
3)
o-^ , a theory that was taken up by Raghib kufradat 83 and others. Some
1) It occurs in a verse of .flhe Jewish poet As-Samau'al, but Noldeke ZA 
xxvii. 178 shows that the verse in question is post-Islamic and under 
Qur'anic influence.
2) Braunlich Islamica I, 327 notes that it is a borrowed term. c.£ aleo 
Zinanern Akkadische Fremdworter. 44.
3) O~H?- itself is a foreign word according to Khaf a j I 58. Vollers 
ZDMG li, 296 says from Y^OS.
(94)
of the philologers, however, admitted that it was a foreign word, c.f.i)
Jawharl sub. voc. LA. ii, 325, and from Suyuti Itq. 320 we learn that 
some of them even knew that it was Ethiopia.
Margoliouth in ERE vi. 249 suggested that it was the yVum* of the LXX 
from yXv«pw to carve or engrave . which is used to translate 7?or> in Lev. 
xxvi. 1. This assumes that its meaning is very much the same as Taghut , 
i.e. idol . and this has the weight of evidence from the Commentators in 
its favour. It is a little difficult, however, to see,hiaw the Gk. word 
would come directly into Ar. without having left any trace in Syriac. It 
is more likely that Suyuti' s authorities were right for once, and that it 
is an Abyssinian word. This has been recognized by Dvorak Fremdw. 50 and 
Noldeke ITeue Be it rage 48, who shows that A^h : "XW = 6t«?s rrpoffc^<ATos and 
in i-o'V- we nave the form we need.
ii. 91, 92: Ixvi. 4. 
Gabriel.
Always as the Angel of Revelation, and bij name only in i/ladinan 
passages.
There was considerable uncertainty among the early authorities 
as to the spelling of the name, for we find
an(i even ^^ and r/v.1^ . Suyuti Muzhir i. 140^-*~ , ^, "' ' n\ ———————
notes that these variants point to its non-Arabic origin, and this was 
admitted by some of the philologers, c.f. Tab, on ii. 91. Jawaliqi 144 
and Khafajl 60.
The ultimate origin, of course, is the Heb. V;yn:u , and in Dan. 
viii. 16; ix, 21 Gabriel is one of the high angels and the agent of Re-
1) Jawhari's clinching argument is that -^ and ^ do not occur asr the 
first and last radicals of any genuine Arabic word.
2) Vide Jawaliqi Mu'arrab 50, and Bai_fl. and Zam. on ii. 91.
3) See also Ibn Qutaiba Adab al-Katib. 78.
(95)
velation, just as he is in the Qur'an. There is, however, reason to 
"believe that the Gabriel of the Qur'an is of Christian rather than Jew­ 
ish origin, and the form V>-^x^. which is found, in the Christian palestin-
1) 
ian dialect, gives us the closest approximation to the Arabic form.
There is some question now well the name was known in Arabia
before Muhammad*s time. Gabriel was known and honoured among the kan-
2) 
daeans, which may have been a pre-Islamic element in their faith. The
name occurs also in verses of poets contemporary with Islam, but seems 
there to have been influenced by Qur'anic usage. Cheikho Nasraniya 235 
gives an instance of a personal name containing the word, but Horovitz
3)
KU 10?, rightly insists on the incorrectness of this. Muhammad seems to 
have been able to assume in his kadinan audience some familiarity with 
the name, and we may conclude that it came to him in its Syr. form.
xxxvii. 103.
The temple, or side of forehead.
The sole occurrence of the word is in the story of Abraham pre­ 
paring to sacrifice his son, when he laid him down on his forehead. The 
Exegetes got the meaning right, but neither they nor the Lexicons have 
any satisfactory explanation of the origin of the word from a root ^^
Earth. Etymol. Stud. 40 suggested an Aramaic origin, \:r:u means 
brow or eyebrow, and is fairly common in the Rabbinic writings. Similar­ 
ly ^zx. is eyebrow and a commonly used word. From either of these it 
may have been an early borrowing into Arabic.
1) Schulthess Lex. 34.
2) Brandt kandaer 17, 25. It is interesting to note that Gabrail occurs 
in a Persian Manichaean fragment from Turfan, c.f. kuller SBAW,Berlin 1Q04 9 351. —— 
3) Tulaiha, one of kuhammad's rival Prophets claimed support from Gabri­ 






The word is used in a technical sense in this passage which is 
late Madinan, and looks very much like an interpolation in the Qur'an re­ 
flecting later usage.
In later Islam ^-^ was the technical 16rm for the poll-tax im­ 
posed on the Dhimmis, i.e. members of protected communities, c.f, Sijis- 
tani lOSb. It is usually derived from ^-^ and said to be so called be­ 
cause it is a compensation in place of the shedding of their blood,- so 
Raghib Mufradat 9!: LA. xviii, 159. It is » however, the Syr. *\^Vs^ a 
capitation or poll tax, which though not a word of very common use (P.Sm. 
695, 696) was nevertheless borrowed in this sense into Persian as <^£ 
as Noldeke Sasaniden 241 n points out.
On the ground of a word XT X"j in a Minaean text (Glaser 284,3) 
which may mean tribute t Grimme ZA, xxvi, l6l would take ^ as a borrow­ 
ing from S. Arabia, but in the uncertainty of the correct interpretation
of this text, it seems better at present to content ourselves with Fraen-
2)




Wrappers. Plu. of v 1^- a large outer covering worn by women.
It is as an article of women's attire that it is mentioned in 
the Qur'an, though the Lexicons differ considerably as to the exact mean- 
ing, c.f., LA. i. 265.
The difficulty of deriving the word from <11^L is of course obvi­ 
ous, and Noldeke Neue Beitrage 53 recognized it as the Eth. "7ttOK\ from 
H> to cover or cloak, which is quite common in the oldest texts. it
1) Vullers Lex, ii. 999.
2) C.f. Schwally Idioticon. 1?.
(97) 
was apparently an early borrowing, for it occurs in the early poetry, e.g
Div. Kudh. xc. 12.
v. 94: xxxiii. 5i 51: e "tc » soiue twenty five times. 
Sin, wrong, crime.
A favourite naadina word, occuring only in la,te passages, The
favourite phrase is ^ ̂y=^^ , and it i s used as a technical term in ku- 
hammad's religious legislation.
The Lexicons give no satisfactory explanation of the word, though 
they apparently treat it as a genuine Arabic formation. As Hubschmann
showed in 1895 in his persische Studien 162, 212, it is the Pers.
3)
through the Pazend gunah from Phlv. -o*.)) vinas . a crime or sin, as is———— ———— —— 4)
obvious from the Arfcm. u\j^^ = O^^TY^ in the old Bible translation) ,
and the fact that venah still occurs in one of the Persian dialects as a
5)
direct descendant from the Phlv. <ox>» , which is related to S 
vinana and is quite a good Indo-European word. In Phlv. the word is used 
technically just as in the Qur'an, and we find such combinations as«uo.)j- 
avanas = sinless (PPG1. 77) =*o^ M ^-o"3> vanaskarih,=sinfulness , iniquity 
West Glossary. 248) and iuyi^.)) vanahkar = a criminal, sinner (PPG1 255). 
The word was borrowed in the pre-Islamic period and occurs in tie 
old poetry, e.g. in the ku r allaqa of al-Harith 72 etc. and. was doubtless 
adopted directly into Ar. from the spoken Persian of the period, for the
word is not found in Syriac. 
* <- ,
Of very frequent occurrence. c.f. ii. 23, 33, ?6. etc.
1) Horovitz KU. 62 n.
2) Vollers hesitatingly accepts this in ZDMG 1,639 ("but see p 612 where 
he quotes it as an instance of sound change), and it is given as a Per­ 
sian borrowing by Addai ^hir 45.
3) Hubschmann Persische 5tudien 159 and riaug in PPGl 225.
4-) Hubschmann Arm. Gramrn. i. 248.
5) Horn Grundriss 208. Kurdish gunah cannot be quoted in illustration
as it is a borrowing from Mod.
(98) 
Garden
It is used in the Q,ur'an both of an earthly garden (Liii. l6:xxxiv 
14: ii. 267 etc.) and particularly as a name for the abode of the Blessed 
(Ixix, 22: Ixxxviii. 10, etc.).
In the general sense of garden . derived from a more primitive m 
meaning enclosure . the word may be a genuine Arabic inheritance from prim­ 
itive Semitic stock, for the word is wide spread in the Semitic area, e.g 
Ass. gannatu: Heb. TVH : Aram, vvi , *ttu : Syr. \ta^ : Phon.}n\ 
Eth. T^ , though perhaps it was a peculiar N. Semitic development, for
Nbldeke >T eue Beitrage 42 would derive both the Ar. "ix^ and Eth. IH* fromFT
a N. Semitic source.
In any case in the meaning of paradise it is certainly a borrow-
2)
ing from the Aram, and in all prooaoility from the Syr. where we find it
specialized in this sense. This Christian origin was vaguely felt by 
some of the Muslim philologee for Suyuti Mut aw. ^\ says that Ibn Jubair 
stated that ^*s. <G^ was Greek and in the Itqan he says that when Ka*b was 
asked about it he said tkat i3-> in Syriac meant v in e s and grapes. The 
word in the sense of garden occurs frequently in the old poetry, but in 
the sense of Paradise only in verses which have been influenced by the 
Qur'an, as Horovitz Paradies 7 shows. In this technical sense it would 
thus have been adopted by Muhammad from his Jewish or Christian environ­ 
ment.
Some twenty nine times in various forms. C.f. ii.250: ix.26 etc. 
Host, army, troop, force.
1) D. H, Muller, however, in WZKM i,26 opposes the idea that in the gen­ 
eral sense of garden it is an Aram, borrowing, as Fraenkel, like Noldeke 
holds. He points to the «^tui ^^ mentioned by Randan I 76,111 and the 
place t^W\ ̂ u, as proving the existence of the word in S. Arabia. These 
however, may be merely translations of older names. 2) Fraenkel Fremw 
148; Mingana Syriac Influence 85: Horovits Paradies 7, however, makes 
a strong plea for a Jewish origin on the ground that T^IA as commoner 
for Paradise in the Rabbinic writings than in Syriac.
(99)
The word has no verbal root in Arabic, the verbs ^Ll to levy,
troops . and ^f to be enl.ist.gjit being obviously denominative, as in­ 
deed is evident from the treatment of the word in the Lexicons, c.f. LA. 
iv. 106.
It is clearly an Iranian borrowing through Aram, as Fraenkel,
Vocab. 13 notes, on the authority of Lagarde GA. 24. Phlv. *>? gund
——— 2) — 3)
mesas an army or troop, is related with Skt. ^^ vrnda , and was borrowed
on the one hand into Arm. c^nuL^. army, and Kurdish .u^ village, and on 
the other into Aram, where we find the vuu of the Baby. Talmud, the 
Mand. *^M> (Noldeke, Mand. Gramm. 75) . and with suppression of tke weak
n_ in Syr. )»o^. The word may possibly have come into Arabic directly
5) 
from the Iranian, but the probabilities are that it was through Aram.
In any case it was an early borrowing, for the word is found in the old 
poetry, e.g. in Al-A f sha (Geyer Zwei Gedichte I, 24) and cAlqama.
Occurs some seventy seven times. c.f. ii. 202.
Hell.
The fact that it was indeclinable as used in the Qur'an early 
put the philologers on the track of it as a foreign word, Jawaliqi Mu f 
rab, 47,48: LA xiv. 378: Baid. on ii. 202; Khaf aj I 59. Many of these 
early authorities gave it as a Persian loan word, e.g. jawhari S ihafr . 
Raghib kufradat 101, doubtless from the fact that o>.^> was Persian, tout 
others knew it was a Hebrew word, c.f. SuyutI Itq. 320, Ibn al-Athlr Hi- 
haya. I, 223.
1) Lagarde, as a matter of fact takes this suggestion back as far as
Saint-Martin Memoires I, 28. .
2} Dinkard III, Glossary p 6, c.f. 3>AOJ j $;>> "without an army".
3) Horn, Grundriss 179 on the authority of Noldeke. Hubschmann Persisdie
Studien 83, however, thinks this unlikely. "~
4] Lagarde GA 24: Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i,130, and c.f. Hubscrimamn
Persische Rtudien. 83.
Sprenger. Leben.II.358 n: Vollers ZDMG.1.611.
(100)
The earlier European opinion was that it was from the Keb. CUTX "x
1) 
which in the Talmud becomes nv?} (Buxtorf »s Lexicon 206) and is common­
ly used for Hell. De Sacy in JA 1829 p 175 suggested this, and it has 
been championed by Geiger 48, who argues that though the absence of the 
medial h in Gk. iv'w* might not dispose of a Christian origin, since
this does appear in the Syr. V^H-, and in 'ti'le Arm- 1b ^ ^ derived there-
2)
from, yet the absence of the final m is conclusive, as this is lacking
in both Greek and Syriac but appears in the Hebrew. Geiger has been
3) 
followed by most later writers, but it should be noted that his objec­
tions do not apply to the Eth. lus?0 (sometimes *I¥*T> ) which is phomo-
logically nearer the Arabic and a more likely source, as Noldeke Neue
4) 
Beitrage 47, has pointed out.
The word apparently does not occur in the early poetry and was 
thus probably one of the words which Muhammad learned from contact di­ 
rect or indirect with Abyssinians.
xi. 46.
The name of the mountain where the Ark rested.
The Commentators know that it is the name of a mountain in Meso­ 
potamia near Mosul, and in this they are following Judaeo-Christian tra­ 
dition. As early as the Targums we find that the apobaterion of IToah was 
. Judi, i.e. the Gordyene mountains in Mesopotamia, which Onkelos calls 
mp and Jonathan b. <Uzziel yn"vp , the Peshitta agreeing with Onkelos,
1) Could this be the origin of the rA^ quoted by the philologers as 
the Hebrew form?
2) Hubschmann Arm. Graiam. i,290.
3) Von Kremer Ideen. 226 n: Rodwell Koran 189 n: Sycz Eigennamen 16: 
Margoliouth BEET' x,^4Q: Sacco, Credenze. 158.
4) ^(j'lT of course is a borrowing from the Heb.- Noldeke op.cit. 34* 
Fbldeke's suggestion of an Eth. origin for ^-^ has been accepted by 
Pautz Qffenbarung 217 and Rudolph Abhangigkeit 34.
5) The verse in Hamasa 8l6 has doubtless been influenced by the Qur'an.
(101)
This m? = Syr. o?i = Arm. L^npfj.i.^ - (sometimes
1)
is supposed to be the province of Kurdistan, and a mountain to the S. W.
2) 
of Lake Van is identified with the mount on which Noah's ark rested. It
is the Ti fo ? WU o'p| of Ptolemy V, 12 (ed. Muller, I,935)> and- according to 
the Talmud, Baba bathra 9! a, Abraham was imprisoned there seven years. 
This tradition that Qardu and not Ararat was the resting place of the 
ark is a very old kesopotamian tradition and doubtless goes back to some
3)
ancient Babylonian story. The Jewish tradition paased on tJa. the Chris-
4) 5) 
tians and from them to the i&andaeans and Arabs.
Mingana Syriac Influence 97 thinks that Muhammad got his name 
o-^ from a misunderstanding of the name o>u? as he heard it in the 
story from Syrian Christians. Noldeke, however, in the Kiepert Fest­ 
schrift ,p 77, makes the much more interesting suggestion, that in the 
Q,ur'anic name we have a confusion between the MflBopotamian nn? , ojv° 
and the Arabian o-l^ d^ in the territory of Ta'i mentioned by Yaqut ii, 
270, and celebrated in a verse of Abu Sa'tara al-Baulani in the gamasa 
(ed. Freytag p 564). It would seem that Muhammad imagined that the peo­ 
ple of Noah like those of fAd and Thamud were dwellers in Arabia, and Mt. 
Judi being the highest peak in the neighbourhood would naturally be con­ 
fused with the gardes of the Judaeo-Christian story.
v. 6l : xi. 20: xiii. 36: xviii. 11 : xix. 38: xxiii. 55: 
xxx. 31: xxxiii, 20,22: xxxv. 6: xxxviii. 10,12; xl. 5,31: 
xliii. 65: Iviii. 20,22.
A party or sect.
1) On the Arm. Korduk see Hubschmann, Arm. Granim. i,
2) Neubauer Geographie du Talmud, 378 ff. It is now known as Judi Dagh. 
There is a description of the shrine there in Gertrude Bell's Amurath to 
Amurath. 1911, pp 292-295. 
3] Streck El, i, 1059: ZA xv.272 ff. Berossus says it landed tvpo> T« ̂ <u <nJv
4) The Jewish Tradition in Fabricus Cod. Pseud. Vet. Test. II, 6l ff: 
and the Christian tradition in Noldeke's article" "Kardu und Kurden" in 
Festschrift Kiepe-rt, 1898, p 73. (157. 
JJ Yaqut Mu y jam Tf.144: Mas«udl Muruj i,74: Ibn Batata ii,139: Qazwlni i,
(102) 
The philologers derive it from a verbal root ^^ but this
primitively has quite a different meaning and the sense of divide into 
parties or ^.L to form a party are clearly denominative.
The word is doubtless to be explained with Noldeke Neue 3eitr&-
1)
59 n, from the Eth. /h'H-A pl^» XrKH*f\ meaning people, class, tribe
which in the Ethiopia Bible traiates Wos, c^vWi,^v«» and also oupvs-u as in 
/KHO: fta^oni «n A.t^a>-^^ for the parties of the Sadducees and the Phari­ 
sees, which closely parallels the Qur'anic usgge. Noldeke thinks it pro­ 
bable that the word was first made prominent by the Qur'an, though from 
the iqay Muhammad makes use of it one would judge that its meaning was 
not altogether unfamiliar to his hearers. AS a matter of fact we find
the word in the S. Arabian inscriptions, as e.g. in Glaser 424, 14,h«n)H
2) 
X*HV nSL^ft* "of Raidan and the folks of Habashat", so that it is more
likely that it came into use among the Northern Arabs from tMs area than
3)
that iuihammad got it from Abyssinians.
xii. 47. - also \\^ (vi. 142): V^ (xi,102 : 1.9): \^aL 
(x. 25: xxi. 15).
To reap.
The regular meaning of 1*_1 is to twist and in this sense it 
occurs in the old poetry as in an-Nabigha (Ahlwardt Divans P»H) and Ta- 
rafa Mu fallaqa 38. The sense of t^o reap. however, is denominative from
\\^^ , which is a borrowing from ]>^> (Fraenkel Fremdw. 132,133), and 
the Ar. equivalent of the Aram. T^irt . Syr. 9^, is ^.^^ to cut, which 
is further illustrated by the S. Arabian Wi^^ , the name of the harvest
1) That we have the same form in Amharic, Tigre and Tigrina seems clear 
evidence that the word is native Ajpys. and not a borrowing.
2) Glaser Die Abessinier im Arabien und Afrika, Munchen ,1895, p 122. N6'l- 
deke op. cit" 60 n. v/ould derive both the Ar. c^^ and Eth. rh*H-fl from an old 
S. Semitic form.
3) Horovitz KU 19 thinks it is a genuine Arabic word, though in its tech- 
nical sense in the Qur'an perhaps influenced by the Ethiopic.
1) (103)
month.
is used not infrequently in the old poetry and was proba­ 
bly an early borrowing first used among the Arabs who settled down onthe 
borderlands to an agricultural life.
lix. 2.
A fortress.
It is only the ply. t»^- that is found in the Qur'an, though 
the denominative verb ^^ occurs participially in v. 14 of the same 
Sura. The passages are late and refer to the Jews of ITadir near Madina. 
The verb is clearly denominative though the philologers try to 
derive it from a more primitive ^^o^ to be inaccessible (LA. xvi. 275) » 
and -Guidi Delia Sede, 16 had seen that ^ % was borrowed from the Syr.
\a_o^ . Fraenkel Fremdw. 235»23& agrees with this on two grounds, - 
firstly on the general ground that such things as fortresses are not like­ 
ly to have been indigenous developments among the Arabs, and as a matter 
of fact all the place names compounded with ^^ which Yaqut collects in 
his mu * j am are in Syria: secondly on philological grounds, for <^
fortress is not from a root to be inaccessible but from one to be strong,—————— 2)
which we find in Heb. ]qn : Aram, -[on : Syr. ^ , of which the Ar.
equivalent is o-^ to be hard, rough. In tie Targums x.io*n is a store 
or warehouse, but in the Syr. ^-».» is properly a fortress. The word is 
frequently used in the old poetry and must have been an early borrowing.
ii. 55: vii. 161. 
Forgiveness.
Both passages are late and were a puzzle to the Exegetes as we 
see from Baid. «s comment on them. The Exegetes are in general agreed
D. H. Muller WZKM.i.25. 
2) And perhaps the Eth. <H «. * to build.
(104)
that the meaning is forgiveness , and many of the early authorities ad­ 
mitted that it was a foreign word. TA v. 119 quotes al-Farra as taking 
it to be Nabataean, and Suyuti's authorities take it to be Hebrew (Itq. 
320 compared with Mutaw. 58)
As early as 1829 de Sacy in JA iv, 179 pointed out that it was 
the Heb. .\on , which is doubtless correct as Geiger 18 and Hirschfeld 
Beitrage 54 ff. agree, though Dvorak Fremdw. 55 suggests the Syr. 
as a possibility.
. Occurs some nineteen times, c.f. ii. 123, 146: v. 110. 
Wisdom.
It is clearly a technical word in the Qur'an, teeing used in its 
original sense only in ii, 272, but applied to Luqxnan (xxxi.ll), to Da­ 
vid (ii.252: xxxviii.19), to the Prophet's teaching (xvi.126: liv.4), 
to the Q,ur'an (ii,231: iv.113: xxxiii.34: lxii.2), and used synonymously 
with "revealed Book" (iii.43,75,158: iv.57: v.110: xvii.41: xliii.63). 
In connection with it should be noted ^S^ with its comp. ^\.
The root Don is of wide use in Semitic, but the sense of wis­ 
dom appears to be a IT. Semitic development, while the S. Semitic use of 
the word is more in connection with the sense of govern. Thus in N. Sem­ 
itic we find Ass. Khakamu = know; Heb. non : Aram. non : Syr. 
to be wise, and rm^n wisdom in the Zenjirli inscription. Thus——-— —— 1
and J^. seem undoubtedly to have been formed under Aram, influence. 
With auX^ compare Heb. tt>43tt : Aram, ^fitton : Syr. \t&&^ and the Zen-
T ' T T '. •. T \
jirli n^on : a«d with ^^ compare Aram, iron : Syr. '\\0^» , which 
as Horovitz KU. 72 notes, is common in the earliest Aramaic period. it 
is possible that the word came into use from S. Arabia for we find
2 )
in a Qatabanian inscription published by Derenbourg, and which Nielsen
Horovitz KU 72 rightly adds that = ^ is similarly under Aram, inn 
2) "Kouveaux textes yemenites inedits^ in Rev.Ass. 1902 p 117 ff. and 
see Nielsen in'zDMG^ Ixvi. 592
(105)
takes to be an epithet of the moon-god.
xix. 14. 
Grace.
This sole occurrence of the word is in a passage descriptive ofi)
John Baptist. Sprenger Leben I, 125 noted that the word was probably of 
foreign origin, and kingana Syr iac Influence , 88 claims that it is the 
Syr.
s~ _
The primitive verb /jL does not occur in the Qur'an. It may be
2)
compared with Sab. W used in proper names, Heb. p_n to be gracious, and
Syr. ^ , Aram. \\T\ with the same meaning. It is to be noted, however, 
that the sense of grace is the one that has been most highly developed 
in *T. Semitic, e.g. Ass. annu . = grace, favour; Heb. |n : Aram, v*n and 
vrn : Syr. ^n. , and this V&" i s used in the Peshitta text of Lk. i,58 
in the account of the birth of John the Baptist.
Hale'vy JA. vii e ser. x. 35& finds W*n - grace de Dieu in a Sa- 
faite inscription, which if correct would be evidence of the early use 
of the word in IT. Arabia.
ii. 129: iii. 60,89: iv. 124: vi. ?9,l62 : x. 105: xvi. 121,124: 
xxii. 32: xxx. 29: xcviii. 4.
A Hanlf.
The passages in which the word occurs are all late Meccan or Ma- 
dinan, so the word was apparently a technical term which Muhammad learned 
at a relatively late period in his public career. Its exact meaning, how-
3)
ever, is somewhat difficult to determine. Of the twelve cases, where the
1) See also I, 581 and II, 184 n.
2) Miiller, Epigraphische Denkmaler aus Arabien, 40, gives ^»ni^ HH1 
which Wuller translates "die Liebe des Frommen", and compares with Heb. 
VVJTI and Phon. rnpV^jn.
3) See Lyall JRAS 1903 p ?8l.
(io6)
word is used, eight have reference to the Faith of Abraham, and in nine 
of them there is an added phrase explaining that to be a Hanif means not 
being a polytheist, this explanatory phrase apparently showing that Mu­ 
hammad felt he was using a word which needed explanation in order to be 
rightly understood by his hearers.
The close connection of the word with the ^*^ '&• is important 
for we know that when Muhammad changed his attitude to the Jews he be-i)
gan to preach a new doctrine about Abraham, and to claim that while Mo- 
ses was the Prophet of the Jews and Jesus the Prophet of the Christians, 
he himself went back to an earlier revelation which was recognized by 
both Jews and Christians, the .^yl «L , which he was republishing to the 
Arabs. Now all our cJ^ passages belong to this second period. Muham­ 
mad is bidden set his face towards religion as a Hanif (x. 105: xxx. 29). 
He says to his contemporaries - "As for me, my Lord has guided me to a 
straight path, a right religion, the faith of Abraham, a Hanif" (vi. 362) 
"They say - Become a Jew or a Christian. Say - Nay rather be of the re­ 
ligion of Abraham, a Hanif 11 (ii.129): "Who hath a better religion than 
he who -resigns himself to God, does what is good, and follows the faith 
of Abraham as a Hanif" (iv. 124). He calls on the Arabs to "toe. Hanifs 
to God" (xxii, 32), and explains his own position by representing Allah 
as saying to him - "Then we told thee by revelation to follow the ̂  
a Hanif" (xvi. 124). The distinction between Hanifism and Judaism and 
Christianity which is noted in ii. 129, is very clearly drawn in iii. 60 
"Abraham was neither a Jew nor a Christian but a resigned Hanif - u^ 
and this latter phrase taken along with the - <ti •*» ^\ & of iv. 124 
was probably connected in Muhammad*s mind with what he meant by r ^Ul ,
\ %•
and has given the cue to the use and interpretation of the word in the 
later days of Islam.
1) Hurgronje Het Mekkaansche Feest. Leiden 1880, p 29 ff; Rudolph Ab- 
hangigkeit. 48.
(107)
The Lexicons are quite at a loss what to make of the word.
They naturally endeavour to derive it from <j*^l to incline or decline.————-y
cj/v is said to be a natural contortedness of the feet, and so «_x^ is 
used of anything that inclines away from the proper standard. As one can
also think of inclining from a crooked standard to the straight, so cj^>^
2) 
was supposed to be one who turned from the false religions to the true.
It is obvious that these suggestions are of little help in our problem.
The word occurs not infrequently in the poetry of the early 
years of Islam. All these passages are set forth and examined by Horo- 
vitz KU. 56 ff, and many of them by Margoliouth JRAS 1903 P 480 ff, the
result being that it seems generally to mean Muslim and in the odd oc-
*) 
currences which may be pre-lslamic to mean heathen. In any case in none^
of these passages is it associated with Abraham, and there is so much 
uncertainty as to whether any of them can be considered pre-lslaniic that 
they are of very little help towards settling the meaning of the word 
for us. it is unfortunate also that we are equally unable to glean any 
information as to the primitive meaning of the word from the well-known fe 
stories of the Hanifs who were earlier contemporaries of Muhammad, for 
while we may agree with Lyall JRAS 1903 P 744, that these were all ac­ 
tual historical pers<rages, yet the tradition about them that has come 
down to us has been so obviously worked over in Islamic times,that so 
far from their stories helping to explain the Qur'an, the Q,ur'an is ne-
5)
cessary to explain them.
1) Jawhari and Qamus sub.voc: LA. x. 402.
2) LA. x. 403: Raghib Mufradat 133.
3) Margoliouth JRAS 1903 P 477. "These suggestions are clearly too fan­ 
ciful to deserve serious consideration".
4) Noldeke ZDMG, xli, 721: de Eoeje Bibl. Geogr. Arab. VIII. Gloss, p. 
xviii. Wellhausen Reste 239 thought that it meant a Christian ascetic 
and in this he is followed by Noldeke-Schwally I, 8, but see Rudolph Ab- 
hangipkeit 70*
5) Kuenen Hibbert Lectures, 1882 p 20. 0n these Hanifs see especially 
Caetani I, 183 ff Annali. and Sprenger Leben I, 43-47: 67-92: 110-137
(108)
We are driven back then to an examination of the word itself. 
Bell Origin 58, would take it as a genuine Arabic word from J,LL to de­ 
cline, turn from, and thus agree with the general orthodox, theory. We 
have already noted the difficulty of this, however, and as a matter of
fact some of the Muslim authorities knew that as used in the qur'an it
2) 
was a foreign word, as we learn from Mas*udi»s Tanbih where it is given a
as Syriac.
Winckler Arabisch-Semitisch-Orientalisch p 79» suggested that 
it was an Ethiopic borrowing, and Grimrne Mohammed 1904 p 48, wants to lirik
the Eanifs on to some S. Arabian cult. The Eth. (t\<?k however, is quite
3)
a late word meaning Heathen. and can hardly have been the source of the4) ——————
Arabic. Nor is there any serious ground for taking the word as a Hebrew
borrowing from *nr\ profane. as Deutsch suggested Literary Remains 93,'""51 
and as has been more recently defended by Hirschfeld.
The probabilities are that it is the Syr. \jak> , as suggested
6) 
by Noldeke. This word was commonly used with the meaning of heathen,
and might well have been known to the pre-lslamic Arabs as a term used by 
the Christians for those who were neither Jews nor of their own faith, 
and this meaning would suit the possible pre-lslamic passages where we 
find the word used. Moreover, as Margoliouth has noticed, in using the 
word of Abraham, Muhammad would be following a favourite topic of Chris­ 
tian apologists, who argued from Rom. iv. 10-12 that Abraham's faith
was counted for righteousness in his heathen days before there was any
7}
Judaism.
1) So apparently Macdonald MW VI, 308, who takes it to mean heretic. and 
see Schulthess in Holdeke Festschrift p 86.
2) Ed. de Goeje in BGA VIII p. 9! - ^^ s^^. ^ ̂
3) Dillmann Lex. 60^.
4) Noldeke Neue Beitrage 35. 5) Beitrage 43 ff. New Researches 
J$fc26: c.f. also Pautz Qffenbarunp 14.
6) Neue Beitrage 30. It has been accepted as such by Andrae Ursprung 40 
and Mingana Syriac Mluence 97. 7) JRAS 1903 p 478. Margoliouth also 
notes that there may have been further influence from the prophecy that 
Abraham should be tlae father of many nations, as this word is sometimes 
rendered by
(109)
. 45: v. 111,112: Ixi. 14.
Disciples.
It is used only of the disciples of Jesus and only in late Ma- 
dinan passages.
SuyutI Itq. 320 includes it in his list of foreign words, but
1) 
in this he is quite exceptional. He says - "Ibn Abi Hatim quoted from
Ad-Dahhak that Rawariyun means washermen in llabataean". Most of the 
Muslim authorities, however, take it as a ^auine Arabic word either flom
;'^ ( i. e. ;J^.. •;Ak- ) to return, or from '^^L to be glistening white. 
From the first derivation they get the meaning disciplfes by saying that 
a disciple means a helper, and so ^^- means one to whom one turns for 
help. (c.f. Tha*labl Qiqas 273). The other, however, is the more popu­ 
lar explanation, and they are said to have been called o>y!>^ because they 
were fullers whose profession was to clean clothes, or because they were 
white clothing, or because of the purity of their inward life. (c.f. 
Baid. on iii. 45: TA iii. l6l: LA v. 299) It was probably in this 
connection that there grew up the idea that the word was Aramaic, for
~nn like Syr. »<L> means to become white, both in a material and a spir­ 
itual sense.
There can be no reasonable doubt, however, taat the word is a 
borrowing from Abyssinia. The Eth. rh«PC% is the usual Eth. translation 
of iTr«<TTokos (c.f. Mk. vi. 30). It is used for messenger as early as the
Aksum inscription (Noldeke Neue Beitrape 48), and as early as Ludolf it
2 )
was recognized as the origin of the Arabic word. Dvorak Fremdw. 64
thinks that it was one of the words that was learned by Muhammad from 
the emigrants who returned from Abyssinia, but it is very possible that
1) Also Mutaw.59, and given by Khafaji in his supercommontary to Baid. 
on iii.45T2) So Fraenkel Vocab. 24: Wellhausen Reste,232: Pautz 
Qffenbarun^ 255 n %- Dvorak Fremdw. 58: Wensinck El ii,292:"* Cheikho 
Nasraniya 189: Horovitz KU 108: Vollers ZDMG li.293: Sacco, Cred. 42.
(110) 
the word was current in Aralbia before his day for it occurs in a verse





The passage is a late Mad in an one referring to the devouring 
of the property of orphans.
It is generally taken as meaning X\ and derived from «_,u (Ra-'!)
ghib Mufradat 133) f Suyutl, however, It q. 320, says that some early au­
thorities took if for an Abyssinian word meaning sin. That the word is 
foreign is doubtless correct, but the Abyssinian origin has nothing in 
its favour.
The common Semitic root am is to be guilty. In Heb. the verb 
occur? once in Dan. i. 10, and the noun nin debt occurs in Ez, xviii,7. 
Aram, a-m : Syr. ^a>- , to be defeated, to be guilty are of mucfc. more 
common use, as are their nominal forms s-aS-n : \OQ» . The Ar. equivalent
of these forms, however, is ^\1 to fail, to be diaappointed ( "B."S.s. ,295),
2] 
and v->^- or ^>L , as Bevan notes, is to be taken as a loan word from Ara­
maic, and the verb ^\L as a denominative. The probabilities ace in fa-
3)
vour of the borrowing being from Syr. rather than from Jewish Aram. for
, especially in the plu. is used precisely in the Qur'anic sense 
(P.Sm. 1214).
6 >
xliv. 54: lii. 20: Iv. 12\ Ivi. 22. 
The Houries, or Maidens of Paradise.
1) The Tradition is given at greater length and more exactly in Mutaw.38
2) Daniel. 62ft.
3) Mingana Syriac Influence. 86.
(Ill)
Except in Iv. 72 it is used always in the phrase
s
The occurrences are all in early Suras describing the delights of Para­ 
dise, where the or^ ;^~ are the beauteous maidens whom the Faithful will 
have as spouses in the next life.
The Grammarians are agreed that ^^_ is a plu. of ^J>^ and de­
rived from s>^ a form of /(^ , and would thus mean "the white ones".f '
^ is a plu. of ^L\ meaning "wide eyed" (LA. xvii,177). It thus 
becomes possible to take o^ ;>*• as two adjectives used as nouns mean­ 
ing "white skinned, large eyed damsels". The Lexicons insist that the 
peculiar sense of ^,>-L is that it means the contrast of the black and
s
white in the eye, particularly in the eye of a gazelle or a cow, c.f. 
LA. V, 298 and TA, III,l6o. Some, however, insist equally on the white­ 
ness of the body being the reference of the word, e.g. Al-Azharl in TA. 
"a woman is not called >\j^ unless along with the whiteness of the eye 
there is whiteness of body". One gathers from the discussion of the 
Lexicographers that they were somewhat uncertain as to the actual mean­ 
ing of the word, and in fact both LA and TA quote the statement of so 
great an authority as al-Asma c i that he did not know what was the mean­ 
ing of y>x as connected with the eye.
The Commentators give us no help with the word as they merely 
set forth the same material as we find in the Lexicons. They prefer the 
meaning which refers it to the eye as more suited to the Qur'anic passa­ 
ges, and their general opinion is well -summarized in Sijistani 11?.
Fortunately the use of the word can be illustrated from the old 
poetry, for it was apparently in quite common use in pre-lslamic Arabia. 
Thus in *Abid b. al-Abras? vii, 24 ( ed. Lyall) we find the verse -
1) 
"And maidens like ivory statues , white of eyes, did we capture".
and again in 'Adi b. Zaid xliv, 1.
1) So in al-A'sha we find ^ $L& ̂ , , c . f . Geiger Zwei Gedichte I 196-11 
80.
(112)
"They have touched your heart, these tender white maidens, beside
the river bank".
and so in a verse of Qa'nab in the kukhtarat viii,7 we read -
"And in the women's chamber when the house is full, are white maidens
with charming voices".
In all these cases we are paling with human women, and except in the 
verse of fAMd the word s^ could quite well mean white -skinned, and 
even in the verse of f Abid, the comparison with ivory statues would seem 
to lend point to al-Azhari's statement that it is only used of the eyes 
when connected with whiteness of the skin.
Western scholars are in general agreed, that the conception of 
the Houries of Paradise is one borrowed from outside sources, and the 
prevalent opinion is that the borrowing was from Persia. Sale sugges­ 
ted this in his Preliminary Discourse, but his reference to the Sadderi) ——
Bundahishn was rather unfortunate as Dozy pointed out, owing to the late­ 
ness of this work. Berthels , however, in his article "Die paradiesischen 
Jungfrauen im Islam", in Islamica, 1 , 263 f f , has argued convincingly that 
though Sale's Huran-i-Bihisht may not be called in as evidence, yet the 
characteristic features of the ,^ of the Q,ur'anic Paradise closely cor­ 
respond with Zoroastrian teaching about the Daena. The question, howev­
er, is v;hether the name ,^ is of Iranian origin. Berthels thinks it
2)
may be, though he makes no suggestion of an Iranian form from which it
might be derived. Haug suggested its equivalence with the Zoroastrian 
?•£>» humat . good thought (c.f. Av. .^ .*6><u> : Skt. tfir^ ) : <$yy> hukht . good 
good speech (c.f. Av.**iy%v> : Skt. IT* ), and <xxj>))r fruvarsht , good deed 
(c.f. Av.-*^AAo)»»ey) , but the equivalences are difficult, and as Eorovitz 
Paradie^ 13, points out, they in no way fit in with the pre-lslamic use
1) Het Islamisme, 3 ed. i860 p 101.
2) "Das wort Hur durfen wir natiirlich ebensowenig in den iranischen 
Sprachen suchen".
(113)
of ;>=^ . Tisdall Sources 237 ff. claims that x>^ is connected with the
————— 1) 2)
modern Pers. ,^L sun from Phlv. ^ hur and Av. 0-»»e* hvare "but this
comes no nearer to explaining the Q,ur'£nic word.
It is much more likely that the word comes from the Phlv. 
hurost meaning beautiful . and used in the pahlavi "bo oils of the beauteous 
damsels of Paradise, e.g. in Arda Viraf IV, 18 and in Hadokht Nask. II 
23 where we have the picture of a graceful damsel, white armed, strong,
with dazzling face and prominent breasts. Now ^»>r is a good Iranian
4) 
word, the equivalent of Av. ̂ eA*))^ huraofea. and though these Pahlavi
works are late the conceptions in them are early and there can be no ques­ 
tion of borrowing from the Semitic.
To this Iranian conception we may now add the influence of the
5)
Aram. ~nT\ . Sprenger was doubtless right in his conjecture that the root
to be white came to the Arabs from Aramaic. The Heb. TI^ occurs in
Is. xxix, 22 in the sense of becoming pale through shame, and Syr. \><±> is
commonly used to translate >\wiu4 , and is thus used for the white gar-
6) 
ments of the Saints in Rev. iii. 4. Carra de Vaux, indeed, has suggested
that Muhammad* s picture of the youths and maidens of paradise was due to 
a misunderstanding of the angels in Christian miniatures or mosaics re­ 
presenting Paradise. This may or may not be so, but it does seem cer­ 
tain that the word j^ in its sense of whiteness, and used of fair skinned 
damsels, came into use among the Northern Arabs as a borrowing from the 
Christian communities, and then Muhammad, under the influence of the Ira­ 
nian cO»ir* used it of the maidens of paradise.
1) Horn Grundriss p 111, 112.
2) Bartholomae AIW 1847: Reichelt Awestisches Elementarbuch 512: c.f. 
Skt. ^\
3) See also Minokhird II, 125-139 for the idea.
4) Bartholomae AIW 1836.
5) Leben. II, 222. He thinks it may have come to the Arabs from the 
Nabataeans.




The passage is late Madinan and the word is used in the tech­ 
nical phrase ^A^ ̂ ^
/
On the surface it would seem to be a genuine derivative from 
^L to seal, but as Fraenkel Vocab. 17 points out, a form *jll»' is 
not regular in AraMc, and the verb itself as a matter of fact is denom-i)
inative. The verb occurs in the Qur'an in vi. 46: xlv. 22, and the
/ 
derivative ,-UL which Sawhari says is the same as ^\±. , is used in
Ixxxiii. 26. •"•!! these forms are in all probability derived from the
2) 
Aram, as Foldeke had already noted.
Hirschfeld Beitrage 71 claimed that the word was of Jewish or­ 
igin, quoting the Heb. nn>n seal - Syr. "^D^ . In his New Researches 
23, he quotes Haggai ii, 23, a verse referring to Zerubbabel, which 
shows that the idea of a, man being a seal was not new in Jewish circles, 
beside which Horovitz KU 53 appositely cites I Cor. ix,2 "yejare the
seal of my Apostleship" - aQt + fii ^o\i ^ *wo«r&v^, where the Peshitta reads 
. The Targumic ***r>n and Christian Palestinian XioaKM , mean­
ing obsignat io . finis . conclusio t clausula. give us even closer approxima 
tion with the sense of the word as used in the Qur'an.
•
In the general sense of seal it must have been an early borrow­ 





1) Fraenkel Fremdw.252. The variant forms of the word given in the 5i- 
hah and in LA.xv.53 also auggest that the word is foreign. 2) kand. 
Gramm 112; see also Pallis mandaean Studies. 153. 3) SchwallyTQiotj. 
con 36. it translates ™^p.£w< Land Anecd. IV, 181 1. 20.
(115)
It occurs only in the baker's dream in the Joseph story. 
The word is from the Eth. as Noldeke Neue Beitrage $6 has no­ 
ted, pointing out that bread is an uncommon luxury to the Arabs, but 
literally the staff of life among the Abyssinians and therefore a word 
much more likely to have been borrowed by the Arabs than from them. "IC\H 
is to bake An general, and to bake bread in particular, *SOH, is a baker, 
as e.g. in the Joseph story, and "i-OfrV is bread the H being modified to 
ft before *fr , and was probably earlier *"if\ tH^ as is indicated by the 
common Tigre word /hOH-V used for a popular kind of bread. It was proba­ 
bly an early borrowing for the root has become well naturalized and ma­ 
ny forms have been built from it.
xxi. 48: xxxi. 15- 
A mustard seed.
Both passages are reminiscent of the ~j KoVvu>y &&***.*><> of Matt. xvii. 
20 etc.
The Muslim authorities take it as an Arabic word, though they 
are in some doubt as to whether it should be Jv^ or u^ • Fraenkel 
Fremdw. 141 has shown, however, that the word is a borrowing from Aram. 
V*nn : Syr. "()>•»» . The probabilities are in favour of its being from 
the Syr. "p*v*> , which as a matter of fact translates o-iv*ir«. in the Peshiti)
ta text of Matt, xvii, 20 etc,and also in Christian Palestinian. The 
borrowing will have been early for the word is used in the old poems, 
e.g. Divan Hudhail. xcvii, 11.
vi. 50: xi. 33: xii. 55: xv. 21: xvii. 102: xxxviii. 8: 
lii. 37: Ixiii. ?.
Treasury, storehouse.
The verb ^L does not occur in the q,ur'an, but besides
1) Schulthess Lex. 69.
(116)
X
(which occurs, however, only in the plu. form ^^ ) we find a form <Lr,^ 
w one who lays in store" in xv. 22: and ^o> keepers in xxxix. 71,73: 
xl. 52: Ixvii. 8.
It is fairly obvious that (3^ is a denominative verb, and the
word has been recognized by many Western scholars as a foreign borrow-
1) 
ing. Its origin, however, is a little more difficult to determine. Hoff, 2)
mann ZDMG xxxii, 760, suggested that we should find its origin in the
Pers. . This j^ which BQ. defines as - ^ <v^> o*v >-> & <sj*j?j j) , is<r s: -> 3)
cognate with Skt.*t=j ( = ̂ l« ) a treasury or jewel room, and has been bor­
rowed through the Aram. *m : Syr. \\^ into Arabic as ^S . It seems 4) 
hardly likely that by another line of borrowing, through say Heb. Q'p*
5) 
or Mand. *-\*\*a it has come to form the Ar. ~
Earth. Etymol. Stud. 51 makes the happier suggestion that it 
may be connected with the form that is behind the Heb. -n treasure.
To do wrong, sin.
Several verbal and nominal forms from this root occur in the Qur'ah,
H ' &~ \
e.g. i£^ by mistake ( iv. 94): \\>\\ to be in error, to sin:(ii> 286:xxxiii.'
j, . ' t / '
A 7: Ixix, 37): \^\. sin, error, (xvii, 33), Uj^- plu. L.ull sin. error 
(ii. 55i75: iy « H2: etc.) and *ijolL habitual sinfulness (lxix,9:xcvi,
The primitive meaning of the Semitic root was apparently to miss 
as in Keb. >svm c.f. Prov. viii, 36 1^03 o^n \^.ion "he who misses me wrongs 
himself", and in the Eth. *W X to fail to find. The Hiphil form in Heb. 
is used of markmanship, and XftlBV in S. Arabian seems to have the same
1) Fraenkel in Beitr.Assy. iii,8l: ZDMG(Vollers).l. 640: Horovitz Paradfee
2) C.f. also his Martyrer 250. ( 5 n .^
3) It is probably a loan word in Skt. Lagarde GA. 27 and Arm. Stud. $4 
thinks it is an old Median word.
4) C.f. Bth. iii. 9: iv. 7 - YZ»YT n^.
5) Fraenkel Beitr. Assy, iii, 181 takes it to be from Aram.
(117) 
meaning as we may judge from two inscriptions given by Levy in ZDMG.xxiv
195i 199. It was from this sense of missing the mark that there devel­ 
oped the idea of to sin which is the commonest use of the verb in Keb. 
and the only meaning it has in Aram. It was doubtless under Aram. in-i)
fluence that it gained a similar meaning in Eth. and there is little
doubt that it came into Arabic as a technical terni^ from the same source.
2)
It occurs very rarely in the old poetry, though the casual way the term
is used in the Q,ur'an shows that it must have been well understood in
3)
Mecca and Madina.
The Muslim authorities take AxJ* as a form -*j> ,but as Schwal-
4) 
ly notes (ZDMG. lii,132) its form like that of the Eth. ̂ OVh^ is proof
conclusive that the borrowing of this form is direct from the Syr.




ii. 96,196: iii. ?1: ix. 70. 
A portion or share.
As a technical term for the portion of good alloted man by God 
occurs 
this term/only in Madinan passages. In Sura ix it refers to man's por­
tion in this world, and in ii and iii to man's portion in the life to 
come, the two latter passages indeed, as Margoliouth MW xviii, 78 notes, 
are practically a quotation from the Talmud, c.f. Sanh. 90 a, -
It eeems clear that it is a technical a-am-a-p of non-Arabic origin 
for through the primitive sense of <^x is to measure (c.f. Eth.'Vft'^ to
1) Pratorius Beitr. Ass, i, 29. f
2) Examples occur in Abu' 1- 'Atahiya (ed. 1888) p 120 and in Qais b. a 
Ruqaiyat xviii, 3 (ed. Rhodokanakis p 129).
3) But see Wens in ck in El ii, 925.
4) Noldeke Neue Beitrage. 36.
5) Mingana Syriac Influence. 86.
(118)
enumerate) its normal sense in Qur'anic usage is to create, and this 
Madinan use of cj^- in the sense of portion follows that of the older 
religions. Thus np^Tt is a portion given by God, c.f. job JMC, 29, and 
Aram. sp^in means a portion in both worlds, c.f. Baba Bathra 122 a. 
Syr. »V" means rather lot or fate . i.e. ^.ol^* as in \L<&>9
i though in the Christ, palest, dialect \o^o» means portion i.e.
It is noteworthy that the Lexicons whicfr define it as2) ' 
^^cj" i seem to interpret it from the Qur'an, and the only verse they
quote in illustration is from Hassan b. Thabit which is certainly under 
Qur*anic influence.
ii. 2l6 : v. 92,93: xii. 36,41: xlvii. 16. 
Wine.
The word is very commonly used in the old poetry, but as Guidi
3)
saw, it is not a native word, but one imported alogg with the article. 
The Ar. means to cover, to conceal, and from this was formed ,Ci. a
muffler the plu. of which occurs in Sura xxiv. 31: i*1 "the sense of
4) 
to give wine to, however, it is denominative.
Its origin was doubtless the Aram, sn^n = Y^ which is of very 
common use. The Heb. nttri is poetical (BDB . 330) and probably of Aram. 
origin. It is also suggestive that many of the other forms from
are clearly of Aram, origin, e.g. \ .^.y. ̂  leaven, gives :± ferment . leav- •
5 ) ,,^ ——— , , ——Arm. KjJn yeast : £&^ a wineseller is Ci : \±o-» is <^ etc.
The probabilities are all in favour of the word having come into 
Arabic from a Christian source, for the wine trade was largely in the 
hands of Christians (vide infra p 23) and Jacob even suggests that Chris-
1) Schulthees Lex. 65 and c.f. Palestinian Lectionary of the Gospels,
2) LA xi. 380. ' (p 126.
3) Delia Rede. 42 and note Bell Origin. 145.
4) Fraenkel Frenidw. l6l.
5) Lagarde Arm. Stud. § 991- Hubsohioann ZDMG, xlvi, 238 and Arm. Gramm.
tianity spread among the Arabs in some parts along the routes of thei)
wine trade. Most of the Arabic terms used in the wine trade seern to be 
of Syriac origin, and ^L itself is doubtless an early borrowing from 
the Syr.
li. 168: v. 4, 65: vi. 146: xvi. 116. 
Pig, swine.
It occurs only in late passages and always in the list of prohi­ 
bited foods save in v. 65 where it refers to certain infidels whom God
changed into apes and swine.
2)
No explanation of the word from Arabic material is possible,
and Guidi Delia Sede. 24 was suspicious of the word. Fraenkel's exami­
nation of the word, Frerndw. 110, has confirmed the suspicion and indicated———— 3) 
that the word is in all probability a loan word from Aram. The depen­
dence of the Q,ur f anic food-regulations on Biblical material has been fre-
4)
quently noticed, and in Lev. xi. 7 we find *VTT\ among the forbidden raeats.
In Aram, the word is *.TTH and in Syr. ]^v- , and only in Eth. do we find 
the form with n, e.g. "HKC (also rt>T H c «*- /VtKC, c. f . Eth. Enoch lxxxix,10) 
meaning wild boar, but it is rare in Eth. the usual word being (\\<*.&z.
It is possible of course that the Ar. was derived from Eth. but 
the alternative forms in Eth. make one suspect that the borrowing was 
the other way, so it is safest to assume that the borrowing was from Aram. 
with a glide sound o developed between the ^ and j (Fraenkel 111).
. 72.
1) Beduinenleben,99. Praenkel Fremdw.181 notes the curious fact that in 
early Arabic the commonest word for merchant, viz. ^tr has the special 
significance of "wine merchant", on which Muller remarks WZKM,1,27 - "sie 
zeigt dass die Civilization im Alterthum wie heute erst mit der Einfiihr- 
ung "herauschenter Getranke begonnen hat".
2) Vide the suggestions of the Lexicographers in Lane Lex. 732.
3) But see Lagarde Ubersicht. 113.
4) C.f. RudoIph Abhangigkeit t 6l, 62,
(120) 
Tent; pavilion.
It is found only in the plu. l\Li. in an early Meccan description 
of Paradise, where we are told that the Houries are ^ uy\ <i «*Uvoi. "kept 
close in pavilions?
The word is obviously not Arabic, and Fraenkel Fremdw. 30, though 
admitting that he was not certain of its origin, suggested that it came 
to the Arabs from Abyssinia. Eth. Hi& <*>'V means tentorium. tabernaculum 
(Dillmann, Lex. 6lO) and translates both the Heb. V^* and Gk. <r*^y^ . Vol-
lers , however, in ZDMG 1, 631, is not willing to accept this theory of 
Abyssinian derivation and thinks we must look to Persia or N. Africa for
its origin. The Pers. *,-> ^ and cu^ however, are direct borrowings
2) 
from the Ar. and not formations from the root i meaning curvature.
We find the word not infrequently in the early poetry, and so it 
must have been an early borrowing, probably from the same source as the 
Eth. T&°»^.
"i '
ii. 252; iv. 161 : v. 52: vi. 84 : xvii. 57: xxi. 78, 79: 
xxvii. 15, 16: xxxiv. 10, 12; xxxviii. 16-29.
David.
In the Q,ur'an he is mentioned both as King of Israel and also 
as a Prophet to whom was given the Zabur - ^,- (Psalter).
JawaliqJ Mu f arrab 67 recognized the name as foreign, and his
II T*^toT».A
statement in Raghib Mufradat 173: LA. iv. 147 etc. It was even recog­ 
nized as a Heb. name as we learn from Baid. who, speaking of Talut says
1) " -O~L zelt ist mir verdachtig, ohne dass ich mit Sicherheit die frem- 
de Urform angeben kann. Die Erklarung schwankt in den Einzelheiten; ur- 
sprunglich primitivste Behausung scheint es allmahlich mit &~. Zelt, gleich- 
bedeutend geworden zu sein. Dass es durch ath. haimat als echt (semitisch 
erwiesen wird, kann ich Frankel nicht zugeben, denn viele Sntlehnungen 
sind auf den Siiden beschrankt feeblieben. kan muss an Persien Oder Nord- 
ostafrika denken".
2) Vullers Lex, pers. i, 776.
(121)
f »«it is a Hebrew proper name like David".
In two passages of the Q,ur'an (xxi. 80: xxxiv. 10) we are told 
that he was an armourer, and as such he is frequently mentioned in thei)
old poetry, so the name obviously came to the Arabs from a community wheae 
these legends were circulating, though this may have been either Jewish 
or Christian. It was also used as a personal name among the Arabs in
pre-lslamic days for we hear of a Phylarch Da»ud al-Lathiq of the house
2)
of Daja'ima of the tribe of Salih, and there appears to have been a con-
3)
temporary of Muhammad who fought at Badr, named V>>.^
The form of the name presents a little difficulty for the Heb. 
is ~v)T or Ti*n and the Christian forms follow this e.g. Gk. £wotls , Syr.
T ' T
^03 or .-.oj* , Eth. s^-V . There is a Syr. form 5»oo\»used by Bar Hebr. 
Chron. 325 but P.Sm. 801 is probably right in thinking that this was in­ 
fluenced by the Arabic. Horovitz Ku. 110 discusses the change in form4) ~~ 
from Dawid to Da'ud, and on the whole it seems safest to conclude that it
came to Ar. from Christian Aramaic sources.
iii. 73: vi. 105,157: vii. 168: xxxiv. 43: Ixviii. 37. 
To study earnestly.
Always used in the Qur'an of studying deeply into or searching 
the Scriptures, and the reference is always directly or indirectly to the
5)
Jews and Christians. On this ground Geiger 51 claimed that here we havea 
technical word for the study of Scripture borrowed from the root \u-n so 
widely used in this connection by the Jews.
1) Vide examples in Fraenkel Fremdw. 242: Horovitz KU. 109.
2) Yaqut Mu f jam IV, 70: and vide Noldeke Ghasnanischen Fursten, p 8.
3) Vide Ibn Hisham 505: Ibn Sa'd III, b. 74, and Wellhausen Waqidi p 88,
4) Vide also Rhodokanakis in WZKM, xvii, 283.
5) Taking v. 37 of Sura Ixviii to be late, as seems evident from the
use of c-A^.
(122)
Geiger's suggestion has had wide acceptance among Western scho-
1) 
lars , and it is curious that some of the Muslim philologers felt the dif­
ficulty, for Suyutl Itq. 320, and in the Muhadhdhab , tells us that some 
considered it to be Heb. and in Mutaw. 25 he quotes others as holding it 
to be Syriac. Syr. «*»»> does mean to train, to instruct , and 3th.
to interpret, comment upon, whence £CCvV and fcC^ commentary, but neither—————— —— 2)
of these is so likely an origin as the Jewish Mi-n which as Buxtorf Lex.
297 shows, is the commonest word in the Rabbinic writings in connection 
with the exposition of Scripture, and which must have been commonly used 
among the Jewish communities of Arabia.
xii. 20. 
A dirham.
Only the plu. form '^!^ is found in the qur'an, and only in 
the Joseph story.
It was commonly recognized by the philologers as a borrowed
4) 
word. Jawallql Mu f arrab 66 notes it, and Tha'alibi Fiqh 31? includes it
in his list of words common to Persian and AraMc. There was some doubt 
as to the vowelling of the word, however, the authorities varying be­
tween ^A , f*^ and f*j* or ^^ c.f. LA. xv. 89.
, 5)The ultimate origin is the Gk. kp«^>, which passed into Syr.
as OM . Some, however, would derive ^p*? from a Semitic source.
1) Fraenkel Vocab. 23: Fleischer Kl. Schr. ii, 122: Sprenger Leben, II, 2§9: Hirschfeld Beitrage 51 : New Researches 28.
2) Eth. SL^ft and fStkft are themselves derived from the Heb. ITcfldeke Heue 
Beitrage 38.
31 Rhodokanakie WZKM, xvii, 285 thinks that in &>* here we have a com­ bination of w~n and om . "Zur Radix <^>* ist nachzutragen, dass in ihr >UTT und OIT (v. Levy) zusammenf ielen. Daher einerseits die Bedeutung 
studieren anderseits arbeiten abniitzen".
4] So Khafajl 83: LA, xv.
5) Fraenkel Vocab. 13: Fremdw. 191.
(123)
Boissacq suggests t&is , and Levy ffremdw. 118 connects it with
1) 
(Phon. mno-n ) "beside ^:m* , which is the Persian gold Darie, the Gk.
and the Cuneiform da-ri-ku. which appears in Syr. as 
Liddell and Scott, however, are doubtless right in deriving it from 
€p/<rro^Ai and meaning originally "as much as one can hold in the hand", 
then a measure of weight and lastly a coin. This W^' passed into
Iranian first as a measure of weight and then as a coin. In Phlv. we
2) 
find v^ daram and J±* derham meaning a silver coin or sometimes money^ ———
in general, which is the origin of the Mod. Pers. ^ and ^^ and the
4) 5) 
Arm. tvncuJ" , and may be assumed as the source of the Ar. .>,:> also.
It was doubtless an early borrowing from the Mesopotamian area, 




It occurs only in an early Meccan passage descriptive of the
delights of Paradise, where besides an enclosed garden and full bosomed
* / f \'
virgins, the blessed are promised liW^ Ls.
The Commentators are agreed that it means full and there is con­ 
siderable agreement that it is to be derived from ^1 to pre_83. They
> 
are not very happy over the form, however, for <J& is fern, and we should
expect '<^\jbi not ^U^ . Exactly the same form, however, is found in a 
verse of Khidash b. Zuhair -
1) Lidzbarski Handbuch 257: c.f. also Aram. Qiom in Cook Glossary. 41.
2) PPG1 105 and 110. Haug thinks this of Babylonian origin, but Hubsch- 
mann rightly derives it from a form x drahm from Wxr«f , and then compares 
Av. •u66>-*s> taxma, c.f. Ar#m. Gramm. i, 145: Pers .Stud. 251-
3) E.g. in the Dadistan-i-Dinik, c.f. West Pahlavi Texts, ii, 242.
4) Hubschmann Arm. Grarum. i, 145.
5) Vullers Lex, i. 832, 840; Vollers ZDMG. li. 297, and Addai Scher 62, 
though some statements of the latter need correction.
(124)
"There came to us fAmir desiring companionship, so we filled for
him a full cup".
*• > 
so Sibawaih suggested that it should be taken not as an adj. to U\£ buti)
as a verbal noun.
There is ground, however, for thinking that the word is not Ara-
2) 
bic at all. Praenkel Fremdw. 282 would relate it to pn which we find
in Heb.pn^r to crowd, oppress . thrust . - Aram. ->v_^ . Syr. ^^9 to crowd.
squeeze, which is the Ar. ^L'^ to drive away, expel. The change of n * rt
'/• * 
he would explain as Mesopotamian. Thus UUj> U£ would mean "a cup pressed
out" , referring to the wine pressed to fill the cup.
Of very frequent occurrence. c.f. i, 3: ii« 2-57
Judgment, then Religion, and in ix. 29 verbally "to make profession 
of faith".
In the Qur'an we find also ^J> a debt . that which one owes (c.f. 
iv. 12,13: ii. 282), and <^_-^ for one who receives payment of a debt 
(xxxvii, 51: ly i« 85) besides the verb o-?. 1 -* "t° "become debtors to one 
another" (ii, 282). These, however, are later developments of the word 
within Arabic. 3)
The word itself is a very early borrowing from Persian, probably
through the Syriac. The Muslim authorities usually treat it as an Arabic 
word, c.f. Raghib Mufradat 1?5, a^d derive it from ON ^ "to do a thing as 
a habit", but this verb seems to be denominative from ^* in the sense of 
obedience which like *L-^ and uCi (i.e. l&> *V and \L*> ) is a borrowing
1) Vide LA xi. 395, 396.
2) Horovitz Paradies 11 says - "Auch die Herkunft von G^ ••• ist unsichet
3) Noldeke-Schwally I, 20: Vollers ZDMG . 1 , 641 : Nbldeke Mand. Gramm. 1Q2 
Sacco Credenze 156 n doubts the accuracy of this, but without justifica­ 
tion.
(125) 
from the North, connected with Ass . danu. Heb. "p? , Syr. 103 . There
was a suspicion among the philologers, however, that it was a foreign word 
for LA xvii, 27 notes that some authorities admitted that it had no ver­ 
bal root, and Khafaji 90, and Tha'alibl ffiqh 317 include it in their list 
of foreign words.
In Phlv. we find -»*$ dina meaning judgment . decision, decree, and
1) 
3 din meaning religion, from which come 3-»>o dinak for religious law,
ham-dino . of the same religion, and jrK> dinan used in the sense of
"the religious" , i.e. true believers. Now this Phlv. XHJ is a good Indo-
3) 
European word derived from Av. ^jm-^ daena , religion, connected with Gk.————
and Skt. dinih: and besides being the origin of the Mod. Pers
5) —— "
, was borrowed into Arm. as t^bL meaning religion, faith, and also 
6) 
Law in the sense of a "religious system1,1 e.g.
the Mazdian religion or Law, and also into the Aram, dialects, where we 
find in common use the Rabbinic *3*t , Syr. \i.» and Hand. ̂ yi.
It was from the Aram, that the word passed into Eth. as $,&") with
its verbal forms S.SH and*TMS , and Amharic ̂  judge; Tigrina £,&<; judge.
7) 
and it was doubtless through Aram, that the word entered Arabic. In the
$ur»an the word is used for both religion and judgment. in which latter 
sense it closely corresponds to Jewish use: in fact the constantly occurr 
ing Oij\ ^ so exactly corresponds with the Rabbinic ^v~v -QV = •p-tTt QY> that 
on the surface it seems obviously a borrowing from Jewish sources. The 





C.f. the Av. ^-^LH -"Jto-^3, West Glossary. 35«
Bartholomae AIW. 662.; Horn Grundriss. 133.
4) But see Bartholomae AIW. 665.
5) Addai Sher 69 discusses its meaning. Curiously enough it is given by 
the Lexicons as a borrowing from Arabic, c.f. Vullers Lex. i,956, but see 
Bartholomae AIW. 665.
6) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i, 139.
7) Hirschfeld Beitrage 44: Noldeke, Neue Beitrage 39: Fraenkel Vocab.22 
Noldeke in ZDMG xxxvii, 534 seems inclined to think that in the meaning 
of Judgment. it comes from Aramaic, and in the meaning of religion from 
Perarian.
(126) 
and it is in Syriac that the meaning of religion becomes prominent
so that the probabilities seem in favour of the borrowing having been
1)
from a Christian source. In any case it was an early borrowing for it
2)
is found not uncommonly in the early poetry.
iii. 68. 
A dinar.
The name of a coin, the Lat. denarius f Gk. S^v^.ov . The Muslim 
authorities knew that it was a loan-word and claim that it came from Per­ 
sian, though they were not unanimous about it. Jawaliqi Mu f arrab 62, 
whose authority is accepted by Suyuti gives it as Arabicized from the Bsrs 
.£-> , but Thafalibi Fiqh 317 places it among the words which have the
S s "•"" ̂ *"
same form in both Ar. and Pers; Suyuti Muzhir. i, 139 places it among 
the words about which the philologers were in doubt, and Raghib Muf radat
171 while quoting the theory that it is of Pers. origin compounded from
- 4) 
^ and j\ , yet gives his own opinion as that it is from ^Ll^ and an
Arabic word. So the Lexicons differ. The Qamus says plainly that it is 
a foreign word like j,^ and ^L,J» which the Arabs of old did not know 
and so borrowed from other peoples. TA, iii, 211, says that the author­ 
ities were uncertain - J^l d c^xU_k\^ , and Jawhari tries to explain it as an 
Arabic word.
The form IT> seems an invention to explain the plu.
it may be intended to represent the Phlv. i>>o dinar, used for a gold
Mingana Syriac Influence 85: Horovitz KU 62.
See references in Horovitz op.cit. Cheikho Nasraniya 171. 
3 Itq. 320: Mutaw. 46, vide also Khafaj i 86.
4) Vide Vullers Lex, i, 25 and 5&. Dvorak Fremdw. 66 points out that 
the late Greek explanations of the word take it to be from din-ar. i.e.
StKx^\Koy c.f. Steph. Thesau. II, 1094 - TO ' ' c/ 
or the even more ridiculous r^ T:
(127) 
coin in circulation in the Sasanian empire, and which, is the origin of Hie
pers. j\±> . The Phlv. 3-»»>o , however, is not original, and the oft sug
gested connection with the Skt.^tW a gold coin or gold ornament is hard-/ 2)
ly to the point, for this is itself derived from the Gk. Vvyy<p,ov ; and the
Phlv. word was doubtless also borrowed directly from the Gk.
from the Lat. denarius was in common use in N.T. times
3T 
and occurs in the non-literary papyri. The Greeks brought the word along
with the coin to the Orient in their commercial dealings, and the word 4
was borrowed not only into Middle Persian, but is found also in Arm. ̂ ^^ 
in Aram. "\VT which occurs both in the Rabbinic writings (Levy Worterbuch
1 1 399,4-00) and in the Palmyrene inscriptions (De Vogue Inscr. vi, 3 -.5) ———
NSI. No 115 p 273), and in Syr. \-^> . The denarius aureus . i.e. the
became known in the Orient as simply fc-rxv*(uo* , and it was6) 
with the meaning of a gold coin that the word came into use in Arabic.
Now as it was coins of Greek and not of Persian origin that
first came into customary use in Arabia, we can dismiss the suggested
Persian origin. Had the word come directly from Gk. , however, we should
expect the form o^j^.^* » and the actual form .L.^ suggests an Aram, ori-
7)
gin, as Fraenkel had noted. It was from the Syr. V-^J "that the Eth. \qc.
8)
was derived, and we may assume that the Ar. word was also taken from this
9) 
source. It was an early borrowing, as it occurs in the old poetry.
1) PPG1. 110.
2) Monier Williams Sanskrit Dictionary. 41 6.
3) Kenyon, Greek Papyri in the British Museum. II, 30 6 - "the term dena­ 
rius replaces that of drachma which was regularly in use before the time 
of Diocletian: the Neronian denarius reintroduced by Diocletian being 
reckoned as equivalent to the drachma and as 1/6000 of a talent".
4) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i, 346.
5) The actual form is V^^T with the Aram. plu. ending.
6) Zambaur in El . i, 975 thinks that the shortened form of the name be­ 
came current in Syria after the reform of the currency by Constant ine I
(309-319 A.D. ).
7) Vocab. 13: Fremdw. 191.
8) Nflldeke Heue Eeitrage 41: but see p 33 where he suggests a possible 
direct borrowing from the Greek.
9) Mingana Syriac Influence. 89.
(128)
v* 4.-
To make ceremonially clean.
Only once does this word occur, and then in a very late Madinan 
passage giving instruction about clean and unclean meats. Muslims are 
here forbidden to eat that which dieth of itself, blood, flesh of swine, 
that which has been offered to strange gods, anything strangled or gored 
or killed by an accident or by a beast of prey - "save what you have made 
ceremonially clean" - V**^ L ^-- the reference being, as the commentators 
tell us, to the giving of the death stroke in the orthodox fashion to 
such maimed or injured beasts.
This whole passage is obviously under Jewish influence, c.f. 
Lev. xi. 7: xvii, 10,15 etc i and Schulthess ZA, xxvi, 151, has suggested 
that the verb J*^ here is a borrowing from the Jewish community. In 
Bibl. Heb. r\oi (Pi^ means "to make or keep clean or pure", but the Aram. 
OTj.NOl mean "to be ritually clean", and the Pa. ̂ 3^ is "to make ritually 
clean", giving us precisely the form we need to explain the Arabic. The 
Syr. ^z\ has the same meaning, but as the distinctions of clean and un­ 
clean meats meant little to the Christians, tfce probabilities are in fa­ 
vour of a Jewish origin.
ii, 98; iv. 48.
The reference is the same in both passages, - "say not ra f ina 
but say ungurna". The Commentators tell us that the Jews in Arabia used 
to pronounce the word lul, meaning "look at us", in such a way as to re­ 
late it with the root un to be evil, so Muhammad urged his followers to
1) Wellhausen Reste 114 n 4.




use a different word L^ behold us . which did not lend itself to dis-1) ——————— 
concerting play on words.
Hirschfeld Eeitrage 64 thinks the reference is to ^ T\VI 
occurring in connection with some Jewish prayer, "but it is much more
likely that the statement of the Commentators is correct and that as Gei-
2) 
ger l?,lo noted, it is a play on in and n*i , and reflects the Prophet's
annoyance at the mockery of the Jews.
Occurs very frequently, e.g. i, 1.
Lord, master.
The root 0.^1 is common Semitic, probably meaning to be thick, 
as illustrated by Ar. £>, to increase. «bj thick juice. the Rabbinic a^n 
grease . beside the Eth. £nn to expand, extend. The sense of great . how­ 
ever, which is so common in Heb. and Aram, and from which the meaning
3)
Lord is developed does not occur in Ar. and in Eth. save as a borrowing. 
This sense seems to have developed in the IT. Semitic area, and Margoli- 
outh ERE . vi, 248 notes that ^ meaning Lord or Master must have been 
borrowed from the Jews or Christians.
The borrowing was probably from Aram, for it was from an Aram. 
source that the word passed into Middle Persian, as witness Phlv. _v>il r'a- 
ba meaning great . venerable . splendid (PPGl. 190), which occurs as early 
as the Sasanian inscriptions, where ^>\\ is synonymous with the pazend4)
vazurg. We find an very frequently in the Aramaic inscriptions,
"chief of the market" , \Vn n "chief of the army" ̂ T
5) 
"camp master" etc. though its use in connection with deities is rarer,
1) Suyuti Itq. 320 quoting AbuNa'im»s Dala*il an-Nubuwwa. C.f. Mutaw 59
2) Vide also palmer $Aran, 1.14: and Dvorak Fremdw.~l.
3) It occurs however in Sab. n> , though this like Eth.<Utt, and 
may be from the Aram.
4) West Glossary. 133.
5) See Cook Glossary under the various titles.
(130)
names like Vsan meaning "El is great" rather than "El is Lord". The 
special development of its use with God was in the Syriac of the Chris­ 
tian communities , ana as Sprenger Leben . I . 299 suggests, it was doubt- 
less under Syr. influence that kuhaiomad. uses it as he does in the Our*-_ i)
an. It was commonly used, however, both of human chieftains and of the 
deity in pre-Islamic days , as is evident from the old poetry.
iii. 73: v. 48,68.
Rabbi.
The passages are all late, and the reference is to Jewish teach 
ers as was recognized by the Commentators. Most of the kuslim authori­ 
ties take it as an Arabic word, a derivative from ^ , c.f. TA. i, 260 
Raghib Muf radat 183, an(^ Zarn. on iii, 73. Some however, knew that it
was a foreign word, though they were doubtful whether its origin was
2)
Eeb. or Syr.
As it refers to Jewish teachers we naturally look for a Jewish
origink and Geiger ^\ would derive it from the Rabbinic "1^1 a later form
3)
of ""in used as a title of honour for distinguished teachers, ae that
there grew up the saying \i~\ -»:n» "ZVIA "greater than Rabbi is Rabban". The 
difficulty in accepting ^j^ as a direct derivative from ~|in , however, 
is the final,^, which as Horovitz KU 63 admits, seems to point to a 
Christian origin. In Jno. xx, 16: i/ik. x. 51. we find the form f«^«o>»u
AcS*tfK-.Ai) or '^ft^yu , which seems to be formed from the Targumic
;
, and it was this form that came to be commonly used in the Chris-
1) Hirschfeld New Res. 30, however, argues that the dominant influence 
was Jewish.
2) Vide JawalTqi Mu'arrab 72: Suyuti Itq. 320: ^uzhir I, 130: Khafaji 
94. 3) Hirschfeld Be itrage 51 n says - "Muhammad ermahnt die Rabbinen 
(rabban I) usAich nicht zu Herren ihrer Glaubensgenossen zu machen , sonaern 
ihre Wurde^Sur das Studiura der Schrift zu beschranken, vgl. ix. 31". 
Vide also von Kremer Ideen. 226 n.
4) Dalnian Worte Jesu 267. and see his Grammatik des jiid. palast. Ara- 
maisch, p
(131) 
tian communities of the East, viz. Syr. -3oo? : Eth. drv-\, : Arm.n.u.ebmA»t .
The Syr. .jooj was very widely used, and as pautz Offenbarung 78 n 4 
notes, ^Loi was commonly used for a doctor of learning, and the dim. jjoo» 
was not uncommonly used as a title of reverence for priests and monks, so





A trading term which Barth. Etymol. Stud, 29 (asa Tottey Commer­ 
cial Theological Terms, p. 44\ ha^ta equated with the Jewish wn* . It
seems more likely, however, to have come from the Eth. ^-ata lucrari, lu-
3)
crifacere . which is wery commonly used and has many derivatives, e.g.
a business man: C^/K gain: COrK profit bearing, etc. which are 
among the commonest trading terms. It is thus probably a trade term that 




The passage is a late Madinan one encouraging the Prophet in his 
difficulties.
Suyuti Itq. 321 says that certain early authorities considered it 
a Syriac word, and this is probably correct. Syr. ^or>3 the plu. of 
meaning myriads . translates both ^\>o'oi and ^u.i^^ of the LXX.
- »
. 5.
1) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm, i, 376: ZDMG . xlvi, 251.
2) Mingana Syriac Influence, 85 agrees.
3) Fraenkel in Belt.Ass, iii, 74 says that Nbldeke suggested this deciva 
tion but I cannot locate the reference.
4) C.f. also the Mandaean |*an , Noldeke ^and. Gramm, 190.
(132)
Wrath.
The Sura is an early one, and in this passage, the Prophet is 
urged to magnify his Lord, purify his garments and flee from the wrath 
to c ome - s? v» ^^y •
It is usual to translate the word as abomination or idolatry and
5 wmake it but another form of ^/ , which occurs in ii. 53: vii, Ijl etc. 
- c.f. LA vii, 219: Raghib kufradat 186 and the Commentaries. There was 
some feeling of difficulty about the word, however, for Zam. thought the 
reading was wrong and wanted to read ^ / , instead of ^'; , and Suyuti 
Itq. 3H would explain it as the form of ^^ in the dialect of Hudhail. 
It seems probable, however, as Bell Origin 88, has suggested,
that the word is the Syr. v^°* wrath, used of the "wrath to come" e.g. in 
Matt, iii, ?•
iii. 31: xv. 1?, 34: xvi. 100: xxxviii. 78: Ixxxi. 25.
Stoned, pelted, driven away by stones, execrated.
We find it used only of Satan and his minions, and is said to
derive from the Tradition that the demons seek to listen to the counsels
2)
of Heaven and are pelted away by the angels, - c.f. Sura Ixvii, 5«
The Muslim authorities naturally take it as a pure Arabic word, 
a form J*^-» from ^=v , which is used several times in the Q,ur'an. As a 
technical term associated with Satan, however, it would seem to be the 
Eth. C7-*° and mean cursed or execrated rather than stoned. Li" means 
to curse or execrate and is used of the Serpent in Gen. iii. 14, and of 
those who are delivered over to the fire prepared for the devil and his 
angels in Matt. xxv. 41. Riickert in his notes to his translation of the
1) Vide also I Thess. i, 10 and Lagarde Analecta Syriaca, p 8, 1.19.2) There is, however, reason to believe that the epithet belongs to a 
much older stratum of Semitic belief in regard to demons, c.f. Wellhausen 
Reste. 111.
Qur'an (ed. fuller p 4<K)) had noted this connection with the Eth. and
m 
Noldeke IsFeue .beitrage 25, thinks that Muhammad himself in introducing the
Eth. word^fc^^ = oik«i, introduced also the epithet Of , but not know­
ing the technical meaning of the word treated it as though from
2 
to stone.
Occurs some $6 times outside its place in trie superscription of 
the Suras.
The Merciful.
It occurs always as a title of God, almost as a personal name
3) 
for God.
Certain early authorities recognized the word as a borrowing 
from Heb. Mubarre.d and Tha'lab held this view, says Suyuti Itq. 321: 
Mutaw. 58, and it is quoted from Az-Zajjaj in LA. xv. 123.
The root am is common Semitic, and several Ar. forms are used 
in the Qur'an, e.g. ^;, ^;. ^-. J^j^.-Ju^, but the form of ^, is it­ 
self against its being genuine Arabic. Fraenkel Vocab. 23 pointed out 
that S3>ixn occurs in the Talmud as a name of God, e.g. ^>nv» i*-^ "saith 
the all -Merciful", and ee Hirschfeld Be it rage 38 notes, it is also so 
used in the Targums and in the Palmyrene inscriptions, c.f. US I p 300. 
In the ^hristian-palestinian dialect we find ^o*»> which is the equivalent
> / of the Targumic I>*TV->* ami in Lk. vi, 36 translates ourvTip^wv t and in the
5) 6)
S. Arabian inscriptions SS^4») occurs several times as a divine name.
1) See also Miiller's statement in ThLZ for 1891 p 348.
2) Wellhausen Reste. 232: Pautz Offenbarung. 49: Margoliouth Chrestp- 
mathia Baidawiana. 160. Praetorius ZDMG. Ixi. 620 ff. argues against this 
derivation, but unconvincingly. See also Van Vloten in the Feestbundel 
aan de Goeje. p 35,42, who thinks that it was used in pre-lslamic Arabia 
in connection with pelting snakes.
3) Sprenger Leben II, 198.
4) Schwally Idioticon 8&: Schulthess Lex. 193, and see w'ellhausen ZDMG 
Ixvii, 630. —— ———
5) MUller ZDMG xxx,6?2: Osiander ZDMG x,6l : CIS IV, no. 6: and particu- 
larly Fell in ZDMG liv. 252, who gives a list of texts where it occurs.
6) Halevy JA viiij^ se'r. xx.326. however, takes it as an adjective and not as a divine name.
(134) 
There can be little doubt that it was from S. Arabia that the
word came into use in Arabic, but as Noldeke-Schwally i, 113 points out,
it is hardly likely to have originated there and we must look elsewhere
2)
for the origin. Sprenger Leben. II, 198-210 in his discussion of the——~~ 3)
word, favours a Christian origin, while Hirschfeld Beitrage 39 insists 
that it is of Jewish origin, and Rudolph Abhangigkeit 28 professes to be4)
unable tokiecide oetween them. The fact that the word occurs in the old
5)
poetry and is known to have been in use in connection with the work of
6) 7)
Muhammad*s rival Prophets, Musailama of Yamama and Aswad of Yemen would 




The passage is early Me c can describing the delights of paradise. 
The word is an unusual one and the Lexicons do not know quite 
what to make of it. They admit that it has no root in Arabic, and though 
they are agreed that it refers to some kind of wine, they are uncertain as 
to the exact meaning or even the exact spelling, i.e. whether it should be 
(y^/ or ^j>m , c.f. LA. xi. 404/
Ibn Sida was doubtless not far from the mark when he said that 
it meant ^y^- . That old, well matured wine was a favourite among the
1) Grimme ZA. xxyi, l6l: Bell Origin 52 : Lidzbarski in SBAW Berlin 1916 
p 1218. 2"Y~ Ha levy REJ xxiii, in discussing the inscription thinks that 
it is of purely pagan origin. See also Margoliouth Schweich Lectures 67 ff
3) So Pautz Qffenbarung 171 n. ,and vide Fell ZDMG liv. 252. Mingana Syri- 
ac Influence £9"! ———
4) So Massignon Lexique $2. Sacco Credenze 18, apparently agrees with tkc 
Jewish theory.
5) Div. Hudh. (ed. Wellhausen) clxv. 6: Kufaddaliyat ( ed. Thorbecke)34,6o 
°) Tabari Annales I, 1933-1937. I&n Hisham 200. 
7) Beladhorl 105 1-6:
(135)
ancient Arabs, Fraenkel Fremdw. 171 has illustrated by many examples fixzn 
the old poetry, and I suspect that (>^ is the Syr. ^*-> = Aram. x»"ftn fay, 
remote, which was borrowed into Phlv. as 5 **$ old, antique (PPG1. 192).
5 •
Of very frequent occurrence, c.f. ii. 57: xx. 13L 
Bounty.
It means anything granted to another from which he finds bene­ 
fit, and in the Q,ur'an refers particularly to the bounty of God, being 
used frequently as almost a technical religious term.
Besides the noun ^-)} we find in the q,ur'an the verb ($;, (ii. 
54 etc.), the par£. <3)l> > he wil° provides (v. 114 etc.) and ^j^\ the
»
Provider, one of the names of God. The verb, of course, is denominative 
and the other forms have developed from it.
It has long been recognized by Western scholarship that the word
is a borrowing from Iranian through Aramaic. Phlv. ASCIJ rojik means1) ^
daily bread (c.f. Paz. rozi) from oj roj-day, the Mod. Pers. jj} , which —— ———— ' —— x 2)- 3) 
is connected with Av. ^..w^*} raocah. light. O.Pers. rauca , day;
lustre, brightness, light. The Phlv. 4>e> was borrowed into Arm. as—— — —— _^_ -)^ 5
ang^ daily provision, and tken bread, and Syr. \CL>\O» daily ration, 
which translates T»O$«.( in I Mace. i,35i and also stipendium (ZDMG xl.452' 
In Mod. Pers. by regular change of ^ to ^ we get 0^ daily need, e.g. 
"eating the daily bread".
It wa» from the Syr. that the word came into Arabic, and thence
7) 
borrowed back into Pers. in Islamic times as <3;, . It was an early
1) Vide Shikand-gumanik-vic'ar . Bombay, 1887, P 226.
2) Bartholomae AIW. 1489.
3) Spiegel Die altpers. Keilinschriften. 238.
4 Hubschmann, Arm.Gramm. i, 234.
, ZDMG, xxx. 768: Lagarde GA, 8l.
So Lagarde op. cit. Riickert ZDMG x.T79: Fraenkel Vocab. 25: Pautz. 
Offenbarung 164 n 4: Siddiqi Studien. 56 
7l Lagarde, op.cit.: Vullers Lex, ii. 28.
(136)




A volume, or scroll of parchment.
>-
The Lexicons take the word from ^/ to be thin (LA, xi. 414) ,
which is plausible enough, "but there can be little doubt that it is a
1) 
eign word borrowed from the Eth. where L $ means parchment ( charta perga-
mena . membrana . Dillmann Lex. 284) , which translates KV*.> .<i-*« in II Tim. 
iv. 13. It was an early borrowing and occurs many times in the old poet 
ry.
xviii. 18.
Ar-Raqlm is mentioned at the commencement of kuhaminad's version 
of the story of the Seven Sleepers. The Commentators present the widest 
divergences as to its meaning. Some take it as a place-name, whether of 
a village, a valley or a mountain. Some think it was a document, a ,_>bS
or a ?^ . Others consider it the name of the dog who accompanied the
and some 
Sleepers: others said it meant an inkhorn,/like Ibn Duraid admitted that
they did not know what it meant.
Their general opinion is that it is an Arabic word, a form &^> 
from ^j , but some, says Suyuti Itq. 321, said that it was Greek, meaning 
either writing or inkhorn in that tongue.
The probabilities are that it is a place name, and represents
i otherwise known as - V ̂ Y-° •-Sao *** a place in the desert country
2) 
of S. Palestine, very much in the same district as the Muslim geographers
1) Fraenkel Fremdw. 246. 
that^O corresponds to
2) C.f. the Targumic
is f rom to be thin, c.f. and ** ,so
(137)
. 1) 2) 
place
vi. 99,142: Iv. 68. 
Pomegranate.
The generally accepted opinion among the Muslim authorities is 
that it is a form o>^ from ^j - c.f. Raghib kufradat 203, but some had
considerable doubts about it as we see from LA xv. 148: Jawhari sub.voc
/
Guidi Delia Sede.19 noted it as a loan word in Arabic, and Fraen- 
kel Fremdw. 142 suggested that it was derived from the Syr. \^°j , the Ar. 
form being built on the analogy of r£> . As the Eth. C 0'?') and Phlv. ^^^
3J
roramna or .*^d romana * are of Aram, origin we may assume the same for Ar.
4)
the ultimate origin of the word is still uncertain. It occurs
5)
in Heb. as p»n , in Araia. viwn and x:m-n , as well as kandaean M*»\I ,
6)
but appears to be non-Semitic. Horovitz paradies 9 thinks that if it is 
true that the pomegranate is a native of Socotra we may have to look in 
that direction for the origin of the word. It is of course possible that 
it is a pre-Semitic word taken over by the Semites.
v. 35: ix. 31,34. (and a^U-y Ivii. 2?) 
Monks.
It is used only of Christian monks and the monastic institution,
1) Ibn Athir Chron. xi. 259: Yaqut Mu*jam ii. 804.
2) Torrey in Ajeb Nameh. 457 ff. takes D^PI to be a misreading of D^ 
and to refer to the Emperor Decius who is so prominent in the Oriental le­ 
gends of the Seven Sleepers. Such a misreading looks easy enough in the 
Heb. characters, but is not so obvious in Syr. js«^>9 and *^&9 and as Horo- 
vits KU 95 points out, it does not explain the article of the Arabic word. 
Horovitz also notes that names are carefully avoided in the Qur'anic fetory 
save the place name i_±+£S( , which is at least a point in favour of Raqlm 
being also a place name.
3) PPG1. 198: and Noldeke Neue Beitrage. 42.
4) Low Aramaische Pflanzennamen. 310 says "Etymologie dunkel".
5) Noldeke Mand.Gramm. 123.
6) Hommel Aufsatze 97 ff: BDB 941 "a foreign word of doubtful origin".
(138)
and only in late passages.
The Muslim authorities are unanimous in taking it from L^') to 
fear, a verb which is used in the Q,ur»an, e.g. vii. 153: ii. 38: xvi. 
53, so s**'/ would mean firstly a god fearing man , and then be applied to 
anyone who took religious vows. Several Western scholars have assentedi)
to this argument and look on the word as genuine Araoic.
The Lexicons, however, raise some doubt of oV«v being a plu. of 
«_>»!/ , for it was anciently used as both sing, and plu. (LA. i, 421). 
Geiger 51 suggested that it was a word of foreign origin, and Fleischer
Kleinere Schriften. II, 118 thought it was probably borrowed from the———————————————— 2)
Syr. from some form connected with ~^>* or \i£>» meaning teacher. This is
not free from difficulty, however, for the only form ^<ns which the Dic­ 
tionaries quote, seems to be post-Islamic. flPSm. 3830). We find the word 
frequently used in the old poetry, where it is a distinctly Christian
3) «,,
word, so that Uoldeke ZDMG, liv. suggests that it was formed among the
Christian Arabs of N. Arabia from the root ^^*, under the influence of th
4) 
the Phlv. 3-»j>J?> tarsak (Mod. Pers. U> ) meaning fearful . timid . which
was very commonly used for an ascetic and then for Christians (as it is 
at the present day) as those who fear God.
./
xxx. 14: xlii. 21.
A rich, well watered meadow: thence a luxurious garden. (LA. ix. 23)
Both passages are late Meccan and refer to the blissful abode 
of the redeemed.
There can be little doubt that the word w^s borrowed as a noun
—— ̂ ^^__ ̂^^ ^^..^ —— ___^__ ——— tit— ITT-^M^-T^ ~^B^B>«^ !•» •• I l»l ̂ ^_. J^l. ..^ -*^Mi^H^^MM^M>^VBMH*^.,^B«a^H^^kM^H^MMWW^^^»-- „ , ^_^ ̂•^JJg_^M_^_t^___^^^^
1) Fraenkel Fremdw. 267: Bell Origin. 50 : Rudolph Abhangigkeit . 7.
2) Pautz Offenbarung. 136 n 2 makes a similar suggestion, but from the 
Eth. 4nq*.
3) Fraenkel, op.cit. Sprenger Leben. Ill, 33 n 1. Massignon Lexique 
52 marks it similarly. ——— —
(139)
into Arabic, and from it were then formed <j>j') "to resort to a garden", 
cj?>l> "to render a land verdant", (jp/^ "to abound in gardens", etc. As 
some of these forms occur in the early literature the borrowing munt nave 
been an early one.
Vollers ZDMG 1. 641,642 has noted that the word is originally
Iranian, and he suggested that it was from the Iranian / rud meaning to
1) 2)
grow. The Av. ^j^wl r&od - means to flow, from which comes ej-»eA>.»j rao&ah
a river and .»^!»»^ raoSa. growth ( c. f . Skt. u^; , rising, height) also
——— 4 > , A 5) toeaning stature. From the same root comes phlv. AJJ a lake or riveroed.
and the Pers. *; commonly used for river, e.g. ^\j* ^ } the Euphrates. 
The Phlv. word is important for the Lexicons tell us (c.f. Tha'lab in LA
ix. 23) that water was an indispensable mark of a *j^ . Thus the con-
6) the 
elusion would seem to be that the Arabs learned the Phlv. 3*i in/kesopo-
tamian area and used it for any well watered or irrigated land.
XXX. 1.
The Byzantine Empire.
It is the common name for the Byzantine Greeks though also used 
in a wider sense for all the peoples connected or thought to be connect­ 
ed with the Eastern Roman Empire - c.f. TA. viii. 320.
A considerable number of the early authorities took it as an Ar­ 
abic word derived from ^ to desire eagerly, the people being so called
1) " <^>9, ist ohne Etymologic; zur Bedeutung ist hier nur daran zu erin- 
nen, dass es in der Nomadensprache jeden grunen Fleck in Oder Umgebung 
bezeichnet. Mit dem alten Sprachgebrauch deckt sich noch jetzt nach mei- 
ner Erfahrung genau die Sprache z.B. der Sinaibeduinen. . . . . Ich glaube 
nicht fehl zu gehen, wenn ich o^, aus p. ./ rud 'wachsen', erklare".
2) Bartholomae AIW. 149^: Reichelt Awestisches Elementarbuch, 493.
3) Horn Grundriss 139: isartholomae AIW 1495. C.f. the O.Pers. rauta = 
river, which is related to Gk.Su-ro*, \(xsv>.
4) PPG1. 198.
5) PPGl. 1§8. c.f. Av. _j?l> urud, riverbed, from the root raod (Reichelt 
Ayes tan Reader. 266).
~G] Adiai Shir 75 wants to derive -*x> 9l from pers. ^^ , wlicii seems tobe 
wide of the mark.
(140)
"because of their eagerness to capture Constantinople (Yaqut ku * j am II , 
862. Some even gave them a Semitic genealogy - LA. xv. 150, and Yaqut
II , 86l. Others, however, recognized the word as foreign, as e.z. Ja-
1) 
waliql ku y arrab 73 who is the authority followed "by Suyuti itq. 321.
c 
The ultimate origin of course is Lat. Roma, which in Gk. is
which caine into common use when ^ Wvd-Pw^v) as distinguished from
became the name of Constantinople after it had become the capital
of the Empire. Naturally the name travelled Eastward, so that we find
2) 
Syr. \looj • J&09 beside \Soowj . J&omi : Arm./n.nJ' or £n.«u J ; Eth. C"7*t: Phlv.
3)
£ A* Arum, and
The word may have come directly from the Greek into Arabic 
through contacts with the Byzantine Empire such as we see among the Ghas 
sanids, or it may be as Mingana, Syriac Influence 98, thinks, that it*)
came through the Syriac. it is at any rate significant that ^tei occurs 
not infrequently in the Safaite inscriptions - c.f. Horovitz KU 113 , 
also in the old poetry, c.f. the Mu f allaqa of Tarafa.
xcvi. 18.
The guardians of Hell.
They are said to be strong and mighty angels, and the name is 
derived from ^; to push, thrust. - Bagh. We see from Zam. however, 
that the philologers have some difficulty in explaining the form.
Vollers ZDMG. li. 3^4 suggested a connection with Ass. zibanltu 
meaning balances, and Addai Shir 77 wants to derive it from Pers. iiL;
. tongue of fire, from Phlv.juxT zuban - a tongue. It seems, how-
1) So Mutaw. 47, which classes it among the borrowings from Persian.
2) Hubschmann Arm. Gramia. i, 3^2.
3) Dinkard % 134, in the Bombay edition p 157 1.8 of the Pahlavi text. 
See also Justi's Glossary to the Bundahesh p 62.
4) Vide also Sprenger Leben, III, 332 n.
5) West Glossary 150 and 50: PPGl, 130. c.f. Horn Grundriss, 144.
(141) 
ever, as Andrae Ursprun& 1?4 points out, to be connected with the Syr.. i)
\>or>> , the ductores who as Ephraem Syrus tells us, lead the departed 
souls to judgment.
>'.
iv. l6l : xvii. 57: xxi. 105.
The psalter.
Always the Book of David, and xxi. 105 given as a quotation 
therefrom is from ps. xxxvii, 29.
The early authorities were not certain as to whether the word 
was to be read j£>) or ^J>'j , though they agree that it is from ^ - to 
transcribe - Tab, on iv. l6l: Raghib Muf radat 210, Sijistani 166, Jaw- 
hari I, 324. The plu. ^; , as a matter of fact is used in the Q,ur'an 
of Scriptures in general, e.g. xxvi, 196: liv. 43 etc. and once of the 
Books of Fate liv. 52, so that there is on the surface some colour to
the claim that j^) may be from ^j to transcibe.
A
It is obvious, however, that the word must somehow have arisen
as a corruption of some Jewish or Christian word for the psalter. Some
2)
have suggested that it is a corruption of tt^*\ a psalm or chant, used e.g
in Ps. Ixxxi. 3: xcviii, 5> the * anfi ^ being to some extent interchang­ 
eable in Arabic. Fraenkel Fremdworter 248, however, thinks it more like­ 
ly that it originated in a misunderstanding of -n*ifc , which occurs also
in Syr. 1vS»v«>j U«SD\SO and Eth. ̂ Tvo^C . Barth. Etymol. Stud. 26 suggested a1 3)
connection between ~">^o and J>t) , but Schwally Idioticon 129 rightly re­
jects this solution.
When we remember the early use of ^> beside ^) and the fairly
1) Opera III, 237,244. Grimme Mohammed 1892 p 19 n , thinks that some
old name of a demon lies behind the word. v>W
2) Hirschfeld Be it rage 6l supports a Jewish origin.
3) C.f. Fraenkel in Be it r. Ass. HI, 74.
frequent use of ,j>j in the early poetry in the general sense of a writing 
it seems simplest to think of some confusion made between derivatives from 
these roots and the "nfciA or j«£oiSo in use among Jews and Christians, so





There was some uncertainty as to the vowelling of the word, whe-
i s
ther i^l^i • ikuT •«. iLbv. The philologers attempt to derive it from x).-"..»•••'. 3)
though they do not suggest how it can be explained from this root. Fraen- 
kel Fremdw. 64 showed that it has no verbal root in Arabic, and suggested
that it is the Aram, ̂ rrmi , Syr. ^/u^o^ meaning glass or crystal. The
Syr. word is early and quite common, and it was probably when the Arabs
cfc»e to use glass that they took over the Syr. word with the article.
S t • »
v i. 112: x. 25: xvii. 95: xliii. 34.
Anything highly embellished.
As used in the Q,ur'an it obviously means ornamentation, though 
Ibn SIda says that its primitive meaning was gold , and then any gilded 
decoration, and then decoration in general. There appears to be no oc­ 
currence of the word earlier than the Qur'an, though it may well have
been an early word.
4)
It seems to be a def ormation from the Syr. IjL^o^ = Aramaic s
1) Vide Imru'ul-Qais in Ahlwardt Divans . 159,160, an-]\iamri in Agh. xii.18, 
and other passages in Horovitz KU 69 ff. Cheikho Nasraniya 184 and Al- 
Machriq xvr. 510. — ' ——— —
2) C.f. al-'Uqaili in LA viii. 55, and the verses of the Jewish poet quo­ 
ted by Hirschfeld. Margoliouth ERE, x. 541 supports the solution suggested 
above, and vide Vollers ZDMG li. 2Q3
3) LA, III, 112. ———
4) Addai Shir 77 would derive it from Pers. , o) ornamentation, but there 
seems nothing in favour of this.
(14-3)
meaning a "bright scarlet colour much used for adornment. It is used for 
the scarlet curtains of the Tabernacle in Ex. xxvi, 1 and for the y><^s.
*o**'w| of Matt, xxvii, 28. The interchange of 9 and n is not a great 
difficulty, c.f. praetorius Beit.Ass. i, 43 and Earth, in ZDMG. xli. 634.
Ixxxviii. 16.
Rich carpets.
Plu. of *«u»y> or 'J-<u*j) , occurring only in an early description
/ ", '
of paradise. The word occurs not infrequently in the early literature 
and the Exegetes have a clear idea that it means fine wide carpets, but 
their explanations of the form are confused, c.f. Raghib Mufradat 211. 
Fraenkel Fremdw. 92 thought that it was from the Syr. o^ t£ 
check, stop, though it is difficult to see how this can explain its mean­ 
ing He notes, however, that Geo. Hoffmann would derive it from the Pers.
2)
under the foot, which looks more likely, and which Horovitz Para-
dies 15 thinks possible, though if Persian it would seem more likely that
it is connected with some formation from Phlv. Y ^ zarln golden as in
zarin-pesid (West Glossary 148). The most likely origin, how-
ever, is that suggested by NSldeke Neue Be it rage 53, that it is from the
Eth. HCCVV carpet. ^Tbldeke admits the possibility that the borrowing may
4)
have been the other way, and one is inclined to derive both the Ar. ana
Eth. words from an Iranian source, but at present there is not sufficient 
evidence for this.
C/;
ill. 32,33: vi. 85; xix, 1,7: xxi, 89. ______
1) The fact would seem that «~// is a later formation and that the form 
that was borrowed was u.W , which as a matter of fact is the only foam 
that occurs in the oldest texts.
2) fullers Lex, ii, 168,169.
3) Addai Shir 77 also argues for a Persian origin, but he wants to de­ 
rive it from cJy/ meaning yellow water.
4) So Fraenkel Op% cit.
(144) 
Zachariah.
Always as the father of John the Baptist, though in iii. 32 
he is the elder who reared Mary from childhood, an idea dependent of 
course on Protevangelion viii, 4.
There are variant spellings of the word - »b^> •, ^j-O and ^
(Tab, on iii. 32) , and the early authorities recognized the name as for-
2)
eign - Jawallql Mu*arrab 77- The probabilities seem to be that it cEtrne————— 3) 4)
into Ar. from Syr. \>-^} . We find ^no^-j in Mandaean but there seems rea
son to believe that this form has been influenced by Arabic, (Brandt 
ERE. viii, 380). The name apparently does not occur in the early liter-— 5)
ature , though it must have been well known to Arabian Christians in pre- 
Islamic times.
Of frequent occurrence in many forms. 
To be pure.
f s
The three forms which particularly concern us are ^/j (c.f.
xxiv. 21), // (ii. 146: iv. 52: xci. 9) and Jr>" (xx. ?8: Ixxxvii. 14).
i'' 
The primitive meaning of the Ar. f) is to grow, to flourish.
thrive . as is recognized J>y the Lexicons, c.f. LA xix, 77, and Raghib——— 6) ' —
Mufradat 212. This is the meaning we find in the earliest texts e.g.
•>
722, 4: Labid (ed. Chalidi 142, 10) etc. and with this we must
„connect the ^^ of ii. 232: xviii. 18 etc, as Noldeke notes. In this 
sense it is cognate with Ass. zaku to be free, immune; Aram. <XXM to be
1) It is remotely possible that in the list of Prophets in vi. 85 it re­ 
fers to someone else, but its close connection there with the name Yahya 
would seem to indicate that the same Zachariah is meant as is mentioned 
in the other passages.
2) So Khafaji 99.
3) Rhodokanakis WZKM, xvii, 285: Horovitz KU. 113: Mingana Syr. Infl.82
4) As in the Liber Adami (ed. Morberg) and Ginza (tr. Lidzbarski , 51 ,213,
5) Eorovitz rightly rejects the examples collected by Cheikho 232. (219.
6) And see Hurgronje Verspreide Geschriften, II, p. 11.
7) Neue Beitrage. 25 n.
(145)
victorious . Syr. \>"\ etc.
'' £• , - , 
In the eense of clean, pure , however, i.e. .£"} , ./; and ,£3* i*———— —— 1) 
is obviously a borrowing from the older religions. Heb. ^ot is to be
clean or pure in the moral sense, and its forms parallel all the uses in 
the Q,ur'an. So the related Aram. %-DI , -SOT, and "DT , Syr. \>» , ^>». and Y»i 
mean to be clean both in the physical and in the moral sense. The Arabic 
equivalent of these forms, of course, is £"b to be bright, and so there 
can be little doubt that ^f) used in its technical religious sense was 
borrowed from an Aramaic form. It is of course difficult to decide 
whether the origin is Jewish or Christian. Noldeke Neue Beitr'age 25 n. 
and Schulthess ZA xxvi.152 favour a Jewish origin, but Andrae Ursprung
200 points to the close parallels between Muhammad's use of the word and
2) 
that which we find in contemporary Syriac literature, so that there is
ground for thinking that it came to him from Christian sources.
ii. 40,77,104,172,277: iv. 79 etc.
Legal Alms.
Naturally the Muslim authorities explain this word from 
and tell us that Alms is so called because it purifies the soul from 
meanness, or even because it purifies wealth itself - c.f. Eaid. on ii.3) ——
40 etc. though some sought to derive it from the primitive meaning of 
to increase, see Raghib Muf radat 212, and the Lexicons.
Zakat , however, is another of the technical religious terms ta­ 
ken over from the older faiths. Fraenkel Vocab. 23, suggested that it
1) Grimme Mohammed. 1892, p. 15, tried to prove that c/>- for Muhammad 
meant "to pay legal alms" (Zakat) but this is far fetched,as Hurgronje 
RHR xxx,157 ff, pointed out. It is true, however, that in his later 
years Muhammad did associate justification before God with almsgiving 
(Bell, Origin. 80).
2) Vide also Bell Origin 51. it is possible that the Phlv. dakia of 
PPG1 104 may be from the same origin
3) The origin of this idea, of course is in the Qur»an itself,c. f. ix.104,
(146) 
was from the Aram, mot • The primary sense of cnot , *rroi is puritas ,
innocentia, from which developed the secondary meaning of ineritum as in 
the Targum on Gen. xv. 6, but it does not seem that *moi or its Syr. equi­ 
valent |2ooi ever meant alms. though this meaning could easily be derived 
from it. Fraenkel is inclined to believe that the Jews of Arabia had al­ 
ready given it this meaning before Islam - "sed fortasse ludaei Arabici
i 
tYOT sensu eleemosynaum adhibuerunt". Noldeke, however, (Neue Beitrage
25) is inclined to believe that the specializing of the word for alms was 
due to Muhammad himself.
Ixxvi. 17.
Ginger.
It occurs only in a passage descriptive of the delights of para­ 
dise, where the Exegetes differ as to whether Zanjabil is the name of the 
well from which the drink of the Redeemed comes, or means the spice by 
which the drink is flavoured, - vide Tab. Zam. and Said, on the passage 
and LA xiii , 332.
There was fairly general agreement among the early authorities 
that it was a Persian word. Tha'alibi Fiqh 318 and jawaliqi Mu farrab 78 
give it in their lists of Persian loan words, and their authority is ac­ 
cepted by SuyutI Itq. 321: Mutaw. 47: and Khaf a j I 99.
The Mod. Pers. word for ginger is ^Jd^ (Vullers Lex, il. 472,
* 2) c.f. also ii. 148) from Phlv.isjSvo shangavir,, which is the source of the
3) 4), and the Syr.^jx : Aram. ̂ ru-H . The ultimate source
1) See also Bell Origin 80 : Schwally in ZA, xxvi,l50 ,151- Wensinck Jo- den. 114 says - "Men zal misschien vragen of tot de kekkaanscbe instellin- 
gen niet de zakat behoort. En men sou zich voor dese meening op talrijke 
Mekkaansche openbaringen kunnen beroepen waar van zakat gesproken wordt. 
Men vergete echter niet, dat het woord zakat %>*>' , het joodsche not ver- 
dienste beteekent. Deze naam is door de Arabische joden of door kohaimned 
uitsluitend op het geven van aalrnoezen en daarna op de aaliuoes zelf toege-
2) So Vullers Lex, ii, 148 (past".
3) Hiibschmann Arm. Gramm. i, 238.
4) Prom which was then derived the f orm ̂ ~)>^ - Levy \vorterbuch, 1 , 3^-5*
seems to have been the Skt.9\<^*. ,.Pali sirigivera from which comes the
2) 
Gk. ̂ tyyt&«ois. There can "be little doubt that the word passed into Ar. from
3) 
Syr. and was thence borrowed back into Persian in Islamic times. It oc-
curs in the early poetry and so was evidently an early borrowing.
Occurs frequently in many forms, c.f. ii, 33-
A pair, species, kind, sex, couple, companion, spouse.
It is a very early loan word in Arabic from Gk. (TtSfo* trough the 
Aram, The verbal forms <^j etc. with this meaning are clearly denomina­ 
tive, the primitive root -^) meaning "to sow discord between". In the 
Q,ur'an we have many forms - ^', to marry, to couple with, ^j plu. ^V,^ 
a wife or husband (human) : L>) kind, species ; OUJ>; a pair ; ll^ sex.
No Muslim authority, as Fraenkel notes (ffremdw. 107) > kas any 
suspicion that the word is other than genuine Arabic, but no derivation 
of the word is possible from Semitic material, and these can be no rea-
5)
sonable doubt that its origin is to be found in ^tGvos . ^vvyos is origi-
nally a yoke from ̂ toyyo^i to join, fasten, and then comes to mean a couple, 
so that K*.T* £iv;cs or K.*T* C^r*) meant in pairs . and thus £toj0s T coniugium 
was used for a married pair. From Greek it passed eastwards and in the
1) Yule (vide Yule and Eurnell, Hobs on jobs on, ed. Cooke, 1903 P 374) 
thought that the Skt.*r^'2H was a made up word, and that as the home of th€ 
plant is in the Malabar district, we should look for the origin of the 
word in the kalayalam £2or*ui inchi meaning root (c.f. TamiKD^b^ in j i : 
Sinhalese ̂ QOC-^-B inguru) , but there is the equal probability that these 
are all derived from the $kt.- a horn.
2) This then became yyyii^is and through the Lat. gingiber became the Mid­ 
dle "English gingevir and our ginger. From^fcyy^tus came the Syr. *JE>Q_^ 
and other forms (Low, Aramaische Pf lanzennamen , p 138).
3) Praenkel Vocab. JL I : Volloro SDMO , ii, 631 ; Pautz Offenbarung 213: 
Horovitz pa-radies 11: Addai Shir , bo.
4) See Geyer Zwei Gedichte 1 , 57 : II, 83.
5) Fraenkel op. citj 106; Vollers ZDMG.l. 622; 11.298; P. 5m. 1094.
6) C.f. Lat. iungere . and the Av. c^pi*>» (Bart hoi omae Alg 1228: Reichelt, 
Elementarbuch. 477).
(148) 1)
Rabbinic writings we have >U meaning both pair and wife^ and xan pair,
husband , companion, besides the denominative IVT to bind or pair, , and
= £ify»>*it -, onjw = £tvyos-*Sis . So Syr. Y^oi is yoke and the very common 
-.o = yokefellow, commonly used for husband or wife, with verbal forms
built therefrom. It was from this Syr. that we get the Etja. Hoy 0? (Nolde-
2)
ke >Teue Beitrage 44) and the Arm. ̂ "j^-fc , and it was probably from the saiae
source that it passed into Arabic. One might expect that it would be an
3)
early borrowing, and as a matter of fact it occurs in the early poetry.
xxii, 31; xxv. 5, 72: Iviii. 2. 
Falsehood.
It is linked with idolatry in xxit, 31, "but in the other passages 
is quite colourless.
The usual theory of the philologers is that it is derived from
s $ 'j>) though this is clearly a denominative, and that the authorities 
felt some difficulty with the word is clear from LA, v. 426.~~ +)
Fraenkel Fremdw. 273 suggested that it was from *VT . There is 
a Heb. word *~M loathsome thing from ~m to be loathsome, but it hardly 
seems possible to derive the Ar. from- this. It would seem rather to be 
of Iranian origin. Pers. ^ is lie . falsehood, which Vullers Lex, ii, 
158 gives, it is true, as a loan word from Ar. He is certainly wrong,
however, for not only does the word occur in phlv. both simply as
5)
zur . a lie, falsehood, fiction . and in compounds as ̂ QQJJQ yjjS zur-gukaslh =
) 7) 
false evidence, perjury, and in the pazend zur - a lie, but also in the
1) See Meinhold»s Yoma, p 29.
2) Hubachmann Arm. Gramm. i. 302: ZDMG. xlvi,235-
3) C.f. 'Antara xxi,31 in Ahlwardt»s Divans.
4) Vide also Beit.Ass. 111,67 where he says - "Das Eoranische ^; habe iiii 
in dringendem Verdacht aus der Frernde entlehnt zu sein. Schon die ver- 
schiedenartigen Erklarungen der Araber sind auffallend".
5) E.g. Gosht-i-Fryano, III, 29.
6) E.g. Arda Viraf, Iv. 6 : xlv. 5.
7) Vide Shikand-gumanik-vicar, Bombay, 1887 p. 275.
(149) 
0. Pers. of the Beiiistun inscription, where we read ( iv. 63-64) naiy drau
jfana Sham, naiy zurakara ahaiu, "I was no liar, nor was I an evil doer",—
and further ( iv. 65) naiy. . . , . zura akunavam "I did no wrong, and in the2] — ————————————
Av. A>s*-»P^?CzuroJata. From Middle Persian the word was borrowed into0 3)
Arm. where we find cj_m. c false, wrong . which enters into several compounds
e.g.c^«ugu.k calumniator, ^^^4 injustice .etc, so that it was probably 
directly from Middle Persian that it came into Arabic.
xxiv. 35. Also S0>*>*) . vi. 99,142: xvi, 11: xxiv. 35: Ixxx, 29: 
xcv. 1.
Olive oil. Olive Tree.
s
The word has no verbal root in Arabic, ^ to give oil being ob­ 
viously denominative, as was clear even to the native Lexicographers LA 
ii, 340 etc.
Guidi Delia Sede t 37 had- noted the word as a foreign borrowing,
and Fraenkel Fremdw. 147 points out that the olive was not indigenous
4)
among the Arabs. We may suspect that the word belongs to the old pre-Se-
mitic stratum of the population of the Syrian area. In Heb. n'\ means 
both olive tree and olive . but Lagarde Mitthe ilungen iii, 215 showed that 
primitively it meant oil - In Aram, we have *t\M and Syr. \IL\ , which 
with the Heb. Gesenius tried unsuccessfully to derive from ntu to be
bright . fresh, luxuriant. The word is also found in Coptic TL.UMT beside——— ————— 5)
and xotir f where it is clearly a loan word, and in Phlv.
and Arm. ktU oil , ktl olive tree, which are usually taken as borrow-
1) Spiegel in the Glossary to his Altpersischen iCeilinschriften ,p 243 
translates zQra by "Gewalt" , but Hiibschmann z_DMG xlvi, 329 rightly correct
2) Barthol2>ruae AIW 1698: Horn Grundriss . 149. No. 674. (him.
3) Hubschmann, Arm. Gramm, i, 15^
4) He quotes Strabo XVI, 78! whose evidence is rather for S. Arabia. 
BekrI Mu ( j am 425, however, says that the olive is found in Syria only, and 
we may note that in Sura xxiii, 20, the tree on Mt. Sinai yields
5) PPGl. 242.
(150)
ings from Aram. , but which the presence of the word in Ossetian
and Georgian fcOo>o would at least suggest the possibility of being indepen 
dent borrowings from the original population.
The AT. word may have come directly from this primitive source,
but more likely it is from the Syr. 1M which also is the source of the
2) 
Eth. H$>* (Noldeke Neue Beitrage 42). It was an early borrowing in any
case for it occurs in the old peetry e.g. Divan Hudh. Ixxii, 6: Aghanl. 
viii, 49, etc.
Of very frequent occurrence, c.f. vi. 31 : vii, 32: xii. 107 etc. 
Hour.
It is used in the Q,ur'an both as an ordinary period of time,- 
an hour (c.f. xxx. 55: vii.32: xvi.63) but particularly of "the Hour", 
the great Day of Judgment (liv, 46: xlii,17: vi,31 etc). It occurs most 
commonly in late Meccan passages.
It is difficult to derive the word from the Ar. cl~ "to let cam­ 
els run freely in pasture" , though it might conceivably be a development 
from a verbal meaning "to pass along", i.e. to elapse. The Lexicons, how 
ever, c.f. LA. x. 33 seem to make no attempt to derive it from a verbal 
root.
The probabilities are that it is of Aram, origin. *T\\JV:> occurs
in Bibl. Aram, and rvu va,*i»vi and ̂ nuvi are common in the Targums and Rab-
3) 
binical writings for both a short time and an hour, both of which meanings
are also found for the commonly used Syr. ]ta>*. . Ik Syr. As^, is very fre­ 
quently used in eschatological passages for "the Hour" c.f. katlC. xiii,32:
1) Hubschmann Arm.Gramm. i,309: ZDMG xlvi.243. Lagarde fcitth. 111,219 
seemed to think that &sfr was the origin of the Semitic forms (but see 
his Arm.Stud. No 1347 and fibersicht 219 n.)
2) Eth. HS.H.T , however, is from Ar. 0^; , c.f. Noldeke, op.cit.
3) From the fact that the word can mean an extremely short period of tine 
some have thought that its original meaning was "Augenblinck", "the blink 
of an eye", related to Ass. she'u. Heb. oyyj to gaze.
Jno. v,28 etc. and Ephraem (ed. Lamy) iii.583, precisely as in the Q,ur- 
f anic eschatological passages. As the Eth. ftO'V orftS^ , which is also 
used eschatologically , is a "borrowing from the Syr. (Noldeke ITeue Eeitr. 
44), we are fairly sure, as we have already noted (infra p 41) that as 
an eschatological term the Arabic has come from Syr. and the same is 
probably true of the word in its ordinary usage. It occurs in the early 
poetry, and so would have been an early borrowing.
. 87, 90, 96.
The Samaritan.
The Qur'an gives this name to the man who made the golden calf
for the Children of Israel.
1) 
Geiger 166 thought that the word was due to a misunderstanding
of the word v^no , the Angel of Death who, according to the story in
2)
Pirke Rabbi Eliezer. xlv. was hidden within the calf and lowed to de­ 
ceive the Israelites. This, however, is rather remote, and there can be 
no doubt that the Muslim authorities are right in saying that it means 
"The Samaritan". The calf worship of the Samaritg,ns may have had some-
3)
thing to do with the Q,ur'anic story, But as Fraenkel ZDMG Ivi. 73 sug­ 
gests, it is probably due to some Jewish Midrash in which later enmity 
towards the Samaritans led pious Jews to find all their calamities and 
lapses of faith due to Samaritan influence.
A comparison of the Syr. W.Saj* with Heb. ^yv^xnij would suggest a 
Syr. origin for the Ar. ^-r-U , but as Horovitz KU 115i notes, there is
1) Followed by Tisdall Sources. 113.
2) In Friedlander's translation (London, 1916), p 355-
3) C.f. the yrmvu ^ Qf Hos. viii, 5,6.
4) A confirmation of this is found in the words of v. 97 giving the putv 
ishment of the Samiri, where the "touch me not" doubtless refers to the 
ritual purifications of the Samaritans. C.f. Goldziher, Extrait de la 
Revue Africaine. no 266, Alger, 1908. Halevy Rev.Gem, xvi. 419 ff refer* 
it to the cry of the lepers, but Horovitz KU 115 rightly insists that thiit 
is not sufficient to explain the verse.
(152) 
a late Jewish ^n*MJ or ""^S? which might quite well "be the source of
the Qur'ani'c form.
lxxix,14.
The passage is an early one referring to the Last Lay - "Lo there 
will be but a single blast, and behold they are - -»ys>LJl " , where the 
Commentators are divided :n opinion as to whether Sahira is one of the 
namep of Hell - ri^ ̂  , or a place in Syria which is to be the seat of 
the Last Judgment, or means the surface of the earth - £j»,*\«ux> . See Tab. 
Said.and Bagrh. on the verse.
Sprenger Leben, II, $14 notes that "aus dem Arabischen lasst « 
sich nicht erklaren" , and suggests that it is derived from the -i7\t>7\ nm 
which as used in Gen. xxxix and xl means prison. There seems, however, 
to be no evidence that this "ino was ever connected with the abode of the 
wicked, and Schulthess Umayya 118 commenting on the verse of Umayya - 
si^U JU*DJ jj j^ U-^XE, "we are permitted hunting on sea and on dry land", 
would explain it from the Aram, ̂ mno = Syr. }l-^sc meaning environs. He
points out that * = n is not unknown in words that have come through Fa-
2) 
bataean channels.
It is not impossible, however, to take it as an ordinary Arabic 
word meaning awake.
xxvii, 22: xxxiv. 14.
Saba»
The name of a city in Yemen destroyed by a great Inundation. 
We have fairly extensive evidence for the name of the city from non-Ara­ 
bic sources. It is the ftnh of the 8. Arabian inscriptions (CIS, ii, 375
1) On which see his Homonyrne 'Wurzeln. 41 ff.
Jt) His examples are vj*^ = li^*. : ^*^> = ?m : and
(153)
jLordtmann Sab. Denkm. 18 : Glaser Zwei Inschriften 68), which occurs in———— rj— - 2)
the Cuneiform inscriptions as Sab 'a and Saba* . in Greek as £c<« , in He"b,
savi , from which are Syr. \&*. , Eth.
As the Qur'anic statements about Saba» are connected with the 
Solomon legend, it is possible that like the name Suleiman , it came to 
him from Christian sources, though we cannot absolutely deny its deriva­ 
tion from Rabbinic material, (Korovitz KU 115) » and indeed the name may 
have come directly from S. Aralia.
S .
ii. 61: iv. 50,153: vii. 163.- xvi. 125. 
Sabbath.
(Sprenger and others would add to this <L>&> rest in xxv, 49:3) ' ——
Ixxviii, 9)
We find <L^J only in relatively late passages and always of the 
Jewish Sabbath. The Muslim authorities treat it as genuine Arabic from
c^JU to cut, and explain it as so called because God cut off Kis work 
on the seventh day, c.f. Baid. on ii, 6l and kas'udl kuruj, III, 423.——" 5)
There can be no doubt that the word came into Arabic from Aram.
and probably from the Jewish *-aau> rather than from the Syr. 
verb <L^~ of vii, 163 is then denominative as Praenkel Vocab. 21 has 
noted. It is doubtful if the word occurs in this meaning earlier than 
the Qur»an.
Of very frequent occurrence, c.f. ii, 28 etc. 
To praise.
1) Delitzsch Paradies. 303. 2) S«(il in LXX, but tJfUTjy in strabo.
3) Leben 11,430: Grunbaum ZDMG,xxxix,584, but see Horovitz KU 96.
4) It is curious that the Muslims object to deriving it from the sense 
of to rest ( naM> ) on the ground of Sura 1.37. See Griinbaum ZDMG xxxix.585.
5) Geiger 54: von Kremer Ideen 226 n : Hirschfeld New Researches 104: 
Horovitz KU 96.
Besides the verb we have o^*" praise; "L.^ act of praise; 
one who celebrates praise, all obviously later formations from 
The primitive sense of the root is to glide and in this sense
we find ^ , l^ and V.VJl in the Q,ur'an, and some of the philologers en- 
O {j> O/
deavoured to derive l^J from this - e.g. Baifl. on ii. 28. It has been 
pointed out frequently, however, that the sense of praise is an Aram, de­ 
velopment of the root. It occurs in Heb. in this sense only as a late 
Aramaism (EDB 986) and in S. Semitic only after contact with Aramaic
speaking peoples.
2) 
ntiu* is found even in 0. Aram, meaning to laud, praise, and has a
wide use in Syr. Fraenkel Vocab.20 and Hirschfeld Beitrage 45 are in­ 
clined to think that we must look for a Jewish source, but there is even 
more likelihood of its being Syr. for not only is ^^o^* widely used in the 
classical language, but we find\L»^a*'= o^T » a^d in the Christian Pales­ 
tinian dialect \».o*I= ^r*^ • It is possible that the word was known 
among the Arabs in pre-islamic times.
Occurs frequently, c.f. ii, 103.
A way, road, - then metaphorically, a cause, or reasonl
In the (^ur'an it is used both of a road , and in the technical 
religious sense of The Way (c.f. Acts, ix,2) i.e. <Ji\<jo^>. The Muslim 
authorities take it as genuine Arabic, and Sprenger Leben , 11,66 agrees 
with them. It is somewhat difficult, however, to derive it from ^ as
even Raghib Muf radat 221 seems to feel, and the word is clearly a borrow- 
—————————————————————————————————— ing from the Syr. — V- -^ ••
1) Sprenger Leben , I , 107
2) Lidzbarski Handbuch. 3?2; Cook Glossary. 111.
3) Schwally Idioticon 91. See also kingana Syriac Influence 86; Bell Ori­ 
gin 51 ! a"^ Noldeke Feue Beitrage 36 who shows that the Eth. ^c\(t\ is of 
the same origin. T) Schwally in ZDMG liii.19? says - "Bei der Annah- 
me , dass J~— 'Weg' echt AraMsch ist, scheint es mir auffallend zu sedii, 
dass unter den verschiedenen Synonymen gerade dieses dem Aramaischen und 
Hebraischen gleiche Wort fur den religiosen Sprachgebrauch ausgesucht ist. 
Ich kann mir diese Erscheinung nur als Entlehnung erklaren. M
(155) u
As a matter of fact Heb. V:i>a and Aram. s>':ivi mean tooth road er way of life,
precisely as the Syr. \L-o^ , "but it is the Syr. word which had the widest 
use and was borrowed into Arm. as **«-t1 , and so is the more likely origin.
It occurs in the old poetry, e.g. in Nabigha v. 18 (Ahlwardt Divans , p 6) 
and thus was an early borrowing.
Of very frequent occurrence. C.f. ii. 32.
To worship.
With the verbal forms must be taken V^t" e.g. ii.119: xxii.27 etc, 
This root ~no is an Aram, formation. Even in. 0. Aram, it meant
prostration of reverence "as is evident from the *~r>o of Sachau's inscrip­ 
tion No. 3 ( ZDMG xxxvi, 158) * c.f. Dan. iii. 6. In later Aram. *T"xp is to 
bow down . -s*mo is worship, adoration, and n^on'^an idol temple. Similar­ 
ly Syr. .J^D from a primitive meaning of "to salute reverentially" c.f. 
II Sam. ix. 6, comes to mean to adore, translating both <rv'pvo and -nr>o«*wt»o 
and giving ̂ i 0.^9 and ]j._^> adoration, and 1'Q-^ a worshipper etc.
It is from the Aram, that we get the Heb. ~UD (Noldeke ZDMG xli. 
719) and the Eth. t\*l £, (Nbldeke Feue Beitrape 3^) , and it was from Aram.
2} 
that the word passed into Arabic, probably at an early period, a.s we see
from the &u f allaqa of *Amr b. Kufthum.
xxi. 104.
The meaning of Sigill in this eschatological passage was clear­ 
ly unknown to the early interpreters of the Qur'an. Some took it to be 
the name of an Angel or of the Prophet's amanuensis, but the majority are 
in favour of its meaning some kind of writing or writing material. (£ab. 
and Eagh. on the passage, and Raghib Mufradat 223.
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1) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i, 3^3: ZDMG xlvi, 246.
2) Noldeke op. cit. : Hirschfeld Seitrage 41: Schwally ZDMG lii, 134.
(156)
There was also some difference of opinion as to its origin, 
some like Bagh. taking it as an Arabic word derived from j^i _ and others• i
admitting that it was a foreign word, of Abyssinian or Persian origin.
It is, however, neither Persian nor Abyssinian, but the Gk. ̂ yi^o* = Lat.
3) sigillum, used in Byzantine Greek for an Imperial edict. The word came
into very general use in the Eastern part of the Empire, so that we find
, *) 5)Syr. .Q^^«rf» (P. 5m. 2oO?) meaning diploma and Arm. u^t^ meaning seal. It
may have come through Syr. to Ar. as Mingana Syriac Influence 90, claims, 
but the word appears not to occur earlier than the Qur'an, and may be one 
of the words picked up by kuhammad himself as used among the people of
6)
U. Arabia, in its Greek form. in any case, as Noldeke insists, it is clear 
that he quite misunderstood its real meaning.
xi. 84; xv. 74: cv. 4.
Lumps of baked clay.
The last of these passages refers to the destruction of the ar­ 
my of the Elephant, and the others to the destruction of Sodom and Go­ 
morrah. In both cases the J^sr is something rained down from heaven, and 
as he latter event is referred to in Sura li. 33, we get the equivalence 
of j>-sr = ^Jo t which gives the Commentators their CUE for its interpreta­ 
tion*!____________________________________________________
1) Jawaliqi Mu«arrab 87: Khafajl 104: Suyuti Itq. 321: Mutaw. 41. 
W. Y. Bell in his translation of the Mutaw. is quite wrong in taking the 
word J^y to mean part. portion. blank paper. It means man as is clear 
from LA xiii,347.2*7 Pers. *<j^r meaning syngrapha iudicis is a borrow­ 
ing from the Arabic, Vullers Lex. ii,231.
3) Vollers ZDMG, 1.611: li.314; Bell, Origin. 74; Vacca £!_, sub.voc.: 
Fraenkel Vocab. 17: Fremdw. 251.
4) Foldeke Feue Beit rage 27.
5) Hubschmann Arm.Gramm. i, 378. 6) Neue Be itrage, 27. 7) Others, 
however, would not admit this identification, and we learn from Tab, that 
some took it to mean the lowest heaven, others connected it with c-»\^ ,and 
others made it a form &** from <J^-* meaning <S~;\ . Finally Laid, tells us 
that some thought it a variant of o^ meaning Hell.
(157)
It was early recognized as a foreign word, ana generally taken as
1)
of Persian origin, Tab. going so far as to tell us - <$j &~> ̂ -,1*3^^^ which is
a very fair representation of > and C (Fraenkel Vocab. 25: Siddiqi'
, Stidien, 73), J^ meaning stone is the Phlv. >»o sang from Av. >•»*-* as an
and £ meaning clay the Phlv. j>35 gil. related to Arm. ̂ t (Horn Grundriss
207). From Middle Persian it passed directly into Arabic. Grimrue ZA xxvi 
164,165 suggests S. Arabian influence, but there seems nothing to support 
this.
Ixxxiii. 7*8.
The early authorities differed widely as to what the S i j j in of 
this eschatological passage might be. It was generally agreed that it 
was a place, but some said it meant the lowest earth - ooUJi^/N , or a name
for Hell, or a rock under which the records of men's deeds are kept, or a
5) 
prison. The Qur'an itself seems to indicate that it means a document -
_>Vi5' , so SuyutI Mutaw. 46, tells us that some thought it was a Per­ 
sian word meaning clay te.Het. Grimme ZA xxvi. 163 thinks that it refers 
to the material on which the records are written, and compares with the 
Eth. ?n>T or 7; T-M meaning clay writing tablets. It is very probable, how­ 
ever, as roldeke Sketches 38 suggested long ago, that the word is simply 
a manufacture of Muhammad himself. If this is so, then ^r <_Jt& is proba­ 
bly an explanatory gloss that has crept into the text.
1) Jawaliqi Mu f arrab 81: Ibn Qutaiba AK, 527: KhafBji, 103:
fradat. 223; Baid. on xi. 84: SuyutI Itq. 321: ^iutaw,35 and see Horo-
vitz KU. 11: Siddiqi, 8 n 2.
2) Bartholoiaae AI'W 207. 3) PPG1. 120..
4) But see Hubschmann Arm.Gramm. i, 172.
5) See Vacca El sub.voc. who^ suggests that it was this idea that the word 
was connected with {^ that^°rise to the theory that it was a place in the 
nethermost earth where the books were kept, rather than the books them­ 




The reference is to usury and to forbidden foods. it is clearly 
a technical term, and the passages, it will be noted, are of the latest 
Madinan group.
Sprenger Leben III, 4-0 n suggested that it was a technical term 
borrowed from the Jews, and there certainly is an interesting parallel 
from the Talmud, Shabb. 140 b. .where ™\M> is used in this technical sense, 
but it is the Syr. 1jtu.a-» depravity . corruption etc. which gives us a nom­ 
inal form from which ^ <" may have been derived.
xxv. 62: xxxiii. 45: Ixxi. 15: Ixxviii. 13. 
A lamp or torch.
The Muslim authorities take it as pure Arabic, not realizing that 
the verb from which they derive it is denominative.
Fraenkel Vocab. 7 pointed out that it was from Aram.SAIVD = Syr. 
\_^v-*. . These forms are, however, borrowed from the pers. ^i^ and in 
Freindw. 95 he suggests that it probably came directly into Ar. from the 
Iranian source, a theory also put forward by Sachau in his notes to the
Mu farrab p 21. This is of course oosniole, since tne Arm. £(•,-«£ in froiu"—————— * 1)
"the Iranian, as also the Ossetian ciray. but Syr. ~v- waB a very commonly
used word with many derivatives j[p. Sm. 4325) and Vollers ZDMG 1. 613. is
doubtless right in deriving the Ar. word from the Syr. 
<> 'j
ii. 28. 
An awning, tent cover.
1) Hlibschmann Arm.Gramm. i. 190. Addai Shir 89 wants to derive the Pers. 
\^ from the Syr. but this is putting things back to front.
(159)
Tiie passage is e s chat o logical descriptive of the torments of the 
wicked, for whom is prepared a fire "whose awning shall enwrap theiu". The 
Exegetes got the general sense of the word from the passage but were not
\ 1
very sure of its exact meaning as we see from Baid.'s comment of the passage 
It was very generally recognized as a foreign word. Raghib Hu£-
radat 229 notes that the form of the word is not Arabic, and Jawallqi Mu-———— 1)
farrab 90 elates it as a Persian word, though not very certain as to what
was the original form. Some derived it from ^^^ , meaning an antechamber,
2) 3) 
others from o^.'^ curtains , others from oU*^ and ^ e-b others from ^.^ .
Pers. *^y- is the form we must work from. It is defined by Vull- 
ers as "velum magnum s. auleum, quod parietis loco circum tentoriuni expan-
dunt" , and is formed from *j>r. a veil or curtain (Vullers i. 34-0) and an
5) ' —— £T~ 7)
0. Pays /&<a£q from which came the Arm. uj,^^ and tne Judaeo-persian
"both meaning forecourt ( 1-fi-^ ov<rroi ). From some Middle Persian formation
from this VW^Sa. with the suffix A was borrowed the Arm. uh^£«»i4 meaning
8) 9)
curtain, and the Kandaean ̂ -pi^-ip roof of tent or awning. The word occurs
in the old poetry, e.g. in Labid cxxi. 11, and was thus an early borrow­ 
ing, but whether directly from Iranian or through Aram, it is impossible 
now to say.
xiv. 51: xvi. 83. 
Garment.
From the use of the word in the old poetry, e.g. Imru'ul-Qais
1) So Suyuti Itq.321. and Siddiqi Studien64.
2) Khafaji 105. On this form see >T<31deke kand. Graimu. xxxi. n. 3«
3) Lagarde Ubersicht 176 n. 4) Lex, ii. 257.
5) Hubschmann Persiscne Studien, 199. C.f. the Phlv. >^ ^>J^ sraltan and 
Pers. ^\j~> , Horn Grundriss^. 161.
6) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i, 241, and see Lagarde Arm.Stud. S 2071.
7) Lagarde Persische Btudien 72.
8) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i, 241.
9) Noldeke kand. Gramm. xxxi; Lagarde Ubersicht t 176 n: Fraenkel Fremdw. 
29. It may be argued, however, that the i^and. fona is from Arabic.
(160)
lii. 14: 'Antara xx, 18: Hamasa p 349 it is clear that the word, means 
a shirt and in particular a shirt of mail, and Raghib uufradat 228 right­ 
ly gives the Qur'anic meaning as cr^ ov u- <j^+*'
Ereytag Lex. II, 305 suggested that it was the Pers. > i_>u, which 
is taken to be the origin of J'j.,-. and then of ^Lr* • l^ahy authorities 
have favoured this view, but as Dozy Vetements 202 points out, ,\_^~ means 
breeches not shirt or mantle . and is formed from ^ ftmur * } \^ (Vollers
ZDMG li, 6*3). In Aram., however, we find ^^no, which, in the Rabbinic——— 1)
writings means mantle . and gave rise to the verbal forms Vanp and I2>'"»D "to
enwrap in a mantle". Syr.Uo^., however, like <r*p< .j»i£f«. seems to have been
2) 
used particularly for breeches. All these of course are borrowings from
Iranian, but the probabilities seem to be that the word was an early loan 
word in Ar. from Aram.
xxxiv. 10.
Chain armour, i.e. work of rings woven together.
It occurs only in a passage relating to David* s skill as an ar-
•
mourer.
The kuslim authorities derive it from S^Jl to stitch or sew, c.f. 
Raghib Muf radat . 229, though it is curious that they know that armourer 
ought to be Zarrad rather than Sarrad (Sijistani, 177) • As a matter of
fact ->/— seems to be but a form of ^ wlaich like ^> was commonly used
3)
among the Arabs. This _>,; is a borrowing from Iranian sources as Fraenkel
4)
Vocal). 13 noted. Av. -ng-^U zraSa (AIW 1703) means a coat of mail, and be- " **'
1) So '?a-io in Dan. iii.21,27. Viae Andreas in the Glossary to Larti's 
Grarmnatik d. bibl. aram. Sprache, 1896, and the other suggestions dis­ 
cussed by S.A. Cook in the Journal of philology xxvi, 30b ff. in an article 
"The Articles of Dress in Dan. iii,21".
2) C.f. Horn Grundriss § 789.
3) Ibn Duraid 174.
4) See also his Fremdw. 241 ff.
(161)
comes in Phlv. both^Jc zrih. whence kod. Pers. •»,; and Arm. C^M,<^, and also 
zrad (Horn Grundriss . 146) which was borrowed into Syr. as \s'^ . The 
word was a pre-lslamic borrowing, possibly direct from Persia, or maybe 
through Syriac.
-. - Ixviii,!: ^^^ -xvii,60: xxxiii,6: lii, 2: ^^ - liv. 53. 
To write, to inscribe.
They are all early passages save xxxiii,6, and possibly all re­
fer to the same thing, the writing in the Heavenly Scrolls.
2) 
Noldeke as early as i860 drew attention to the fact tnat the noun
seemed to be a borrowing from y.^*. = vruoui , so that the verb, as Fraen-
kel Freindw. 2^0 notes, will be denominative. The Aram.s*"i^ = V-^* means a
document and is from a root connected with Ass. sata.ru = to write. It oc-—————— 4T
curs as TISXD in ITfcbataeans and Palmyrene inscriptions , and also in the S. Ara
Man inscriptions we have )mft to write and )\I\r\h an inscription, fuller 
WZKLi. i,29 thinks that the Ar. may have been influenced both by the Aramae­ 
ans of the IT. and the Sabaeans of the S. and as a matter of fact SuyutI Itq 
311 tells us that Juwaibir in his comment on xvii,6o quoted a tradition
from Ibn fAbbas to tr^e effect tnat ^>k>— was the word used in the Himyaritic
6) 
dialect for >^ The presence of the phlv.^^r^ sature as e.g. in the
phrase*uJ>r» MO = in lines (PPGl. 205) iiiakes us think, hov/ever, that it may 
have been Aramaic influence which brought the word to S. AraMa. In any 
case the occurrence of the word in the early poetry shows that it was an 
early borrowing.
1) Hubschrnann Arm.Gramm. i,l52.
2) Geschifate des ftorans. p 13.
3) C.f. Horovitz KU 70.
4) Lidzbarski Handbuch 374.
5) Lidzbarski Ephemeris , ii, 381; Homrael Chrest. 124; fuller, Epigr. Denkm.
aus Arabien^ lii,2: liv.2: Glaser, Altjemenische Hachrichten. 67 ff. 




It occurs in the plu. ,1«>-V in the proverb,- "like an ass be- A
neath a load of books".
This sense of ,Vi~,l is quite unnatural in Arabic, and some of the 
early authorities quoted in Suyutl Itq.. 319. noted that it was a borrowing 
from Habataean or Syriac. It was apparently a word used among the Aazabs 
for the Scripture? of Jews ana Christians, for in Bekri Mu'jam 3^9» 18 
we read of how ad-Dahhak entered a Christian monastery while the monk was
reading * UjuA^ LA,* , and Ibn Duraid 103 says that Sifr means "the volume^ r >— --
of the To rah or the Injil or what resembles them".
3)
It is clearly a borrowing from Aramaic. The common Heb. ~ii>P 
appears in Aram, as vpp ; Syr. V.QCP . prom Aram, it passed on the one
hand into Eth. asfti^ and on the other into Arm. asunuhbp . As the Arm.
4) 
seems to have come from Syr. we may suppose that it was from the same
source that the Arabs got the word.
S "
Ixx*. 15-
Scribes. plu. of ^X.
Suyutl Itq. 321 (Mutaw. 60) tells us that some early authorities
wJ }said it was a ^Tataataean word meaning <!,_; . Aram. ~HDO was a Scribe or 
Secretary who accompanied the Governor of a province (Ezra iv. 8 etc) and 
then came to mean yp/^*Ttvs in general, c.f. Ezra vii,12,21. So Syr. V^i i?
both y(ot^*Ttv% and vo^i*m , and as Arabic terms connected with literary craft
5)are commonly of Syr. origin we may suppose with Mingana, that this word it
1) Mutaw. 54,59.
2) See Goldziher in ZP.&G , xxxii 34-7 ^»
3) Praenkel ffremdw. 247: Schwally Idioticon. 64.
4) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i,31? a^ (i see Muller in WZKM viii, 284.
5) Syriac Influence 85f Horovitz KU, 68 n. is in doubt whether it is 
of Jewish or Syrian origin.
(163) 
from Christian rather fhan from Jewish Aramaic.
5 / /
xviii, 70,?8: xxix, 14. 
A ship.
The reference in xviii is to the boat used by Moses and al- 
Khidr, and in xxix to Noah's ark.
The Lexicographers fancifully derive it from <^>~ to peel or pare 
c.f. LA xvii,72. This, however, is denominative from Jj^* an adze . which 
itself is not an Arabic word but the Pers. o^*v.v which passed into Ar., i)
through «g> . Guidi Delle Sede 37 » called attention to the fact that
is a loan word in Arabic, and the root is doubtless IBO to cover in,2} ————————
which we find in Ass sapannu = concealment., Phon. lUDOa a roof, and Aram.
O Heb. ]5O to cover.
The formnj-'sc) occurs in Heb. in the story of Jonah (Jon.i,5),
but in the Talmud and Targums^y^o and*T»r3O are commonly used. Even more
i
commonly used are the Syr. <^.«^cr, I |Ai_*£^ and as both the Al-Kidr and Nuh sto­ 
ries of the Qur'an seem to have developed under Christian influence we 
might suspect the word there to be a borrowing from Syr. It occurs, how­ 
ever, in the old poetry, e.g. Imru'ul Q,ais xx. 4 (Ahlwardt Divans 128); 
Div. Kudh. xviii, 3 etc. and so one caooot venture to say more than that it 
came from some Aram, source.
xvi,
Intoxicating drink.
With this should be associated all the otner forms derived there 
from and connected with drunkenness e.g. iv.46; xv.15,72: xxii,2. Suyu-
1) Vullers Lex,i.68: Fraenkel Premdw. 216,217.
2) Lidzbarski, Han(Touch 330.
(164) 
tl Itc[. 321 (Mutaw. 40) tells us that some early authorities considered it
an Ethiopia word. It is possible that the Eth. t\1\L is the origin of the 
Ar. word, but the word is widely used in the Semitic languages, e.g. Ass.
sikaru (c.f. •_**> : "QYJ ) daaken: and Heb.novj : Aram. sno\ii : Syr. \-~z~ 
date wine. and was borrowed into Egyptian, e.g. thakira and Greek,e.g.
Thus while it may have come into Ar. from Syr. as most other wine 




Noldeke Mand. Gramm. 125 n » ^a<i noted that it was a borrowed word,—————— 3)
comparing it with Heb. )'3v> : Syr. y.*«> and Mand.^VD'o and^roo. The Heb.
is a loan word from Aram, and the Aram, word is also the source of
, *) 5)
the Gk. <rv>rayrj and Phlv.>*|j^a? sakina. so that the Aram, origin of the Ar. 
word is fairly clear, though whether from Syr. or 0. Aram, it is difficult 
to decide.
ii. 249: ix. 26,40: xlviii. 4,18,26. 
The Shekinah.
The question of the Shekinah in the Q,ur'an has been discussed at
6) 7)
•Length by de Sacy and by Goldziher, and we need do no more here than brief
Muller Asien und Europa. 1893 P 102.
Levy Fremdw.81, and Lagarde Mittheilun^en. ii, 375*
Fraenkel Premdw. 84 says - " ^^x- ist seiner ganzen Bildung nach als
2
3;
Lehnv/ort deutlich, es hat ferner im Arafeischen. keine Ableitung und ausser- 
dem ist die Lautverschiebungsregel darin gegenUberv^> w deutlich verletzt". 
Levy Fremdw. 176.
5 PPGl, 201.
JA, 1829, p I?? ff. 
7) Abhandlungen I, 117-204, and RHR xxviii, 1-13.
(165)
ly summarize the results.
The word occurs only in late kadanan passages and appears to hare 
"been a technical term learned Jay Muhammad at a relatively late period. In 
ii. 249 it refers to the sign whereby the Israelites were to recognize Saul 
as their king, but in all ,the other passages it is some kind of assistance 
sent down to believers from Heaven.
Now there is a genuine Ar. word «uX- meaning tranquillity from JC^ 
to rest, be quiet. and the common theory of the Exegetes is that this is—— i)
the word used here. This, however, will hardly fit ii. 249, an(i even in
the other passages it is obvious that something more than merely tranquil-
2) 
lity was meant,so that many thought it had the special meaning of
There was some doubt as to the vowelling of the word, for we find '^J^ • jj
and ii^X- beside the usual *Lxl (TA, ix. 238; LA, xvii. 76). There is' """ ""3) 
doubt, however, that we have here the Heb. vu^D^i , though possibly through
the Syr. |j_*o* . Muhamme.d would have learned the word from the People of 
the Book, and not quite understanding its significance, have associated it 
with the genuine Ar. word meaning tranquillity, and this gives us the 
Yiously mixed sense of the word in the Q,ur»an.
Of very frequent occurrence, c.f. iv. 96; v. 18 : vi. $4 etc.
Peace.
* ~ /•'•'* 
The denominative verbs ^Ll and ^ \ with their derivatives are al-
_ /• /• 
so used not uncommonly in the Q,ur»an, though the primitive verb ^)u> does
not occur therein.
1) So the Commentators admit that it means tranquillity in all passages 
save ii, 249.
2) C.f. LA. xvii, 76.
3) Geiger 54: Well Ko hammed, Iftl : Pautz Off enbarun^r, 251; von Kreiner
. 226 n: Fraenkel Vocab. 23: Joel El sub.voc. : Grunbaum ZDMG xxxix 58l 
oldeke Neue Beitrage. 24. (582.
(166)
The root is common Semitic, and widely used in all the Semitic 
tongues, but the sense of peace seems to be a development peculiar to Heb. 
and Aram, and from thence have passed into the S. Semitic languages. Heb. 
o)Vu> is soundness then peace; Aram.s»V«> security; Syr. ^nS^. security, peace
The Eth. l"*^*"1 , however, is denominative, so that ft 'NT doubtless came from
2) 
the older religions: and similarly ^\^ is to be taken as due to Northern
influence, the ft like Eth. ft (instead of \ and & ) being parallel with the 
D of the Safaite inscriptions.
In the Aram, area the word was widely used as a word of saluta­
tion, and in this sense we very frequently find oVwin the Nabataean and
3) 4)
Sinaitic, and 0*20 in the Safaite inscriptions, and from this area it doubt-
less came into Ar. being used long before Islam as Goldziher has shown, 
(ZDKG. xlvi, 22 ff). There can be little doubt that ^L to greet, etc. is 
denominative from this.
xl. 73 : Ixix. 32: Ixxvi. 4.
Chain.
It is used only in connection with descriptions of the torments 
of Hell, and niay be a technical term in Muhammad's eschatological thought, 
borrowed in all probability from one of the Book religions.
In any case it cannot be easily explained from an Arabic root,
6) 
and Guidi Delia Sede 18 suspected it as non-Arabic. Fraenkel Fremdw. 290
relates it to the Aram. v.TWxu^vi : Syr.^A!^^*. : which is the origin of the 
Eth. Mhtt (Noldeke ITeue Be it rage, 42), and possibly of the late Heb.-ni1?^ 1?^
^—————————TT——•_!»——M-IJ---_ -^TI HI. _• _ _ i i._u I. _ I -- T -I!.- ----ITL-- _ - -i. ui , --T-—L- __ __ _ _ __ U- _T,. . _.-"u. ~, _ ~ -^ "~i mJ-'m— .IT -|j- i _. _- T ~n —•_- -t - -_ . _i-__. .1 -~i_ _____ __
1) Dillnia.nn Lex. 322.
2) Hommel, Sudarab. Chrest. 124.
3) For examples see Euting Fab.Inschr. 19,20: Sin.Inschr. 61 ff.
4) Littmann Semitic Inscriptions, pp 131,132,134 etc.
5) Noldeke-Schwally I, 33 n.
6) See also p 76 and Schwally Idioticon. 94.
(16?)
The borrowing from Aram. would doubtless have been early.
Of very frequent occurrence, c.f. iii. 144: iv. 93: vi. 8l.
Power, authority.
/- z , 
The denominative verb JA~> to give ^ower over, occurs in iv. 92:
lix. 6.
' f f 
The primitive verb .lal— to be hard or strong occurs frequently in————
the old poetry but not in the Qur'an. It is cognate with Etn. v>» r\ m to ex-
2)
ercise strength, and with a group of N. Semitic words, but in ?T , Semitic
the sense of the root has developed in general to mean to domineer, have
power over, e.g. Ass. salatu.to have power; Heb. is^ui to domineer, be mas-
^J
ter of; Aram. ia'?v> ; Syr. ^^» to have mastery over. Under this Aram, in­
fluence the Eth. u>r\rrv comes to mean pot es tat em habere.
The Muslim philologers were entirely at sea over the Qur'anic
which they wish to derive from _uA>- c.f. LA ix. 193 , and Sprenger Le-
• — 4) —
ben I, lOo rightly took it as a borrowing from the Aram. In Bibl. Aram.
•^D7MJ occurs several times, with the meaning sovereignty, dominion. like 
the Rabbinic x^ioViwi and nu&^wb. In the Nabataean inscriptions also we find
vm^tti rule. or dominion, c.f. Lidzbarski Handbuch 37°. but it is in Syr. 
that we find the word most widely used. In particular V^a*»is used in 
precisely the seme senses as olkL-is used in the Qur'an, and it was doubtlesi 
from this source that both the Ar. oUfll*~ and Eth. ^fti^ were derived.
i.
vi. 35: lii. 38. 
Ladder.
1) A*sha in Geyer Zwei Gedichte 163: Hamas a 70?: Asuia f iyat 6, 17.
2) C.f. also 67\m and Holdeke's note Neue Eeitrage 39, n 3.
3) It is only a late word in Heb. and possibly a borrowing from Aram. 
4} So roldeke Neue Be itrage 39, n 3 : Wellhausen ZDkG Ixvii, 633: M 
non L®^ique technique. 52.
(168)
The word is clearly an Aram, borrowing for it has no root in
Arabic and. can only be explained from Aram, s-n^o as Schwally has noticed 
(ZDMG liii, 197). The word does not occur in Syriac, but its currency in 
N. Arabia is evidenced by a palm, inscription - s^a^ ym^y n:i "1 ***?o:i IQ.^I 
"and he has made along with this stairway seven columns (De Vogue no. 11
line 3)» It would probably have been a fairly early borrowing, and as
2)
the \vord seems to be originally Assyrian, one cannot lose sight of the
possibility of the Arabic word being an early borrowing from Mesopotamia.
ii. 54: vii. 160: xx. 82. 
Q.uail.
The word is found only in connection with the story of the kanna 
and quail? sent as provision for the Children of Israel in their desert 
wanderings.
Some of the Muslim philologers endeavoured to derive it from
to console, c.f. Zani. on ii. 54, ^ut there can be no reasonalbe doubt—————— 3)
that it is the Keb. \Vto through the Aram. The Jewish Aram, vho is little
used so all the probabilities are in favour of its having come through
4-)
Syr.
ii. 96: iv. l6l: vi. 84; xxi. 78-8!: xxvii. 15-45: xxxiv. 11; 
xxxviii. 29,33.
Solomon.
1) There is some doubt, however, as to whether the reading should be * 
or**bj£, though in the facsimile it certainly looks like TO = & and notto-*.
2) See Schwally ZDMG, liii, 197.
3) Horovitz KU, 17 n. Lagarde ybersicht 190 n, however, reagrds ^ck«> as 
"borrowed fPom the Arabic.
4) Fraenkel Vpcab. 24; Hirschfeld Beitrage 41: Kingana Syriac Influence,86. ——— ——————————
(169)
All these references are to the Biblical Solomon, though the 
information about him in the Qur'an is mostly derived from late legend.
The name was early recognized as a foreign borrowing into Arabic 
and is given as such by Jawaliql Mu farrab. 85 f though some were inclined 
to take it as genuine Arabic and a diminutive of OU— from a root ^L- ,c.f 
LA, xv. 192. Lagarde Ubersicht 86, thought the philologers were right in 
taking it as a diminutive from ^ui^ quoting as parallel &j±**j from t>\>i>, 
and Lidzbarski Johannesbuch 74 n i, agrees. The truth, however, seems to———— i)
be that it is the Syr. t<£oX«> as Noldeke has argued. Jawallqi op. cit. said 
it was Heb. but Gk. Id^ia'^ : Syr. ^£Q}^- : Eth. ftiVP'} beside Heb. "iv^ 1?^ 
are conclusive proof of Christian origin.
The name was well known in the -ore-Islamic period, both as the
2* 
name of Israel's king, and as a personal na.ue, so it would have been quite
familiar to liuhammad' s contemporaries.
5 » "for1
xviii. 30: xliv. 53: Ixxvi. 21. 
i'ine silk.
It occurs only in combination with ^^j^A in describing the ele­ 
gant clothing of the inhabitants of paradise, and thus may be suspected 
at once as an Iranian word.
It was early recognized as a foreign borrowing, and is given as 
Persian by al-Kindl Risala 85: Tha'labi Fiqh M7: Jawaliql Mu*arrab 79: 
Khafajl 104: Suyutl Itq. 322. Others, however, took it as Arabic as the 
Muhit notes, and some, as we learn from TA. iv. 168, thought it was one 
of the cases where the two languages used the same word.
Freytag in his Lexicon gave it as e persics lingua, though Fraen-
ZDMG. xv. 806: ZA xxx, 158. and c » f . Brockelmann Grundriss . i .256. 
Mingana Syriac Influence .82.
2) Horovitz KU 118 points out that we have evidence for it as a persoaal 
aame only among the Liadinan Jews. C.f. also Sprenger Leben II, 335.
(170)
Vocab. 4 raised a doubt , for no such form as ̂ jil occurs in Persian, 
ancient or modern. Dvorak Fremdw. 72, however, suggests that it is a
corruption of the Pers. <̂ 9'^LL which like Syr. ̂ o^V*5 is derived from Gk.
1)
, a word used among the Lydians , so Strabo XI, xiv. 9 says, for fine
transparent, flesh-coloured women's garments of linen.
Fraenkel Fremdw. 41 compares with the Gk. envSwv , the garment 
used in the Bacchic mysteries, and with this Vollers ZDMG li. 298, is in-
V /
clined to agree. It does not seem so near, however, as Dvorak's sugges­ 
tion. In any case it was an early borrowing as it occurs in the early 
poetry, e.g. in Mutalammis xiv. 3 etc.
5 t 1
ii. 21: ix. 65,87.125,128: x. 39: xi. l6 : xxiv. 1 : xlvii. 22.
Sura.
The passages in which it occurs are all late, and possibly all 
Madinan. It always means a portion of Revelation, and thus was used by 
Muhammad as a technical term.
The Kuslim authorities are quite ignorant of the origin of the
2) 
word. Some took it as connected with »>*> meaning a town wa,ll, e.g. Ra-
ghib Liuf radat. 248, others made it mean cJ/-^ > an astronomical st&.tio . c.f 
Muhit sub.voc. while others, reading the word ^3^*. woula derive it from 
,Li\ to leave over - Raghib op.cit.
The older European opinion was that it was a Jewish word derived 
from iri-'m , which, is used in the kishna for row, rank. file, iiuxtorf in 
his Lexicon suggested this equivalence, and it was accepted by Moldeke in 
i860 in his Geschichte des Qorans. p 24, who has been followed by many la-31—————
ter writers. Lagarde kittiieilungen iii, 205, however, pointed out the
1) Vullers Lex, ii, 331 - 2 ) Fraenkel Vocab. 22 - cuius derivationem 
Arabes ignorant.
3) See also his Feue Be itrage 26, and Fraenkel Vocab. 22: Fremdw.2^7.2^8 
Pautz, Qffenbarung 89:vonKremer Ideen. 226, Vollers ZDLG li. 324: 
Klein, Religion of Islam 3: Cheikho, Nasraniya. 182.
(171)
difficulties of this theory, and thought that the origin of the word was 
to be found in Heb. ^Vu* (which he \vould read in Is. xxviii, 25), and then
-non
referring to Buxtorf f s v n<n ^"^.lineae quas transsilire impuneApossumus , he 
suggests that the meaning is rwvwy t ^-i\p , however, is such a doubtful word 
that one cannot place much reliance on this derivation.
A further difficulty with Noldeke's theory is that imvs seems not 
to be used in connection with Scripture, whereas the Qur'anic i^>» is ex~ 
clusively so associated, which has led Hirschfeld to think that the word 
is meant to represent the Jewish m-io , the well known technical terra lor 
the section marks in the Hebrew Scriptures. This is connected with his 
theory that <J&J> is meant to represent the division marks called cpp-is) , 
which is certainly not the ca?e, and though his suggestion that i^- is 
due to a misreading of TXITD as riTiD is not without its subtlety, we cannot
admit that it is very likely tha.t Muhaiomad learned such a technical term
1)
in the way he suggests.
The most orobable solution is that it is from the Syr.
2)
writing, a word which occurs in a sense very like our English lines (p. gm. )273$
and thus is closely parallel to kuhammad ' s use of o^ and l__^ , both of 





The Commentators in general interpret the word as scourge . thgugh
3)
some (c.f. Zam. in loco) would take it to mean calamities . and others, in
an endeavour to preserve it as an Ar. word from J*> = jj^ to mix, want to
1) So Bufel in Eyub. voc. . but his own suggestion of a derivation from ,1^
to mount up. is no happier.
2] Bell Origin 52 : The suggestion of derivation from 1 1 ̂ xg> preaching made
by foargoliouth ERE x, 539 is not so near.
3) C.f. also Baid. and Bagh. and LA. ix. 199/
(172) ( 
make it mean "mixing bowl" , i.e. a vial of wrath like the «^>i of Rev.xvi.
There can be no doubt that scourge . is the right interpretation, 
and !*_>* in this sense would seem to be a borrowing from Aram. in Heb.Di«j 
is a scourge for horses and for men, and Araia. *u>i«> , Syr. \l&~ have the
same meaning, and are used also in connection with calamities sent by God
2)
as a scourge to the people. From Aram, the word passed also into Eth.
f flagellum. and though Mingana Syriac Influence. 




xxv. 8, 22. 
A street.
It occurs only in the ply. olv^ referring to the streets of the 
city.
In later Arabic ^3^ normally means a market place , but in the 
Qur'an it is used as the ?=iv> of the O.T. and the Targums for street . in——J>
contradistinction to the Talmud ic meaning of broad pibace or market.
The jpihilologers derive it from ^C to drive along (LA xii, 33),
but Fraenkel Fremdw. 187, is doubtless right in thinking that it is a word
4) 
taken over by the Arabs from more settled peoples. The Aram. *?-m j Syr.
\DCU*> commonly mean <>'&<>* , as well as £70 p«" , and in a palmyrene inscription 
(de Vogue, xv. 5) we read p»n an ^711 showing that the word was known in N. 
Arabia.
5)
From some early Mesopotamian source the word passed into Iranian,
1) Note Rodwell's alternative rendering in his note to p
2) #arth. Etymol. Stud. 14 and ZATW xxxiii. 306 wants to make it mean
Hood, but see Horovitz KU 13.
J] Cooke NSI 280.
4-) But see Muller WZKM i, 27.
5) In Assyrian inscriptions we find suqu * a street.
(173)
for we find Phlv. j»^ro shoka meaning market , public square, or forum,
whence conies the Judaeo-persian -po . From. Syr. it passed also into Arm.
2) 
as nuuj in the sense of market . and it may have been from Christian Ar­
amaic that the word came into Arabic.
\_ t "•«
ii. 274: vii. 44, 46: xlvii. 32 : xlviii. 29: Iv. 41.
Sign, mark, token.
A majority of the Muslim authorities take the word from ^L, of 
which Form II -JL^ means to mark or brand an animal, and Form V "^^ to 
set a mark on. These, however, are denominative and the primitive mean­ 
ing of the root is to pass along (Raghib, Llufradat 251). Some, however, 
as we learn from Baiql. on vii. 44, ventured to derive it from ^^ to brand
The Quranic form is >U^~» , but in the literature we find »^~ ani
3)
with the same meaning, and they seem all to be derivatives from Gk. 
» a sign. mark or token. especially one from heaven, (Vollers, ZDMG 
li. 298), i.e. the tf-r^t'iov of the N.T. In the peshitta r^^uov is gener­ 
ally rendered by ]l] (i.e. Heb. rn* : Aram, ̂ tl* ), but in the eccleseas-
tical literature we find a plu. \iio_J» which gives us exactly the form we4) r*^
need, and it may well have been from some colloquial form of this, repre­ 
senting ffY*t that the Ar. >U>~j was derived.
ii. 20. 
Mt. Sinai.
1) PPG1. 214. It occurs in the Judaeo-persian version of Jer. xvii, l : 
see Horn Grundriss. p. 84.
2) Hubschmann ZDMG. xlvi. 247: Arm. Grarnin. i. 314.
3) Kamil 14, 17. The kuhit would derive L_~.~ meaning magic from VP QVJ but 
it is clearly «r*p&* through Syr. y^Wm.
4) p.Sin. 2613. It occurs also in the Christian Palestinian dialect, c.f. 
frchulthess Lex. 135.
(174)
The usual q,ur»anic name for Sinai was ,> (ii. 60,8?: iv. 153 
etc) and »Vx~>. was quite generally recognized as a foreign borrowing. Su-
yuti Itq. 322 says that it was considered to be Nabataean but others
2) 
took it to be Syriac or Abyssinian, thougja others claimed that it was
genuine Arabic, a form <A^ from «b~J\ meaning *l**>^ • It is curious
that the Exegetes were a little uncertain whether »U^ meant the mountain
3)
itself or the area in which the mountain was.
»
Either the Heb. ^"o or the Gk. lori would give us a near enough
equivalence with *L~* , but the Syr. ^..<r i<4 which is exactly the Ar.«U~-,>
4) 
makes the Syr. origin certain.
The c*^-* of xcv. 2 is obviously a modification of *U~» for the
5)
sake of rhyme, though some of the Muslim authorities want to make it an
Abyssinian word (Suyuti Itq. 322, Hut aw. 44), and both Geiger 155 follow-
6) ' —— ~ 
ing d'Herbelot, and Grimme ZA xxvi, 167 seek to find some independent
origin for it.
Used very frequently, c.f. xxxv. 38: xxxi. 12.
To associate anyone with God: to give God a partner.
In the Q,ur'an the word has a technical sense with reference to
what is opposed to Muhammad » s conception of monotheism: thus we find
' ' • * t
£j2*\ , to give partners to God, i.e. to fee a polytheist, <LL>£i , one/
1 ' ' ' } 
who gives God a partner, i.e. a polytheist: *&y~ , those to whom the
polytheists render honour as partners with God, terms which, we may note, 
are not found in the earliest Suras.
1) So kutaw. 59 1 anci Bag-h. on xxiii, 20 quoting al-Muqatil.
2) Bagh. on xxiii, 20 quoting al-Kalbi and 'Ikrinia.
3) Y i !ie Bag* op.cit. - jxJ\ i>* «u* 0 jj\ Oiu\ ^j* , which may be a reflection of
4) Note the discussion in Geiger 155 n and Horovitz KU. 123 ff.
5) So Horovitz KU 123.
6) See also Sycz Eigennamen, 57, who, however, wrongly writes ^J— K,l/
(175)
' ',
The root 6^ ig "to kave the shoe strings "broken" , so "$\j~ means
• \
sandal straps, and 6>^ is "to put leather thongs in sandals'1 , with which
we may compare Heb. tp«i to lay cross wise, to interweave, Syr. ^a> to
1 / /
braid. From this the words o^ a net and S^> a partnership, i.e. the in­ 
terweaving of interests,are easily derived. In the technical sense of as 
sociating partners with God, however, the word see^s to be a borrowing 
from S. Arabia. In an inscription published by kordtmann and Muller in 
WZKff. x. 28? there occurs the line - 3TB)3«> SftfcHS *h)*1 ft)} Sn» - "and avoid 
giving a partner to a Lord who both bringeth disaster, and is the authori
of well being." Here nH is used in the technical Q,ur»anic sense of 6^ 




The Commentators know that it is the Dog Star, which was ancient­ 
ly worshipped among the Banu Khuza'a (3agh. and zam. on the passage and 
c.f. LA vi. 84).
- The common explanation of the philologers is that it is from 
and means "the hairy one", but there can be little doubt that it is de-
,rived from the Gk. 1 ̂ p4o s , whose p as Hess shows, is regularly rendered 
. 3)
^r * • ^e worci occurs in the old poetry and was doubtless known to
1) The editors of the inscription recognize this, and Margoliouth Schweich 
Lectures . p 68 says - "the c^ur'anic technicality shirk , the association of 
other beings with Allah, whose source had previously eluded us, is here 
traced to its home." Horovitz KU 60 , 6l , however, is not so certain and 
suggests Jewish influence connected with the Rabbinic use of ITYVJ.
2) Hess ZS ii. 221 thinks we have forioal proof of the foreign origin of 
the word in the fact that the Bedouin know only the name ?)s> for this star 
LA ii. 116 and vi. 84 gives r;^ as a synonym for 0^4 , and the word is 
found again in the Bishari Mirdim.
3) See Hommel ZDMG xlv. 597 and Horovitz KU 119.
(176)
the Arabs long before Islam.
ii. 181,190 etc: iv. 94: v. 2,98: ix. 2, 5,36 : xxxiv. 11 : etc.
'••
Besides the sing, we have both plu. forms ^»\ and j^^ in the
Q,ur » an .
It occurs only in relatively late passages, mostly Madinan, and 
always in the sense of month, never with the earlier meaning moon.
The primitive sense of ^i is to publish abroad, and it was 
known to some of the early philologers that ^L meaning month was a bor­ 
rowing, as we learn from Suyuti It p.. 322, and Jawaliqi Mu f arrab , 93- The 
borrowing was doubtless from Aram, where alone we find any development 
of the root in this sense. In 0. Aram. iX\\& as the name of the moon-god
occurs in the inscriptions of >Terab of the vii century B.C., and in the
2) 
proper name •»nr\Wi*>y"u we find it in an inscription from Sinai. In the Tar-
gunis KTfvo is the moon, and like the Syr. i«u£> and the ^nvto , is of quite 
common u^e. It was from the Aram, that the Eth. **( \) c was derived, and 
in all probability the Ar. also.
V-'-'
iv. 71 : iii. 134: xxxix. 69: Ivii. 18. 
Witnesses.
Goldziher in his kuhamiaedanische Studien ii. 38? ff pointed out
the connection of this with, the Syr. cnsc which in the peshitta trans-
3 >
lates ^TO^> . The word itself is genuine Arabic, but its sense was in­
fluenced by the usage of the Christian communities of the time.
1) Text in Lidzbarski Handbuch 445.
2) Lidzbarski op. cit. 252.
3) Vide Horovitz KU 50: Schv/ally Idioticon oO.
(177)
j / • /
Of frequent occurrence, c.f. ii. 34,271: iv. 85 etc. 
It occurs (a) as a personal name for the Evil One - ° "l«*T*vS* c.f. 
ii. 34: iv. 42 etc.
(b) in the plu. ^1^ , for the hosts of evil , c. f . ii ,96: 
vi. 121 etc.
(c) metaphorically of evil leaders among men, c.f. ii.13 : 
iii. 169: vi. 112 etc.
(d) perhaps sometimes merely for mischievous spirits, c.f 
vi. 70: xxi. 82: xxiii. 99.
The Muslim authorities were uncertain whether to derive the word
^* ' ' * _ from ^jki. to be far from, or from j^U. to bran with anger, c.f. Raghib Mu-
fradat 26l and LA. xvii. 104: TA. ix. 253. The form <JUl»x , however, is 
rather difficult. It is true, as the philologers state, that we do get fi 
forms like ,^.~± perplexed, but this is from ^ where the o is no part of 
the root, and like the QV*** , QU^E. quoted as parallels in LA. is really 
a form ^^Ui not <$*** » an(i i s a diptote whereas oViJi is triptote. The 
real analogy would be with such forms as ^\^ babbler. v*^ mangled and 
Jlvj-b courageous , quoted by Brockelmann Grundriss I, ^44 , but these are 
all rare adjectival forms and hardly parallel the Qur'anic ^1^*--.
How we learn from the Lexicons that Shaitan has the meaning of 
snake - «_>^ ^ •£*. ( LA xvii 104,105) and we find this meaning in the old po­ 
ets, e.g. in a Rejez poet -
MA foul tongued woman who sv\rears when I swear, like the crested serpent
from Al-Haioat".
and in a verse of Tarafa.
"They (the reins) play on the back of the Hadramaut camel, like a snake's
writhings in the desert where the Khirwa* grows."
Moreover, we find Shaitan used as a personal name in ancient
1)
Arabia. The Aghani xv. 53 mentions o»>* ^. /e^.oU*^ among the ances­
tors of fAlqama, and Ibn Duraid mentions a oUz~Jl o-. ouM 240 !• 4) and a
2) 
o». o1^ ( 24-3 !• 3)- As a tribal name we find a sub-tribe of the
iianu Ktalda called o^^^. in Aghanl xx. 97, and in Yaqut Mu f jam. 111,356 
we have mention of a branch of the Banu Tamim. of the same name. This 
use is probably toteraistic in origin, for we find several totem clans 
among the ancient Arabs, such as the <^>^ who in the early years of 
Islam were the ruling caste of the Tayyi (Aghani xvi., 50 L. 7),
*'>? (Hamdani 91, 1. l6) , the (J^^j^. a sub-tribe of Aus ( Ibn Duraid,
3) 4) 
200, 2) etc. The serpent was apparently an old Semitic totem, and as
a tribal name associated with one of the many branches of the Snake to-
5)
tern, Van Blot en and Goldziher take olk^ to be an old Arabic word.
Now that the Arabs believed serpents to have some connection 
with supernatural powers, was pointed out by Noldeke in the Zeitschrift
fur Volkerpsychologie , I, 412 ff , and Van Vloten has shown that they——————— ——— 6)
were connected with demons and evil, so that the use of the name oik*i> for
the Evil One could be taken as a development from this. The use of ^Ui. 
in the Q,ur'an in the sense of mischievous spirits, where it is practical­ 
ly equivalent to Jinn, can be paralleled from the old poetry, and would
1) Vide Goldziher ZDkG xlv, 685 and Abhandlungen i, 106; van Vloten 
in Feestbundel aan (TFToeje. 37 ff: Horovitz KU 120.
2) So we find a J>- ^ ̂(ia^ of the tribe of Jusham (TA iv. 29) and in
Usd al-Ghaba I, 343, we find a man 0U~i^ o». *>> •
1]Vide the discussion in Robertson Smith Kinship 229 ff.
4) Vide Robertson Smith in Journal of philology ix. 99 ff: G.B.Gray,
Hebrew Proper Names , p 91, and Baudissin Studien zur semitisclien Religions
geschichte^I op 257-292.
5] Goldziher^Abhandlungeji I, 10: van Vloten Feestebundel aan de Gpeje .
38 ff. Also Sprenger Leben II, 242 n 2. Wellhausen, however, Reste 157n
thinks that this has been substituted for some earlier name and is not
itself an old Arabic name.
6) Vide his essay "Damonen, Geister und Zauber bei den alten Arabern" in
WZKM vii, particularly pp 174-178, and see Goldziher Abhandlungen I, 6 ff.
(179)
fit this early serpent connection, but the theological connotations of 
Shaitan as leader of the hosts of evil, is obviously derived from Muham­ 
mad's Jewish or Christian environments. In the Rabbinic writings i^ is
used in this sense, as are the Gk. I*T,*V and the Syr. \^~& . From the
1) 
Syr. come the Arm. uuiuitut,u.^ , and perhaps the Phlv. >v^>i-> (PPG1.2Q9) , the
Shidan of the paikuli fragment, iii 2, but it is from the Eth.
which occurs beside ftfc*1^ for o W^os , that many scholars have
2 )
sought to derive the Ar. olk>^> . Whether this is so it is now pernaps im­
possible to determine, but we may take it as certain that the word was
3) in use long before kuhammad • s day, and he in his use of it was undoubted­
ly influenced by Christia^, probably Abyssinian Christian, usage.
vi. 65.160: xv. 10: xix, 70: xxviii. 3,14-: xxx. 31: xxxiv. 54: xxxvii. 8l : liv. 51 *
Sect or party.
Both plurals kl^i, and tLsA are used in the Q,ur'an.
The verb cli. in the sense of to be published abroad, occurs in
xxiv. 13, and it is usual for the Muslim authorities to derive -+*^~ from 
this, c.f. Raghib iviufradat 272. Schwally Idiot icon 6l-, however, points 
out that in the meaning of sect the word has developed under Syrian Chris 
tian influence, ^yr. U .«> being a faction as well as ^roup ( agmen . 
P.Sai. 2576.
ii. 59: v. 73: xxii. 17. 
The Sabians.
1) Hubschmann Arm. Granmi. i, 31 6.
2) JToldeke Neue Beitra/-e. 47: Pautz Off enbarung 48: Rudolph Abhangig- jceit. 34; Margoliouth ERE x, 540. Praetorius ZDMG. Ixi , 619-620 thinks the Eth. is derived from the Arabic, but see Moldeke op. cit. against him.
3) Wellhausen Reste 157, and see Horovitz KtJ 121.
4-) Sprenger Leben ii, 184 thinks we should read UU> in xix 13 referring to John the Baptist.
(180)
Like the <_.>\£& J*\ and the Magians, they represent a group special­ 
ly bonoawed in the Q,ur'an as t^T ̂ jJV , but whom they represent, is still 
an unsolved puzzle.
The Exegetes had no idea what people was meant by 0^uaJ^ , as is 
evident from the Ion? list of conflicting opinions given by Tab, on ii.59. 
They also differed as to its derivation, some taking it from (^ to long 
for (Shahrastani, ed. Cureton 203) anc* others from iL^ which they say 
means to change one»s religion (Tab, op.cit.).
Bell Origin 60 , 148, is inclined to think that the word is just 
a play on the name of the Sabaean Christians of S. Arabia. He himself 
notes the difficulties of this theory, and though it has in its favour the 
fact that Nasaf I on xxii. 17 calls the Sabians - t_SJuai)\ ^y ^ , the facti)
that Muhammad himself was called a Sabi by his contemporaries, seems to s 
show that the word was used technically in his milieu, and is not a mere 
confusion with Sabaean. Grimme Mohammed. 1904, p 49 also looked to S. 
Arabia for the origin of the word, which lie would relate to Eth. %<\«h whose
secondary mean in P- is tributum pendere. which he would interpret as "Alnio-
2) 
sen spendend" . This, however, is somewhat far fetched.
Wellhausen's theory Reste . 237, was that it was from Aram. * 
f and given to the sect or sects because of their baptismal practi-
3}
ces. We find this ?vas. to baptize in Mandaean (Noldeke, Mand. Gramm. 235)"
m
and as Brandt points out, we find the root the sect names lA*«r(j*ob-uoi and 
^i^«o^t«i if f as pedersen holds, the Sabians are Gnostics, this deri­ 
vation is probably as near as we are likely to attain.
1) Bukharl (ed. Krehl) i. 96,97: ii. 387,388: Ibn Hisham, 229: and the 
verse of Saraqa in Aghanl, xv. 138.
2) Vide Rudolph Abhangigkeit. 74 n.
3) Rudolph, op.cit. pp 68.69. Pautz Qffenbarung 148 n. with less likeli­ 
hood suggests the Syr. *vr>3 become ^05
4) #ie jtidischen Baptisnien. 112 ff. See also Horovitz KU 121,122.




The passage is Liadinan and is a polemic against the jews and
1)
Christians, so that <Lk*x> would seem to be a reference to Christian baptism.
*i r ' 4 * •* \ rc^> is properly to dye, and ?L^> dye . tincture, (c.f. Syr. ^^ 5 )
occurs in xxiii. 20 meaning juice. It is possible that T^-O in all its 
meanings is a borrowed word, though in this case the I would show that it 
must have been very early naturalized. In an.y case it is clear that the 
meaning baptism is due to Christian influence.
From <VDk = Aram. ̂ ^.^, to dip it was an easy transition to baptize 
and particularly in the Christian Palestinian dialect we getv^otAto bap­ 
tize , ^n^J to be baptized. VVAOQJQ bs.pt ism, "\\^n&> baptist (Schulthess Lex.. 
166: P. Siii. 3358), The ^hristian reference of ^^o is clear from Zam. on 
the passage, and the influence was probably Syriac. 
* > >
xx. 133: liii. 37: Ixxiv. 52 : Ixxx. 13: Ixxxi. 10: lxxxvii.18,19 : 
xcviii. 2.
Plu. of AJL^? - a page of writing.
It is one of the technical terms connected with 'Muhammad's con­ 
ception of heavenly Books. All the passages save xcviii. 2 are early, and 
some of them very early.
Horovitz KU 69 is doubtless right in thinking that kuham^ad used 
it as a general term for such Sacred Writings as were known at least by 
heresay to the Arabs, and as such could be applied later to his own reve­ 
lations. The word occurs not infrequently in the old poetry in the sense 
of pages of writing, e.g. in 'Antara xxvii, 2 (Ahlwardt Divans . p 52).
!) So Rudolph Abhangigkeit 75 and Lane EBX. sub.voc. though Ull^aann Koran 
14 would take it to refer to circumcision. ———
(182)
"Like a message on pages from the time of Chrosroes, which I sent to a
tongue tied foreigner".
or the verses in Aghani xx. 2-4 -
"A page of writing from Laqit to what ever lyadites are in al-jazlrah". 
The philologers have no adequate explanation of the word from2 )
Arabic material for o-t? is obviously denominative. It is in S. Arabia
that we find the origin of the word. Griimne ZA xxvi. l6l quotes~~ 3)
with its plu. 0*M?i from the S. Arabian inscriptions, and in Etn. %rt\i» to
write is in very common use, and 0*??^^ meaning both scriptura and liber
is clearly the source of the Ar. <_>^* so commonly used in later times for
5)
the Qur'an. The use of the word in tne early literature shows that it
was a word already borrowed from S. Arabia in pre-lslamic times and thus 
ready to Muhammad's hand for his technical use of it in connection with 
Sacred Writings.
ii. 192,265,266,273,277: iv. 144: ix. 53,60,30,104,105: Iviii.13,14 
Alms, tithes.
The denominative, verb c*C**& to give alms, occurs in ii. 280: v.
n n " * ' '• /
49: jcii. 88: c3>^>^ in iv » 94: ix. 7°: Ixiii. 10, and tne participles
{3>^ and (3>^- are used several times, e.g. ii. 38, 85: xxxiii. 35- 
These passages are all late, and the word is used only as a technical re-
1) Also Mutalainmis (ed. Vollers Beitr.Ass. V. 171) and further references 
by Goldziher in ZDMG xlvi. 19. Ndldeke-Schwally I, 11 notes that in. the 
poetry it never means a collection of writings in a book, as Muhammad uses
2) Fraenkel Fremdw. 248. (it.
3) Glaser 424, «, 11: Halevy 199. 8.
4) Dillmann Lex. 1266 ff. Pautz Qffenbarung 123 n is inclined to derive 
the Qur'anic word from Eth.
5) Grohmann WZKM xxxii, 244. This was also in use in pre-lslamic Arabia 
as Andrae Ursprung 3& notea, and was also borrowed by the Jews, c.f. Tytvs.'n 
n-nn (Noldeke, Neue Beitrage 50 n. )
6) Fraenkel in Eeitr.Ass. III. 69: Nbldelce, Heue Beitr'a^e 50: Cheikho 
Nasraniya. 131, 222: Horovitz KU
(183) 
ligious term, just like Heb. ivpn\s. Syr. ]»•.} . The Muslim authorities
derive the word from o-*^ to be sincere, and aay that alms are so called 
because they prove the sincerity of one's faith. The connection of the 
root with ?T* is sound enough, but as a technical word for alms there can 
be no doubt that it came from a Jewish or Christian source. Hirschfeldi)
Be it rare 89 argues for a Jewish origin, which is very possible. The Syr. 
- with T for x. would seem fatal to a derivation from a Christian source
but in the Christian-Palestinian dialect we find ^9 ̂translating
and in common use in several forms, which makes it al least possible that
the source of the Ar. word is to be found there.
6 ~>
iv. 71: xii. 46: xix. 42,57: Ivii. 18 and •**,** v. 79. 
A person of integrity.
Obviously it may be taken as a genuine Arabic formation from & 
on the measure J/X* , though this form is not very common. As used in 
the Q,ur f an, however, it seems to have a certain technical sense, and for 
this reason it has been thought that we can detect the influence of the 
Heb. - Aram, vn-ss. . Thus Fleischer Kleinere Schriften II, 594 says - 
"Das Wort ist dem heb.-aram. 7*^*. entlehnt, mit Verwandlung des Vocals der 
ersten Silbe in i nach dem bekannten reinaraMschen sLoi ".
MHB V_-- *
In the O.T. V^T*. means just . righteous and is generally rendered 
by SirvAioi in the LXX. In the Rabbinic *.?•*-(*. the sense of piety becomes 
even more prominent and it is used in a technical sense for the pious as 
in Succa 45 b. It is precisely in this sense that Joseph, Abraham and Id- 
ris are called <>_>-> and the Virgin Liary *ju»<> in the Qur'an, and there can 
be little doubt that both the Ar. and the Eth. *>£,¥ are of this Aram, origir.
1) So Fraenkel Vocab.20; Sprenger Leben II 195 n : Rudolph Abhangi&eit &
2) Schwally Idioticon 79. ———— ——
3) C.f. Horovitz KU 49: Vacca El iv. 402. Grimme ZA xxvi. 162 thought it
of S. Arabian origin, but there seems nothing in favour of this supuo- 
sition.
(184)
Occurs some forty five times, e.g. i. 5»6: ii» 13^,209 etc. 
A Way.
The word is used only in a religious sense, usually with the 
adj. r^J^~« , and though frequently used by Muhammad to indicate his own 
preaching, it is also used of the teaching of Moses (xxxvii. 118) and 
Jesus (iii. 44) and sometimes means the religious way of life in general 
(c.f. vii. 15).
The early Muslim authorities knew not what to make of the word. 
They were not sure whether it was to be spelled 3>v^ , j^ or J*l,; and 
they were qqually uncertain as to its gender, al-Akhfash propounding a 
theory that in the dialect of Hije it was fern, and in the dialect of Ta- 
mlm masc. Hany of the early philologers recognized it as a foreign word, 
as we learn from Suyuti Itq.. 322; Muzhir i. 130: Mutaw. 50. They said it 
was Greek, and are right in so far as it was from the Hellenized form of 
the Lat. strata that the word passed into Aram, and thence into Arabic.
The ^ord was doubtless first introduced by the Roman administra­ 
tion into Syria, and the surrounding territory, and strata became <TT]>*T< 
(c.f. Procopius II, 1) and thence Aram, -^umot)*., -^un-o^., *uno^-. .vuno : Syr.
. From Aram, it was an early borrowing into Ar. being found in the
2)
early poetry.
xxvii. 44: xxviii. 38: xl. 38. 
Tower.
The Lexicographers were not very sure of its meaning. They gen­ 
erally take it to mean a palace or some magnificent building (jawharl) or 
the name of a castle (TA. ii. 179), while some say it means glass tiles - 
<j* J<>^ . All these explanations, however, seem to be dravv*n from the 
ic material, and they do not explain how the word can be derived
von
Oours some forty five times, e.g. i. 5»6: ii. 136,209 etc. 
A Way.
The word is used only in a religious sense, usually with the 
adj. ,^ii-** , and though frequently used by Muhammad to indicate his o ,vn
V
preaching, it is also used of the teaching of Moses (xxxvii. 118) and 
jesus (iii. 44) and sometimes means the religious way of life in general 
(c.f. vii. 15).
The early Muslim authorities knew not what to make of the word.
1) 
They were not sure whether it was to be spelled 3»\^ , ^^ or J*l,; and
they were qqually uncertain as to its gender, al-Akhfash propounding a 
theory that in the dialect of Hijaz it was fern, and in the dialect of Ta- 
mim masc. Hany of the early philologers recognized it as a foreign word, 
as we learn from Suyuti Itq.322: Muzhir i. 130: Mutaw. 50. They said it 
was Greek, and are right in so far as it was from the Hellenized form of 
the Lat. strata that the word passed into Aram, and thence into Arabic.
The ford was doubtless first introduced by the Roman administra­ 
tion into Syria, and the surrounding territory, and strata became <r-rj>*W 
(c.f. Procopius II, 1) and thence Aram, >s'»nuro* v s^on-os., xiaio^-. .otano : Syx;
From Aram, it was an early borrowing into Ar. being found in the
2)
early poetry.
xxvii. 44: xxviii. 38: xl. 38. 
Tower.
The Lexicographers were not very sure of its meaning. They gen­ 
erally take it to mean a palace or some magnificent building (Jawh&rl) or 
the name of a castle (TA. ii. 179), w^ile some say it means ('lags tilee - 
j. All these explanations, however, seen, to te drawn fron. the 
material, and they do not explain how the word can be derived
(185) 
from TfO.
Noldeke Neue Eeitra'ge 51 pointed out that in all probability 
the word is from Eth. 9TC rh a room, sometimes used for tempi um. sometimes 
for palatium. but as Dillmann Lex. 1273 notes, always for aedes altiores 
conspicua.e. This is a much likelier origin than the Aram. T^TSS. , which, 
though in the Targum to Jud. ix. 49 it means citadel or fortified place. 
usually means a deep cavity in a rock and is the equivalent of Ar.i)
not of s* . It is doubtful if the word occurs in the old poetry.
iv. 156: v. 37: vii. 121, xii. 41: xx. 74: xxvi. 49. 
To crucify.
The passages are all relatively late. Once it refers to the 
crucifixion of Our Lord (iv. 15&) » once to the crucifixion of Joseph's 
prison companion (xii. 41) and in all the other passages to a form of 
punishment which Muhammad seems to have considered was a favourite past- 
time of Pharaoh, but which in v. 37 he holds out as a threat against theBE 
who reject his mission.
The word cannot be explained from Arabic, as the verb is denom­ 
inative from <__^J"" . This <__~i*> occurs in the old poetry, e.g. an-ITabigha 
ii. 10 (Ahlwardt Divans p. 4), and fAdi b. Zaid (Aghani ii. 24), and is 
doubtless derived from Aram. *:rSv. : Syr. y^-v ̂  as Fraenkel Fremdw. 276 
claims. The word is not original in Aram, however, and perhaps came ori­ 
ginally from some Iranian source from a root represented by the pers. LJ^
* V- v
(Vollers ZDKG 1. 614). kingana Syriac Influence 86 claims that it was
from Syr. rather than from Jewish Aram, that the word came to Ar. and as
2)
the Eth. *fk ftnseems to be of this origin, it may be so.
1) Hoffmann ZA. xi. 322. Y/hat Praenkel Fremdw. 237 means by rim-* i know





Though the Commentators are not unanimous as to its meaning 
they are in general agreed that it means the synagogue of the Jews , and 
as such many of them admit that it is a borrowing from Heb. (Baid. and 
on the passage: Jawaliqi Mu farrab 95: Suyuti itq. 322: Khafaji 123: 
Sijistanl 201) This idea that it is Heb. of course is derived from the 
notion that the word means synagogues. It could of course be the Aram.
xrVl1?^ which means prayer, but the theory of Ibn Jinni in his Muhtasib,
1) 
quoted by Suyuti Mutaw. 55 • that it is Syriac , is much more likely, for
though IZo^r means prayer, the commonly used "12^. A*^ means a place of pray
^ , 2? 
er, i.e. ir^axo which Rudolph Abhangigkeit 7 n, would take as the refer­
ence in the Qur'anic passage.
Of very frequent occurrence.
To pray.
__ $ i '/ - ' .» 
Besides the verb we find in the Q,ur'an TS>KM> prayer. \^~ one
who prays . and aX place of prayer. , however, is denominative from
« i ' / 3 )
as Sprenger Leben III, 52? m 2 had noted, and i^w itself seems to
have been borrowed from an Aramaic source (Noldeke Qorane , 255t 28l).
The origin of course is f rom s.'^'z^ = 2^^ as has been generally
4 )
recognized, for the Eth. ?>rr :V is from the same source (Noldeke, Neue Bei-
trage . 36). It may have been from Jewish Aramaic but more probably from
1) Fraenkel Vocab. 21: Dvorak Frerndw. 31 : Schwally Idioticon, 80, 125.
2) See also Pautz Offenbarung, 149.
3) The priKia.ry meaning of ^ is to roast, c.f. Heb. vtV* : Eth.'K^c» 
Khafaji 124 seems to feel that ^> is a borrowed form.
4) Praenkel Vocab. 21: Wensinck, El. Art. "Salat"; Bell Origin 51,91, 
142: Pautz Offenbarung. 149: Rudolph, Abhangigkeit 5^: Grunbaum ZDMG t 
xl. 275: Mittwoch Entstehungsgeschichte des islandschen Gebets, p 6,7 ff.
(187)
Syr. for the common phrase »ii^^Ul as V/ensinck joden 105 notes is of
Syr. origin. It was an early borrowing used in the early poets and thus
2)
quite familiar in pre-lslaniic days.
vi. 74: vii. 134: xiv. 38: xxi. 58: xxvi. 71.
An idol.
Found only in the plu. -Vx^\ , and only in relatively late passa­ 
ges. It is curious that it occurs only in connection with the Abraham 
legend save in one passage (vii. 134) where it refers to the Canaanites.
3) ..
As we find *M ft in the S. Arabian inscriptions, kuller WZKM i, 30 
would regard J^> as a genuine Arabic word. It has, however, no explana­ 
tion from Arabic material and the philologers are driven to derive it 
from L meaning <j , (LA. xv. 241; KhafajT 124).
It was doubtless an early borrowing from Aram. The root n 1?* ap-
4) 
pears to be common Semitic, c.f. Ass. salmu and Ar. 'o to cut off, so
Heb. o*7>4. : Aram. v,n^^, Syr. pA, an image would doubtless mean something 
cut out of wood or stone. So *»W and^n^Sii occurs not infrequently in
the Rabataean inscriptions (Cook, Glossary 101), and it was from some
5)
such Aram, form that it came into use in 11. Arabia, giving us the nn^s. we
6)




1) Mingana Syriac Influence 86: Schwally Idioticon 80, 125.
Fbldeke Neue Beitrage 29, and c.f. Geyer Zwei Gedichte, 203.
3] CIS IV No. ii 1. 4, and see Gildemeister ZDInG xxiv. 180.
But see T̂ 6ldeke ZDMG xl. 733.
5) Fraenkel Fremdw. 273: pautz Offenbarung 175 n 2: Robertson Smith
6) Halevy in JA VII e se'rie, xvii, 222. (Kinship 300.
(188)
It occurs only in the Joseph story for the King's drinking cup 
which was put in Benjamin's sack.
The word was a puzzle to the Exegetes and we find a fine crop 
of variant readings - cl£ , c^ , ;u> i^ or ^^> besides the accepted ^y* 
Either ^» or ^> would make it mean a measure for grain, and £y> or ^> 
would probably mean something fashioned or moulded e.g. a gold ornament.
The Muslim authorities take the word as Arabic, but Ndldeke has 
shown that it is the Eth. *K**b which is actually the word used of pharaohfei
cup in the Joseph story of Gen. xl.
"
xxii. 41.
plu. of 141^x> - a cloister.
The Commentators differ among themselves as to whether it stands
for a Jewish, a Christian or a Sabian place of worship. They agree, how-
2) 
ever, in deriving it from ~~»(c.f. Ibn Duraid Io6) , and Fraenkel agrees,^ 3)
thinking that originally it must nave meant a nigh tapering building.
The difficulty of deriving it from *-~*> , however, is obvious, and KhafajT
123 lists it as a borrowed word.
Its origin is apparently to be sought in S. Arabia, from the 
word that is behind the Eth. f»°7 6^ a hermit's cell (Noldeke .Beitrage 
though we have as yet no 3. Arabian word with which to compare it.
xl. 66: Ixiv. 3: ixxxii. 8. 
Form, picture.
1) Neue Eeitrage, 55-
2J Fremdw. 269.
3) It certainly ho.s the meaning of minaret in such passages as Aghani xx.
85: Aanali ii. 79: feafrasln l6l and Dozy Supplement i. 84J?. ^>o the Ju-
daeo-Tunisian nu/i^ means camp Anile (Noldeke Neue Beitrage 52).
4-) Rudolph Abhangigkeit, 7 n.
(189)
/• ' '
We also find the denominative verb f^ in iii. fy\ vii. 10: 
xl. 66: Ixiv. 3.
That the &hilologers had some difficulty with the word is evi­ 
dent from the Lexicons, c.f. LA. vi. 143,144. The word has no root in 
Arabic, for it does not seeiu possible to explain it frora-/,^ which means 
to incline a thing towards (c.f. Heb. IID to turn aside and the suru. to 
rebel of the Amarna tablets).
jj'raenkel Fremdw. 272 suggests therefore, that it is derived from 
the Syr. ^>ot form, image . figure . from a root jot to describe . picture . 
form (c.f. Heb. "US to delineate). In Aram, also sTi 1*. and x.rm^ mean
picture . form, and in the S. Arabian inscriptions we find )<»?t not infre-——— 1) 
quently with the meaning of image. It is very probable that it was from
S. Arabia that the word came into use in the North, and doubtless at an 
early period, as it occurs in the early poetry.
and
ii. 179,183,192: iv. 94: v. 91,96: xix. 27: Iviii. 5. 
lasting.
The verb occurs in ii. 180,181, and the participle in xxxiii.
/ / 
and ^l*> is obviously denominative from ^>*>.
It will be noticed that the passages are all late, and that the 
word is a technical religious term, which was doubtless borrowed from some
outside source. That there were Jewish influences on the C^ur'anic teach-
2)
ing about fasting has. been pointed out by Wensinck Jo den 120 f f , while
Sprenger Leben III, 55 ff ^as emphasized the Christian influence thereon. 
In IToldeke-Schwally I 179-180 attention is drawn to the similarity of the 
Qur'anic teaching with fasting as practised among the kanicliaeans , and 
Margoliouth, Early Development 149 thinks its origin is to be sought in
1) Vide Homrnel Chrestomath. 125: Mordtmann Himyar. In sell. 14, 15.
2) C.f. Schwally Idioticon. 74.
(190)
some system other than the Jewish or Christian, though doubtless influ­
enced by both, so it is not easy to determine the origin of the word, till
we have ascertained the origin of the custom.
1) 
i'raenkel Vocab. 20 would derive it from the Heb. m^. , but it is
more likely to have come from Aram. niii. , Syr. *\Soo* , which is also the 
source of the Eth. I «* (Noldeke, Neue Beitrage 36). The Syr. form is the 
nearer phonologically to the Ar. and would seem to be the immediate source.
as Mingana Syriac Influence 86 urges. The word would seem to have been
2) 
in use in Arabia before iiiuhammad » s day but whether fasting was known in
3) 
other communities than those of the Jews and Christians is uncertain.
ii. 257, 259: iv. 54, 63,78: A xvi. 38: xxxix. 19.
Idolatry.
This curious word, is used by Muhammad to indicate an alternative 
to the Worship of Allah, as Raghib Muf radat . 307 recognizes. Lien are warn- 
ed to "serve Allah and avoid Taghut (xvi. 38: xxxix. 19): Those who 
disbelieve are said to fight in the way of. Taghut and have Taghut as their 
patron ( iv. 78: ii/ 259): some seek oracles from Taghut ( iv. 63), and 
the People of the Book are reproached because some of them, though they 
have a Revelation, yet believe in Taghut ( iv. 54).
It is thus clearly a technical religious term, but the Commenta­ 
tors know nothing certain about it. From Tab, and Bagh. on ii. 257. we
«.
learn that some thought it meant 0U*.~iJl , others ̂ Ui\ or ^feUl , others Okj\ 
or \i*>\ t and some thought it a name for Al-Lst and Al- fUzza. The general 
opinion, however, is tnat it is a genuine Arabic word, a form «^»>Ki from
to go beyond the limit (LA. xix. 232: TA. x. 225, ^a Raghib op.cit. j
1) Grimbaum ZDMG xl. 275 is uncertain whether from Heb. or Aram. c.f. al­ 
so pautz Qffenbarung 150 n 3. 2) Cheikho Nasr&niya 179.
3) Schwally idioticon 74 n - "Naturlich muss?en auch die heidnischen Arabei 
das Fasten als religio'se Ubung gehabt haben, aber das vom Islam eingefuhrte 
Fasten ernpfanden sie als ein IT ovum".
(191) 
This is plausible, but hardly satisfactory, and we learn from Suyutl Itq.
322: Mutaw. 37 that some of the early authorities recognized it as a 
loan word from Abyssinian.
Geiger $6 sought its origin in the Rabbinic HI^LD error which is 
sometimes used for idols as in the Jerusalem Talmud Sanh. x. 28 , oo^ v»*
"woe to you and to your idols", and whose cognate ̂ TUVUS is fre-i)
quently used in the Targums for idolatry , a meaning easily developed from 
the primary verbal meaning of ;\v»ia to go astray fc.f. Heb. TWU> : Syr.
\H : Ar -
Geiger has had many followers in this theory of a Jewish origin
2)
for Taghut , but others nave thought a Christian origin more probable.
Schwally Idiot icon 38 points out that whereas in Sdessene Syriac the com­ 
mon form is * L q^ ̂ meaning error, yet in the Christian Palestinian dialect 
we find the form|lft«^, which gives quite as close an equivalent as the
Targumic *» ruins. The closest parallel, however, is txie Eth. ^p*^ from an 
unused rootnxoo) , the equivalent of ni> is , C5ii> , which primitively means 
defection from the true religion, and then is used to name any supersti­ 
tions beliefs and also is a common word for idols translating the \'».WN<. 
of both the LXX and ?T .T. It is probable, as Nolaeke Neue Beitrage 35 
notes, that the word itself is ultimately derived from Aram, but we can
be reasonably certain that ^uyuti's authorities were right in giving the*' 
Ar. word an Abyssinian origin.
ii. 248,250/ 
Saul.
1) Geiger 203, and see examples in Levy TW. I, 312.
2) Von Kremer Ideen 226 n: Fraenkel voca'b. 23: Pautz Offenbarunp 175: 
Eickmann, Angelologie 48: kargoliouth ERE vi. 249: Hirschfeld Judische' Elemente 65. ' —————— 
Schulthens Lex. 76. i.,ingana Syriac Influence. 85 also holds to a y
origin for the v/ord. 
4) Noldeke op. cit. 48.
(192)
Some of the early authorities know that it was a foreign word.
Baid. tells us that it is <^s* ^»\ and Jawaliqi Mu f arra/b 103: Khaf a j I 128 
give it as non-Arabic. i)
The Heb. word is ^*^ , and none of the Christian forms derived 
therefrom give us any parallel to <^>^» . The philologers derive his name 
from ,JU» to be tall, evidently influenced by the Biblical story, as we see 
from Bagh. on ii. 248: and Geiger 182 suggested that C^UP was a rhyming
formation from JU* to parallel ^>J\jx . The word i= not known earlier than
2)
the Qur'an, and is undoubtedly a formation of iauhamjuad himself f rom
a name which he may not have heard or remembered correctly, and formed
3)
probably unaer the influence of <JUa to rhyme with <
Occurs very frequently, e.g. iii. 37: v. 45. 
To make clean or pure.
The root itself is genuine Arabic, and may be compared with 
> to be clear. vorrifl : Syr. ^c^ brightness^- Heb. -\TVTD to be clean, pure. 
and the S. Arabian )YCQ in Hal. 682.
In its technical sense of "to ^ake religiously pure" , however, 
there can be little doubt that it, like the Eth. XTUi, and H-^vj^ (Noldeke , 
ITeue Be it rage 36) , has been influenced by Jewish usage. It will be re­ 
membered that "iti is is used frequently in Leviticus for ceremonial cleanness, 
and particularly in Ezekiel for moral cleanliness. So in the Rabbinic 
writings, and in late passages Muhammad ' s use of the word is sometimes 
strikingly parallel to Rabbinic usage.
1) This was known to the Commentators, e.g. Tha'labl Q.isas . 185 says that 
his name in Heb. is <;Y^' cj-.O^ which is a very fair representation of '' "
2) The occurrence in Samau'al is obviously not genuine, c.f. IToldeke
ZA xxvii . 1?8.




The fa.vourite theory among the philologers was that it came from 
<^o (Raghib Mufradat 312 ) , though not all of them were happy with this 
solution as we see from Tab. on the passage, and both Suyuti Itq. 322, and 
Jawaliql Mu farrab 103, quote authority for its being a foreign word.
It is obviously the Syr. T-^0^ = ̂ <*K«p'°* or tMuwpuWs as Fraenkel Vocab
2)
24 saw, which of course is connected with the common Semitic root
3) 
which appears in Ar. as <^*>.
ii. 60.87: iv. 1^3: xix. 53: xx. 82 : xxiii. 20: xxviii. 29: 
lii. 1: xcv. 2.
Mt. Sinai.
Twice it is expressly coupled with >U^ , and except in lii. 1, 
where it might mean mountain in general, it is u^ed oily in connection 
with the experiences of trie Israelites at Sinai.
It was early recognized by the philologers as a foreign word. 
Jawaliqi Mu farrab 100: Ibn Qutaiba Adab al-i:atib 52?: Suyuti kuzhir i, 
130 and Eaiq. on lii. 1 give it as a Syriac word, though others, as we 
learn from Suyuti Itq.. 322, thought that it was a Nabataean word.
Heb. ITS = TTV'TIX , from meaning a single rock or boulder, somes to 
have the sense of cliff . and Aram, x.n'vs. is a mountain. So in the Targums
\TIIO is Lit. Sinai, but the t(^>^ of the Qur'an is obviously the Syr.
5)
>o-J which occurs beside
1) They were uncertain, however, whether to regard it as Abyssinian or 
Indian, - Mutaw. 39. 5^-
2) So Mingana Syriac Influence. 86: Dvorak Fremdw. 18.
3) Lagarde Ubersicht. 2*6^ ScTi
4) Vide Onkelos on Ex. xix. 18.
5) Fraenkel Vocab. 21: kingana Syriac Influence. 88: and see Horovitz
KU, 123 ff. ——————————
(194)
A ' '
vii. 130: xxix. 13. 
The Deluge.
The Commentators did not know what to make of it. Tab, tells 
us that some took it to mean water, others death, others a torrent ofi) ——
rain . others a great storm, and so on, and from Zam. we learn that yet
;|
others thought it meant small pox, or the rinder pest or a plague of "boils 
Fraenkel Vocab. 22 recognized that it was the Rabbinic
which is used e.g. by Dnkelos in Gen. vii. and which is used in the Talmud
a 
in connection with Noah's story (Sanh. 96 ). Fraenkel's theory has been2) ———
generally accepted, but we find V3*t>Moin Mandaean meaning deluge in
general (Noldeke Mand.Gramm. 22, 136, 309) and Syr. Wxi^is used of Foah f s 
flood in Gen. vi. 17 and translates KJ/rdn^xr^o's in the N.T. so that Mingana 
Syriac Influence 86, would derive the Ar. word from a Christian source. 
The flood story was known before Muhammad's time, and we find
the word <^£> used in connection therewith in verses of Al-A f sha and Umay-
3)
ya b. Abi-i-Salt , but it is hardly possible to decide whether it came to 
Ar. from a Jewish or a Christian source.
iii. 43: v. 110: vi. 2; vii. 11; xvii. 63: xxiii. 12: xxviii.3 8, 
xxxii. 6: xxxvii. 11: xxxviii. 71;77: li. 33.
Clay.
The (^ur'an uses it particularly for the clay out of which man 
was created.
Jawhari and others take it to be from ^Ib , but this verb is 
clearly denominative, and Fraenkel Frenidw. 8, is doubtless correct in
1) It can hardly be connected, however, with the
2) Hirschfeld Beitrage 45: Horovitz KU 23: Massignon Lexique 52: Well- 
hausen ZDMG Ixvii, 633.
3) Al-A'sTia in Geyer ZWBI Gedichte I, 145: Umayya XXVI, 1 : XXX, 10 
(ed. Schulthess).
(195)
thinking it a loan word from H. Semitic.
We find. SVID clay in Jewish Aram, but not commonly used. The 
Syr. \X»4i was muck more widely used. From some source in tiie kesopotaiuian 
area the word passed into Iranian, where we find phlv. M^^> t ina . mean­ 
ing clay or mud (PPG1. 21Q) , and it was probably from the same source 
that it came as an early borrowing into Arabic, wiiere we f^nd it used in 
a general sense in the old poetry, e.g. Hamas a 712 1. 14.
5 '
Of very frequent occurrence.
The world, the universe.
•\
The form is not Arabic as Fraenkel Vocab. 21 points out, a.nd the
attempts of the Muslim authorities to prove that it is gpauine AraMc are 
not very successful. Raphib Mufradat 34-9 quotes as parallels .^ and
>Vi. but these are borrowings from W r^^ and ^A>. respectively (Fraenkel 
Premdw. 252 and 193) • Another indication that the word is foreign is the ; 
plu. form 0>Jlt (Fraenkel Vocab. 21).
It is difficult, however, to decide whether the word was borrow- - 
ed from Jewish or Christian sources. Hirschfeld Beifrrage 37 • pleads fori)
a Jewish origin, and tnere is much to be said in favour of this. Heb. 
oV)u means any duration of time, and in the Rabbinic writiggs it, like 
Aram, x^u comes' to mean age or world, as e.g. tnn ab\3 "this world" as
t = T - ««—————»,
contrasted with the next (Levy III, 655) • Griinbaum also points out ZDkG 
xxxix. 571 1 "that the common Qur'anic ^^yJlxllc^ is gjecisely the cr
of the Jewish liturgy. On the other hand ^H^V occurs in Palm, and
2)
in Fab. inscriptions, and the Syr. sAi which Fraenkel Vocab. 21 suggested
1) So de Sacy JA 1829 p. l6l ff. Pautz Qffenbarung 105 n 5, and see 
Sacco Credenze. 28.
2) It occurs with the meaning of age or time in the Zenjirli inscrijbion.
(196)
as the origin means "both a\Jy and r-v(>e>0i , while the expression O^y^ ini)
the Christian Palestinian dialect, is, as Scnwally notes, a curiously 
close parallel to the Qur'anic
Of very frequent occurrence. 
A worshipper.
The root is common Semitic, c.f. Ass. abdu. Heb. *\a.5j : 0. Aram. 
; Syr. i ov • Phon. las : Sab. Hr\° (and perhaps 3th. OO(T\ , Dill- 
mann Lex. 988) .
The question of its being a loan word in Arabic depends on the 
more fundamental question of the meaning of the root. fflf its primitive 
mean in/? is to worship, then the word retains its primitive meaning in 
Arabic and all the others are derived meanings. There is reason, how­ 
ever, to doubt whether worship is the primitive meaning. In the 0. Aram. 
~v:iij means to make or to do . and the same meaning is very common in Jew-——— —— 2)
ish Aram, and Syr. In Heb. -TO.D is to work, and so -ia^ primarily means3) ————
worker as >T oldeke has pointed out, and the sense of t o s e rye is derived
4)
from this. V/ith niu meaning to serve, we get Heb. Tia : Aram.
Syr. l.o\ : phon. ~\-\$ , and Ass. abdu. all meaning slave or vassal like 
the Ar. •*>!£ . From this it is a simple matter to see liow with the devel- 
opping cults ~\iy comes to be a worshipper, and 111 to worship, i.e. to 
serve God.
The inscriptions from N. Arabia contain numerous examples of
T
joined with, the name of a divinity, e.g.
- 
to quote only from the Sinaitic inscriptions. Also in the S. Arabian in
1) Idioticon, 67. 68 = ^s ~oos +^»<j. . 2) Notice particularly the >Tiph.T < 
to be tilled, used of land. 3) ZDMG xl. 741. He compares the Sth. n-n^ ; 
to work, and 1<lC a labourer. 4) Gerber, Verba Denominativa, p. 14. 
J] Cook Glossary, 8?»83* Fo? the Safaitic seeov:-iai) : ^.\^^s» * etc. in 
Littmann Semitic Inscriptions.
(197) 
acriptions we find )Xl»<mo 'Abd 'Athtar: 11ft4no fAbd Kallal :
1)
Shams etc. It thus seems clear that the sense of worship, worshipper
2) 
came to the Arabs from their neighbours in pre-lslamic times.
Iv. 76.
A kind of rich carpet.
It occurs only in an early Meccan Sura in a passage describing 
the delights of Paradise.
The Exegetes were quite at a loss to explain the word. Zam. says 
that it refers to «'.e a town of the Jinn, which is the home of all wonder­ 
ful things, while Tab, while telling us that ^^s. is the same as ^\^ or
TI\+»* , states that the Arabs called every wonderful thing 0 -•«• \^/
It seems to be an Iranian word. Addai Sher 114 suggests that it
is the Pers. y !L»J , i.e. ,S ,\ meaning "something splendid", from A splen­
dour and .£ something made. That would be Phlv. i j» ab = lustre . splendour——— —————— ———— _ __ ——
(c.f. Skt.'TW ) and »* kar = labour, affair from Av. ^ 4 kar (c.f.5) . — ——— ——— —
) , so Phlv. j»3i» v/ould mean a splendid or gorgeous piece of work.
xxii. 30,34. 
Ancient.
Only in a Lj.adinan Sura in a reference to the Ka'ba <j>>i*4\ c^J\. 
The Exegetes had some trouble with the wood, though they usually 
try to derive it from ^^ whose meaning, as commonly used in the old po­ 
etry, is to be free. The verb occurs in Ass. eteku; Heb. ̂ >TJi> meaning
1) Vide Pilter Index of South Arabian Fames, for references.
2) It was commonly used in this sense in the oldooetry, see Cneikho Has- 
raniya. 172. —— 
I)PPG1. 87, and c.f. Horn Grundriss § 3.
4) West Glossary 194, and Horn Grundriss § 831.
5) Bartholomae AIW 444 ff.
(198) 
to move , to advance, but the sense of to be old seems purely an Aram, de-. —— ———— x
velopment , and occurs only as an Aramaiem in Heo.
.^T^ns) : Syr. lo_, A*^ are quite commonly used, and pny in
2) 
the sense of old occurs in a palm, inscription of 193 A.D. but Vollers
ZDMG xlv. 354: li. 315 claims that the root owes this meaning to the Lat.
an 
antiquus . in which case the word probably came early into Ar. from/Aram.-37 
source.
5 .
ix. 73: xiii. 23: xvi. 33: xviii. 30: xix. 62; xx. 78: xxxv. 30: 
xxxviii. 50: xl. 8: Ixi. 12: xcviii. 7.
Eden.
It is always found in the combination o_^ <^\J^. as Garden of Eden. 
but never in the sense of the eartnly home of Adam and Eve. It is not 
found in the earliest Suras, and is commonest in late passages. kuharamad 
apparently learned the phrase only in its later sense of paradise , and in 
xxvi. 85 refers to it as ^ouJ\ 'il^
The general theory of trie kuslim savants is that it is a genuine 
Arabic word from ^^s. to abide or stay in a place (LA xvii. 150: TA. ix. 
274), and Rap-nib Lluf radat 328 says that J \L means ^\r^»^>\ . Some, however, 
recognized it as a loan word, as we learn from Suyuti Itq. 323 . though the 
authorities were divided as to whether it was Syriac or Greek.
Obviously .. **. <^>VL^ represents the Heb. vi^ -u , and as ^n^ is pro-« , 4 >
perly delight . pleasure . the Gk. r.^o»^ , the r>xlA io-^ of xxvi. 85 is a very
_____^__*»____ ^*m -mm -~^~m ( ^ - .
fair translation. The Ar. equivalent of i*t , however, is li , with
3
BDB, 801.
de Vogue Inscriptions IT p. 6, 1. 4 and c.f. Lidzbarski Handbuch 348.
It was used in the early poetry e.g. Al-A<sha (Geyer, Zwei Dedichte
I, 18), and l^ufadgaliyat xxvi. 34. 
4) C.f. }~iv to be soft, and the liiph. to live delicately. voluptuousj.v_. 
Sycz Eigennamen. 14, however, wants to derive it from Babylonian edinu 
meaning field or steppe.
(199) 
its derivatives o^*- and ^ •>«- delicacy, softness, which clearly disposes
of the theory of the Lexicograjiers of a derivation from o-^-
Marraccio Refutationes 3^5 claimed that the derivation of the 
Ar. word was directly from the Heb. and this has been accepted by many 
later writers, though Geiger 47 admits that it is only in the later Rab­ 
binic writings that "p^ means a heavenly abode. It is possible that it 
came from the Syr. ^J5> , which is used not only of the earthly Eden of
Gen. but also of Paradise, and of that blessed state into which Christ
2) 
brings men during their eartnly sojournings. It was from the Syr. that3) ' 
theArm. ^^^"L was derived, but one must admit with Horovitz Paradies 7,
that the Syr. word was not so commonly used as the Rabbinic -pii and the 




The word is found only in an ea^rly Meccan passage describing the
"''••» ''*
delights of paradise, where the ever virgin spouses are L\J\ (/JL , which
is said to mean that they will be well pleasing to their Lords and of e- 
qual age with them.
The difficulty of course, is to derive it from the Ar. root «__,_,* 
which does not normally have any meaning which we can connect with ^.^ 
in this sense. For this reason Sprenger Leben II, $QQ n, suggested that 
it was to be explained from Heb. a^i> , one of the meanings of which is 
to be sweet . pleasing . used e.g. in Ez. xvi. 37: Cant. ii. , 14 very much
1) De Sacy in JA 1829 vol. iv, p.175,176: pautz Qffenbarung 215 n; 
Sacco Credenze 1^3•
2) Vide Andrae ursprung 15L
3) Hubschmann ZDMG xlvi, 231: Arm. Grainm. i, 300. In the old version 
of Genesis, however, the word used is t^ t J wnich is obviously from the 
Greek ''
(200)
as in the Qur'anic passage. So in the Tar gums a*-iy means sweet. pleas­ 
ing (Levy TW ii. 240), but the word is not a common one, and it is not 
easy to suggest how it came to the Arabs, for it is comiuonly used in the 
old poetry.
v. 15: vii. 156: xlviii. 9. 
To help.
It is used only in late passages in the technical sense of giv­ 
ing aid in religious matters.
Obviously it is not used in the normal sense of to correct ar 
punish, nor can it be a normal development of ^^1 to reprove, blame. The 
Lexicons are forced to illustrate this Qur'anic use of tne word from the 
Hadith whose usac-e is obviously dependent on tne Qur'an itself. (LA vi
237).
: It thus seems probable that the verb is denominative, formed 
from a borrowing of TT^ or nnx^ meaning help, succor, which would have 
come to Luuhammad from his contact with the Jewish communities. As the 
Heb. and phon. ~ui> : Aram, ms : Syr. > are cognate with the Ar.
to aid, it is possible to consider ^^ as a by-form of _,j^ , just as———— 1)
occurs, though infrequently, beside T\i> in the palm, inscriptions, Out
the fact that it is y>t and not j^ which means to help is against this, 




The reference is to the Biblical Ezra, and the name was reeog-
1) Lidzbarski Handbuch, 338.
2) Said, on the passage tells us that the Jews repudiated with some as­ 
perity the statement of the Qur'an that they called Ezra tne Son of God.
(201) 
nized by the philologers as foreign. Jawallql ku farrab 105, f°r example,
recognizes it as Hebrew.
The form of the na.se is difficult to explain. The Heb. is Y^TS» 
and none of the Christian forms taken from this help us to explain ^^i. 
Finkel MW SQM,suggests that it is a rnisreadinr for ^.ys. from PS. ii, 7 
but this does not seem possible, Majdl Bey in the .bulletin de la Qoc.
/ / ^ SKhediviale de Geographic vii Ser. No. 3 (!908) p. 8 claims that it repre­ 
sents Osiris. but this is absurd. Casanova JA CCV (1924) p. 3&0 would de 
rive it from the V*-oi> or "?v/"O*> of Gen. vi. 2,4, but all the probabili­ 
ties are that it stands for ^m u and the form is due to kuhanuuad himselfi
not properly grasping the name.
xxvii. 39.
Demon.
The philologers would derive it from '^. to rub with dust . and 
us that the word is applied to Jinn ot1 to men as meaning one who rolls his 
adversary in the dust, c.f. LA vi. 263.
Grimme ZA xxvi, 167,168 suggests that the word was formed under
S. Arabian influence, but there seems nothing in this, and Barth. ZDkG2) ——— 
xlviii, 17 would take it as a genuine Arabic word. Hess ZS ii, 220, and
Vollers ZDIdG 1. 64$, however, have shown that it is Persian, derived from
—— 3) 4)
Phlv. ))r J er affrltano (c.f. Av.C^t* ld-w afrlnat) which in kod. Pers. is
jo_,i\ , the participle from o->V i to create, and used like the Ar. 
for creature.
Ixxxiii. 18,19.
1) See also Horovitz KU 127.
2) Vide also his Nominalbildung § 250.
3) Horn Grundriss § 39. and c.f. Vullers Lex, i. 44.
4) Reichelt Awestisches Slementarbuch, Glossary, 428.
(202) 
It is supposed to be the name of a place in the upper part of
the heavens (or the name of the upper part of tne heavens itself) where 
the Register of men's good actions is preserved. Some said it was the 
angel court ( -j&^UA 0^> ̂ \ ) LA xix, 32?: others that it means the 
heights (Tab, in loco) and others, arguing that ^j-<^\£ in v. 20 interprets 
'Illiyun, said it meant a book (Bagh).
Fraenkel Vocab. 23 was doubtless right in taking it to be the 
Heb. V1><? ^. » which is used as an appellation of God among both Hebrewsv7 !)
and Phonq^cians, and as meaning higher or upper is used of chambers of a 
house (Ez. xli. 7: xlii. 5) » an<3- i"n the Habbinic writings refers to thirds 
heavenly as opposed to things earthly (Levy Worterbuch III, 653) • 
Grinime ZA xxvi. 163 wants to connect it with Eth. 07\S whose participle, 
he says, means bunt gefarben. and would refer it to tne spotted pages of 
the books. There is little doubt, however, that we must regard it as a 
borrowing from tne Jews.
iii. 30,31: Ixvi. 12.
'Imran, tne father of koses, Aaron and liiriam.
In these passages we nave the well known confusion between kiri-
am tne sister of i.,oses and Aaron, and Liiriani the mother of Our Lord, and
2) 3) 4) 
in spite of the attempts at defence made by Gerock, Sale and well, we
have no need to look elsewhere than tne Dn>i^ of the O.T. for the ultimate 
source of the name, though tne direct borrowing would seem to have been
from the ^yr. ^V-Sai. •
Sycz Bigennamen 60 , would take it as a genuine Arabic na^e applied to crm^
because the name see^is to be a formation from j^s. and used in pre-Islamic
, Paris 1880, pp 35,36. 3) Koran, p. 4o n 3. 
4) Muhammad der Prophet, 1843, p 195 n.
(203) 
times. I"bn Dura id 314 tells us of an Q^ among the QudaJa, and Ibn Q,u-
taiba Ma^arff. 223 speaks of an ^jr^a.'o1̂  8/t liecca. Liuller WZKLI i. 25 says 
the name was known in S. Arabia, and evidence for its existence in !T. Ara­ 
bia is found in a Greek inscription from the liauran given by Lidzbarski, 
Ephemeris II, 331 which reads Avfcov S-^iVw ^ 'E^*YO» $«*««•«»>. "liorovitz KU 128
4
also quotes Littmann's unpublished second volume ITo 270 for an occurrence 
of the name in the Safaite inscriptions.
This, however, hardly affects the Qur'anic name, for though we 
may agree that there was an early Arabic name of thin form, it is surely 
clear, as both Lidzbarski and Horovitz note, that the Qur'anic name came 
to Muhammad from his Jewish or Christian sources tnough in the form it 
takes he may have been influenced by the Arabic name.
. 40. 
Spider.
The ending o>^ - would suggest that it is of Aram, origin (Geiger 
45) , and this is confirmed by the fact that the Heb. is Mi'^-Dv , where the 
Heb. <a> would lead us to expect a ^ in Arabic, as e.g. \ui3nD and c^^s^ : frv 
and JJ etc.
The form in the Tar^ums is ^.^'33^ or ^TV^oyas ins^o.-\3i> yp spi«' ' ' -*-!,
der's v/eb. and it was probably from some Aram, form tnat it entered Arabic.
v. 144.
A Festival.
This sole occurrence is in the latest kadinan Suaza in connection 
with kuhammad's curious confusion on the Lorti f s supper.
The Lexicons try to derive it from jW , though as we see from 
the discussion of Al-Azhari in LA iv. 314 they were somewhat in difficulty 
Vide BDB
(204) 
about it. Fraenkel Frenidw. 276 pointed out that it has no derivation in————— > 1) 
Arabic, and it was doubtless borrowed from the Syr. \9\± , though the
root is common Semitic and the Targuniic *Ti> is not impossible as the 
source.
ii. 81,130,254: iii. 40-48,52,78: iv. 156-169: v. 50,82,109-116: 
vi. 85: xix. 35: xxxiii. 7: xlii. ll : xliii. 63: Ivii. 27: 
Ixi. 6,14.
Jesus.
The majority of these passages are late. The name is generally 
and i s frequently accompanied by characteristic IT. T. titles e.g.
Many Muslim authorities take the word as Arabic and derive it 
from (j^ to be a dingy white whence ^is. a reddish whiteness ( Lane sub.voc) 
or from ^^-1* meaning a stallion^ urine; so Raghib Mufradat 359 ( c »f« 
LA. viii. 31). Zam. on iii. 40 however, dismisses these suggestions with 
some scorn; and there were many who recognized it as a foreign word. Ja- 
waliql Mu farrab 105. KhafajI 134, give it as such, and in LA. viii, 30 
we read that Sibawaih, Ibn Sida, Jawharl and Aa-Zajjaj classed it as c_>. 
Jawhari gihah sub.voc. gives it as Syriac, but Baid. on ii. 81 says it is 
Hebrew.
The name is still a puzzle to scholarship. Some have suggested
that it is really Esau "\N^V and was learned by Muhammad from Jews who call.
3)
ed him so out of hatred. There is no evidence, however, that Jews ever
referred to Jesus by this name. Others take it as a rhyming formation to
1) C.f. Cheikho Fasraniya. 176.
2) Baid. follows Zam. in this, and Zwemer Moslem Ohrlat.34 has quite mis- 
understood Baid. on this point. Baid. does not argue for a derivation 
from o-^t , "but definitely repudiates it.
3) This was suggested by Roediger (Fraenkel WZKM iv. 334 n) and by Land- 
auer (Uoldeke ZDMG xli. 720 n), and is set forth again by pautz Qffenba- 
rung 191. The case against it is set forth by Derenbourg REJ xviii. 127 
Rudolph Abhangigkeit 66.
(205)
correspond with cr>- , on the analogy of Harun and Qarun : Harut and karut :
1) 
Yajuj and Majuj etc. and there may De some truth in this. Derenbourg REJ
xviii. 128 after pointing out how the Tetragrammaton in Gk. "became TT\TTI , 
suggests that perhaps sntv "lu a la maniere occidentale" has produced .. * 
but this is hardly likely.
Fraenkel WZKM iv. 334, 335 suggests that the name 0..... c may have 
been so formed from <vo*.by Christians in Arabia before Muhammad. It is
2) 
not unusual to find Arabic using an initial x in words borrowed from Aram.
the
and/dropping of final y is evidenced by the form Yisho of the Manichaean
3) ———
"kokturkish" fragments from Turf an, and the late Jewish iv for vw (Levy
Worterbuch II. 272). The form. *lsa however, does not occur earlier than————+)
the Qurtan, whereas *>>~> appears to have been used in personal names at 
an early period, c.f. Aghani . xx, 128.
Till further information comes to hand we shall have to content
5)
ourselves with regarding it as some form of "konsonanten permutation" due 
maybe to Muhammad himself, and perhaps influenced, as Horovitz KU 128 sug­ 
gests, by Nestorian pronunciation.
vi. 14: xii. 102: xiv. 11: xxxv. 1: xxxix. 47: xlii. 9. 
Creator.
It occurs only in the stereotyped phrase - <j>,^j^^$ j&*.
The root ^k> is to cleave or split . and from this we have sev-
» > ' '~ , 
eral forms in the Qur'an, viz. ^_^» a fissure. ^^ to be rent asunder,
etc. On the other hand JBJ to create (c.f. v1̂ , xxx » 29) is a denomina­ 
tive from
1) This theory was elaborated by Lowenthal in l86l, c.f. MW I. 267-282.
2) Examples in Vollers ZDMG xlv. 352.
3) Le Coq in SB AW. Berlin 1909 p. 1053-
4) But note the monastery in S. Syria, mentioned by Mingana Syriac Influ­ 
ence . 84, which as early as 571 A.D. seems to have borne the name r lsanlya. 
?) Bittner WZKM, xv. 395.
(206) 
The primary sense is common Semitic, c.f. Ass. pafraru, to cleave
Heb. "IDD , Phon. TI^D to remove, Syr. -^m to release etc. The mem ing of
to create, however, is peculiar to Ethiopia, and as Noldeke Neue .Beitrage ——————— 1) 
49 shows, the Ar. jb\> is derived from A* ̂ & though Aralbicized in its form.
xxvi. 118: xxxii. 28. 
Judgment, decision.
The vert) 4ii to open, with its derivatives is commonly used andcr —— 2)
is genuine Arabic, but in these two passages where it has a peculiar tech­ 
nical meaning, Muhaimnad seems to be using, as Horovitz KtJ 18 n noted, an 
Eth. word ^^pK , which had becorae specialized in this sense and is used 
almost exclusively of legal affairs, e.g. A.-V rh to give judgment; •VL'V/h 
iudicari. 1*^ fo litigare; fr^itvV iudicium. and ^^rh which is both iudici­ 
um and sententia iudicie.
Iv. 13. 
potter's clay.
The passage refers to the creation of man, and that it means 
earthenware is the general consensus of the authorities, c.f. Sijistani
245: Raghib Mufradat 380.—————— 
It is obvious that it cannot be derived from the verbal root
and Fraenkel Vocab. 22 compared it with V. ... *> an earthenware pot, which———— ^) 
occurs as a loan word in the Jewish S-VTID . The Syr. ^^> is a word in
1) That the early authorities felt that the word was foreign is clear 
from the Tradition about Ibn 'Abbas in LA vi. 362 already referred to in 
our Introduction p. 8.
2) Horovitz would add ex. 1 - ^l> ilK^ »1>IM but as this apparently re­ 
fers to the conquest of Mecca (Ndldeke-Schwally I. 219) it would seem to 
mean victory rather than j udgraent in the technical legal sense of the 
other passages.
3) tfoldeke Mand. Gramm. 120 n 2.
4) Praenkel Fremdw. 70, but c.f. "ins in Dan. ii. 41.
(20?) 
fairly common use and translates *tp*»*uf* , c.f. \~~^>? !>?*> = n Kip+v-^-i , and
there can be little doubt that it is the origin of the Ar. word.
xxv. 55: xxxv. 13: Ixxvii. 27. 
Sweet river water.
The passages are all Meccan and refer to the sweet river water as 
opposed to the salt water of the sea, and in the two latter passages the
reference is apparently to some cosmological myth.
'.» 
In any case the word ^V* ^ s derived from the river Euphrates (Hor
ovitz KU 130), which from the Sumerian Pura-nun. "great water", appears in
~~ 2) ————— 3) , .
Ass. as Purattu. or Purat. and in 0. Pers. as Ufratu» whence the Gk.l-o^ 
From the Ass. comes the Heb. rr»*> and Syr. I -„*> , whence in all probability
/ y
the Ar. ^j* , if indeed this was not an early borrowing from Mesopotamia.
xviii. 107: xxiii. 11. 
Paradise.
The suthorities are agreed that it means a garden - Qb-J (Jawharl;
LA viii. 43), but they differed considerably as to what sort of a garden it 
~ 4)
means. There are also divers opinions as to its precise location and sig­ 
nificance as referring to the celestial paradise.
It was early recognized as foreign (Siddiqi Studien 13, and note 
i'raenkel»s\remark Fremdw. 149) though some claimed that it was genuine Arabic
^ s . ' 2 I
derived from *>-^> meaning width or amplitude.
Noldeke >Teue Beitrage^, 45 n 2: Vollers ZDMG li. 324: Fraenkel Fremdw. 
Delitzsch paradies 169 ff. (257.
3 Spiegel Die altpersiscnen Keilinschriften. p 211, and c.f. Meillet,
Grammaire du vieux Perse, p 164.
4) Lane Lex. 2365: and" Tab, on xviii. 10?.
5) Vide Qa"mus sub. voc; LA. viii. 44: TA iv. 205. This was the theory 
of al-Farra and it was supposed to be supported by the fact that it occurs 
as a name for Damascus. The verse of Janr quoted in Bekri Mu f jam I, 368 
is post-Islamic, however, and doubtless influenced by the Q
(208)
Some said it was Fabataean, where the reference is possibly to the
2 ) 
of late Jewish legend. f lkrima held that it was Ethiopia , and many said
3) 
it was Syriac, but the favourite theory among the philologers was that it
was of Greek origin. Suyutl Itq. 3^3. Muzhir i. 130, 134 gives this as 
the prevalent theory, it if? given by Jawaliqi 110: Tha*alibl .b'iqk 3!8> 
and Khafaji 148, and we learn from the Lexicons (c.f. LA viii. 44) that 
it was supported by such authorities as Az-Zajjaj, Mujahid, Ibn SIda, and 
Al-Kalbi.
Obviously (j>> *j> represents the Gk. \rAp*&vi<r0 s f and on the ground of
4} 
the plu. <j~->Lr» G. Hoffmann would derive it directly from the Greek. It
seems, however, merely a coincidence that this plu. form (which is not 
uncommon in borrowed words, e.g. ^.iVx*? : >^.iXj : ^J^JL^ etc) is so close 
in sound to the Gk. word, and it is unlikely that it came directly into 
Ar, from Gk.
The original v/ord is Iranian, the Av. jjLo* A ^ >.»(•> pa-iridaeza, which———
in the plu. means a "circular enclosure". Xenophon introduced the word in-
6) 
to Greek and uses it of the parks and gardens of the Persian Kings, e.g.
Anab. I,ii.7,etc. After this date it is used fairly frequently and in the 
LXX is sometimes used to translate *|) or \"\y \* . But it was also borrowed
7) 
into other languages. In late Ass. we find pardisu and in Heb. OT-MD a
park or garden . also in Aram, the *O'~nr> of the Targums , and Syr.
As- Sudd I in JawSlTql ku*arrab , 110.
±sap-h. on xviii. 107.
Qamus sub. voc. TA iv. 105, an(i Jawaliqi.
ZDMG xxxii. 761 n: Lagarde GA 76 and 210: Pautz Off enbarung 215 n: 
but see A. Miiller in Bezzenberger ' s Beitrape 280 n.
5) Bartholomae AIW 865: Haug Pars is £. It survives in kod.pers. ^.Jl gar­ 
den (Horn Grundriss 5279)and Kurdish 3-.^' garden (c.f. Justi Die Kurd. Spi­ 
rant en. 29JT 6) Which makes it the more strange that Liddell and Scott 
should have considered the word Semitic.
7) 2A vi. 290. On the suggested Semitic origin of the Avestic word see 
Delitzsch Farad ies 95,96, and Noldeke thereon in ZDkG xxxvi. 182.
(2°9) 1) 2, 
commonly mean garden and are of Iranian origin like the Arm. u^uit^.
Tisdall Sources 126 thought that cr^-V was borrowed from late Heb.
3)
but in the sense of Paradise it is very rarely used in Heb. its origin is
almost certainly Christian, and probably Syriac, for Ws -*z> was very com­ 
monly used for the abode of the Blessed, and could easily have been learn­
ed by the Arabs from the Aram, speaking Christians of l^iesopotamia or IT.
4) 
Arabia. Vollers ZDMGy- . 646 suggests that possibly the plu. form o^.^
the form that was borrowed, and co >j» later formed from this.
It was a pre-Islaiuic borrowing, and possibly occurs in the Tharnud-
5)
ic inscriptions.
Occurs some seventy four times, e.g. ii. 46. 
Pharaoh.
The Commentators tell us that Fir f aun was the title of the kings
6)
of the Amalekites , just as Chosroes and Caesar were titles of the kings of 
Persia and Rourn. (Tab, and Said, on ii. 46). It was thus recognized as 
a foreign word taken over into Arabic (Sibawaih in Siddiqi Studien 20, and 
JawaJiqi Ku f arrab 112).
Hirschfeld TTew Researches thinks tiiat it came to Ar. from Heb. 
the form being due to a misreading of T\v~iS as na~iE> , "but there is no 
need to descend to such subtleties when we note that the Christian forms 
give us the final <j . In Gk. it is $«,>*^ , in Syr. tQ_s-_s3 , and in Eth.
1) The Syr. ^ •»«*•;•> ., beside Arm. ̂ ••j.n^^L and pers. oV^S? for gardener. 
is conclusive evidence of the Iranian origin } o^ , being the phlv.j r. o 
panek. a protector, or keeper (Horn Grundriss S 1?6). 
2} Hubschiiiann Arm. Gramm. i. 229: Lagarde Arnfiscne Studien % 1878.
3) As Horovitz Paradies 7 notes. c.r. also Schaeder in Per Islam xiii.32t
4) Horovitz Paradies 7: Grunbaum ZDfeG xxxix. 581: Geiger 48: Fraenkel
Vocab. 25, Sacco Credenze 165 n.
51 tms , c.f. Littmann Entzifferung 43.
6) As !Tbldeke showed in his essay Uber die Atiialekite_r, Gbttinpen 1864,thir
name is used by Arabic writers in a very loose way to cover all sorts of
peoples of the Near East of whose racial affinities they had no exact
knowledge. The term is used indifferently for Philistines, Can, unites
and Egyptians, and Bagh. in his note on ii. 46 tells us that Pharaoh
was the ruler of the Amalekite Copts]
(210) 
. The probabilities are that it was borrowed from Syr. (kingana Syr
jac Influence . 81. Sprenger Leben I, 66).
There does not seem to be any well authenticated example of the 
word in pre-lslaniic times, for the oft quoted examples from Umayya arei)
spurious. Sprenger has noticed the curious fact that the name does not 
occur in the Sura of Joseph where we should naturally expect it, which 
may indicate that the name was not known to Muhammad at the time that sto­ 
ry was composed, or may be was not used in the sources from, which he rot 
the material for the story.
' •»
ii. 50, 181: iii. 2: viii. 29,42: xxi. 49; xxv. 1.
Discrimination.
In all the passages save viii. 42 it is used as tnough it means 
some sort of a Scripture sent from God. Thus "we gave to koses and Aaron 
the Furqan and an illumination" (xxi. 49) and "We gave to koses the Book 
and the Furqan" (ii. 5°) where it would seem to be the equivalent of Tau- 
rah. In iii. 2 it is associated with the Taurali and the Injil, and xxv. 1 
and ii. l3l make it practically the equivalent of the Qur'an, while in 
viii. 29 it says "if ye believe God, he will grant you a .b'urqan and for­ 
give your evil deeds". In viii. 42, however, where the reference is to 
the Battle of Barir "the day of the Furqan, the day when the two hosts met, 
the meaning seems something quite different.
The form of the word would suggest that it was genuine Arabic, a
9
form Q^sci from <jy» , and thus it is taken by the Muslim authorities. Tab. 
on ii. 50 says that Scripture is called Furqan because God <JJ»Ulj ^i ̂  
and as referring to Badr it means the day when OJQ discriminated ( oj-» 
between the good party and the evil, (Raghib kufradat 385) . In this lat­ 
ter case it is tempting to think of Jewish influence, for in the account
So Korovitz KU 130: Andrae Ursprung.
(211) 
of Saul's victory over the Ammonites in I Sam. xi , 13 where the Heb. text
reads ^!CVt>»a ni»w>n vnn* iw>a D**n in the Tar^urn it reads *}?-UT> TUTT tiv yi 
:I / where ^p-ns-QV is exactly
The philolo^ers , however, are not unanimous as to its meaning. 
Some took it to mean ^ \ Baid. on xxi. 49 tells us tnat some said it 
meant ^-^^ , and Zam. on viii. 29 collects a number of other meanings. 
This uncertainty and confusion is difficult to explain if we are dealing
with a genuine Arabic word, and is sufficient of itself to surest that
2)
it is a borrowed term.
Arguing from the fact tnat in the majority of cases it is con­ 
nected with Scriptures, Hirschfeld New Res ear ones 68, would derive it
from n'^S one of the technical terms for the divisions of the text of
3)
the Heb. Scriptures. This, however, i<=? ratner difficult, and
Mohammed 145: (but see ERE ix. 481: x. 538) while holding to the ex­
planation from O*'?n <D refers it, not to the sections of the Pentateuch,
but to a book of Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, which LiUhauLuad heard of
from the Jews, and which he may nave thought of as similar to the Taurah
and the Injil. This theory is iuore probable tnat that of Hirschfeld, and
has in its favour the fact that resemblances have been noted between phta-
4) 
ses and ideas in the ^ur'an and the well known rui* *?^D . It also, how
ever, has its difficulties, and in any ca^e does not explain the u*e of & 
the word in viii. 42.
1) Lidzbarski ZS i. 92 notes an even closer verbal correspondence with 
is. xlix. 8, where for T^nT* ^* wn ̂ ^ tne Pesh. has ^l '*± \*o JQ*>« \ioo^o
2) This is strengthened by the fact that there are apparently no exam­ 
ples of its^i§rlier than tne ^ur'an. Fleiscner Kleinere Schriften II, 
125 ff, who opposed the theory that it is a foreign word, is compelled to 
admit that it was probably a coining of kuhammaa nimself.
3) So Grimme kohaiaiiiad, II, 73 thinks it means sections of a neavenly 
book and compares the Rabbinic ?^B : ^?^*X. ^ut see Rudolph Abhan^i^kettr 39.
4) Rudolph Abh'ancAj%keit 11: Hirschfeld Beitra^e. 46.
(212)
Linguistically there is a closer equivalence in the Aram. v?T
deliverance or redemption and Geiger $6 ff suggested this as the source 
of the Ar. word. He would see the primary meaning in viii. 29 - "He will 
grant you redemption and forgive your evil deeds 11 , where the Targumic No?-n-D 
would fit exactly (c.f. PS. iii. 9 etc). !To where , however, is vo?-nr> used 
of relation, and Geiger is forced to explain ^s* in the other passages, 
by assuming that Muhammad looiced upon revelation as a means of deliverance 
from error. i)
Geiger's explanation has commended, itself to many scholars, "but 
Fraenkel Vocab. 23 in mentioning Geiger's theory, suggested the possibility 
of a derivation from ^yr. *b-D»o2> , a suggestion which has been very fruitful-
2) ,ly explored by later scholars. >T ot only is isja£> the common word for sal­
vation in the Peshitta and the ecclesiastical writers (P.Sm. 3295). but it 
is the normal form in the Christian -Palestinian dialect, and has passed is-
to the religious vocabulary of Eth. as ^C-^T (Noldeke-Schwally I. 34-) and
3)
Armeniaa, as Li^nu^j-.^'b . it is of much wider use than the Rabbinic *ip
but as little does it refer to revelation, so even if we agree that the 
borrowing was from Syr. we still have the problem of the double, perhaps 
triple, meaning of the word in the Qur'an.
Sprenger thought we mignt explain this by assuming the influence
4)
of the Ar. root <J^> on the borrowed word. Schwally, however, has sugges­
ted that this is not necessary, as tue word might well have had this double 
sense before Kuhammad ' s time, under the influence of Christian or Jewish
1) Ullmann Der Koran (Bielefeld 1872) p 5: von Kremer Ideen 225: Sprenger
Leben II 337 ff: pautz Offenb&rung 81.
2] Schwally ZDLIG li». 135: Knieschke Erlosingslehre des Koran (Berlin 19^0]
$.11. ff. See also Wellhausen ZDMG Ixvii.633:Massignon Lexique 52: Min-
gana ayriac Influence 8f.
3) Merx Chrestomathia Targumica. 2.64: Hubschmann ZPLIG xl*i. 267: Arm. Graaai.i. 318. ——————————————— —— —————-
4) Leben II. 339, "Wenn Mohammed jj'orkan auch aus dem Aramaischen entnominer
hat, so schwebte ihm doch die arabische Etyiuologie vor". See also Rudolph
Abhangigkeit 39: Bell Origin, 118: Nbldeke Sketches 38.
(213)
Messianic thought, and Lidzbarski ZS i. Ql points out that in Gnostic
2) 
circles "Erlosung und Heil besonders durch Offenbarung vermittelt werden 11 ^
There is the difficulty, however, that there seems to be no evidence of 
the use of the word earlier than the Q,ur'an, and Bell Origin 118 ff right­ 
ly insists that we must associate the use of the word for revelation with 
Muhammad himself. He links up the use of trie word in the Q,ur'an with the 
story of Moses, and tMnks that as in the story of looses the deliverance 
was associated withtthe giving of the Law, ao Muhammad conceived of iiis 
Furqan as associated with the revelation of the Qur'an. Wens inck El II, 
120 would also attribute the use of the word in the sense of revelation 
to laihaiiimad himself, but he thinks we have two distinct words used in the
» 9
Qur'an, one the Syr. \^9^s> meaning salvation or deliverance. and the oth­ 
er a genuine Arabic word meaning distinction and which Muhammad used for 
revelation as that which makes a distinction between the true and the
U
false. Finally Horovitz KU 77 > would make a sort of combination of all 
these theories, taking the word as of Syr. origin, but influenced by the 
root <3jl» and also by the Heb. cppno.
In any ca.se it seems clear that <^>J» is a word that Muhammad 
himself borrowed to use as a technical term, and to whose meaning he gave 
his own interpretation, and tiie source of the borrowing was doubtless tiie 
vocabulary of the Aram, speaking Christians, whether or not the word was 
also influenced by Judaism.
5 •
Occurs some twenty three times, c.f. vii. 62.
LvmC.
1) Noldeke-Schwally I, 34 - "in erster A und am wahrs dieinlichsten unter 
Christen, in zweiter Linie in messianisch gerichteten jiidischen Kreisen".
2) He refers for examples to Liechtenhan's Die Qffenbarunr im Gnosticis- 
aius. p. 123 ff: but as Rudolph, Abhangigkeit. 92 points out, this idea 
is not confined to Gnostic circles.




It is used of shipping in general (xxx. 45: xlv. 11), of Noah's 
ark (vii. 62: x. 74) and of the ship from wnich Jonah was cast (xxxvii. 
140).
The root t$* means to have rounded breasts (Lane Lex. 2443), and 
from the saxue primitive Semitic root we get Ass pilakku, Heb. ^.B : Ar. 
<&& all meaning the whirl of a spindle, ana by another line of derivation 
Ar. oil* : Eth. ̂ rvtt the celestial Hemisphere. So the philologers as a rufe 
endeavour to derive djl* from this root, imagining it is so named from its 
rounded shape.
The jmilologers, however, were somewhat troubled by the fact that 
it could be masc. fern, and plu. without change of form (LA. xii. 3^7),and 
there can be little doubt that the word is a borrowing. Vollers ZDkG 1.
620: li. 300 claims that it is the Gk. I$OK*IO* f which usually means a
2) 3) 
small boat towed after a ship, but from the periplus Maris Erytnraei § 16
we gather that as used around the Red Sea it must have meant a vessel of
considerable size. The borrowing was probably direct from the Gk. though
4 
may be through an Aram, medium.
cv. 1.
Elephant.
The only occurrence of the word is in an early Sura mentioning 
the Abyssinian campaign against kecca under Abraha. Bbraha's army was 
known as <±j& ̂ ^ because for the first time in Arab experience, African 
elephants had been used in an attack, and Muhaiiimod was doubtless using a
1) Raghib Mufradat 393, however, reverses this position and thinks the 
celestial sphere was called iVXi because it was like a boat.
2) Vide Athenaeus 208 P.
3) In Kiiller C-eographi Graeci kinores, I. 271, c.f, Vollers gpkO xlv. 3
4) Freenkel Fremdw. 212; Hale'vy ZA II. 401, denies the derivation from 
, claiming that in that case the Ar. word would have been ^.
(215)
well known term when he referred to Abraha's army as
2) 
The word seems to be Iranian in origin. In Phlv. we find
representing an old Iranian form which was borrowed on the one hand into
, 3) 4) 5)
Skt. ^173 and Arm. ^$1 , and on the other into Ass. piru: Aram. x.V:D : 
Syr. y^.
Some of the philologers endeavoured to find an Arabic derivation
6)
for the word, but it is fairly clear that it was a borrowing either di­ 
rectly from Middle Persian, or through the Aram. (Horovitz KU 98) It oc­ 
curs in the oldjpoetry and therefore must nave been an early borrowing.
Rossini JA xi Ser. vol. xviii. 31, after pointing out the diffi­ 
culty of believing that elephants could have .uade the journey between Ye­ 
men and Llecca, thinks that oral tradition among the Arabs confused the ex­ 
pedition of Abraha with an earlier one under the chieftain A|f ilas whose n 
name A 4>iA*\c occurs on coins of the end of trie 3 rci Century A.D. as an Ethio­ 
pian conqueror of B. Arabia. On this theory <J^ in the Qur'an would be
>
a corrupted representation of
xxviii. 76,79: *xi*. 38: xl. 25.
Qorah.
As Geifi-er 1^3 ^-as shown the Q,ur f anic account of qorah is based 
on the Rabbinic legends, and we mipht assume that the word is derived 
from the Heb. nip . The dropping of the final guttural, however, makes 
this a little difficult. The final guttural, as a matter of fact, is
.•
missinp- in the Gk. Kopv and Eth. $ I? , but neither of these help us with 
the Ar. form. Hirschfeld Few Researches 13 n made the suggestion that
^"• *^ ̂*m m IMMWBi^»«^H^Mi^WBMtaBH^.H ,•!. • ——_.--!_•• iHMW^m ^•b.l^M^B^ • H >^KM^MB» ~MM*I^^
1) Hommel Saugethiere . 24.
2) PPG1. iWT: V/eat Glossary 112, whence in kod. pers. it is £*>.
3) Vox apud Indos barbara - Vullers Lex. i. 402 as against Honunel , 324 ff.
4) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i. 225.
5) Vollers ZDMG, 1. 652.
6) E.g. Sibawaih in Sihah.
(216)
is due to a misreading of ^17 as y*Tp , a mistake which is very possi­
ble in Hebrew script, but it is fairly certain that iiuhamniad » s information 
came from oral sources, and it is difficult to believe that anyone suffi­
ciently acquainted with Heb. or Aram, to be able to read him the story
1) 
would have made such a blunder. There is a kandaean form p"O which
Horovitz KU 131 quotes, but there can be no certainty that this influenced 
the Q,ur»anic form, and it seems best to look on it as a rhyming formation
to parallel o«,U> (Sycs Eigennamen. 43), though whether from the Heb. t\n?
2) 
or from a Christian form without the guttural, it is impossiole to say.
s * >
ii. 81,254: v. 109: xvi. 104. 
Purity, sanctity.
We also find ^jj^ an epithet for God lix. 23: Ixii. 1: ^a 
to bless . sanctify, ii. 28: ^^» an(i ^~xJ holy, sacred, v. 24: xx. 12: 
Ixxix. 16.
The root is common Semitic and would seem to have meant priiai-
3)
tively to withdraw, separate . and some of the jxiiilologers would derive 
the meaning of the Qur'anic words from this sense - c.f. .bald. on ii. 28. 
It has long been recognized, however, that as a technical religious term, 
this sense is a IT. Semitic development, and occurs only as a borrowed4)
sense of the root in S. Semitic. Thus Etn. 4?s*6 in the sense of holy, i.e. 
4><Vh , is a borrowing from Aram, as Ndldeke ITeue Be it rage 35. shows, and 
there can be little doubt that Fraenkel Vocab. 20: ffremdw. 57, .is correct 
in tracing- the Ar. word to a similar source. Hirschfeld Be it rape 39
thinks the Ar. use developed under Jewish influence, out the Qur'anic use
5)
is more satisfactorily explained from Christian Aram, particularly the
1) Brandt, kandaische Sthriften. 149.
2) The foreign origin of the word vjas recognized by some of the Muslim 
authorities, c.f. Sibawaih in Siddiqi 20.
3) Baudissin Studien, ii. 19 ff f and Robertson Smith, Relig.of the Sem.
4) Which is fatal to Grimme's theory of S. Arab, origin ZA xxvi. 166.
5) Praenkel Vocab. 24 : Pautz Off. 36; Mingana Syr. Infl.T5.86.
(21?) 
from "U>50DJ Y°°*'-
Occurs some seventy times, e.g. ii. l8l: v. 101: vi. 19. 
A reading from Scripture.
The root *^? in the sense of proclaim, call. recite, does not oc­ 
cur in Ass. nor in S. Semitic as represented by the S. Arabian and Eth., 
which leads one to suspect that \ f> is a borrowing from the Canaanite- 
Aramaic area. The root is found in Heb. and phoni but it is most widely 
used in the Aram, dialects, being found both in the 0. Aram, and the Egyp­ 
tian Aram, and in the Nab. and palmy, inscriptions, as well as in Jewish 
Aram, and Syriac.
The verb l^> is used fairly often in the Q,ur'an, and with four 
exceptions, always in reference to Muhammad's own revelation. Of these ex­ 
ceptions in two cases (x. 94: xvii. 95) it is used of other Scriptures, 
and in two cases (xvii. 73: Ixix. 19) of the Books of Fate men will have 
given them on the Day of Judgment. Thus it is clear that the word is used2 )
technically in connection with Heavenly .books. The sense of i_* also is
3)
recite or proclaim, that of read only came later.
The usual theory is that ^\^ is a verbal noun from this \^ . 
It is not found earlier than the Qur'an, so the earlier group of Western 
scholars were inclined to think that Muhammad himself formed the word fron 
the borrowed root. There is some difficulty about this, however. In the 
first place the form is curious, and some of the early philologers such 
as Qatada and Abu 'Ubaida derived it from ^^i to bring together, bs.sing
1) Moldeke-Schwally I 33: \Vellhausen ZDMG Ixvii. 634.
2) Noldeke-Schwally I 82: "Vielmehr wird '^ im qorane uberallfeorn iuur- 
melnden Oder leirnden Hersagen heiliger Texte gebraucht".
3) Vide Hurp-ronje RHR xxx. "62.1J5: Dyroff in LiVAG xxii. 178 ff : iMbldeke 
Schwally I 81: and Pedersen Per Islam v. 113. 
Von Kremer Ideen 224,225.
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their argument on Ixxv. 1?. Others, Suyuti tells us were unsatisfied with
"both these derivations, and said it had no root, being a special name for
2) 
the Arab's Holy Book, like Taurah for the Jews or Injil for the Christians.
It thus looks as though the word is not native, but an importation into 
the language.
Marraccio 53 looked for a Jewish origin, suggesting that it was 
formed under the influence of the Heb. ^*y?* in its late sense of reading. 
as in Fen. viii. 8 and frequently in the Rabbinic writings. Geiger 59 
supports this view, and Foldeke in i860, though inclining to the view that 
it was a formation from \^» yet thought that it vvs.s influenced by the use 
of S~*?n . The tendency of more recent scholarsnip, however, has been to 
derive it from the Syr. "UVr0 which means "the Reading" in the special 
sense of Scripture lesson. In Syriac Bibles it is used in the titles for 
the Church lessons, and the Lectionary itself is called \>\>-^> \oAo . This 
is precisely the sense we need to illustrate the Qu.r'anic usage of the 
word for portions of Scripture, and there can be little doubt that the
3)
word came to kuhammad from Christian sources.
'•»
iii. 179: v. 30.
A sacrifice, or g-ift offered to God.
Both passages have reference to O.T. events, the former to the 
contest between Elijah and the priests of Baal, and trie latter to trie off- 
erinrs of Cain and Abel.
The Muslim authorities take the word as genuine Arabic, a form 
(jUaci from ^y; to draw near (Raghib, kufradat, 408). Undoubtedly it is
1) Jawhari sub. voc. : Suyuti Itq. 113, 119.
2) Suyuti Itq. 118 and LA i. 124.
3) Horovitz Per Islam, xiii. 66 ff and KU 74 : Buhl, iKI. II. 1063: V/ell- 
hausen ZDkG Ixvii. 634; Noldeke-Schwally I. 33,34: kingana Syriac Influ­ ence 88: kaspie-non Lexique 52. ——————————
4) in xlvi. 27 it means "favourites of a prince" and not sacrifice.
(219) 
derived from a root m? to draw near, approach. Tout in the sense of o
bla
tion it is an Aram, development, and borrowed thence into the other l
an­ 
guages. In 0. Aram, we f ind p~»? in this sense, and the Tarpumic MXT?
 ; 
Syr. ^lo»o» are of very common use. From the Aram, it was borrowed in
to
Eth. ^C^^ (Ndldeke, Feue Be it rape 37), and thehm* of the S. Arabia
n
1)
inscriptions is doubtless of the same origin. 2) 
Hirschfeld Beitrape 88, would derive the Ar. word from the Heb.
but Sprenp-er Leben I. 108 had already indicated that it was more like
ly 
from the Aram, and the probabilities seem to point to its being from 
the 




In both passages the reference is to the material on which the 
Divine revelations were written down.
The Muslim authorities make little effort to explain the word,
and some recopnized it to be a foreipn word, a fact which indeed is ap
-
6)
parent from the uncertainty that existed as to its spelling. It was 
evi­
dently an early borrowing, for it occurs in the old poetry, and probab
ly
came to the Arabs from tneir more cultured Northern neighbours. Von K
re-
, ?) 8 > 9) 
mer suppested that it was from the Gk. ^f-r* , but Gachau and Fraenkel are
nearer the mark in think inp that <*pT^s is the form behind ^y»UyJ , espec
ial-
1) ZDMG xxx. 672. The verb rv>* means to approach a woman sexually.
2) SoTraenkel Vocab. 20.
3) Schwally Idioticon 84: kingana, Syriac Influence. 85: \Vensinck 
El, 
II. 1129. See Cheikho Nasraniya 209 for early examples of the use of
 the 
word. 4) iain^ana, Woodbrooke Studies II. 21, thinks that it means p
apy-
5) Jawallql ku ( arrab 125: t ,SuyutI Itq. 323: Khafaji 159. 
(rua
6) LA viii. 54 notes ; <j>&j> -. cr^X • ^r*'£ • ^r^J*; «~^ <j»u>y
7) Kulturpeschichte des Orients, ii. 305.
°) Notes to the ku'arrab p 57 anô ^ 2 5.
9) Premdw. 245 c.f. also Vollers ZDivjG 1. 617,624: li. 301.
(220) 
ly as tli is form is found also in the Arm. ^mjjuitu.
It is not likely that the word came directly from the Gk. and
2) 
jj'raenkel Fremdw. 245 thought that it came through the Aram. *o'o-»p mean­
ing a paper or document . as in Levit. Rabba. & 34. iain&ana Ryriac Influ­ 
ence 89 prefers to derive it through the Syr. ya?\£j> , which occurs be­ 
side Ifl^v^ the source of the Eth.nc^ft. It is really impossible to de­ 
cide, though the fact that T.arafa in his iiU f allaqa seems to look on ^u^j* 
as something peculiarly Syrian, may oount in favour of Iviin&ana's claim.
CVl. 1.
Quraish.
The philologers differ considerably amon^ themselves over the 
origin of the name of th£is tribe. T^e popular etymology was that they 
were so called from their trading and profiting,- W«^; «/^**tr c. f . 
and Ibn His ham oO. Others derived it from a verb <J"^ to gather together. 
holding that they were so called from their £atiierin& or assembling at kec- 
ca,c.f. LA viii. 226: Yaqut *ai » p am iv. 79. Another theory derived the
name from a tribal ancestor Quraish b. kakhlad , but as it does not explain
3) -
this name it does not help us much.
The most satisfactory theory is that which derives the word from
4 )
/i.'.i a shark . c.f. Zam. and LA viii. 226. This is scoffed at by Yaqut,——— —— — 5)
but is accepted by Tabari and Damitri , and it may well nave ueen a totemis- 
tic tribal name. TToldeke Beitra^e 87 accepts this ^j* theory, and links
u,
the word with the Aram. svi>-»:3 which occurs in the Talmud, Baba bathra 74
1) Hubschmann ZDIu G xlvi. 253»
2) In vocab. 17 he surest s notion D • °n which see Levy v<orterbuch 11,398
3) From a statement in the Chronicles of Mecca ii, 153 (ed. wustenfeld) 
we would gather that some thought trie naiue was formed quite arbitrarily 
from three letters of the alphabet.
4). Or sword-fish (kar^oliouth IIP hammed. 9). Ibn Faqih ( ed. de Goeje p 290 
describes it as c>>^ tr r-^ «^*-.
5) Tabari Annales i. 1104: Damiri Hayav/an ii. 29! ff.
(221)
for a kind of fish, which Lewysohn thinks means the sun-f ish. and would
derive from the Pers. ±*Z . It is true that Pers. i,j- means "some­
thing eatable" , but ^-^^- is from the Av. ki^n^^o^ -^»»ty » hvara-xsaetam 
ing sol-aplendidus . and has apparently nothing to do with fish of
any kind. Noldeke suggests with much more probability that it is a short
ened form of the Gk. **p^p/c(.s , a word which is used for a kind of small
4)
shark with pointed teeth, and which Nieander the Colophonian said was
used also for a lamia or a squill.
iii. 16,20: iv. 126,134: v. 11,46: vi. 153: vii. 28 : x. 4,48,55 
xi. 86 : xxi. 48: Iv. 8: Ivii. 25.
Justice, equity.
f s s
It would seem on the surface to be a derivative from Jau*J> which.
occurs in iv. 3: lx « 8: xlix. 9 and of which other derivatives are
found in ii. 282: xxxiii. 5: Ixxii. 14,15- This j*^ , however, may be
a denominative, and Suyuti Itq. 323: Llutaw. 49 tells us that some early. —— ————
* , f, ^ ' authorities thought .W-3 was a borrowing from Creek.
The root touSp is widely used in Aram, but elsewhere apparently 
as a loan word. Thus im\iip ,^\c»aip like Syr. Ij^os , means truth, riant ; 
Mand. L3\j>~> is to be true and palm. ir»\iip to succeed, while in the Christ-—————— -TJ —
ian Palestinian dialect we find "L^9 ^ rue « The Heo. m3p is an Araiua- 
isino as Toy pointed out in his Commentary on Proverbs, and Fraenkel is 
doubtless correct in taking the Ar. Jo^» as also of Aram. , probably of
Zoolosie der Talmud, Frankfurt 1858, p 271. This is accepted by Levy 
Worterbuch ii. 416 and Goldschmidt Der Babylonische Talmud, vi. 1136: 
though Jastrow Diet. Talmud, I, 667 §ives it as meaning probably tie shark.
2) Bartholomew AIW 1848, c.f. Yasht x. 118: v. 90.
3) C.f. also Hess in ZS ii. 220.
4) In his Book on- Dialects quoted by Athenaeus vll. 7^.
5) This may be a reminiscence of the Lat. iusticia. though Sprenoer Le- 
ben II. 219 thinks that it may be the Lat. sextarius. 




xvii. 37: xxvi. 182. 
A balance.
There was practical agreement among the early authorities that the 
word means primarily a balance . and then metaphorically justice . c.f. Ra- 
fcuf radat 413: LA viii. 59« It was also very generally recognized
as a loan word. Some considered it as a genuine Arabic word, a variant of
2)
, but the weight of the authorities as we see from Suyuti Itq. 323:
Muzhir i. 130: Jawaliqi Mu*arrab 114: Thafalabi Fiqh 318 and Sijistani——— ————— 3)
257, was in favour of its bein$ taken as a borrowing from G-k. Its foreign
4 )
nature is indeed indicated by the variety of spelling:? we find.
It was evidently an early borrowing for we find it in verses of
5)
fAdi b. Zaid, an -Nab i§ ha, etc. but the origin of the word is not easy to
settle. Sachau in his notes to the Liu T arrab . p 51 quotes Fleischer as————— 6) 
su^estinj that it goes back to the Lat. cons tans as used of the liora.
Fraenkel Fremdw. 281 suggests a hypothetical **o\j<rr«* as a possible origin 
and in WZKM vi. 26l would interpret it from ^v jo <r rA<r\+ . Vullers Lex, ii. 
725 thought that it was probably a mangling of the Gk. ^ivfn a yoke . and 
uvorak Fremdw. 77 ff. would derive it from ^S/<TT^S from the Lat. sextarius 
used as a measure of fluid and dry materials.
All these theories seem to be under the influence of the theory
1) Fremdw. 205: Noldeke SBAW Berlin, (1882), liv. 5 thinks the noun is 
an Araoicizing of }-J^o , out Dvorak Fremdw. 7^,78 would regard it as an 
Ar. word taken as foreign tijough its similarity in sound with^Ua—Jf 
2J See Zam. on xxvi. 182, and the remarks in TA. iv. 218.
3) See also Suyuti Muzhir i. 137: I"bn Qutaiba AK 527: Khaf aj I 156: Su­ 
yuti Mutaw. 49. .> 6
4) Jawallqi notes ^.U^ : ^li^ : yLk^-5 : to which we may add from TA. 
> QyUa^L* and <j-Ua-^J»-
6) On which see Fraenkel Fremdw. 198. It was rejected by Noldeke, but 
defended by Ginzburg in Zapiski VIII. 145 ff .
Fraenkel WZKM vi. 2^8, however, thinks the verse attributed to an-ra- 
is under Q,ur ! anic influence.
(223) 
of the philolo^ers that the word is of G-reek origin. It would seem much
more hopeful to start from the Aram, ^xso? : N\3cr-p : *.U-OA^> meaning measure
or the Syr. IJWs . The final s here, however, presents a (difficulty,1) ~ 
and Vollers ZDMC 1. 633 su^ests that it is from the Gk. W<MTT^ a jud^e.
which in Syr. is jDQ_^m£u3 (BB in P. Sm. 89!) and with the » taken as the 
genitive particle, would give us ̂ o^an* . This, influenced "by the similar
also = Sufcfcd-rrjs would give us ^.liz-o . This is very ingenious and 
may be true, but kin^ana ^yriac Influence 89 thinks it simpler to take 




From the passage it is clear that it refers to Christian teacher^ 
and though one would not care to press the point, its occurrence along­ 
side o^*/ mav indicate that it referred to tne secular clergy as distinct 
from the gionks.
It was generally considered by the philologers as a genuine Ara-
2 ) £. ,
"bic word derived from ^ji to seek after or pursue a thing , so that a
is so called "because he follows the Book and its precepts", Sijistani
259. Obviously the word is the Syr. V^-*^ = ^vpw^-oTepoj , as lias been gener­ 
ally recognized by Western ncholars. This word could hardly fail to be 
known to any Arab tribes which came into contact with t^e Ciiristia.ns of 
the Worth and East, and as a matter of fact both forms of the word were 
borrowed into Arabic, *_e (c.f. Aram, ^xop ) as ^ , and "J^D as
1) See also 1. 620: li. 301,323.
2) But see Jawaliqi ku y arrab. 39.
3) Cei^er Jl: Fleischer, Kleinere Schriften. II. 118: Freyta^ Lex sub. 
voc.: Fraenkel Vocab. 24: Fremdw. 275: Rudolph Abhan^i^keit. 7: Horo- 
vitz KU. 64: Min^ana, Gyriac Influence, 85.
(224) 
while the Hadith &*-"*-^'trCT^^-K*** shows that they were not unacquainted
with the abstract noun, \la^^>.
We meet with the word in the early poetry, which shows it must 
have been an early borrowing , and as a matter of fact it occurs as a bor-
>.rowing both in Eth. <*>h,0 and in the S. Arabian inscriptions, e.$ . Glaser
3) 
6l8, 66 - ^4 *x*ntt **** «sTi6 , on the ground of which Grimme ZA xxvi. 162
would take the word to be from a S. Arabian source.
vii. 72: xxii. 44: xxv. 11; \J«*NU. ii.
A castle.
The word has no verbal root in Arabic, and was noted by Guidi 
Delia Sede . 16, as a borrowing. Fraenkel Vocab. 14 is doubtless correct———— ——, 4)
.in deriving it from Lat. cast rum, through Gk. Kdumpoy and Aram. s.n^p . The 
word occurs not infrequently in the early poetry, and is probably to be 
considered as one of the words which came into Syria and Palestine with.
5)
the Roman armies of occupation.
xxxviii. 15.
A judge's sentence.
In general the opinion of the Commentators is that Ja3 means some 
sort of writing, c.f. Bagh. in loco and Ra$hib kufradat 417. Some, however 
recognized it as a foreign word, for SuyutI Itq. 323 quotes authority for 
its meaning book in Fabataean.
Halevy su^^ested that it v/as to be derived from Ass. Kithu. but
1) C.f. A?nani xiii. 47,170: xvi. 45.
2) Noldeke Neue Beitr'a^e, 37: Pautz Qffenbarun^ 136 n.
3) C.f. kVAG- vi. (1897) P 34-i and on it Praetorius in ZDMg liii, 21.
4) That s:-»*p as used in the Llishna and Jerusalem Talmud is out a form of 
*ii?op, which like |u^A^was derived directly from K/CTOOV iias been shown 
by No'ldeke ZDMG- xxix. 423.
5) Fraenkel Fremdw. 234: Vollers ZDMG 1. 614: li. 316.
(22?) 
this is hardly likely. Fraenkel ffrerudw. 24-9 agrees with Suyuti's author­
ities in taking it from Aram. In the Liishna »•* means an official docu­ 
ment, though later it was specialized in tne meaning of "bill of divorce." 
So u>a and ̂ 1^3 both mean writing and document , and Levy Wort er ouch I. 322 
suggests they may be originally f rom Gk. A*P TT^ • Syr. Vfe-^ became spe­ 
cialized in the meaning of haereditas and is not so likely an origin. If






This curious word occurs only in a passage descriptive of the 
torments of the wicked on tne Last Day, where the pronunciation of the 
Readers varied between o^kj : oV^ » an(i o!/M • This last reaain^ is 
supported by the early poetry and is doubtless the most primitive.
Zam. tells us that it was an exudation from the Ubnal tree used 
for smearing mangy camels, out from the discussion in LA vi. 417 we learn 
that the philologers were not nappy about the word, and we have an inter­ 
esting Tradition that Ibn * Abbas knew not what to make of it, and wanted
- - 3)
to read Q\ ^J^z-* , which would make it mean "red hot orass" , ana link it
with the ^ia> of xviii. 95 and xxxiv. 11.
The truth sesmR to be that it ie tne Aram. p,^. : Syr. ^^^ ruean- 
in pitch, which though not a very common word is an early one. Some con­ 
fusion of ±) and p must have occurred when the word was borrowed, but it is 
interesting that the primitive form ^j*-9, of the poets preserved exactly 
the vowellin^ of tne Aram.
1) C.f. the verse of Al-A f sha in Jawhari s.v. ^-kt> , where Cheikho : Tasra- 
niya. 222, thinks that by >> al-A f sha means the Gospel.
2) Vide Tab, on the verse.
3) Baid. %ives this as tne reading of Ya f qub. 





Only in the plu. <J^ , where jawallql Mu*arrab 125, says it isi) ———
a borrowing from Persian.
2) 
The verb ^\-*> is denominative and the word obviously cannot be
derived from an Ar. root. It is probably the Aram. *"?*>v? a fetter or Syr, 
lJL2>a-s> which translates the Gk. vtbuQ^y , and would have been an es,rly bor­ 
rowing.
. 39: xxxi. 26: Ixviii. 1: xcvi. 4. 
Pen, - or the reed from which pens were made.
It means a pen in all the passages sa.ve iii. 39 where it refers 
to the reeds which were cast to decide who should have care of the maiden
Maryam, and where the -^»t of course, stands for the W*>ot O f the Protev.3) ' ————
Jacobi. ix.
The native authorities take the word from JJ to cut, c.f. LA. 
xv. 392, but this is only folk-etymology for the word is tne Gk. r&h«i».o«4)
a reed and then a pen. though coming tiirou^h some Semitic form. *.<£>>< p.ot
was borrowed into Aram, where we find cny^ip , Syr. "Ko^o* , but it was 
from the Eth. ^hS* as ITbldeke Neue Beitra^e 50 has shown, that the word 
came into Arabic.
xii. 18-28, 93. 
Shirt.
1) So Suyuti Itq. 323. Jawallqi is probably referrinc6 to the Pers. «Jl,
2) Fraenkei Fremdw. 16.
3) In Tischendorf Evan^elia Apocrypha. l3 r/6. p. 18.
4) K&+p°> is a %ood Indo-European word, as is evident from the Skt. ka 
lama. Norse &almr: Slav. 8lama, c.f. Boissacq 397.
(227)
It is curious that the word occurs only in the Joseph story.
The authorities usually take it as an Arabic word, though Suyutl 
Muzhir i. 135 quotes al-Asma'I to the eifect tnat soiue neld it wt.s of 
Persian origin.
It is clear that it cannot have an Ar. derivation, and the un­ 
derlying word is doubtless the Gk. K-A^'O-WV This K<*^'<ri0y has been taken as 
a borrowing from Semitic, but as Boissacq 403 snows in his note on «H 
it is genuine Indo-European. The G-k. K^irny passed into Syr. as
and Eth. ^"'Ift which is used in Josip^on 34-3 for a tunic or shirt . and is2) ———— ———— 
in all prooability the source of the Ar. word. it must have been an early
borrowing for we find it not infrequently in the old poetry.
iii. 12,68: iv. 24. 
Qintar - a measure.
It was recognized by the ̂ ailologers as of foreign origin, and 
thoujh some like Sibawaih held to an Arabic orioin, Abu *TJbaida (LA vi.~~
432) expressly states that tne Arabs did not know the meaning of the word. 
Some said it was a Berber word (Suyutl Itq. 323) , others that it was Sy- 
riac (as-Suddi in i^ukhassas xii. 266) but the majority were in favour of 
its being Greek (Tha e alibi Fiqh 31° > Suyutl luuzhir i. 134).
Undoubtedly it is the Gk. VxivT*jvIp»oy which represents the Lat. 
centenarium. and passed into Aram, as nj^D^?, Syr. YJL^D It was from
the Aram, as Fraenkel Vocao. 13, iFremdw. 203 shows, that the word, came in-———— . 
to Arabic, and in all probability from tne shortened Syr. form V'
1) See Fraenkel Fremdw. 45.
2) Vollers ZDKG li. 3H thinks that the Ar. came from the Lat. camraja. 
but this is hardly likely.
3) This is evident from the variety of opinions on its meaning collected 
by Ibn Sida in the Liukhassas xii. 266. , and Ibn al-Athir in ^T ihaya m 31
4) Mingana Syriac Influence 89: Vollers, ZDMG li. 316.
(228)
Occurs some seventy times, c.f. ii. 79 • 
Resurrection.
It occurs only in the expression <^Ui>v ^ which is a technical 
eschatolo^ical term for the Last Day.
The kuslim authorities naturally relate it to the root ^U to
stand, or rise . but it has been pointed out many times, that as an eschat-
1)
olo^ical term it nas been borrowed from Christian Aramaic. In the Edes-
sene Syriac we find Sa^o commonly used, but it is in the Christian Pales­ 
tinian dialect where it translates *v*rr*«-n (Schwally Idioticon 82) that 
we find ASc which provides us with exactly the form we want.
ii. 256: iii. 1: xx. 110. 
Self subsisting.
It occurs only in the phrase ~>*i)V ^\ used of Allah. 
The Commentators are unanimous that the meaning is ^->-ft <s ljj\ 
Tab. . Baid. anu Sijistani 250, but they were in difficulties over the foju, 
and there are variants <\^* , ^ and ^U. Their trouble in explaining 
the form is well illustrated by 'Ukbari I ml a I. 70, for the only possibilij
u'
is to take it as on the measure <J>*es» and we nave reason to suspect aH 
words of this form. It is not strange, therefore, in spite of its ob­ 
vious connection with ^» , to find that so^e of the authorities took it
2) 
as a borrowed word from tne Syriac.
Hirschfela Eeitra^e 38 would derive it from Heb. and certainly
3) 
O'p is used in connection within in Jewish texts of the oldest period,
1) C.f. pautz QffenbaruncA 165 n. 1; kin&ana, op. cit. 85.
2) Suyuti Itq. 324: kutaw. 54.
3) Praenkel Vocab. 23: roldeke-Schwally I. 184 n: and see Sprenger 
Leben II. 204 n.
(229 ) 
"but \io*o is also commonly used in the same sense and. we cannot absolute
ly rule out a Syr. origin for the word.
*,
xxxvii. 44: lii. 23: Ivi. 18: Ixxvi. 5>!7: Ixxviii. 34. 
Cup.
It is found only in early passages in descriptions of the pleas­ 
ures of Paradise.
This is not a S. Semitic word, as it is entirely lacking in Eth.
and without a root and of uncertain plu. in Arabic. There can thus be life
1)
tie doubt of its Aram, origin.
The Heb. word is OID , and in Aram. *o-o : -^oo , and*vo(c.f. Ar.
j£ ) , and Syr. Vmo . As the S;yr. \&s seems to be the source of the Pers.
2) 
**-£ we may take it as mojfc probable that tne Ar. also was borrowed at
3)
an early period from the same source.
i. 5.
The verse is an early one descriptive of the joys of paradise, 
where the Commentators were uncertain whether ^>»£ was the name of the foun­ 
tain from which the Blessed drink, or the material used to temper the 
drink, - c.f. Tab, and Baio. on the verse.
It is usually taken as an Arabic word (LA. vi. 465) , ^ut "the va-
i»' > f 
riety of spellings - ;£& , y>»^ » ;s*-* and. .,>*-» would surest otherwise, and
several of the early authorities noted it as a loan word from Persian.
1) Fraenkel Fremdw. 171. D.H. kuller, however, WZKM i. 27 thinks that 
the medial Hamza proves it to be genuine Arabic.
2) Addai Shir 131. The Persian Lexicons, take this to be the source «5f 
the Ar. word, c.f. Vullers Lex, ii. 769 ^—^ *~s ^^ ̂ .
3) It occurs in the early poets, e.^. Al-A'sna and 'Alqama,.
4-j Suyuti Itq. 324; Jawaliql Liu'arrab 129: Khafaji, 170: Tha'alibi Fiqh
118. ————— —^
(230) 
The ultimate source is probably to be found in the i^untia dialects
of India, whence it passed into Dravidian, e.^ . Tamil arru^sib , ^alaya-
lam **H,^o , and into Skt. =F^ . It passed also into Iranian, where we
. 1) 2)
find Phlv. J>o-»2 kaj^iir which olves the Mod. Pers. ^^ and Ar^i. b^nx-f.
. 3) 4}
and into Aram, for we find Syr. \9aSLo and Mand. ̂ n^m-x . It is very pro­
bable that the Syr. like the Gk. K+$o»p* is from the Iranian, and Addai 
Shir 136 would make the Ar. also a borrowing from the Persians, but the 
probabilities are tnat it, like the Bth. ttVc , is to be taken as from the
5) _6)
Syr. We find the word in the early poetry, e.$. in al-A f sha, but the sto­ 
ry told by Baladhuri (ed. de Goeje 264) that the Arab soldiers who con­ 
quered Lladain found stores of camphor there and took it for salt, would 
seem to show that the article was not widely known in Arabia.
*
Hi. 29: Ixix. 42.
A soothsayer.
It occurs only in the early Meccan period and in a depreciatory 
sense, for Muhammad rejects with some asperity the idea that in <jivin$ 
fortiyiis revelations he was on a level with the eLj& . This shows that 
the word was pre-lslamic, and it seems that the Arabic o*1^ was the equi­
valent of the Gk. yTti or the Lat. vates . he was a Seer rather than a pro-
7)
phet.
The Muslim authorities naturally take it from ^S , but this verb 
seems denominative. The Heb. word is ^D and means priest . as in phon.
1) Justi Glossary to Bundahesh. 201. The Persian Lexicons, e.%. BQ. 691, 
note that camphor came to them from India.
2) Hubschmann Arm. Cramm. i. 257.
3) Also l>Q£i£>^ , t o^jDca> and \9<3_^\3 , P.Sm. 3688,3689.
4) Ifoldeke kand.Gramm. 112.
5) Fraenkel Vocab. 11: Fremdw. 147.
6) Geyer Zwei G edichte , I~. 61.
7) LA xvii. 244, Wellnausen, Reste. 134: Coldziher Abhandlun^en I. 18 ff 
107 17; Spren^er Leben I. 255-
(231)
and from the Heb. camfe the Aram. *}nD : Syr. Y00 • That the Arabic 
word also was borrowed directly from the Heb. is not likely, pautz Of fen-
barun& 175 n 2 has a theory that it came by way of the Eth. ^v\ , but———— 2)
like this word itself and the Arm. ^u^uA^j it is more likely to have
3)
come from the Aram. As a matter of fact it occurs not infrequently in
the Sinaitic inscriptions from IT. Arabia, where we find >^to and the fern.
*ruro , and actually in NO 550 vis -jno , i.e. the priest of al-'Uzza, so i 
that as Noldeke ITeue Beitr'a^e . 36 n insists, we ^iave clear evidence that 
it came into use in II. Arabia from some Aram, source long before Islam. 
The analogy of the inscriptions would lead us to conclude that 
the primitive sense in Arabic was priest , and that of soothsayer a later 
development , in spite of Fisher's claim that soothsayer is the original5")
sense.
Of frequent occurrence, 
To write.
Besides the verb we should note the derived forms in the Qur'an - 
a book (plu. ^J^ ) <_>^ one who writes. ^j^X- written; L^$\ to 
cause to be written, and <_^^ to write a contract of manumission.
The word appears to be a IT. Semitic development and found only 
as a borrowed term in S. Semitic. Heb. ar\3 ; Aram, ana : Syr. ^>te> :— ^ — . "
Bab. aTO and Phon. unD all mean to write, and with them Buhl compares Ar.
cjiS to draw or sew together.
7)
The borrowing was doubtless from Aram, and Fraenkel Fremdw. 249
1) B. B. Gray, Sacrifice in the Old Testament p 183.
2) Hubschmann Arm. Gramm. i. 313:ZDmG. xlvi. 252.
3) Chei^ho Hagraniya 200: Min^ana Syriac Influence. 85.
4) Eutina SaliAitische Inschriften, Nos. 5^o,249,34b and 223.
5) El sub. voc.Fisher also claims that tne word is Arabic and not a 
borrowed term.
6) Vide Fleischer in ZDMG., xxvii. 427 n » From this we have ^^ squadron.
7) BDB 507: Miiller WZOI i. 29: Horovitz KU 67.
(232) 
thinks that the borrowed word was <_>^ f wMch like Eth. tt>*"O came from
Aram. ^^r\o , Syr.\->A2 , and that then the verb and other forms developed
from this. '^he borrowing would seem to have taken place at al-HIra, whence
the art of writing spread amon^ the Arabs
ii. 256: xxxviii. 33. 
Throne.
It has no verbal root, though some have endeavoured to connect 
it with ^^c.f. Ra$hib Muf radat . 441, but this is hardly possible.
Fraenkel Vocab. aa noted that it was a borrowing from the Aram.
2)
In the Zenjirli inscription we find ^o-o , which is connected with Ass.
kussu, Heb. SX>D , but the commoner form is S^OTO } Syr.
This gives us precisely the form we want, but whether the word was from
Jewish sources as Hirschfeld Beitra%e 88 claims, or from Christian as
3)
Bchwally ZDMG- , liii. 197 holds, it is quite impossible to decide.
Used very frequently.
To deny the %race or existence of Cod: then - to be an unbeliever. 
In its various forms it is of common use in the Qur'an, and the 
root is undoubtedly Arabic, but as~a technical religious term it aas been 
influenced by outside usage.
The primitive sense of jjS to cover or conceal , corresponds
with the Aram. TDD : Syr. -^u , and a derivative of this primitive sense
^. » 
occurs in the O^ur'an Ivii. 19 in the word ^S husbandmen , i.e. "they who
~'s
cover the seed". The form y«5 , nowever, corresponds with the iieb. TD3 , 
Aram. 130 , and means to cover in the sense of at on e . In this sense it fc
1) Vide Krenkow in El. ii. 1044.
2) D.H. kuller Inschriften von Sendschirli, 58,44: C.f. Cook Glossary
3) C.f. IToldeke luand.&ramm. 128: Rudoljbh Abhan^i^keit 12. "
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used with ^ and Suyuti Itq 324, kutaw. 56, tells us that some early au­ 
thorities note* this ^^^ as derived from Heb. or ITabataean. The com­ 
moner use, however, is with ^ in the sense of to deny the existence or 
goodness of God, and this use with ^ is characteristic of Syriac.
Hirschfeld Beitra&e 90: Horovitz KU 60, would have the dominant 
influence on the Arabic in this connection from the Jewish, community, and 
pautz Offenbo run% 1^9 n. kin^ana ^yriac Influence 86, atand for a Chris­ 
tian source. A^ain it is really impossible to decide.
xi. 15: xviii. 8l: xxv. 9: xxvi. 58: xxviii. 76. 
Treasure.
The denominative verb jj-^ to treasure up is also found in ix.
3^,35.
Some of the Muslim authorities take it as genuine Arabic and de­ 
rive it from '££ , but it was well known to the early philolo^ers that it 
was a foreign word and it is noted as such by Jawallqi ku f arrab 133: Tha- 
f alibi Fiqh 317: Khafaj I 170, all of v/hom fcive it as Persian ^S , mean­ 
ing of course -^ which BQ. 797 defines as - x>^ <_>:> o^v
That it was originally Iranian is certain. phlv. )\y %anja
1)
means treasury , and the word has been widely borrowed, c.f. Sict.~
Arni. c».u»^ k • awa bm. Gk. y*£-< , and in the Semitic family, c.f. -[^AT\ MIA of
3) , 4) 
Esth. iii. 9: Aram. *M -R , nm , a^d xt> ; Syr. \\^ and kanci. ^1^4 all
meaning treasury. The direct borrovv'in^ of all these from Liidale Persian—————— \ , V 
seems cle&r from the fact tnat the Phlv. ^>r feanjobar for the treasurer
1) West Gl os nary 274: PP&1. 112. La^arde Arm, ̂ tud. & 4p3 thinks th&.t
it is an old Median v»ord which passed later into Iranian and thence to 
India, c.f. also his GA. 27.
2) ¥ a 1 1 a i a SBM 1 « 01? >4y . Hubsclimann Arm. Gramm. i. 126.
3) Levy Worterbuch I. 31^, however, tMnks that nvi^and ^u are from mi
4) Foldeke, Ivland Grairmi. 51 - . (to hide.
5) PPC1 . 119. It is the —————
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is also common to them all, c.f. Skt. n~*^l : Arm. -^^^0^ (Gk.
Heb. inTA , Syr. V~°v^ ."-^v^and Aram.
It is most probable that the word came direct from kiddle Per
1)
sian into Arabic, tnou^h ; for cx mi^ht point to Aram, influence on the
word. The word must have been borrowed lon^ before Muhammad' s time, 
it occurs but rarely in the old poetry.
xliii. 71: Ivi. 18: Ixxvi. 15: Ixxxviii. 14. 
A goblet.
It occurs only in early Suras in descriptions of the pleasures
of Paradise, and was rec^c-nized by some of tne early authorities as a Ha-
, 2) 
bataean word, c.f. Suyuti Itq. 319; kutaw. 60. Some, of course, endea­
voured to derive it from «_>£ , "hut this is obviously denominative (TA. I. 
464: LA i. 225).
The word is commonly used in the early poetry, c.f. *Adi ix. 3:
3)
Bl-A f sha (Ceyer Zwei Gedichte I, $6) 'Abda b. at-Tabib etc. and. seenis to
have been an early loan word from Aram, as Ilorovitz Paradies 11 has noted
though Aram, "saio : Syr.co both seem to be from the Byzantine KO-OTT* (Lat.
4) 
cupa. c.f. Fraenkel Vocab. 25) from the older Gk.
Jo
vi. 153: vii. 83: xii. 59.^5, B8: xvii. 37: xxvi. 181. 
A measure.
The philolo^ers insist that it means a measure of food stuffs 
(Ra^hib kufradat 460) , but in the (^ur'an it is used in a quite c6eneral
sense. _________________
1) Vollers ZDli'iS 1. 613,647. 2) Vide also Spren^er Leben ii. 50? n.
3) in Mufaddaliyat (ed. Lyall) xxvi. 76.
4) Levy jFremdv/. 151 points out a very probable Semitic origin for *^H 
in the sense of ship , but in th&t under discussion the borrowing seems to 
be the other way, for as Boissacq sub.voc. points out, it is a true Indo- 
European word. Vollers Z3DMG- li. 31 6 would derive ^>5 from the Italian 
but see Fallino op. cit. p. 534-.
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JJTaenkel Fremdw. 204 pointed out that it is the Syr. ^> , which
like the Aram. sV*:) means measure. *V'D is seldom used, but p^> is of very———— r~ 1}
common use and has many derivatives, and was b^rjowed into Iranian, so tnat 
it was the Syr. word that would have passed at an early date into Arabic.
xxxviii. 2.
There was not.
The philolo^ers were in some straits to explain the word, as can 
be seen by consulting the two columns which Lane Lex. 2683 devotes to a 
summary of their opinions. The three commonest theories were i) that it
was ^ with the meaning of (j-J to which a fern. <^» has Deen added, ii) that
3)
it was the negative J with a fern, ending : iii) that it was another way of
4)
writing ^-J . Some tried to overcome tue difficulty by reading <^£ ̂  in­
stead of o-^ «-^ , and some we learn from Suyuti Itq. 275 1 Mutaw. $4 admit­ 
ted that it was a loan word of Syr. origin.
Aram. n*V and Syr. A-A. , contracted from Tp^^1? ana represented 
by the Ar. ^ , are of very common use, and from some Ara^_. source the
i 5 )
word was borrowed into kiddle Persian, where we find <^j>J 16 it , which was
also commonly used and save rise to MJ^JXJ loTtlh mean in c non-existence .6) ——— ——————— 7)
unreality. It was thus probably Dorrov/ed at an early date into Arabic,————— ' 8)
though as it occurs in tne early poetry, Barth. nas argued that it is gen-
9)
uine Arabic.
1) C.f. !T oldeke &GA, 1868, ii. 44, and Jawaliqi ku^arrab. 131.
2) This was tne opinion of Sibawaih and Khalll %iven by Zam. on tne verse,
3) So Al-Akhfanh in Zam.
4) See Tab, on the verse and LA. ii. 39 1 - -Bash, says that it was Yemen­ 
ite. 5) West Glossary 141: PPGl. 14§.
6) Y/est Glossary 142.
7) kin^ana Syriac Influence. 93.
8) Geyer Zwei Gedichte i. 13, and see examples in Z33i,G Ixvii. 494 and 
Reckendorf ""Syntax.
9) ZDMG Ixvii. 494 ff: Ixviii. 362,363, and see Ber^r-trasser !-T elation en 
im Kur'an.
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vii. 142,149,153: liv. 13: Ixxxv. 22.
A board or plank.
There are two distinct uses of the word in the Q.ur'an. In liv. 13 
it is used for the planks of Noah's ark, and elsewhere for tablets of reve­ 
lation, in vii for the tablets of looses, and in Ixxxv. 32 for the neavenly 
archetype of the (^ur'an.
In the related lan^ua^es we find both these lueanin^a. The lieb.TuV 
means both the planks of a ship as in Ez. xxvii. 5. an(i the stone tablets 
of the Ten Commandments (Ex. xxiv. 12). Similarly Aram. x-nV? can mean a ta­ 
ble for food, or, as constantly in the Tar^ums , the tablets of the Covenant 
and Syr. \»«Li is used of a wooden board, e.$. the nfw affixed to the Cross, 
and for the tablets of the Covenant. Also the Eth. f\»-(K , though not a 
coupon word, is used for the broken boards on which Paul and his compan­ 
ions escaped from shipwreck in Acts . xxvii. 44, and also for writing tab­ 
lets of wood, metal or stone.
In the early Arabic poetry we find the word used only in the sense 
of plank, c.f. Tarafa iv. 12 and Zutoair i. 23 (in Ahlwardt's Divans ) . and 
the Lexicons take this as the primitive ^eanin^. The word may be a loan w 
word in both senses, but even if a case could be iuade out for its being a 
genuine Arabic word in the sense of plank, there can be no doubt that as 
used for the Tables of Hevela.tion it is a borrowing from the older faiths.
Hirschfeld Eeitra^e 3 6 would have it derived from the Keu. but Rorovitz KU1) — 
66 is more likely to be correct in considering it as from the Aram, though
whether from Jewish or Christian sources it is difficult to say.
If we can trust the genuineness of a verse of Saraqa b. fAuf in
of
i xv. 138, which refers to Inuhammad' s revelations as ^\^\ we ^ay judge
that the word was used in this technical sense among Liunam^ad ' s contempora­
ries. ______________________
1) Vide also Fraenkel vocab. 21: Cheikho siasraniya. 221.
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Occurs some twenty-seven times, c.f. vi. 86. 
Lot.
Always the Biblical Lot, whose name some of the authorities de­ 
rive from by (c.f. Ra*hib kuf racist 472, ThaJlabi Q.isas 72), but which.——— i)
Jawhari recognizes as a foreign name.
The name is apparently unknown in pre-lslamic literature, though
2}
it must have been known to the circle of Muhammad's audience, and from its




A late word found only in a late kadinan verse, where tue refer­ 
ence is to a table which Jesus brought down for His desciples.
The Muslim authorities take it to be a form -<ds.U from A. , c.f. 
LA. iv. 320, though the improbability of their explanations is obvious. it 
has been demonstrated several times that the passage v. 112-115 is a confu­
sion of the Gospel stor;y of the feeding of the multitude with the Lord's
4) 5)
Hupper, and Fraenkel Vocab. 24 pointed out that in all probability the
word is the Eth. °*»V£, which among the Abyssinian Christians is used al­ 
most technically for the Lord's Table, e.^. ^X^ \j\ a, ̂  rtv C .while iJblde-
Ke's examination of the word in ITeue Eeitr'a^e 5^ has practically put the
6)
matter oeyond doubt. ^
Adctai Sher 148, however, has argued in favour of its being taken
1) So Jawaliqi ku*arrab 134; Khafaji, 175.
2) Horovitz KU 136. 3) But see Syca la&ennamen . 37.
4) Noldeke ZD^c xii. 700; .bell Origin. 136.
5) Viae also his ^remdw. 83, ana Jacob Beduinenleeen. 23b'«
6) Vide also Wellhausen Reste, 232 n; Pautz Offenbarun& 255 n: Vollers , 
ZDMG- li. 293«- Cheikho gasraniya 210.
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as a Persian word. Relying on the fact that »^\- is saio. by tne Lexicons
to mean food as well as tattle , he wishes to derive it from pers.ry
meaning farina triticea, praetorius also, who in ZDkG , Ixi. 622 ff en­ 
deavours to prove that Eth. "^k £. and tne Amh. °l <t. are taken from Arabic,
takes »jiU back to pers. y^ (earlier pronounced me 2) through forms X^, ,c —— 3)
and »>^* . How there is a phlv. word $ j=>£ myazd meaning a sacred re.
past of the Pars is of which the people partake at certain festivals after 
the recitation of prayers ana benedictions for the consecration of the 
bread, fruit and wine used therein. It seems, ixowever, very difficult to 
derive «-£»U from this, and still more difficult from the forms proposed by 
Praetorius. TT 6ldeke rightly objects tnat tne forms ralz ana me2 which 
Praetorius quotes from the liehri and f Umani dialects in favour of his the­ 
ory are hardly to the point, for these dialects are full of Persian ele­ 
ments of late importation. Praetorius has ^iven no real explanation of 
the change of z_ to d_, whereas on t^e other side may be quoted the Bilin 
in id and the Beja foes which are correct formations from a stem giving 




This curious word occurs only in an earl,, Liecct.n Sura, and the 
Commentators could moke nothing of it. The usual theory is that it is 
a f orzri <J>s-l» from <^*^ , tx.ou^h some derived it from ^jW .
T-T 6ldeke TT eue Eeitra^e 28 shows that it cannot be explained from
4) 
Arabic material, and that we must look for its origin in some foreign
V 
source. Gei<ger 5° would darive it from Eeb. |1»H a refuse. 'which is pos-
1) Vullers Lex. II. 1252. 2) Vullers Lex. II. 1?54. 3) V/est Glos.222.
4) Pleischer Kleinere Schriften II.128ff, v/ould have it a genuine Arabic 
word, but as Ndldeke says - "aus dern Arabischen lasst sie sich nicht er- 
klaren, v/ie denn scnon die Form auf ein Fremdwort deutet".
5) So von Kreruer Ideen, 226.
(239) 
Bible but not without its difficulties. Rhodokanakis WZKM. xxv. p 6? a-
threes that it is from Heb. but coining under the influence of «>_>*--(c.f. 
Aram. *>*>* . Syr. b)k> ) developed the meaning of benefit. help.
xliii. 77.
Malik, is the an^el who has charge over Hell.
The native authorities derived the na^e from jl. to possess, rule 
over . This root may have influenced the form, but the source is doubt­ 
less the Biblical Moloch. The Heb. form is *jV* , and it may possibly navej-y—
come direct from Heb. but the ^yr. iAV° (£• Slii » ^9^9) is ^ucii more likely.
xv. 87: xxxix. 24.
The Vv'ord evidently refers to Revelation, for xv. 87 reads - "We 
have $iven th.ee the seven Matha.nl and the wondrous QUr'an 1; while in xxxix. 
24 we read - "Cod has sent down the best of accounts, in agreement with 
itself, a katnani, whereat the skins of those who fear their Lord do creep
Tabarl'ssaccount makes it clear that the Exe^etes did not under­ 
stand the meaning of the word. All Liuslim explanations ^o bock to some
s '
development of the root <ji , but their extreme artificiality creates a 
suspicion that the word is a borrowed technical term.
Gei^er $Q thought that it was an attempt to reproduce the Heb. 
7ii*Sfc , the collection of oral Tradition which took its place with the
Jews beside the Torah. This explanation has been accepted by many later
2)
writers, t,u-t hov; are we to explain the F^even associated with tl_e word?
3) ———
Hprenger Leben I. 462 ff thought that kuhammad was here referring to "die
1) Tisdall Sources, 123. 2) C.f. von Kremer Ideen. 226,300: pautz Qf- 
fenbaruni. 87 n: liir^ana S/riac Influence. 87.
JJ D.H.kuller in his prophet en. 1.43.46 n.2 also propounds this theory 
and Rhodokanakis WZKM xxv. 66 says that fuller arrived at the conclusion
independently of &pren$er. It has "been accepted by Grimme iUiohammed "TT nn.. A * »/ r •
(24$)
sieben Strafle^enden", which fits very well with tne statement in xxxix.
%u
24, "but, as Horovitz KU points out, it rests on no basis of actual use of
A
the word in any such sense. Noldeke, ]T eue Beitra^e 26 makes an improvement——— 1) 
on Gei$er's theory by surest ing tnat tne derivation was from Aram. s.rr:>rm
which has the same meaning as mv** f but is much nearer the Ar. The puzzle
2)
of what Muhammad meant by the seven, however, still remains.
jUL
iv. 44: x. 62: xxi. 48: xxxi. 15: xxxiv. 3,21: xcix. 7,8. 
A measure of weight - a mithqal.
Naturally the Muslim authorities take it to be a form J^U from 
ii to we is h (c.f. Eaid. on iv. 44 and LA. xiii. 91), but as Fraenkel 
Fremdw. 202 notes tne primitive meaning, of <JJu i? to be hard. and tne word
tJUL. seems to be from Syr. "picA^o : Aram. ̂ -p-n^ , tne equivalents of the 
Heb. ^pvp-tt. It occurs in the old poetry, however, (c.f. Divan Hudh. xcvii 
11) and thus would have been an early borrowing.
Of frequent occurrence, c.f. ii. 210: iii. 113: vii. 175. 
Parable.
* o
The root is common Semitic, and genuine Aramc forms such as tV^
•' *•*
likeness. similitude; ^^ to seem 1ike, etc. are used in the Qur'an; the
' ' r ' •'•
forms c\i-' and its plu. <jU-.\ , however, wnere the meaning is that of the O.T.
1T.T. ^r-ip<(ift>>>{ vmich the peshitta renders oy V^10 . would seem to
3)
have come under tne influence of Syr. una^e.
Kirschfeld TTew Researches . 83 f f , would trace the influence to 
Jewish sources, but i^in^^na Gyriac Influence 85, is probably ri^ht in
1) Noldeke-Schwally J. 114; Mar%oliouth ERE x. 538.
2) Casanova li/iohammed et la fin du monde 37, thinks tiiat in xv. 87 it does
not refer to the Q,ur • S,n", but means benefits . as thou%h derived from
to double.
IJ Note Khafaji 192.
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thinkino that it was Christian Arams ic.
xxii. 17.
The Marians, or Zoroastrians.
They are mentioned in a late i^adinan verse alon$ with Hews, Chris 
tians and Sabians.
The early authorities know top that the sun worshippers are
4) 
meant, and it was early recognized that it was a foreign word. Ibn Sida
and others derived the word from - said to mean ^5 and said to
mean ^>i\ , and tell us that this man , L£ _x* so called because of the small*" 3)
ness of his ears, was trie first to preach the ^agian faith. others, how­
ever, knew that it was derived from the Iranian Ma&ush (LA. viii. Q9).~
It is clearly the O.Pers. Liafcush. with the ace. form of which
5)
ma&um we can compare the Av. w^cawtmafiav or > g b€> moyu . and Phlv. ^\4 ma-^ ~
, from which come the Arm. ilno. , and Heb. \K as well as the Mod. pers.
8) 9)
£- . In Phlv. we also find a form \}*j y £ ma 9$ s hya , derived directly from
, the 0. Pers. and this appears in the Aram. svPUfc* , Gk. ^eiyos and Syr.
La^arde GA 159 would derive ^y^?? from the Gk. ^^^ • and though 
Vollers ZDMG. li. 303 follows him in this there is little to be said in its 
favour. The word was well known in pre- Islamic days and occurs in the old
1) On the whole question of the Qur'anic Llathal , see Buhl in Acta Or. II.
2) Jawaliql Mu f arrab 141: Suyutl Itq. 324: kutaw. 47: KhafSji 182.
3) TA iv. 24^1 LA~viii. 99-
4-j Vide Lieillet Gramma ire Du Vieux Perse p 148, and note Hau^pai-sis . 169.
5) ±sartholoinae AIW1111 ; Horn Grundriss, 221.
6) West, Glossary 223: PPGl. 1^2, and 5Tf , 160. See also ZD.oG.xliv. 671 
for its occurrence on a Sasanian &em.
7) Hubschmann, Arm. Gramm. i. 195.
8) Vullers Lex. II. 1197: B£. 863.
9) PPGl. 152. In the Assyrian transcription of the .behistun inscription
it is written magushu.
10) There is an alternative theory that the Gk. is a sing, formed from W/y» 
the name of an ancient Median tribe.
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poetry, and may quite well have come direct from diddle Persian, tiioujh
2) 
it is also a possibility that it may nave come thfou^h the Syr.
S ' •
O"
. 83: ix. 71: xi. 85,98: xx. 42: xxii. 43: xxviii. 21,22,45: 
xxix. 35«
Midian.
The references are all to the stories of Moses and Shu f aib, and 
the place is clearly the .Biblical y/r* 'but derived through a Christian 
channel. (Noldeke Ency.'Bibl. III. 3081).
Some of the early authorities endeavoured to derive it from <^ii 
(LA. xvii. 289) , but JawaliqT LIu f arrab 143 i s inclined to take it as a 
foreign borrowing.
The presumption is that it came to Arabic through the Syr. ^^.
vii. 108,120: ix. 102,121 : xii. 30: xv. 67: xviii. 8o,8l; xxvi. 
35,53: xxvii. 49: xxviii. 14,17,19: xxxii. 60: xxxvi. 19: IxiiiB,
A city.
The popular derivation amon$ the Lexicons is tnat it is a form 
*b-*j from f^. to settle. though others considered that it was from <J-> to
f ^^ «^^^^^^*l^»«^^"^*^^^^ V
possess (LA. xvii. 288,289). The $reat argument in favour of a derivation 
from Jjil is the plu. 0^ beside ^>- , for, said the philolo§ers (c.f. Ibn 
Bari in LA) , how could it have such a plu. form dif the ^ were not pat of 
the root?
The truth is that it is from a root related to o'j> , but is not
an Arabic formation at all, beir^ like the Heb. riVT* a borrowing from the
4) 
Aram, vny-ttt , oyr.JA-L^ • Aram.*rn'Ta means a province and then a city, am
1) Vide Horovitz KU 137.
2) Min^ana Syriac Influence. 95.
3) See the discussion in Horovitz KU 138.
4) Praenkel Eremdw. 280 : Horovitz KU. 137.
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Syr. \A4-»r° is city. From Aram, it was borrowed into kiddle Persian where 
we find C* -»»ttS£ madina. meaning a large fortified city (PPCI. 150).
. 22,58. 
Small pearls.
The word occurs only in a description of paradise, and was early
2)
recognized as borrowed from persia, but it is certain tlitt it did not come
3)
directly from Iranian into Arabic.
4) 
We find in Phlv. ^jJ.»J-£" marvarid. a pearl used in the Gosht-i-
Fryanb in describing the crowns presented to the daughters of Spitama aftei 
death. From kiddie Persian the word was borrowed widely, e.g. Gk.
Aram. ^TV^ytfc: Syr. 1A^1^> , and from some Aram, form, it came into Arabic 
It would have come at an early date for it is used in the old poetry and 
was doubtless well known in the pre-islamic period.
xi. 43.
Harbour, haven.
With this meaning it is used only in the Noah story, though, the 
same word occurs in vii. 136: Ixxix. 42 meaning fixed time. In this lat­ 
ter sense it is obviously from U., and the philolosers want to derive the
7) 
of xi. 43 from this same root.
1] There is some discussion of^tne meaning of trie word by Torrey in* JAuS "
2) Jawaliqi iiu*arrab_ 144: Suyuti Itq. 324: Muhtt sub.voc. and see Sa- 
chau's note to the Llu f ari-ab. p. 65.
3) In spite of Addai ^hir, 144, and his attempted derivation from UV^*^-
4) West Glossary 213: c.f. Horn Grundriss. 218 n. (form*
5) Also pu*py<pii -iSoi , from which comes the Arm. Jwg^ucfcui and the European
o) Fraenkel Fremdw. 59« Tiie ^and. ^ris^xun^vi would also seem to be from
the same source, vide Nblde.ke ..mndart 53- Min^ana Hyriac Influence 90.
Vollers ZDkg 1. 6ll: li. 303.
7) There was some uncertainty over the reading in tuis passage, see
and Tab, thereon,and LA xix. 35,36.
(244) 
It seems, however, that we nave here a loan word from Eth.
a haven (Holdeke, ITeue Beitra^e, 6l: Bell, Origin, 2^).
Occurs some thirty four times, c.i'. ii. 81.
The name refers always to the mother of Jesus, t^oajh in xix. 29: 
iii. 31: Ixvi. 12 she in confused with ^.iriam, the sister of ^oses and 
Aaron.
Some of the philolosers took the name to "be. Arabic, a f orm
from fly , meaning, to depart from a place. Some, however, notea it as a.
^ 2) 
foreign word, and Eaiq. an iii. 31 fcoes as far as to say tiiat it is Heb.
Undoubtedly it does ^o back to the Heb. o^.n , out the vowellin^ of the Ar. 
^.^ would point to its having come from a Christian source rather than djs 
rectly from the Heb. The Gk. CA^px'*^ : Syr. liL-^c : Bth. ̂ CS.T* are equally
possible sources, but the probabilities are in favour of its having come
3)
from the °yr.
There seems no evidence for the occurrence of this form in pre-4)
Islamic times though tne form <,.L the name of the Coptic slave girl sent
from Efc/pt to kuhammad is found in a verse of al-Karith b. Ililliza III, J) 
(ed. Krenkow, Beirut 1922).
Ixxvi. 5,1?: Ixxxiii. 27. 
Tempering.
Both passages refer to the tempering of the flrink of the Jjlesned 
in Paradise.
The Liuslim authorities take it from i> to mix, but Fr; enkel j^ 
r 172 points out that ^j>- is not an Ar. formation, but is the "yr.
1) Jawhari, sub. voc. LA. xv. 152.
2) Jawallqi L^u'arrab 140: TA. viii. 1^2 : Khaf aj I 133.
3) iain^^na, Syriac Influence 81.
4) See the discussion in Horovitz KU. 138-140.
5) Ibn Hisham 121: Usd al-Ghaba v. 543,544 and see Caet;uii Ann, m. 828
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potus mixtua . which later became technically used for the eucharistic cup
of mixed water and wine. In fact the Syr. -.Q^ (c.f. Heb. AI_^ : Aram. >T T\ ) 
while used for mixing in general, became specialized for the mixing of 
drinks. There can thus be little doubt that it was borrowed in pre-Islam- 
ic times as a drinking term.
•'
Occurs some twenty eight times, e.$. ii. 139 ;144, 145,137,192 etc. 
A place of worship.
As we have already seen (supra p. 155) the verb j^ in tue techni­ 
cal sense of worship has been influenced by Aram, usa^e. The form. jj£~- 
seeins not to have been a formation from this in Arabic, but to have been 
an independent borrowing from the ITorth.
Noldeke ERE i. 666,667 ^as drawn attention to this fact of the
Aram, origin of the word. In the ITabataean inscriptions we find *.T*O* not
2)
infrequently meaning "place of worship", as for example in an inscription, 3)
from Eosra (de Vo^ue) p 106)- 'g^a.-'z*--^ ni wn *tij>^ **oT>*m- "This is the
place of worship which Taimu son of \Valid el-Ba^al built". The 
however, seems to be a late borrowing from the Arabic.
In the Qur'an it is used of the fane at Quba* ( ix. 109) of the Tem­ 
ple at Jerusalem (xvii. 1) , of the Church built over the Seven Sleepers 
(xviii. 20) and other places of worship, so that it is clear that for Lu- 
hammad it meant any place of worship, and in the same general sense it is
used in the -ore-Islamic poetry, and BO mu£t have come at an early date froii
5)
the more settled communities in the Fort.u.
Ixxxiii. 26.
1) Horovitz paradies 11: Geyer Zwei Gedichte i. 87 ff.
2) Cook Glossary, 75: Duval in JA. viii e S<fr. vol. xv. 482. 3) ZDkGxxii. 268
i) Horovitz KU 140.
5) Schwally ZDMG lii. 134-: Lamuens Sanctuaires . passim.
(246)
Musk.
This sole occurrence is in an early Meccan description of para­
dise.
1)
The word was widely used amonj the Arabs in the pre-lslamic period
2)
and was oruite commonly recognized as a loan word from the Persian.
3)
The Phlv. ^\jjf mushk . seems to have come ultimately from the Skt.————
, "but it was from the Iranian, not the Indian form, that were bor-
5)
rowed the Arm. Jni_ ? ij j Gk. ^QS^O* ; Aram, ?vii>i : Syr. Vx^oSc : Eth. *Ph*l.
6) 
It is more likely to have come direct from middle Persian into Arabic,
than through the S^r. as I^in^ana Syriac Influence 88 claims.
Of very frequent occurrence, e.g. ii. 77,172: ix. 60.
poor.
' / ' 
Note therefrom the formation - J*jS^ , poverty, indigence . ii. 58 •
Hi. 108.
Fraenkel Vocab. 24 pointed out that the Ar. word is from the Syr. 
V» . •* »v> : though ultimately from Ass. The inuskenu of the Cuneiform inscrip­
tions was interpreted by Littmann in ZA. xvii. 262 ff. as leper, but Combe
7) 
Babyloniaca, III, 73,74-, snowed that it meant the humble classes. It passed
into Keo. as ADDA , yDDA as meaning poor, anu into Ara^i. s.3^Do>i : Syr. \\ .i«t*>
with the same meaning, and it was from Aram, tnat the Ar. (Y£^. and Sth.
8) 
are derived.
1) Siddiqi Studien 85: Geyer, Zwei Gedicnte i. 90 ff: ii. 79.
2) Jawaliqi ku f arrab 1^,3 : Tna«-alibi Eiqh 318: Suyuti Itq.324; kuzhir i. 
136: Khafaji"TB2l LA. xii. 3^6, ' —————
3) Justi, Glossary to t^e Eundahesh p. 241.
4) Vullers Lex, ii. 1185.
5) Hiibschniann Arm.Crai.jm. i. 196.
6) Vollers ZDMG 1. 649,652.
7) John's Schweich Lectures, 1912 p 8, would derive it from kanu "to bow 
down", so that originally it would mean suppliant.
8) ]\T61deke ^T eue Beitra^e, 45.
(24?)
iii. 40: iv. 156,169,170: v. 19,?6,79: ix. 30,31. 
Messiah ( o t*i«*uis ).
It is used only as a title of Jesus, and only in late passages 
when liuhamiuad » s knowledge of the teac^in^s of the People of tne 13ook is 
much advanced.
The LLuslim authorities usually take it as an Arabic word from 
4—- to wipe (Tafc. °n iii. 20). Others said it was from ^~* to smear or 
anoint (Ra^hib Luf radat . 484) , others derived it from ^U to travel (LA»- 
iii. 431), ana so^e like Zam. and Baid. rejected these theories and ad­ 
mitted that it was a borrowed word.
Those x_usliiu philolo^ers who noted it as foreign, claimed that 
it was Heb. and this has been accepted by some Western scholars, though 
such a derivation is extremely unlikely. Hirschfeld Beitra^e 89, would 
derive it from Aram, ^ti'van which is possible, though as it is used in
early Aralbic particularly with regard to Jesus we are safer in holding 
with Fraenkel Vocab. 24 that it is from Syr. V«^o , especially as this is
——— 3) 4)
the source of the Arm. lTtuhu.j : Et.i. ** (X ft\ and the i.,,anicnaean raa i^a of
5)
the "kokturkisch" fragments.
The word was well known in both TT. and S. Arabia in pre-lslajaic
6)
t ime s .
xxiv. 35-
A niche in a wall.
The word was early recognized as foreign (Siddiqi 13). Suyuti
1) Sayous , Jesus Christ d'apres Lahomet , (Paris 1330) p 21; Pautz Qffen 
. 193 n - 3.
2"] ^o Laaarde Ubersicht 9^: kar^oliouth, GhrestQaiathia rsaidawiana, 163:
Cheikho, pasraniya Id6;"l^.in^ana, Syriac Influence. S^!
3) This ho \vever, ^^ay be direct froi- trie &];. c.f. Hubschiuann Ariu.
i. 364. ' 4) TT 61deke ITeue .deitra^e 34.
5) Le Coq in SB AY/, Berlin, 1909, p. 1204.
6) Horovitz KU. 129,130.
(248)
It q. 324 $ives it as Abyssinian on the authority of ^iijahid, and Jawaliqi
2) 
Mu*arrab 135, and al-Kindi Risala 85, both know tnat it is an Abyssinian
"borrowing. Some, of course, sought to interpret it as an Arabic word from
f r 
&£ (LA. xix. 171 quoting ibn Jinni) , but their difficulties with the
word make it obvious tnat it is a loan word.
The philolo^ers were correct in their ascription of its origin,
for it is the Eth. '^T^ (^^r** ) which is an early word from ftn<o (c.f. 
) and quite commonly used.
ii. 58: x. 8?: xii. 21,100: xliii. 50. 
Egypt.
It occurs only in connection with the stories of looses and Jo­ 
seph.
The fact that it is treated as a diptote in the Q,ur'an would seem 
to indicate that it was a foreign name, and this was recognized by some 
of the Exe^etes, as we learn from Baid. on ii. $Q , who derives it from 
~Z\ S<L+ which obviously is intended to represent the Keb. o\~»x.*.
The Eth. <PftC is the only form without the final ending, and was 




It is one of tne names of God, and its form is undoubtedly Arabic.
Lidzbarski SBAW, Berlin 1916, p 1218, however, claims tnat in tuis tech-——— 4) 
nical sense it is a formation from trie borrowed Aram. "H_> , which, fre-
1) See also ,aitaw. 41: kuzhir i. 130 for other authorities. Kitab
2) Who quotes from Ion Qutaiba, vide Adab al-Kutib p 527, and Anbari/al-
Addad p 272.
J] ioldeke ITeue Eeitr'a&_e_. 51: Vollers ZDkG Ii. 293.
4) Vide also Hirschfeld Beitra2,e 87.
(249) 
quently occurs in the Rabbinic writings as a name of God, ana is air.o
found in the palm inscriptions in the combination w^-vay (Lidzbarski 
Ephemeri? II, 2 69).
5 /
xxiii. 52: xxxvii. 44: Ivi. 18: Ixvii. 30. 
A fountain, or clear flowing water.
It occurs jnly in early and middle ^eccan passages. 
The philolo^ers were uncertain whether it was a form ^^ from (£!• 
to flow, or connected with o>t^,ai' from OV*. so called because of its clean­ 
ness. - c.f. Zam. on xxiii. 52 and LA» xvii. 179.298.
The word yi> for a spring of water, is of course common Semitic, 
but Fraenkel Fremdw. 281 noted tlst tae Qur'anic oou, is the Heb. yy* , Syr. 
VuiSo = m^ t commonly used for spring or a bubbling fountain. From one 
of these sources, probably from the Syr., it came into Arabic.
xxxix. 63: xlii. 10.
Key.
/ f 
Only in the plural form jJv*-, in the phrase - "His are the ":eys
s
of heaven and earth." where trie use of _-fiViuo in the similar phrase in vi. 
59 proves tnat it means keys, though in these two passages many of the 
Commentators want it to mean <j^ storehouses.
It was early recognized as a foreign word and said by the ohil-
2) 
olo^ers to be of Persian origin. The Pers. .xJ£ to which t^ey refer it is
itself a borrowing from the Gk. rCKu. s ,KM^< (Vuliers Lex, n. 876), v/hich 
was also borrowed into Aram. K*vVp*: Syr. A J^ ; "^^ac or "I.-^1 . In 
spite of Dvorak's vigorous defence of tne theory that it passed directly
1) Ra^hib ^ufradat, 422, and 3aid. on vi. 59•
2) Jawaliqi ^u r arrab 139: Suyuti Itq. 324: wutaw. 46: Khafaji 181.
from Pers, to Ara"bic, we are fairly safe in concluding that tne Ar. _y^\
2)
is from the Syr. 1 .Vol , and the form ^iOL forced therefrom on the analogy
3)
of -r*** etc.
ii. 114,I24,12Q: iii. 89: iv. 124: vi. l62 : vii. 86,8?: stii. 37, 
38: xiv. l6:*^xviii. 19: xxii. 77: xxxviii. 6.
Religion, sect.
It is most commonly found in the phrase .-*»W "*i* » t>u^ is use°
for the faith of Jews and Christians (e.$. ii. 114) and for the old hea­ 
then "beliefs (e.^. xii. 37: xiv. 16). The kuslim authorities take it as
5)
an Arabic word .but have some difficulty in explaining it.
It has lon$ been recognized as one of those religious terms for 
which kuhammad was indebted to the older religions. Spren^er held that
it was an Aram, word which the Jews brought with them to the Hijaz, and
6) 
Hirschfeld ^eitra^e 44 agrees. The Aram, ^n like the late Heb. n
means word out could be used figuratively for tne religious beliefs of a 
person. The Syr. "(lio , "\j\Vio , hovvever, is a more likely source, for besider
meaning word, ?^< it is also used to translate \oyo-i and is used techni-
7) 
cally for religion. It is possible as Horovitz KU 62,63 su$%ests that the
meaning wa^ also influenced by the sense of way which may be derived from 
the Arabic root itself.
3
Preiiidw. 79 f f: muhit sub.voc. wants to derive it directly from G-reek.
Fraenkel Fremdw.15.16; ^in^ana Syriac Influence. 88.
Fraenkel Fremdw. lo thinks theit a form with >a may have been known in
the Aram, from which the Arabic word was borrowed.
4) Raghib Lxufradat 488 says that vL can only be used for a religion that 
was proclaimed by a prophet. C.f. LA. xiv. 154.
5) See Sprenaer Leben. II. 276 n.
6) In his New Researches, 16, Hirscnfeld suggests that in kunaiimiad' s mine. 
i^h. = -s. 1?^ may have been somewhat confused with n 1?*^ circumcision, so that 
x"?* representing the doctrine of Abranam, and^^^^ representing the out­ 
ward wig n of the Abraham! c covenant, bein^, confused to^etner produced -«jL 
as the o-^ of Abraham. This eeems, however, a little far fetched.
7) Nbldeke, Ueue jeitraae 25,26; Sketches 38: Vollers ZDLIC Ii. 293,325; 
Uoldeke-Schwally I. 20,146.
There seems to "be no evidence for the use of ^ in its
1) 
sense in the pre-Islamic period, so it would be a borrowing of ^uhojumad hit
self, but doubtless intelligible to his audiences which were more or less 
acquainted with Jews and Christians.
Of very frequent occurrence. C.f. ii. 28. 
An^el.
s ' '
It also occurs in the form i)^ with the plu.
The Liuslim authorities are unanimous in tkkinj it as Arabic, -though 
they dispute among, themselves 'whether it shoald be derived from &. or d 
- Rajhib kufradat 19, 4-90: LA. xii. 274, and Tab, on ii. 28.
There can be little doubt, however, that the source of the word
2)
is the "th.^frMn with its characteristic plu. <*°nXV\^ , which is the com­
mon Sth. word for *yyi\os whether in the sense of an%elus or nunt ius . and
3) 
thus corresponds exactly with Keb. -rs 1?^ , Syr. \o^s» . It is very possible
however, that Jewish influences also nave been at work on the word, for
Hirschfeld Beitra^e 46 points out the close correspondence of such phrases
4) 
as o->>Ji i)^- (xxxii. 11) with m^vv l^1?* and 5U\ iVJ- ( iii. 25) with ̂ * *o*>*.
S'O 1?*.
The word would seem to have been borrowed into Arabic lonj before 
the time of Liuhammad for the Qur'an assumes that Arabian audiences are
5)
well acquainted with angels and their powers.
vi. 75: vii. 184: xxiii. 90: xxxvi. 83.
Kingdom, dominion.
1) Foldeke-Scnwally I. 146 n, but see Horovitz KU. 62.
2) Noldeke Neue Beitrage 34: Hirschfeld Beitra^e 45: Bell Origin 52: 
Dvorak Fremdw!551Rnodokanakis W2KM xxv. 71: Pautz Uffenbarun^ 69; but 
see Bittner WZKM xv. 395.
3) Mingana Syriac Influence, 85 would derive the Ar. from this f-yr. form,
4) So Gei^er 60: but we find this also in Eth. c. f. ^fc* n vt.
5) Spren^er Leben II. 18: Eickmann An^elologie, 12: Bell Origin, 52.
(252) 
The usual theory of the Muslim philolo^ers is that it is an Ara­
bic word from the root {JJ^ to possess . though they are a little hazy as to
1) 
the explanation of the final <^ . Some of them, as we learn from Suyuti
Itq. 324, recognized that it was foreign and derived it from iTabataean.
The ^>) - ending is almost conclusive evidence of its bein^ from
2) 3) 
Aram. Gei^er 60 and Tisdall Sources 126 would take it from Heb. T
which is commonly used in the Rabbinic writings, but the Aram, x.mo 1? *,
4) 
IZo^SSe are more likely, as Fraenkel Vocab. 22 noted, as these nave the
double sense of (Ua-VMi* and o^t^tm* precisely as in the i^ur'an, and moreover 
an Aram, form was the source of the Eth. '"M** (Noldeke, ITeue Be it rage 33) 
and the Phlv. -»^H malkuta (PPG1. 153).
kin^ana Syriac Influence 85 would specify a Syr. origin for the 
word, but it is impossible to decide, though in some respects the Aram. 
* seei^s to offer closer parallels than the Syr.
ii. 54: vii. 160: xx. 82.
..-anna.
The Commentators have little idea what is meant. They identify 
it with (^f/the Persian manna, or *^> a '^um found on trees whose taste 
is like homey, or o^^>e^ thin bread, or ^y-^ honey, or ^\^ a syrup etc. 
As a rule they take it to be derived from ^ to benefit . and say that it 
was so called because it was sent as provision to the Cnildren uf Israel. 
(LA. xvii. 306).
The word is used only in connection with the quails, so there 
can be no doubt that the word came to kuhamuiad along, with <^>)~> wnen he 
learned the Biblical story. The Heb. word is -\* which is the source of
1) Ra^hib kufradat 489. It is noteworthy that there was a variant read­
ing c>>J-.
2) Gei<jer 44: Sprenjer Leben II. 257 n.
3) So von Kremer Ideen 22151 Sacco Credenze . $1.
4) Dvorak gremdw. 31: kassi^non Lexique technique. 52.
(253)
the Ck. r^w*. and Syr. \&> . The Christian forms are obviously much nearer 
to the Arabic than the Heb. and as we have already seen that the probabil­
ities are that o>~ came from the Syr. we may conclude that ^ is from the
1) 2)
same source, especially PS the Syr. is the source of the Arm. J^^i^y
Apparently there is no evidence of pre-Islamic use of the word, 
thou%h the story may well nave been familiar to Muhammad's audience.
Occurs some thirty-three times in both masc. and fern, forms.
Hypocrites.
Naturally the Lexicons seek to derive it from ^, with the mean­ 
ing of jju , so that the kunaf iqun are those who have departed from the 
law - Rafchib kufradat 522.
The word, however, has lon^ been recognised as a borrowing from
4) 
Ethiopia. The form ^k*? ( \i.<$ ) has the meaning hypocritaiu ag.ere. which
*> has not originally in Arabic, such a form as ry^ as in ̂ .jJVc
late, if not as Ndldeke ITeue Be it rase 48 thinks, a direct borrowing fron.
The form*0 ^^^ = ^pttiAo's is of frequent occurrence in the Didasca-
5)
lia. and is clearly the source of cyU- , which apparently was borrowed by
Muhammad himself as there appears no trace of the word in this technical
6) 
sense in the early literature.
v. 52.
Pathway.
1) Fraenkel Vocab. 21: kin^ana Syriac Influence 86: Horovitz KU. 1?
2) Hubschmann, Arm. Gran-ja. i. 3!0.
3) The Cormuentaties and Lexicons quote a verse from Al-Af sha, but as Lyall 
remarks in his notes to the L.-ufaqdaliyat p 709» it does not occur in the 
poem as quoted by Tabari Annales i. 967 f f. nor in the 13ivan, and so is 
rightly judged by Horovitz op. cit. as an interpolation "b^seti on the Q^r'Hn.
4) Wellhausen Reste_, 232: Noldeke, Neue Beitrage. 48,49.
5) Dillmann Lex. ?12.
6) U61deke-Schwally I. 88 n. 5.
(254)
Only in a late Madinan verse where the reference is to a "rule of 
faith" and a "way of life", as was clearly seen by the Commentators.
The philologers naturally took it to be a normal formation from 
•^ ,and this is possible; but Hirschfeld Beitr'a^e 89 has pointed out 
that in its technical religious sense it corresponds precisely with the 
Rabbinic s*ni* used for religious custom or way of life and suggests that 
as used in the Q,ur f an, it is? a borrowing from the Jews. Schwally ZDMC- 
liii. 197-198 agrees, and we may admit that there seem at least to be Jew­ 
ish influence on the use of the word.
5 „' >
v. 52: lix. 23.
That which preserves anything safe.
In v. 52. it is used of that which preserves Scripture safe from 
alteration, and in lix. 23 as a title of Allah, the preserver. There is
5 / ' ' )
a variant reading o*^ in both passages.
The philolo^ers take it as genuine Araoic, but as IToldeke Heue 
Beitra^e 27 points out, we can hardly ^et the meaning we want from the 
verb Q*J«> . Fraenkel Vocab. 23 noted that it was a borrowing from the Aram——
»n/i or Syr. o^cuc-^o . It is difficult to decide whether it came from
2)
Jewish or Christian sources, but the parallels with Syr. are closer.
ix. 71: liii. 54: Ixix. 9.
That which is overthrown or turner! upside down.
All three passages refer to the destruction of Sodom and G-omorrah,
, ', »A
The Muslim authorities take it from &>\ we see from Rajhib Mufaca-
A
dat 18, and the word certainly is Arabic in its form. Spren^er Le'ben I.
1) So Fbldeke Neue Beitra^e 27: Hirschfeld Beitra^e 87.
2) So IToldeke op. cit. and Min^ana, Syriac Influence. 88.
(255)
492, however, claimed that this particular formation is due to the Rabbin­ 
ic *^sn used in the story of Sodom and Gomorrah. This theory is a little 
difficult, "but has been accepted by Hirschfeld Beitra^e 37 and Horovitz 
KU. 13,14.
Of very frequent occurrence, e.g. ii. 51 ,57: xi« 20. 
Moses.
It was very commonly recognized as a foreign name, the usual the­ 
ory bein^ that it was from an original form L«v which some say means wa-
2) 3)
ter and trees in Hebrew, and others in Coptic, tne name bein$ siven to
him because of the place from which he was taken.
It is possible that the name came direct from the Heb. ri>i>>4 , or 
as Lerenbour^ in REJ. xviii. 127 su<j,%ests, through a form > oifc used ainon^ 
the Arabian Jews. It is much more likely, however, that it came to the 
Arabs tnrou^h the Syr. \*>ok> or the Eth. "^Cv.
There appears to be no well attested example of tne use of the
4) 
word earlier than the Cjur'an, so that it may have oeen an importation of
Muhammad, himself, though doubtless well enough known to his audience by 
their contacts with Jews and Christians.
ii. 92.
Michael.
As an an$el he is mentioned with Gabriel in a passage where the 
Commentators claim that the two are contrasted, Gabriel as the opponent
1) Jawaliqi Mu'arrab 135: Khafajl 182; Ba%h.on ii. 48, and even Rashib 
Mufradat 484. 2) Ra^hib %ives the form as U^
3) So fab, on ii. 48: Tha'labi Q.isas 118 who teli^ us that in Coptic mu 
means water and sha means trees. This obviously rests on the Jewish the"o". 
ry $iyen in Josephus Ant. II. ix. 6 - TO tip uScop ^c. ^ 'AiT^Vr.oc K^K«o5-ix, vrfs si
WS--TOJ (ro.«^T« , which fairly well represents tue Coptic «U>OY water andrescued. ""——— 
So Korovitz KU. 143.
(256)
of the Jews and ^ichael their protector. He thus occupies in the Qur'an 
the place $iven him in Dan. x. 13,21 etc. as the Patron of Israel.
The early authorities were a little uncertain as to the spelling 
of the word, and Jawaliql 143 notes the forms 
and ^-£>- . This would surest that it was a foreign word, and it is A $ivan 
by Ibn Q,utaiba Adab al-Katib 78, and Jawaliqi op. cit.
The word may have come directly from ^^D^A, or more likely from 
the Syr.^V^V*-^ or ^-^3*> , as it was from Syr. that the form in the Per-
so
sian Llanichaean fragment from Turf an was derived. It is difficult to say
2) 
how well the name was known in pre- Islamic times.
Of very frequent occurrence, e.^. ii. 247i iii. 6l : viii. 65.
Prophet. .
\"
Usually the word is taken to be from LJ to bring, news (Sijista-
3)
ni 312) though some thought it was froiu a meaning of that root to be
Fraenkel V^ocab. 20 pointed out that the plu. !*I beside the more
usual *U*i\ would surest tnat the v;ord was a foreign borrowing, and that 
it was taken from the older religions has been generally accepted by mod-
ern scholarship. ^prenoer Leben II, 251 would derive it from the Keb.^a.^——— 5)
and tMs view has co^uended itseli' to many scholars. There are serious
objections to it however on the ground for form, and as Wri^nt has point-
6)
ed out, it is the Aram. *;•! j , which by tne dropping of tne si^n for em­
phatic state, $ives us tke form we neea. Thus there can be little doubt
1) duller in SBAW Berlin, 1904, p. 351.
2) C.f. liorovitz KU. 143, a^d Rtiodokanakis WZKM. xvii. 282.
3) Ibn Duraid Ishtiqag 273: and see Fraenkel Fremdw. 232.
4) ikiar^olioutn Schweich Lectures §2, however, thinks that the Heb. is to 
be explained from the Ar. and Casanova Liohammed el la yin du ...onde 39 n, 
artues thst (> is a proper derivation from 'u>.
5) Yon Kremer Ideen 224: ^ontet Coran. 200'n.3: Hirschfeld 3eitrage 42; 
Rudolph Abhan^i^keit, 45: Grimme i^ohamiiied II, 75, n .2: Hacco Credenze
6) Coniparat ive Grarmuar, 46. —
(257) i)
that ^ like Eth. SCX& (Noldeke, ^Teue Beitra<&e, 34-) is from tne Aram. and
probably from Jewish Aram, rather tnan from Syr. \^^ . It was probably
2) 
known to the Arabs lon^ before iOihammad » s day.
"'
iii. 73: vi. 89: xxix. 26; xlv. 1^; Ivii. 26. 
Prophecy.
The word occurs only in late keccun passages and always in con­ 
nection with tne mention of the previous Scriptures with which tne Arabs 
were acquainted. It in thus clearly a technical word, and though it ingcy 
be a genuine development from ^ , there is some suspicion tnat it is a 
borrowing from the Jews.
In late Heb. ^xi^J is used for prophecy, c.f. ?T eh. vi. 12 and II 
Chron. xv. 8, and in one interesting passage, II Chron. ix. 29 it means
a prophetic document. In Jewish Ara,.,. ^n\:i} also i;Aeans prophecy but ap­ 
parently does not nave t'.ie .^eanin^ of "prophetic document," nor is the Syr
P«-o3 so near to the Ar. as the Heb. which would seem to laeve us with the
or
conclusion t.uat it v^as tne Heb. word which ^ave rise to the Arabic, M ec
at least influenced t^e development of the form.
'»
•5 c; • ->) •
Brass.
We find tne word onl./ in an et..rly neccun Sura in a description 
of future punishment.
There w-s considerable uncertainty as to the reading of t.ue word
-,- 4 > 
for we find different authorities supporting ^k:: ^^ and ^^ , ana even
/t
those who accepted the usual ^\£ were not certain wnetner it ^eant smoke
1) So Guidi Delia Sede 36. Horovitz KU 47 seems doubtful whether Ifcb.
2) wirfinhfeld" Eeitraae 42. 3) Horovitz KU 73 says it does, ana refers 
to Bacher's Die exe^etische Terminolo^ie der juaiscnen Traaitionsliteratur 
II. 123, but iiacher %ives this ^eanin^ of "prophet is oner Abschnitt" only 
for n*''^ 3 sna d 063 no "t Quote any exeimple of it for ^^11. 
4) Vide Zarn. on the passage.
(258) 
or brass. The philolo^ers also had some difficulty in finding a deriva­
tion for the word and we learn from LA viii. 112 that Ion Duraid said - 
"it is genuinely Arabic but I know not its root."
It is, as Fraenkel Fremdw. 1^2 pointed out, a borrowing, a,nd
means b ra s s . In Heb. H^TU and nvi-itu occur not infrequently meaning copper———— , t , ; 1)
or bronze . and nvJru with a similar mean in % occurs in the Pnon. inscriptions—— . 2 )
So the Aram. *^V} of the Tar^u^s : Syr. Y*-^ » an(i Pal^y. ̂ ^^^ , are common­
ly used, and the Ettu Sfoft aes , cuprum, wnich one .voula jud^e from Dillmann— " 3)
Lex. 633 "to be a late word out wnich occurs in tne old Eth. inscriptions.
It is possible also that the old Egyptian tehhost ( fra tenhost ) , which is 
apparently a loan word in Egyptian, may be of the same origin.
5)
Apparently the word, has no origin in Semitic and so one may judge 
that it is a borrowing from the pre-Semitic stratum of lan^ua^e. The Ar. 
word may thus have eome directly from this source, but in view of the dif­ 
ficulties the philolo^ers had with the word, we should jud&e that it was 
rather a borrowing from the Aram.
i i. 153. 
A copy, or exemplar.
The word, occurs only in a late Sura in reference to the Tables 
of Stone $iven to ^osen, but the verb formed from it - •;«..iv.o\ t is used in 
an earlier pa? r-age, xlv. 28, though again the reference is to a Heavenly 
Book.
The Muslim authorities t&-ce the word as a form sJ^-j with t^e mean- 
in ̂  of -J^xi-. from ~i in the sense to copy, and some (c.f. LA. iv. 28) woiid
1) Lidzbarski Handbuch 322. 2) C.f. de Vo^ue Inn cript ions rp.xj i. 4^ 
and in the Fiscal inscription ZDkG xlii. 333: c.f. also wi in the iTerab 
inscription in Lidzbarski Handbuch 445. ————
3) Miiiler Episraphische Denkmaler aus Abessinien. 1894, p. 52.
4) W.M.kuller, Asien und Europa, 1893. P. 127'.
5) Levy Worterbuch, III. 374-. su^ests a derivation from <^c to be hard 
but this ie hardly likely. '
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make copy the primitive meaning of the root. A comparison with the cog­ 
nate lan$ua%es, however, shows that copy is a secondary meaning of t.ue 
root, c. f . Ass. nuskhu = extract and Syr. ..mi to copy, beside Ass. nasakhu 
Heb. TIO3 : 0. Aram, noo and the Tar^umic noi wij.ere t/ie original sense i;v; 
clearly to remove , tear away ( evellere) , which original meaning is found 
in the Qur'an in ii. 100: xxii. 51, where the word is used as Hirschfeld 
Eeitra^e 36 points out, precisely as BO} is in Deut. xxviii. 63: Ezr.vj.ll.
Hoffmann ZDkG xxxii. 7^0 su^ested that the Ar. word, was from 
|fram. vn 01 i , out this is used only in late Rabuinic writings and gained tie 
technical sense of "variant reading", e.^,. ^yin**nou , and in Syr. the
only form is \ajeoJ t which is also late (p. Sm. 2400) , and. as Lagarde G-A 196
1) ——— 2) 
points out comes from the Iranian, where Phlv. ^ ».) nask : Av. M$»X$ naska
means a book of the Avesta. The Iranian word, hovrever, as Spi-e^el showed
3)
in his "Studien uber das Zendavesta" cannot De ex-olained from Indo-Euro-
pean material, and like the Arm. \j ^ ^ is in all probability an ancient 
borrowing from some ^ernitic source in kesopotaiaia.
It is of course possible that it came to Arabic also from kesopo-
5)
tarnia , but v/e find TinOJ in a TTabataean inscription from TT . Arabia of 31 AD 
where it has precisely this meaning of c opy which we find for the Ass. nus- 
khu. a,nd it was doubtless from this tecnnico 1 use of the word in !T . Arabia 
that the word came into use in Arabic.
ii. 59,105,107,114,129,134: iii. 60: v. 17,21,56,73,85: ix. 30: 
xxii. 17.
Christians.
This name occurs only in kadin^n passages, and except for iii. 50
Only in the plu. form.
1) Also Vollers ZDkC.l. 649. 2) PP.^1. 165,166: West Gloss. 243 :Hau a Pars is 
3) ZDMG ix. 191 and JA for 1846. 4) Hubsehmann Arm. Gramm. i. 204 howevei
compares ^fci_with the Syr. V«J , though deriving both from an Iranian original 
See Lagarde GA 66. Arm. Wobiuij nowever is a late borrowing from Arabic- 
8e e ZDMG Xlvi7264. 5) CIS II 209 1-9: Lidzbars,ci Handbuch 453- EutiA* 
. no.12: Cook^slossary.82. '*
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It is taken by the Muslim authorities as a genuine Arabic forma­
tion from ^ > derived either from the name of the village b^oU , which
was the native village of Jesus, or from ,Lo;i helpers . the name of the Dis«
2) 
ciples (c.f. ^ura iii. 45).
Sura v. 85 would seem conclusive evidence that the word was in 
use in pre-lslamic times , and indeed the word occurs not uncommonly in 
the early poetry. The question of the origin of the name, however, is 
exceedingly difficult to solve.
The Talmudic name for Christians was Q-"ix.h, a name derived pro­ 
bably from the town of Nazareth, though P jme would derive it from the
3)
name of the sect of H*«r*(»*\o» . it is possible that the Arabs learned this 
word from the Jews, t:iou$h as the Jews used it more or less as a term of
contempt, this is hardly likely. Also we find tne kandaeans calli^ them-
4) 
selves s^'-n^'n which may be from trie N-^-opJioi of the 1T.T. , t/iough, as it if
5)
difficult to imagine tne ^anaaeans want in 3 to oe known as Christians, it
may be that this also represents tne N«r*p«t\««. of .iCpipnanius and Jerome,
who were a Judaeo-Christian sect related to the Llkesites, s.nd the name
7) 
may ha.ve come to the Arabs from tins source.
The most probable origin, however, is the Syr. V* which repre­
sents the U«.?*>P<£««- of Acts xxiv. 5» ano- waB a commonly used designation
8)
of Christians who lived under Persian suzerainty. As it was from this ar
9) 
ea that the old Ariu. lm»sp«»3fc was borrowed, the case is very strong for the
Ar. 0,l*->' having come from trie same source
1J Yaqut Eu r j am iv. 7^9: Ra^nib ^ufradat 514: Tna^labi ^isag 272.
2) The Cominentaries on ii. 59. See nirschfeld Beitra^e 17 and Spren^er
Leben II. 533. 3) Krauss in JE. ix. 194.
4] iTidzbarski ^andaische Litur^ien xvi. f f : Branat ERE viii. 384.
5) Lidzbarski ZS. i. 233: HOldeke ZA. xxxiii. 74 says - "aber wie die 
Mandaer zu dem IT amen Has or aye %ekoiumen sind, bleibt doc^, dun^el".
6) Epiphanius panarion xix and liii, and Jerome Comment, on ^att. xii.
7) Bell, Origin, 149: Mar&oliouth ERE x. 540 . however, thinks it was Heb.
8) Horovitz KU. 14^, 14^. See also Min^ana, Syriac Influence. 96.




Only in an early Sura in a description of the delignts of para­
dise.
1)
Al-Kindi Risala 85 noted it as a loan word from Persia, though
it is not $>iven a? such by Jawaliql or Suyutl. It occurs not infrequently 
in the early poetry for the cushion on a camel's back, and must have been 
an early borrowing.
,La^arde Symmicta i. oO pointed out that it in from t^e Iranian
3)
namr meaning soft. In tne old Iranian we find namra which %ives
namra (Bartholomae AIW. 104^, c.f. Skt. ^nvi ) and Phlv. -^> narm (West 
Glossary 240), and from some middle Persian form namr -v tne suffix ^ ak . 
it passed bot&i into Aram, r?")*) and AY.
Occurs some fifty t£ree times, e.^,. iii. 30: iv. l6l: xi. 34.
IToah.
s
Some of the Llusliai authorities would derive the name from U to
wail though as Jawaliql ^u f arra'b, 144 shows, it was coiuiuonly recognized as——' 5) —————
as of non-Arabic origin.
The story of !T oah was well known in pre-lslamic days, and was 
often referred to by the poets t though as a personal name it apparently 
was not used a/a • yaajaeounA- wttu* amon^ the Araos before Islam.
The form of the Ar. r>i is in favour of its having come from the
^ . 7) 
Syr. ^oJ rather than directly from the Hec. in.
1) See also Spren^er Le'oen II. 50 4 n - 2 ) Followed by Praerikel Vocab. 8.
3) This form occurs as nemr in the Zaza dialect today, (Horn Grundriss ^T
4) Vide Goldziher ZDkG, xxiv. 209. (1028.
5) Vide also Jawhari s.v. ^
6) Horovitz KU. 14-6.




Only in the title cj>^ -^ fc iven to Jonah, so that it is the 
equivalent of <^>jj\ «_^>A*> in Ixviii. 48, whence came the theory - ̂ ji«i\ <i> 
(Ra^hib, Mufradat 531 : LA. xvii. 320).
It is a N. Semitic word, c.f. Ass. nunu; Aram. *:m : Syr. 
and Phon. and late Heb. "\n . Guidi Delia ?ede recognized that it was a 
loan word in Arabic, and there can be little douot that it wt.s from the 
Syr. that it entered Arabic, though as the word is used in the early po­ 
etry it must have been an early borrowing.
ii. 96.
Karut and ^arut are the two fallen angels at Babylon who teach 
men ka«
The philolo^ers recognized the names as non-Arabic, as is clear 
from Jawallqi ku'arrab 140.
La^arde GA 15 an^ 1^9 identified tnem with tne Ilaurvatat and ~"
Amaratst of the Avesta, who were known in later Persia as Khurdad and
3)
Murdad, and from bein^ nature spirits become names of arch&n^els and v«fere
revered by tl^e ancient Armenians as %ods. 4)
This identification has been generally accepted, though !T estle
^)
ZDUC- lv. 692 wants to compare them with Khillit and killit, and lialevy JA
1) Vide Sachau's notes p. 63 and Knafaji, 183.
2) It had been earlier recognized by Boetticher, Horae aramaicse f Berlin 
1847, p 9, and Littiuann says that Andreas independently of La^arde had 
come to the same conclusion. un the spirits see Darmesteter liaurvatad et 
Ameretad. 1875- 3) On this form of the name see ^ai- quart U n t_e r s u c hun ̂ e n 
zur Geschichte von^ran, II. 214, n. 6.
4) Littmann in Andreas Festschrift 84: Tisdall Sources 99: Rudolph Abhan 
it . 67,75: Fr. duller in V/ZKM viii. 278.
5) Burton Fights x. 130 claimed these as Zoroastrian, but Eer^niann &GWJ 
xlvi. 531 compared, them with the Talmud ic - ?V:n ?Vn. liorovitz KU.'~148 
rightly insists that they coula have had no influence on the ^ur'anic fon
(263)
A
ix ser. vol. xix. 148 ff claims that i.iarut is the vf\p r*po s of Enoch vi. 7
which he thinks in the original text may have read mn*nn . This, however, 
is unlikely in itself and is practically put out of the question "uy the 
fact that the better reading in that passage of Enoch is &+p v^r>t><> . It is 
curious, however, that in the Slavonic ]";noch xxxiii. 11 B) we find a-opear-i)
in$ the two an^el names Orioch and karioch.
iiar^oliouth ERE viii. 252 thought that the form of the names potit- 
ed to an Aram, origin and would look on them as Aram, personifications of 
mischief and rebellion, and Y/ensinck El ii. 273 notes that Vo-.i= is a com­ 
mon Syriac word for power or dominion, and it may be that there has been 
Aram, influence on the transmission of the names to kunam^ad.
Occurs some twenty times, e.$. ii. 249: iv. l6l: xxxvii. 114. 
Aaron.
It always refers to the O.T. Aaron, though in xix. 29 where Lj-uham- 
mad makes his well known confusion between kiriam the sister of Moses and 
Mary the mother of Jesus, the Sxegetes endeavour to snow tnat some other 
Aaron is ^eant.
The name was commonly recognized as foreign - LA xvii. 326: «Ja- 
waliql ku f arrab 151: TA. ix. 3&7: ^ut its origin is not at once apparent. 
The Heb form is Vnrv* which by interchange of the first and second lettersi -- 2)
would %ive us oJ;^ / as 9ome have su$$ested. This interchange, however, is 
not necessary to explain it, for in the Christian Palestinian dialect we
find that the usual i°90\\ has become *ojo> by dropping the lightly pronounced
initial 1 and it was doubtless from this source that the word came into
4) 
Arabic. It seems to have been known and used by the Arabs lon$ before
1) See Littmann, op.cit. 83: Horovitz KU/ 147.
2) Sycz, Ei^ennamen, 43.
3) Schulthess Lex. 3, and c » f » tiie Palestinian Syriac Lectionary p. 51.
4) Horovitz KU. 149.
(264)
xxviii. 5,7,38: xxix. 38: xl. 25,38. 
Hainan .
In the Q,ur'an, instead of beinj concerned, in the story of Esther, 
he figures as a dignitary at the court of Pharaoh in E§ypt during the time 
of Moses.
kany of the early authorities recognized it as a foreign name; 
(Jawallql ku rarrab 153, Khaf a j I 207). There was an attempt by some of the 
Exe%etes to make out that this OV-U was a different person from the Haman
of the Esther story, whom they call o>*-Kfc as Gei*er 156 notes. There is
1) 
no manner of doubt, however, that 0UU is the »r\ of instil. iii, and we may
find the source of the confusion in xxix. 38: xl. 25 where he is associa­ 
ted with Koran, for in Rabbinic legends Haman and Koran are bracketed to­ 
gether.
The probabilities are that tne word, came to the Arabs from Jewish 
sources.
ci. 6.
The verse is early keccan, and Hawiya is apparently one of the names 
of Hell.
The passage reads - "and as for him whose balances are light - 
Hawiya is his mother. -^nd who shall teach you what that it? It is a ra-
fire."
The common explanation is that *>?\* is ^UIV o\ t but this obvious.
ly depends on the iu-U^' at the end of the verse, and makes the ^ dii'fi-
2 ) 
cult, so some Commentators said triat ^\ in this passage means skull and
that <o.U is the participle of ^^ to fall, tne verse ^eanin^ that he was
1) Sycs Ei^ennaiuen 41: Horovitz KU. 149: Eisenberg El ii. 245.
2) The usual way out is to make c:i mean »'jU , c.f. Shaikh Zaae's super- 
commentary to Baig. in loc. c
(265)v " 
to "be cant into the abyss. (Zaai. and ar-'Razi in loc.). Others, however,
f
insisted that "c v must have its natural sense of mother, and ^U must mean 
childless as in the old poetry I.\ e^* means "his mother is bereft of him". 
(Jab_. and LA. xx. 250).
Sprenger Leben II. 503 noted that t.uis latter was the only natural
explanation of tne word, and l^ischer in the IToldeke Festschrift I. 33 ^f2) ————————————————— 
makes an elaborate defense of it. If this is correct, then tne two later
clauses are meaningless, ana Fischer takes tnem as a later interpolation
3)
by some one wno aad no clue to the meaning. This is a tempting solution, 
but a little difficult, as the concluding clauses are quite characteristic 
and as Torrey points out (Browne Festschr i ft 4o7), the curious lengthened 
form of the pron. in «jjb which is paralleled by such forms as *>->ViS and 
a^IlkL*. in Ixix, i^ unlikely to have been the work of a later interpreter.
Torrey ! s own suggestion is that it is tne Ileb. rvirv disaster occurs 
ing in Is. xlvii. 11, and liz. vii. 26. Torrey thinks that this word would 
have been very frequently on the lips of the Jews whom kuhammad met, "every 
educated Jew had it at his tongue's end. Trie whole splendid passage in Is­ 
aiah may well nave been recited to kuhammad many times, \viti± appropriate pa 
raphrase or comment in his own tongue, for his edification. The I'ew hell- 
fire oassages in the Hebrew Scriptures must nave been of esptcial interest 
to him, and it would be strange if some teacher had not been found to gra­ 
tify him in this respect" - p. 471.
There are objections, however, to this theory. Neither of the O.T
i
passages mentioned above, though they do prophesy destruction, can strict­ 
ly be called "hell-fire 11 passages, and the word neither in the Bible nor 
in the Rabbinic writings see^s to nave any connection with "hell-fire", as
1) BDE 217 equate o,^> meaning pit of hell with THn Q chasm, c.f. ^yr. \Z.o<r\ 
a gulf or chasm.
2)—nTs arguments have been accepted fcy Goldziher VorleEun&en 33, and Casa­ 
nova Lioha.amed et la ffin du i/ionde 153. -^r.^™ +..-,...,.-, , T ^ . 1| .-. nfnn nlj[j
j ^^ -r^ -' -I '__ _• j' *) O "1 — ~l *? A
3) He thinks that the '*~^j\>' was borrowed from Ixxxviii. 4.
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the Q,ur»an certainly thinks it has, if we are tb admit the authenticity of 
the whole passage. Moreover this Sura is very early, .uuch earlier than 
the time when he had. much contact with the Jews, even if we could admit 
that the word was as constantly on Jewish lips as Torrey supposes. It 
would seem rather to have been one of those strange words picked up by 
Muhammad in his contact with foreigners in kecca in his early years and 
thus more likely of Christian than Jewish origin. One ini^ht venture a 
su ci%estion that it is connected with tne Eth./t\o>^ , wnicn in the formrv?^ 
means tne fiery red $low of the evening sky (c.f. ^.att. xvi. 2) and /^Oh 
means fire or burning coal. This at least fcives us the connection with
2L*-.W yU , and the change of guttural is not difficult in Eth. where such 
changes are common, e.$. o*1* 0 ̂  and h^O^ for Ar.
xxii. 31: xxix. 16,24.
An idol.
* 
Used only in the olu. <^jj\ , and only in fairly late passages.
1)
The word *i 1 9 occurs in tne Himyaritic inscriDtions , and as this
2) 
corresponds with the Eth. o>^^ (plu. XCSK^ 1 ) meaning idol . and v^e may a^ree
with Fraenkel Fremciw. 273 that the word came from 3. Arabia, though kar- 
joliouth EKS vi. 24^ thinks that it is pernaps connected witn the Keb. ^ 
old, which may have been used as a term of abuse.
. 37. 
Rose.
The passage is eschatolo^icLil and i^? means rose-red, referring
to the colour of the sky, a meaning derived of course from the original 
sense of r o " e .
1) JA. vii eser. vol. xix. p. 374-.
2) Cheikho yragraniya 206 wrongly gives this as c
(267)
It was very commonly recognised that it was a loan word, though 
it is curious that the philolo^ers make no su^estion as to its origin, for 
it is obviously from Persia. The primitive lnao*European root * urdho
means a spiny tree, from which comes the Gk. poSo» = fpo'&o? f and the Av.
2 ) 
^*Vt)j»» yarafca (Bartholomae AIW, 136Q) whence Arm. n^rn rose and phlv. »———— 3) —— ' ——
varta (PP&l. 228.) From the Iranian it was borrowed into Semitic where we———— 4)
find Arani. "M, ^yr. »»o , and from the Aram, as Fraenkel Vocab. 11 no­
ted, it passed into Arabic.
xx. 30: xxv. 37.
A minister, counsellor.
Both passages refer to Aaron beinj given to i^oses as iiis V/azir . 
where the reference is obviously to EX. iv. 16.
The usual explanation of the word is that it is a form <J^-*J from 
;)> to bear or carry , and thus means one who carries the burdens of the 
Prince, c.f. Ra^hib Liuflradat . $4-2. La^arde, Ubersicht 177 n » however, 
pointed out that it is an Iranian word, and in nis Arm. Stud. § 2155 ^e de­ 
rives it from the Phlv. \*\> vichir . which originally meant a decree t man - 
date , command , but which later as in the Dinkard came to i^ean jud^e or
masistrate. This word, of course, is %ood Iranian, Dein^ from trie Av.
6) 7)
vichira meaning deciding . which was borrowed into Arm. as
, and is related to the form oehind tne mod. Pers. j^-9 or ^y jud^e ; ^ or
1) Suyuti Itg. 325: i^uzhir i. 137: Jawaliql ^u*arrab 151: TA. ii. 53L
2) Hubschxuann, Arm. Crai.ua. i. 244.
3) Though soiue suspect tne Prilv. form of being a reborrowing from Semitic 
vide, Horn Grundriss, 207. ^od. pers. borrowed back ^^ from Ar. in Is­ 
lamic times.
4) C.f. also the jaiand. s~rm , i-Toldeke kand. Craimu. 56.
5) V/est, Glossary 237. It was a fairly common word and enters into a num 
ber of compounds.
6) Bartholomae AIW, 1438, Heichelt, Awes t is ches_ ^Element a rbuch. 490.
7) Hubschmann Arm. G-ramm. i. 248: Spie^el, Huzvare'sh^ Graiijiuat^. 'Wien, 185
p. 188.
3) Vullers Lex. ii. 1411.
1) (268)
feet . and J-.j > which is generally regarded as a loan word from Arabic but 
which Bartholoniae AIW 1438, ri^ntly takes as a genuine derivative from 
the older Iranian word.
The borrowing was doubtless direct from the kiddle Persian for 
the Syr. \v-/\o seems to be late and a borrowing from Ar. (P. Gm. }Q6l) .
i r
iii. 93: xxi. 96.
and ka$o£.
Both passages are reflections of Syriac legends of Alexander the 
Great.
It was recognized very commonly that the names were non-Arabic 
(c.f. Jawaliqi ^u*arrab 140,156: Khafaj I 215: LA iii. 28) and there was 
some doubt as to whether tney should oe read with Hamza or without.
The names were apparently well known in pre- Islamic Arabia, and 
we find refeeences to tnem in tue early poetry, wuere trie statements about
them would indicate that knowledge of t.uem C:..^e to 'Arabia from Christian
2)
eschatolo^ical writings, The names of course were originally Heb.
and JUfc which in ^yr. are ^o^and -v^o-^ . In t^e Syriac Alexander legend 
is generally spelled -^^,1 which is a variant reacting of tne word




It was very generally recognized as a loan word from Persian.
1) Vullers Lex. ii.lOQQ; Horn Grundnss 242; Hubsciimann, pers.^tuxUen Q4.
2) IToldeke A1 exanderroman, passim: i^in^ana Syriac IniTuence 95: GeTJer 74 hov/ever, v/oula derive the names from Raboinic legend. See Horovitz KU 150
3) C.f. .budge's edition of the metrical discourse of Jacob of SerupTn 
ZA vi. 357 ±'f.
4) Jawaliqi mu'arrab 156; Tha«aiibi .tfiqh 317: SuyutI itq. 325- kutaw 
47,48: Khafaji 216: TA. i. 593. * ————*
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Some Western scholars such as .b'reyta^ have accepted this at face value, but 
the matter is not so simple, for the kodern Pers. c^sV, is from the Ar.
(Vullers Lex, ii. 150?) and the alternative form ^V, like the Arm.
2$ 
is from the Syr.
The ultimate source of trie word is the G-k. vi^w6 0 $ » used as a
3) 
flower name as early as the Iliad, which passed into the Semitic lan^ua^es,
4) 
c.f. Aram. -jibi'T^ : syr « lAjoiu , and into Arm. asju»4tL|>. It was from Syr.
|Aioo> that the word passed into Eth. S.ft*^ , and with dropping of the weak
6) 
3 into Arabic.
It occurs in the old poetry, e.^. al-A*sna (G-eyer, Zwei Gedichte 
1. 119) and thus must have "been an early borrowing.
iii. 34: vi. 85: xix. 7,13: xxi. 90.
John the Baptist.
Usually the kuslim authorities derive it from the Arabic verb of 
similar form and say that John was so called because of his quickening vir­ 
tue, either in quickening the barrenness of nis mother, or in quickening
7)
the faith of his people. Some felt that tuey were committed to an Arabic
X3*»' / S S Sorigin of the name by Sura xix. 8. - C*-. ^ oy'J<UxA » which, however, as8) "- ' °^ r
Marraccio pointed out, is merely a misunderstanding of Lk. i. 6l, and there
9) 
were some, e.$. Bald, on iii. 34-: xix. 8, who xcnew and admitted that it
was a foreign name.
We may be sure that tue name came into Arabic from some Christian
1) Lexicon, sub.voc. 2) Noldeke in Bessenberjer*s Beitrage iv. 63: 
urockelmann ZD&G-, xlvii. 7.
3) II. xiv.34b. Boissacq 996 points out that the word is pre-BtlUnig
4) Hubschmann Arm. Graima. 1.366. 5) Foldeke Feue Beitra^e. 40. (305.
6) Fraenkel Vocab. 51 Fremdw. 6l: kin^ana, Syr. Infl. 90: VollerszDMG li.
7) Jab. on iii. 34 and Tnallabi Q.isas 262.
8) Refutationes 4-35. So Sayous 27 n; palmer Q.oran II, 27 n: Pautz Off en-
baruns. 254.
9] So~Khafaji 215. Zam. halts between two opinions.
(2?0) 
or Christianized source.
Sprenger Leben II. 335 thought that perhaps it might nave come 
from the Sabians , for in the kandaean books we find the name in the form* *
VrtN' (Lidzbarski, Johannes ouch ii. 73) • but the probability is that this————— i
form is due to Islamic influence.
A more subtle theory is that it is a misreading for <^£- which
2)
would be derived from the Syr. A*»*J . The primitive scriot had no vowel
"points and ^^ might nave been read (^L as easily as c~£- . This solution 
has much in its favour, and mi^ht be accepted were it not for the fact that 
we have epigraphical evidence from !T . Arabia tnat in pre-Islamic times 
Christians in that area were usin^ a form ^•> n> , probably derived from the 
Syr. Jaussen and Savi^nac found this form vTV in a graffito at Al- rAXa 
and it is possibly found again in another inscription from the same area. 
It would thus seem that kuharnmad. wap usin^ a- form of tne name already na­ 
turalized among the northern Arabs, though, there appears to be no trace 
of the na:ue in the early literature.
ii. 126-134: iii. 78: iv. l6l : vi. 84: xi. 74: xii. 6,38,68: 
xix. 6,50: xxi. 72: xxix. 26: xxxviii. 45.
Jacob.
He is never mentioned save in connection with some other member 
of the patriarchal $roup.
1J ^bldeke ZA. xxx. 159-
2) IT 61deke noted tnat )inv , from which ^ojwas formed, can occur in a hyp- 
Ochorixtic form 'xni1 , ana as a matter of fact \\n)' or -jiV does occur in late 
Jewish names, and Fraenkel WZ]^k iv. 337, and Grimme kohaimned II. 96 n g-, 
have thought tnat £?- could be derived from tnis. iartn. Per Islam vi,126n 
and kingana Syriac Influence 34, have rightly insisted, however, tnat the 
name is of Christian not Jewish origin.
3) Sarth. op. cit. ; Casanova JA 1924,p. 3p'7 : ^ar^olioutn ERE x. 547 : Chei- 
kho Hasraniya 169. 4) But see Lidzbarski^ Jonannesbucn ii. 73 and Rhode- 
kanakis WZKk, xvii. 2§3. 5) Mission arcneolo^ique 11,288. For the form 
VlT see Euting g^in. Inschr. No. 535: CIS. II. 1026.
6) Lidzbarski Ephemeris, III. 296, and c.f. Horovitz KU 1^1 for an inscrrc 
tion from Harran.
, '
There were some who considered it as Arabic derived from «_-^c- 
"but in general it was recognized as a foreign word, c.i. Jawallqi 155: 
Zam. on xix. 57: Bajg. on ii. 29: Suyuti kuzhir i. 138,140: Knafaji 
215. Apparently it was known among, the Arabs in pre-lslamic days.
It may have come from the Red. a?^ 1 , though trie fact that kufcam
2) 
mad has $ot his relationship somewhat mixed, mi%ht ar^ue that ne ^ot the
3) 
name from Christian sources, probalbly from the °>yr.
Ixxi. 23.
Ya^huth.
It is said to have been an idol in the fonu of a lion worshipped.4)
amon$ the people of Jurash and the Banu kadhhi j . It would thus appear to 
be of S. Arabian origin, and this is confirmed by the fact that we find
5)
-on in the Thamudic inscriptions.
The name would seem to mean helper (Yaqut ]y.u r jam iv. 1022) , and 
the S. Arabian 1«T\ means to help (c.f. Ar. <±>\s. , Heb. <^"VM ).
5 ..




The simple verb ^yu does not occur in the QFur l an, but v^e find
ii. 3: v. 55 etc: o^1-^ xxvii. 14: Ixxiv. 3 1 , an(i "the participles
> and <•/•.•/•••• , besides QJ-JU.,
At first si^ht it seems clearly to be a borrowing for there is 
no Semitic -^ , and yet we find both ^^iu and the verbal forms therefrom
1) CheiSho ITasraniya 234: Horovitz KU. 153.
2) xi. 74, on which see Hur^ronje Verspreide Geschriften. I. 24.
3) kin^ana Syriac influence,, 82.
4) Ibn al-Kalbi Kitab al-Asnam. p. 10.
5) kiiller, Epi&raphische Denkmaler aus Arabien., p. 19: Littmann Entzi 
. 27,32.
(2?2) 
used in the oldest poetry, so it must have come into the lan^ua^e at an
early date. The prevalent theory is that it is derived from Gk. u*Jyi) , ,
through the Aram. tiw.u»y means ima$,e, likeness , similitude, and from i\*o 
were "borrowed the Aram. ^117^ : Syr. "\IOCL. meaning ima^e. picture. From
was formed a verb ^-ru to depict. describe whence VMO>SO and V-*^^0 mean char 
acteristic. From some dialectal form of 'Uoa.the word must have passed in 
to Arabic.
•>,'
vii. 132: xx. 39,31,97: xxviii. 6,40: li. 40. 
Sea, flood, river.
It is used only in the Moses story, and refers sometimes to the 
Nile, and sometimes to the Sea. It was early recognized as foreign (Sid-
3)
diqi Studien 13) , though the early authorities were uncertain of its ori­
gin. Jawaliqi ku farrab 156 says it is Syriac, which was also the opinion
4] 
of Ton Qutaiba according to Suyuti Itq. 326. Suyutl, however, also tells' 5)
us that Ibn al-jawzi said it was Hebrew and Shaidala tnat it was Coptic.
It apparently caaie to Arabic from Syriac *Uo> as Fraenkel Vot&b. 21
6) ^ ——
saw, though it may have come into Araoic from a primitive non-Semitic somce,
The word clearly i^ not Semitic, for Heb. o* : phon.tP : Aram, ste*1 cannot 
be explained from Semitic material, and tne word is a loan word in Egyp­ 
tian jm: uoptic »^« , VOM or t»<m and in Ass. jLamu. Thus as the word oc­ 
curs in the old poetry and was an early borrowing we cannot be aosolutely 
sure that it was not primitive.
5 1 t
ii. 107,114: iii. 60: v. 21,56,69,85: ix. 30.
The Jews.
1) Fraenkel Frerndw. 273:_ Vollers ZDMG 1. 617: li. 305,who depend, how-
ever on a su&^estion of lioldeke. 2] Beside trie much more common
from IIK-^VIOV . 3) C.f. Suyuti kuzhir i. 130 and LA xvi. 134.
4) AK. 527. 5) Mutaw. 55, 57.
6) So" Fraenkel gremdw. 231 quoting Noldeke.
(273)
We also find the form ^ in ii. 105,129,134, and the denomina­ 
tive verb :A* , ii. 59; iv . 48 etc.
The philolo^ers recognized it as a foreign word, though they
1) 2) 
were uncertain whether to derive it from Keb. or Persian. It is curious
that anyone should have sought for a Persian origin and yet Addai Sher 
158 ac.cepts the theory, claiiuin^ that ^>U , ^^ , \*^ whith the meaning 
of (3^1<JV^.7 is from the Pers. «:>_>> . It is true that in Dinkard iv. 150 
we find Phlv. ^YO Yud. and in Avestic the f ona t^gyyo Yahud , but this is 
obviously derived from the Aram.
Hirschfeld Hew Researches 27 thinks that kuhammad's use of the————————— 3)
verb ^U> shows that he ^ot the word from Jewish Aram, sources, and not un­ 
derstanding it perfectly ^ave it an Arabic etymology by connecting it with 
the root ^U to repent , which is the reason for the form ^^> beside o^ .
The fetal objection to this theory, however, is that we find the f orm ̂ .^
4)
in the old poetry, so that it would have been well known in Arabia before
Muhammad ' s day .
The word e\SM occurs in tne S. Arabian inscriptions (Glaser 394/5) 
and Grimme ZA xxvi. l6l suggests that it came to tne Hijaz from the South, 
which is very possible though the ultimate origin, of course, will be the 
Jewish '
Occurs twenty two times in Sura xii, elsewhere only in vi. 84 and 
xl °6j± j~ 9 ^ -^ «
Joseph.
The early authorities differed as to whether it was an Arabic
V
word derived from <_>~^ or a. borrowing from Heb. (Tha'labl Q.isas_ 75). Zani.
1) jawallql Mu^2£r^. 157: auyuti Itq. 32o : Khafajl 21 6.
2) Suyuti Uutavy. 47.
3) So also p. 104: Beitrage 15 ff; pautz Offenbarun^ 121 : G-riinbauni ZDMC- 
xl. 285: Horovitz KU 154: Gei^er 113. ———
4) lmru'1-qais xl. 7 (Ahlwardt Divans p. 141) and see kar^oliouth Hchweicl 
Lectures, 79- " "
(274)
on xii. 4 in his usual vigorous style combats trie theory of an Ar. origini)
and Jawallqi. Mu y arrab 155 notes it as foreign.
Gei^er 110 and Sycz Eiaennamen 26,27 would take it as a direct 
borrowing from the Heb. -npv but the Syr. case <^> or Eth. \<vS« mi$ht equally 
well have been the source. Grimme ZA xxvi. 166, on the ground that in 
U. Arabia we should expect a form Yusif rather than Yusuf , would have the 
name derived from S. Arabia. If the kuslim legends about Dhu ITawwas can 
be trusted the name c^y would have been knovvn in S. Arabia, for they tell 
us that his name was ^o^i, <.y. cj_>u j» . The name .however , appears to have been
knov,n also in the N. for we find a Yusuf b. «Abdallah b. Sal am in Usd al2) ' —————
Ghaba V. 132. One suspects that it caine from Jewish sources rather than
Christian.
* * '
iv. l6l : vi. 86: x. 98: xxxvii. 139. 
Jonah.
He is also referred to as <^>Jl <_^U in Ixviii. 48, and as
in xxi. 87.
Some early authorities endeavoured to derive it from ^\ , but
ZaiL, on xii. 4 vigorously combats the vievv that the variant readings
, > 
and <^L>».. given by Jawharl sy. cy.^ provide any ground for such a derivation,
S
and Jav/aliql ^u y arrab 155, Khaf aj i 215 %ive it as foreign.
The form of the word is conclusive evidence that it came to ku-
3)
lfe.mu.ad from Christian sources. Tne Heb. n3V becomes lu»vis in the LXX
and F.T. , and Spren%er would derive the Ar. form directly from the Greek. 
This is hardly likely, however, from what we know of the passage of Bib-
1) So Khafaji 215, and see Spren^er Leben II. 336.
2) Horovitz KU. 15A -
3) Thin is admitted even by Hirscnfeld Beitrar& e 56. See also Sycz Eigen- 
nainen 49: Horovitz KU 155: i^in^ana Syriac Influence 83: Rudolph Abh. 47.
4) Leben II. 32, and ^ar^oliouth ERE, x. 540. ——
(275)
lical names into Arabic, and as a matter of fact we find the final
1) 
"both in the Eth. TSfc and in the Christian -pal as t in ian ^o, which occurs
regularly for the Edessene \)<u or ^J«u . Grimrne ZA. xxvi. 166 thinks that 
in !T . Aralbia we would expect a form Yunas and that Yunus is due to S. Ara-
abian influence, but there is as little to this as to his similar theory
2)
of Yusif and Yusuf . The fact ti.a.t the Arm. Bntfu-U is from Syr. though
from the classical dialect, would leo.d us to conclude that the Qur'anic 
form also came from Syr.
The name was possibly known anion^ the pre-lslamic Arabs, though 
the examples collected from the literature are doubtful.
From the discussion of these foreign elements in the c<ur'anic 
vocabulary we seem to be able to draw the following conclusions -
i) That almost the whole of tne technical religious vocabulary 
of the qur'an is either directly borrowed from outside sour­ 
ces, or where tne terms are of Arabic derivation, have been 
influenced in their use by the usa^e of tne ^reat religions 
around Islam's birthplace.
ii) That tne direct Jewish influence has been somewhat exaggera­ 
ted by earlier writers and the evidence before us inclines \s 
to see Christian influences on IViUhaminad' s religious thinking 
earlier and stronger than the Jewish influences. 
iii) That relatively few words seem to have been introduced by
Muhammad himself, most of these foreign woras being already 
in use in religious circles of his time. Tne ^ur'an is thus 
hardly the unique phenomenon it has sometimes been considered, 
iv) That Iranian influence in the milieu in which the Qur'an toot
1) Schulthess Lex. 82; Chr i s t. .Pal as t. Fr a% ̂ e n t e_ (1905) p. 122.
2) hubsclii^ann Arm. G raiijai. i. 295.
3) passages in Cheikho Nasraniya 234,275,276: and see Horovitz KU
(2?6) 
form is not negligible, and is particularly evident in eschat-
ological matters.
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oreign Vocabulary of the Qur'an; by the Rev. Arthur Jeffery M.A. ; 
B -».; School of Oriental Studies, Cairo,
• Jeffery's thesis is an excellent piece of work, displaying care­ 
ful research and sound critical judgment. Wherever one tests the treat­ 
ment of special words, one finds evidence thatthe writer has consulted 
both the native Arabic authorities, and the work of modern European 
scholars. He has gathered together a wealth of material from many sources. 
He has however preserved his own independence of judgment, and while sel­ 
dom, if ever offering novel suggestions of his own as to the derivation 
of the foreign words in the Qur'an * -which is on the whole, a merit rather 
than a defect - he brings to bear upon the many suggestions which have 
been made by others from time to time, accurate linguistic knowledge and 
a keen critical faculty. His linguistic equipment is adequate, and in­ 
deed remarkable. His index shows lists of words quoted from 34 languages 
and dialects. ITo doubt some of these are quotations and nothing more, but
he has an adequate knowledge Arabic, Hebrew, Syriac. and Ethiopia, and
A
can use Persian, Armenian and Sanscrit, not to speak of Greek and Latin, 
In addition he has been able to make intelligent use of modern authorities 
in English, French, German, Dutch and Italian.
In his introduction, he discusses the general question of the borrowing 
of the Qur'an, the possible channels of influence upon Muhammed, and the 
bearings of his linguistic study upon that question in a very clear and 
interesting way, and also traces the attitude of Moslem scholars to the 
idea that the Qur'an contains foreign words.
•*' ;
While the thesis cntains - so far as I have noticed nothing very 
original, it is none the less a valuable piece of work; for the treatment 
of the foreign words in the Qur'an has been very sporadic and is scat­ 
tered through many books and magazine-articles. It is useful to have 
results thus brought together and the tentative suggestions which have 
been thrown out discussed and appraised.
I have no hesitation in saying that t he thesis is worthy of the 
degree of Ph.D. .
To the Secretary, University of Edikburgh
Internal Examiner's Report ofc the Thesis offered by REV.ARTHUR JEFPERY 
for the Dootorate of Philosophy on the Foreign Vocabulary of the Qur 'an.
88 locdstoci Eoad, Oiford
Uay a, 19*9 
£ear Sir
Haviag reaa through fch* 'ibssis prasaatsa by Mr.Jeff epy,- I have DO 
doaot tbat it suply fulfills the coDditioos ragoirec for acssptaflcg, aaa 
ttiapafora annsfiitatiualy resoiaeaci tfiat tb£ Cafirss of Doatar of Piiilosdp 
&s grant so hi,i.
Mr.Jeffep? lies coiisctcd with ^raat inaas&ry tts opinions ftbich have 
(bean ciorassea ID medieval 300 ioders tliss botfc OD His sabjact 5gae?ailji 
,300 OD tfia HOPCS ^i&a ibicb ba assls; SOD botfi in bis Inteoaastioa aoai
ilia trsaittaDi; of saparata %orQE fcas cicibitea acourste itnoRladgf of noier- 
> 
oas iaD^o-ag€fc, both European and Islatio. Be aoosars to ns*£ D€glsctgo
DO available soorea of iBforasatios, aao his staDies bavs iitendso to tbe 
nost rsceat noria in »bicft any part of fiis latsrial is traatio. Hg bg£, 
bonsver, tcroaaboat used bis o*n jajgisoi in a?fivia| at conclasioas,- and 
that jaaa-ient is to my uiina maPiSd b rv sobriety 4aiQcC Dy scientific nstbod
Hie vie^a apoea? to itc to be SApraaaaa in a lucid ana atirsc&iya fora r- 
ana ai£ arpan^sasit is logical and suitsa to tbe subject.
Hi has also complies »ith Oouoition c.
Hopia± that ay Coiiea^uc aa.? a2?£5 »itb bba conclasion ibicb I tsvs
aoove
.voo?£ faithfully
